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Preface 

This \'olume is the cort' ofa longer compilation that contained commentaries 
at the end of each chapter followed hy author response. The original 
manuscript concluded with a 'Roundtable' chapter concerned with ethical 
and political issues. Participants in the 1999 symposium on which this volume 
is hased were invited to critique each other's chapters and answer 
Roundtable questions on ethics and policy. There was also to be a chapter 
balancing the present Chapter 7 on economic growth by \Villiam l\tasters 
and Margaret McMillan. For this purpose I had chosen a pre\'iously 
published paper by William Easterly and Ross LevinI:' (',\irica's Growth 
Tragedy: Policies and Ethnic Divisions', Qyarlntl' Joumal qf l!.'COIl(Jlllic.l', 112, 
November 119971, pp, 1203-50), which had helped inspire the symposium, 
The manuscript proved too long and 40,000 word!> had to be cut, comprising 
the chapter commentaries, Roundtable chapter, and also the chapter by 
Easterly and Le\'ine, To compensate for the la!>t cut I expanded my 
commentary on l\lasters and McMillan (Chapter 8 ... see the discussion of 
Easterly and Levine, pp. 151· 3), with the resulting clash of paradigms 
expected when a political scientist critique!> an analysis presented by 
economists. The two chapters taken together retain some of the cut-and
thrust originally intended to characterize the whole volumt'. 

The \·olume contains all thl:' new research findings presented at the 
original sympo!>ium in a more concise format. Hopefully it will !>timulate 
fiuther inquiry into the rdationship between ethnic diversity and public 
altruism. 



Foreword 

This book deals with the relationship between ethnicity and public policy. It 
consists of a number of original studies by a distinguished interdisciplinary 
group of contributors, whose researches bridge the gap between the social 
and biological sciences. The focus is on a 'sociobiologically ini()rmed social 
policy', which reflects a differential altruism. The major thesis, which is likely 
to provoke controversy. is that ethnically heterogeneous societies are not only 
prone to conflict, but tend also to be hostile to welfare policies. Group 
loyalties, based essentially on kinship relationships, are of paramount 
importance both for public welfi:tre schemes and private charitable giving, 
which are directed as much as possible at ethnically specific groups. As 
ascriptive connections thin out, intergroup antagonisms grow, and altruism 
becomes weaker: in short, there are lower performance levels in 
ethnolinguistically plural societies. There is thus a direct relationship between 
the decline of homogeneity and a more selective social policy. To make the 
point about what they call 'selfish cooperation' a primordialist aspect of 
civic culture -- the authors elaborate on the importance of ethnic solidarity, 
group-level nepotism, and the racialist aspects ofanti-welfare attitudes, which 
complement and go beyond traditional libertarian anti-welfare ideology, and 
which modify socialist pro-welfare attitudes. In substantiating the behavioural 
aspect of what amounts to an organic model of the State, the authors lean 
upon social, psychological, and biological approaches to group behaviour, 
including analogies from the animal kingdom, and they subject their 
contentions to empirical tests. The studies are voluminously documented and 
buttressed by in-depth discussions of the United States, Canada, and Russia, 
and by extensive and cross-national survey data. 

II!illiam Sqfran 
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Introduction: 

The Symposium Target Paper In 

Broader Context 

Frallk hi>lIljJ Salfer 

I:,\TROJ)l'( :TI<):,\ 

Is welf~llT less generous in multi-ethnic sOCIetIeS than in rdatiwly 
homogeneous ones? Does a society's ethnic heterogeneity alket its iiJreigl1 
aid expenditure? Should such efli.'cts exist, can evolutionary theory help 
explain them? Which policy implications, if any, can he drawn li'om thest' 
dlt-cts and tlwir ('\'olutionary interpretation? These \\"('rt' the questions posed 
to a leading group of social seimtists at the symposium '\\'e\I;tre, Ethnicity 
and Altruism: Bringing in E\'olutionary Theory', hosted by the "'eJ'lwr 
Reimers Foundation in Bad Homburg, Germany, I() 13 February 1999, 
The resulting discussion raised additional themes of economic ,,"'o\\'th, social 
conilin, social capital, allirmative action, multiculturalism, globalization, and 
population, all discussed in this \'olume. Clearly the relationship hetween 
\\'elf~Ifl' and ethnicity has profc>und ramifications, yet is poorly understood, 
t'wn by political thinkers on the Left concerned ahout pITselTing caring, 
indusin' societit,s and protecting the e1l\'ironmellt. I 

The symposium was organized around qu('stiolls posed in a target paper 
reproduced helO\,", In the target paper I argued ICl)' a link Iwtweel1 ethnic 
heterogeneity and decliuing \\'elf~u't', The argument was hased on an 
evolutionary interpretation of a \\'a\'l~ of recent findings by economists, 
political scientists and sociologists, I argued that the dt'dine in \\'dj~uT rights 
ohsern'd in multi-ethnic states is due to a dedine in public altruism; the 
willing-ness or citizens to aid strangers, Puhlic altruism declines, I suggested, 
whcn fellow citizens are percei\Td to belong to dint'rent ethnic groups, so 
that the society at large is no longer identilied with one's own ethnic group, 
People appear, and are, less ramiliar to one another, and this loss or 
I~uniliarity, including shared etlmirity, elicits less altruism than /(ll1ud in 
homogeneous societies, 

The 111<~jority finding or the chapters in this hook support the targ-l't 
hypothesis, The theory responsible jc)), this success was drawn II'om the 
research of Irl'niius Eibl-Eibl'sli..'ldt and PieITe nUl dm BerghI', hoth present 
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111 this volume. The ethological and sociohiological them'ies that these 
scholars have (respectively) developed converge on the view that ethnic 
solidarity is due to individuals conceiving of their ethnic groups as extended 
families --- an ethnic form of familiarity. Ethnic groups do resemble families, 
primarily because they arc descent woups but also because they often have 
characteristic gene frequencies that distinguish them from other ethnic 
groups. Shared descent is culturally marked by traditions of language, dress, 
and religion that are passed on within families and the broader community. It 
can also he marked physically hy racial and f~lmilial resemblances. The 
possession of these ethnic group-markers facilitates the development of public 
altruism; a willingness to share resources to some extent with citizens at large. 
As ethnic heterogeneity increases, society resembles less and less an extended 
family due to accumulating cultural and racial differences. As a result, puhlic 
altruism declines across the society as a whole, hut survives within ethnic 
groups. 

In this introductory chapter, I restate the target paper before making some 
additions to data and theory. In the target paper, I assumed that welfare 
depends on altruistic motivation towards recipients on the part of voting 
taxpayers. That assumption is not wholly true. \Vhile the evidence reported in 
the following chapters indicates an altruism eff(~ct, there are undoubtedly 
other important factors, sociological and economic, influencing welfare. The 
target paper can also be improved upon by distinguishing redistributive from 
non-redistributive public goods and intermediate types, a point made by 
Sanderson and Vanhanen in their joint chapter. 

The target thesis finds points of resonance with mainstream political 
theory of welfare, as I set out more ftllly in Chapter 15. Political philosophers 
Michael Walzer and David lVlilIer hoth apply the family analogy to the 
welfare state. Political scientist Gary Freeman argued in the 1980s that 
he cause welfare relies on a sense of kinship, open borders inevitahly de wade 
welfare rights. In their classic Regulating the Poor: 17le Functions If/Public Hl'e!fare,'2 
Frances Piven and Richard Clmvard conclude that ethnic divisions have kept 
the American welfare state weak. On the practical side of politics, New York 
Gowrnor Mario Cuomo proclaimed the 'family of America' in arguing for 
generous welfare policies in the 1984 United States presidential elections. 
Ho'wever, until recently these inteq)retations have lacked much hard data on 
how ethnic diversity affects public altruism, including welfare, both in the 
United States and elsewhere. The studies conducted for this volume 
contribute to the growing empirical support for these \'iews, as well as fresh 
theory in the form of postulated lTolutionary mechanisms. 

The symposium's findings contrihute to knowledge of how ethnicity 
afIects modern mass society in the political and economic realms, and hmv 
best to manage these impacts. It is important to know that persistent ethnic 
diversity generates costs as well as acknowledged benefits such as increasing 
cultural and culinary variety. Those costs are considerable. As documented in 
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the following chapters, they include a tendency to lower redistributive welfare 
and charity, to increased collective violence, to lower economic growth in 
economies most in need of it, and to lower foreign aid. Ethnic diversity also 
tends to reduce the efficiency of govcrnment and the fairness of policing, 
damage social capital in the form of public trust and commitment to the 
community, and raise levels or inequality and corruption. 

THE OJ{IGI:\,\L 'L\RGET PAPER 

En)lutionary theory predicts that altruism should be stronger within ethnic 
groups than between them.:1 This is hardly a controversial view with regard 
to the negative side of ethnic relations, especially violent conflict, in light or 
the ravages of nationalist \''''lrS and, more generally, the long history of inter
ethnic discord; I but the theory has not been systematically extended to the 
quieter, yet significant, positive side of ethnicity communal solidarity. By 
focusing on violent conflict and the concomitant opposition between in-group 
aHiliation and out-group hostility, ethnic research has tended to overlook 
grades of altruism and the eflect of such gradations on social processes. 
\Vellitn: politics and economics are promising areas in which to discover and 
examine difkrential altruism. From an evolutionary perspective, welfare 
systems should be easier to develop and maintain in ethnically homogeneous 
societies than in more heterogeneous ones; mono-ethnic w('ifilre states should 
be more generous than multi-ethnic ones. 

The evolutionary prediction f()llows from kin selection theory, which 
interprets the behavioural universal of nepotism to be a product of the 
evolutionary history of altruism. In that theory, the rigour of natural selection 
meant that altruism including the unreciprocated giving of resources to 
another individual was only viable when practised between dose kin:' 
Some theorists argue that group se\t>ction mechanisms have also shaped 
human altruism.1i 

According to \'an den Berghe/ \vho coined the term 'Ethnic Nepotism 
Theory' in 19B I , ethnic groups develop solidarity when they ('orne to think of 
themseh-es as filmilies. This makes sensc from van den Berghe's kin-selection 
perspectiw, but also fits with classical ethological theory as expounded by 
Eibl-Eibesfddt who, as early as 1970,1l observed that national solidaritv is 
based OIl filmily b·!ing. 1\ similar point is made by Horowitz!' ill his m,~jor 
19H:J treatment of ethnic conflict. Horowitz concurs with van den Berg-he 
and Eibl-Eiheslddt (though without reft-rencing them) that ethnicity is based 
on a 'lill1lily resemhlance'; that kinship is crucial to understanding the central 
role of 11unily structure in determining ethnic idelltity and in explaining the 
intellsity of ethnic conflict. 

Of course, the genetic relatedness of ethnic groups is greatly diluted 
compared with that of liunilies. ~ewrthl'kss, two randomly chosen members 
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of the same ethnic group share, on an'rage, 1110re genes than they do with 
members of other groups. Depending on circumstances, it might be adaptive 
for an indi\'idual to make sacrifices fix a large number of co-ethnics, if the 
result is an increase in the altruist's genetic representation in the meta
population. Ethnic kinship is too weak to justif)' (i.e., pay-ofl' in genetic fitness) 
significant altruism between individuals. Consistent with this e\'olutionary 
logic, ethnic solidarity is most likely to hecome a strong determinant of 
interpersonal relationships f()\lowing indoctrination and manipulation by 
rituals, symbols and ideologies that generalize familial loyalties to larger 
popuIaUons. 1e cnUca ro e 0 cu ture (oes not a ter our speCIes )aSIC· III '1'1 .. I I f' I I I . . t . 
moti\'ational repertoire, and ethnic nepotism theory proposes that the 
motinltional basis of ethnic loyalty is nepotism, a phylogl'nl'tica\ly old 
adaptation. This is wnsistent with the role of cultural 'recognition markers' 
such as language and religion in demarcating groups, and the salience of 
racial markers as opposed to cultural ont's. Due to this group-level nepotism, 
individuals are more willing to invest resources and emotions in the whole 
group. II The group selection wrsiol1 overlaps a good deal with ethnic 
nepotism theory in positing the importance of group-markers, but de
emphasizes the importance of biological markers. Both approaches posit a 
m<yor role tor cultural f;lctors in defining group boundaries and level of 
solidarity. Thus, eH)lutionary thinking about ethnic relations and social 
behm'iour in general is com'erging on constructionism, albeit a non
relativistic and hiologically informed version that has heen called 'social 
technology theory'. I"

A related lint, of e\'olutionary analysis has been to identify cross-cultural 
unin~rsals underlying human social systems. Disciplines closely connected to 
the beha\'iouralle\"(~I, such as human ethology, hiological anthropology, and 
evolutionary psychology, han' ullco\'Cred social uniwrsals resistant to 
cultural and historical changes. I:l Although all social systems rest on 
behavioural uniwrsals at tht' micro-level, the)" are strongly influenced by 
macro-Ien'l processes such as cultural cvolution, economic forces and social 
planning. The interdependence or rnicro- and macro-causes means that the 
evolutionary perspecti\"{' should he included as a valuable heuristic in 
discovering more cross-cultmal principles underlying complex socio
economic phenomena. I I III the case or welfare systems, despite a 
considerable degree of cultural determination of attitudes and behaviour. 
some important biological principles may operate. 

I notcd abow that ethnic behaviour is scnsitiw to cultural influence. 
~Iany features of modern culture, such as urhan living, mass entertainment 
and news, are artificial ,,,hell compared ,,,ith thc small-groups social 
environments in which humans eH)lwd. III artificial environments it is 
possihle for individuals to consistl'lltly hehaH' in maladapti\"{' ways, i.e., in 
ways that do not promote the reprodllct ion of their genes. Examples are casy 
to find, and include the large death tolls of soldiers and civilians in 
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industrialized warfare and the disability and mortality resulting from drug 
addiction. In today's world, indoctrinability for patriotism I 0) can in principle 
pay-off genetically, but the predisposition to ethnocentrism is a far less secure 
guide to genetic interests than in the environment of evolutionary 

Ifadaptedness. ) 
The related theoretical issue to be considered in the symposium is 

whether evolved mechanisms of ethnocentrism are successfully circumvented 
by existing welfare institutions. 

Consider the case of the United States. The failure of the Clinton 
initiative on health care to reverse the continued decay of the United States' 
public health system I 7 and the general weakness of American welfare rights 
stand in sharp contrast to mature European comprehensive welfare systems 
which, despite recent pressures, are still supported by great m,~jorities in 
those societies. Political scientist, M. Gilens, has found that in the United 
States, cross-racial transfers arc a major ~oint of resistance to taxation to 
support means-tested welfilre payments. B Gilens' survey-based analysis 
confirms the thesis advanced by political theorists that racial divisions in the 
United States have distorted and subverted attempts to construct a 
European-style welfare state. 19 Extensive welfare rights emerged from 
political struggles and decisions made within ethnically homogeneous states 
such as France, Germany and Sweden.:w Given the shifting ethnic and racial 
balance in Western societies, a relevant question now is whether the decline 
of homogeneity will spell the curtailment of those rights. Emerging research 
findings indicate this to be a likely outcome. A comparison by sociologist 
T. Faist:! I of US and German welfare politics finds that nationalist-populist 
reaction to large-scale immigration has led to the polarization of views 
towards welfare along ethnic and racial lines, and has contributed to the 
decline of welfare expenditure in both countries. Ethnic and racial diversity 
present opportunities for nationalist-populist politicians who would deny 
welfare rights to out-groups. The same diversity appears to be an obstacle f()r 
cosmopolitan-liberal politicians who seek a more inclusive and generous 
welfare system, Faist argues. Further evidence in this direction comes from 
economic research. A recent multi-city study of municipal spending in the 
United States analysed the correlation of ethnic diversity with per capita 
spending on public goods, including education, roads, sewers, libraries, 
rubbish removal, and welfare. Economists Aiesina, Baqir and Easterll:l 
found that the more ethnically or racially diverse cities spent a smaller 
proportion of their budgets and less per capita on public goods than did the 
more homogeneous cities. Poterba:!:l finds that public spending on education 
is particularly low in districts where the elderly residents are from a different 
racial group from the school-age population. These results parallel the 
finding made by Brown:! I and Hero and Tolbert25 that states' per capita 
expenditure on l\ledicaid generally declines as racial diversity increases. 
Hero and Tolbert also analysed the voting patterns by race and ethnicity in 
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the 1994 referendum in which Californians voted on Proposition 187, that 
social services to illegal immigrants be restricted. They found that minority 
diversity accounted for about 40 per cent of the between-county variation in 
support for the proposition, such that support increased in tandem with the 
degree of racial diversity. Also germane to the present discussion was the 
simultaneous vote held on the proposed 'single-payer' health plan, that 
would have directly benefited minorities who are over-represented in the 
lower socio-economic strata. Hero and Tolbert found a correlation of -0.87 
between the two votes. 

The negative relation between racial diversity and public contributions to 
public goods might be a more tenacious version of the problem faced by 
emerging polities, that of inducing f~lmilies and clans to extend their loyalty to 
the civic sphere?; Indeed, Easterly and Levine27 have found that ethnic 
diversity in Africa is a major predictor oflow public investment in such public 
goods as schooling and infrastructure. (Hama2B finds that spending on police 
and welfare is correlated with racial diversity across 77 US cities. For the 
purpose of testing Easterly and Levine's and Gilens' results, Hama's study 
suffers by not distinguishing federal, state and city origins of spending on 
public goods.29) 

Are there fundamental problems in mohilizing support for comprehensive 
welfare systems in ethnically, and especially racially, diverse societies such as the 
United States? Can these prohlems be circumvented by new institutional 
techniques? Is it just a matter of indoctrinating citizens to he culture- and 
colour-blind, or is human nature more resistant to manipulation? Even if 
citizens can be manipulated to contribute to public goods in multi-ethnic 
societies, an ethical question remains. Ifthe result ofsuch manipulation is a win
win outcome, the manipulation could be viewed as enlightened public policy. 
Howcver, if the result is to depress the manipulated group's fitness, the process 
could he viewed as aggressive deception. These scientific and ethical questions 
have considerable significance fe>r public policy given the large number of 
multi-ethnic states. Since the evolutionary approach works with universals, it is 
a promising basis feJr developing principles able to be applied in any setting. 

The planned symposium will address several related questions that can be 
advanced by an interdisciplinary approach. The main four questions are: 

I.  Does ethnic diversity, in fllct, tend to depress contributions to public goods 
such as welfare, and if so, under which conditions? 

2.  Does ethnic diversity afl('ct economic growth, an important form of 
welfare? 

3.  Can evolutionary theory contribute to our understanding and prediction 
of any such dlt'cts? and 

4. Which  policy implications should be drawn? This entails the ethical 
qucstion of the propriety or policies that guide people tmvards or away 
from favouring the interests of their ethnic groups. 
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THE 1\IEETIl':G 

A distinguished group of scholars from several disciplines attended the 
symposium described in the opening paragraph. Participants included 
professors Eibl-Eibesfeldt and van den Berghe, the two theorists who 
originated Ethnic Nepotism Theory. The scholars' answers to the symposium 
questions are set out in the following chapters, briefly summarized at the end 
of this chapter. Suffice it to say that the target paper's hypothesis was largely 
confirmed (that ethnic diversity is a significant factor influencing welfare 
policy), some surprising findings were made, and instructive debate joined on 
issues of data, theory, and policy. In the following section, I discuss further 
data and theory relevant to the target paper's hypothesis, which put it in 
broader perspective. 

ADDITIOl':AL DATA AND THEORY 

Additional Data 

Since writing the target paper, new studies have come to light that support 
the hypothesis as well as older studies that were overlooked. Cross-national 
economic analyses indicate that not only welfare expenditure but also the size 
of government is positively correlated with the degree of ethnic homo
geneity.3o This trend is most pronounced in democratic states, where citizens 
have a say in shaping government. These analyses also show that, contrary to 
conventional economic theory, the combination oflarger size of government, 
ethnic homogeneity and small national size can be a significant economic 
asset. The authors argue that as democracy spreads, large ethnically and 
geographically diverse (multicultural) states fragment through secession. In 
other words, given the freedom to choose, people opt for independent ethnic 
states, resulting in the proliferation of countries. The authors propose greater 
decentralization of government as the best means to counter this trend. They 
do not explain why it is necessary to oppose democratic choice that yields a 
stronger economy and more generous welfare rights. 

Additional li-volutionary 7heory 

Rushton's 1989:!1 paper on the 'Genetic Similarity Theory' (GST) made an 
important contribution to the evolutionary understanding of ethnic solidarity 
that should have been discussed in the original target paper.:12 The theory 
helps explain how ethnic nepotism could have evolved despite the risk of 
selfish free-riders who benefit from ethnic altruism but do not share the 
altruist's genes. Without a mechanism for discriminating free-riders, ethnic 
nepotism would have been weeded out of the gene pool over evolutionary 
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time and replaced by selfish behaviour. Rushton's solution to this theoretical 
problem begins with the replicated finding that individuals prefer to befriend, 
trust and marry others who are similar in various characteristics. Partners are 
most similar on socio-demographic variables of age, race and religion, 
followed by attitudes and opinions, IQ, physical characteristics, and finally, 
personality. Rushton argues that choosiness-by-similarity is an evolved trait 
for directing altruism towards genetically similar individuals, thus mitigating 
the free-rider risk. Indeed, several studies reviewed by Rushton or conducted 
by him and his colleagues indicate some genetic similarity between spouses, 
sexual partners, and friends. Assortative affiliation cued by genetic similarity 
results in ethnic nepotism, but is not synonymous with it because 
discrimination also occurs within ethnic gnHlps, not only between them, 
which it must do if it is to exclude co-ethnic fi'ee-riders. Rushton concludes 
that ethnocentrism is an evolved strategy for promoting the replication of 
copies of an individual's genes carried hy non-kin. GST is more fine-grained 
than ethnic nepotism theory. For example, CST predicts cross-ethnic 
affiliation based on individual similarity, while ethnic nepotism theory 
requires enculturation to explain this phenomenon. Also, CST helps explain 
how humans could have evolved to treat their tribes and, in recent centuries, 
million-sized ethnic groups, as extended f~unilies despite the risk of free-riders. 

Cultural evolution may also have mitigated free-riders and thus facilitated 
the evolution ofethnic nepotism. Social control through mutual monitoring is 
nowhere more pervasive than in small-scale societies in which humans 
evolvcd.:n Monitoring and punishment of free-riders can, theoretically, allow 
the evolution of behaviour that benefits tIll' group, hecause it prevt'nts free
riders from increasing their rt~producti\'e fitness at the expense of altruists. 
Humans are an intelligent species with the ability to experiment with life
styles.:lI When a social experiment pays oJr reproductively, it is likely to 
become more common due to an expanding lineage and through emulation. 
Such 'cultural group strategies':\:; have become a major influence on the 
social environment, and prohably han' had significant selection effects of 
their own, selecting for tribal altruism. They may also have selected for a 
special-purpose cognitive competence that distinguishes lineages such as 
etIlilIes an races lrom ot ltT types 0 SOCIa gTOUpS:· d Co I j" I '\I) 

7he }/eed jor an Erplicit :\Jicm-Jlarl'(} Link 

A weakness of the target paper is that it assumed, without analysis, that 
wdfare depends on altruistic motivation towards recipients on the part of 
voting taxpayers. This might be taken to suggest that altruism is the sole 
cause of welfare: a most unlikely proposition. Indeed, there is evidence that 
the most powerful impetus to the welliut' state was not middle-class largesse 
but working-class votes. Bismarck's introduction of welfare to Germany in 
the 1870s was designed to undermine the working-class hase of the Reichstag 
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socialists.:17 Also, Esping-Andersen's comparison of the devdopment of three 
types of welfare states in Northern Europe (socialist), Central Europe 
(conservative), and English-speakinl!; societies (liberal· United States, United 
Kingdom, Australia) indicates that workinl!;-dass electoral and union strength 
puts social democratic parties in government. These governments then serve 
I . . f h· . b d··'· I h 'lIIt Ie economIC mterests 0 t elr constItuents y re Istn )utmg wea t .

Economic conditions should also be expected to affect the level of welfare 
altruism. In times of plenty, with near-full employment and high wages, the 
majority ethnic group can he expected to be more relaxed about the 
destination of it" welfare ta.xes than in hard times. 

There are undoubtedly many causes of cross-national difIerences in 
welf1lre provisions. Is this a basis for rejecting ethnicity as one causal factor 
among others? Affirmative answers tend to rely on particular cases and seek 
one exdusive cause for each case. For example: ' ... IRleduction of welfare 
state expenditures is a public policy related to the fiscal discipline imposed by 
the EU with the introduction of the euro (as in Germany) or associated with 
"liberatarian" ideology (as in the USA). ,:-19 Gilens HI argues from survey data 
and content analysis of American television over the last few decades that the 
reluctance of white taxpayers to fund welfare for hlacks is due to media bias. 
Gilens finds that blacks have been over-represented in depictions of poor 
people in US television reports, and makes the plausible case that without this 
bias the issue of welfare would not have become so racialized. Hence, white 
discriminatory hehaviour is imposed from the outside and is not at all 
intrinsic to human nature. He does not deny that blacks are indeed over
represented among welfare categories such as unemployed and single 
mothers, and entertains no other factors as underlying welfare attitudes. 

There might be some truth to Gilens' hypothesis, or there might not. 
Greater confidence would be warranted if alternate possible causes had been 
considered. Also, correlation does not demonstrate causality. The few 
positive fits supporting Gilens' contention are weak evidenct: of a causal 
relationship. It is possible that the media, generally liberal in orientation,'1 
have managed to reduce hostility to black welfare recipients from what it 
would have been in the circumstances. Arguably, the emphasis on black 
poverty was an expression of sympathy for blacks intended to further their 
political and economic condition. It is not at all obvious that depictions of a 
category in poverty will produce negative attitudes towards it. Docs the Red 
Cross's use of pictures of poor Third Worlders harden attitudes towards 
them, or do such images in fact dicit donations? Thi~ issue requin's much 
more investigation before firm conclusions can be reached. 

Gilcns' causal analysis would have been more convincing if he had 
compared the United States with other wdfare states. Does the cross-cultural 
negative correlation between multi-ethnicity and welfare correspond to 
negative media portrayals of minorities? If not, what causes that negative 
correlation? Gilens does not put his media analysis in a broacler context ewn 
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within the United States. For example, he does not consider positive images 
of blacks on television. During the 1 960s, 1970s, and I 980s, the period 
emphasized by Gilens, the image of blacks in television drama and comedies 
greatly improved. They were depicted as scientists, technical experts, 
intelligence agents and running well-adjusted middle-class families. The 
number of black news readers also rose during this period. Gilens l2 

summarizes research on the pre\"alence ofblacks on US prime-time television 
in 1997, focusing on dramas and situation comedies. Despite being less than 
13 per cent of the population, blacks were 25 per cent ofall characters and 27 
per cent of major characters. The question is not raised whether these 
characters were portrayed positively, yet this is essential for comparing 
negative and positive portrayals. 

While Gilens' interpretations are questionable, the survey he has 
conducted offers useful data on white attitudes to black welfare. These 
data fit the cross-cultural ethological model set out in this chapter and 
generally confirmed, cross-culturally, in this volume. 

Any number of plausible non-ethnic factors can be hypothesized to 
underlie welfare, including economic and ideological change; some of these 
factors will have general effects. For example, poor countries can be expected 
to provide less welfare than rich ones. Similarly, as noted above, societies 
with poorly organized labour movements are likely to provide less welfare 
than those with strong trade unions. However, such explanations of welfare 
policy, by themselves, do not conflict with the data reported in this volume. 
Those data are quite compatible with multiple causes of welfare state 
expenditure, because the correlations between heterogeneity and decline in 
welfare are far below 100 per cent. On the other hand, these non-ethnic 
factors do not tell the whole story. They are unable to account for the 
correlations found between ethnic heterogeneity and various measures of 
public altruism as reviewed above. This book's chapters contribute to this 
growing evidence, both cross-nationally, as presented in Vanhanen's and 
Sanderson's chapters and intra-nationally, as presented in the chapters by 
Butovskaya et al. and by Schubert and Tweed. The fiscal discipline imposed 
on Germany by the euro cannot explain the general world-wide correlation 
found between ethnic diversity and welfare expenditure. It cannot explain 
why Bismarck, a wealthy landowner, sincerely believed in social welfare in 
addition to using it as an electoral tool. Nor can libertarian ideology begin to 
explain the correlations between diversity and welfare found within the 
United States, or the ethnic nepotism shown towards beggars in Moscow. 
Any attempt to deny ethnic diversity as a significant cause of these inter- and 
intra-national correlations must offer an alternate general theory for these 
multiple and widespread relationships. The findings reported in this book 
strongly indicate that ethnic diversity plays a general and significant role, 
among other factors, in depressing welfare expenditure as an expression of 
public altruism. 
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I should add that even if union strength or ideology or any other factor 
accounted for all the cross-national variance in welfare, there would still be 
room for an ethnic altruism effect if these factors themselves were found to 
correlate with ethnic homogeneity. Degree of ethnic homogeneity might 
facilitate solidarity of union activists and forge cross-class alliances of welfare 
supporters, thereby indirectly influencing welfare policy. A recent survey of 
30,000 Americans across 40 communities}:{ finds that ethnic diversity is a 
major depressor of social capital, including friendly contacts across class lines 
and giving and volunteering. Putnam,H the leader of the survey project, 
argues that the precipitous decline in American union membership is an 
indicator of declining civic capital. 

Altruistic motives are evident in the rise of rational welfare policies in 
early Victorian England. Welfare reform was the outcome of a contest 
between three sets of reformers - charitable upper-class patricians, utilitarian 
technocrats who were also paternalistically minded but who believed in 
scientific methods, and social reformers such as the Chartists who accepted 
technocratic administration but rejected paternalism in favour of greater 

al· and d emocracy.·}c, As Espmg-A d erson Hi pre IctS, someequ' Ity . n d' 0 f these 
social reformers were motivated by self-interest. Often survival was at stake in 
the early stages of the industrial revolution, with the newly urbanized poor 
housed in filthy slums and employed in death-trap factories. But there was 
also a clear altruistic component in aristocratic attempts to aid the poor, and 
the Chartists were joined by middle-class factory reformers and physicians in 
agitating for improved sanitation and nutrition for the new urban working 
class. These upper-class welfare activists, some agitating for fundamental 
social change, appear to have been motivated by altruism rather than self
interest. 

There is positive evidence of the role of altruism in welfare politics. 
Resemblances beh.veen welfare rhetoric and charity advertisements indicate 
an important role for altruistic motives, at least in legitimizing welfare rights. 
A cursory examination of the promotional literature put out by such charities 
as the Red Cross shows that begging-releasers in the form of pictures and 
verbal descriptions appear frequently and with little, or no, modification. The 
same appears to apply to the rhetoric used by politicians to win over voters to 
welfilre policies. Frequent reference is made by welfare politicians to the 
demographic categories of the very young and old, the sick, as well as the 
needy. Single mothers attract a good deal of sympathy. When politicians urge 
more generous welfare spending, they are likely to claim that Americans 
constitute one big f~lmily.17 A systematic survey ofwelfare rhetoric remains to 
be done, but the (~lmilial character of that rhetoric has been remarked and is 
plausible. 

The target paper failed to distinguish redistributive and non-redistributive 
welfare, as pointed out in Sanderson's and Vanhanen's joint chapter. Social 
security schemes limit their redistributive effects within income categories, 
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and thus tend to avoid net transfers between ethnic groups; but cash benefits 
that differentially go to one or more ethnic groups in democratic, transparent 
wellllre systems are sensitive to prevailing levels of public altruism. 

THE SHIPOSIU:\I CO:,\TE:,\T :\:'\1) RELEV:\:,\CE 

The volume makes three main contributions: 

I.  It provides generally consistent evidence of the depressing effect of ethnic 
diversity on welfare. 

2.  It provides an evolutionary frame lor interpreting these data. 
3.  It advances ideas about how the findings an' relevant to policy and 

political theory. 

The symposium illuminates several empirical and theoretical issues at the 
nexus of welfare and ethnicity, and suggests new lines of investigation. The 
volume presents nine empirical studies. Five deal with how ethnic diversity 
aflects welfare provisions, two concern the related subject of cross-ethnic 
charitableness, and two report efleets of kinship and group identity on 
altruism in primates and early hominid societies. Three of the studies are 
cross-national, four are national or city case studies (two of the US, one of 
Carmda, one of Moscow), and two are cross-species analyses. 

There are two cross-national studies of welfare and heterogeneity. 
Sanderson's cross-national study of redistributive welfare and ethnic 
heterogeneity covers 42 couno·it's distrihuted across all continents. He finds 
that ethnic diversity is a major correlate of low redistributive welfare. Only 
organized labour, democracy, and national wealth explain more or 
comparable between-country variance. Vanhanen's multinational study 
looks at all welfare taken together, including redistributive and non
redistributive. He finds a lower, but statistically significant, negative eflect 
of diversity on welfare paymellt. Sanderson and Vanhanen explain how 
differences arose between their findings in a joint chapter. 

Schubert and Tweed's study of donations to the United States' largest 
charity, the United Way, confirms the growing number of studies within the 
United States that find a depressing effect of ethnic diversity on public 
altruism. A similar result is obtained by a field study of street beggars in 
~loscow conducted by Butovskaya, Salter, Diakonov, and Srnirnov. People 
give more to beggars from their own ethnic group. The effect is so strong that 
Gypsies, a recognizable out-group, resort to more extreme and less dignified 
methods of begging than are typically employed hy ethnic Russians, 
nevertheless, the Gypsies achieve poorer results. 

James' chapter appears on the surf~lce to disconfirm the target hypothesis. 
He documents the higher wellare payments made by the Canadian federal 
gon~rnment to Quebec, a province identified with the French-speaking 
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minority population. Does this mean that English-speaking Canadians show 
greater altruism towards their French-speaking fellow citizens than towards 
their own language group? Hardly. As James points out, a minority's 
geographical concentration creates a special condition because such minorities 
are better able to seek and secure independence. Schifl· 11I makes the same point 
regarding the Ivory Coast, which pays special benefits to an independence
minded province. Both James and Schiff argue that the special payments to 
secessionist minorities amount to an attempt by the majority group, or its Hites, 
to buy territorial unity. Minority leaders can be aware of the terms of this 
arrangement and exploit it to maximize revenues for their people. Consider 
this report of remarks made by Quebec leader, Parizeau, in 1998. 

'As long as we're in Canada, we'll go get our booty,' Mr Parizeau said 
yesterday at a speech in Hull to which the media were not invited. 'And 
sovereigntist premiers have better success than federalist premiers in 

II ' f' 0 ,·1·<)gra) )lI1g money rom ttawa.· 

The same principle might apply to the large-scale redistribution practised 
within the European Union, where the wealthy core members of France, and 
especially Germany, subsidize poorer members - a sort of international 
welfare. The resentment felt by many German taxpayers was, until 1998, 
more than balanced by the political commitment of leaders such as Helmut 
Kohl and the industrial elite to keep Germany integrated both politically and 
economically with its neighbours, as a means of building European unity and 
increasing the market for German manufactured goods, respectively. 

Roger Masters' chapter is important because it oflers the only empirical 
disconfirmation of the target paper in this volume, indeed the only one of 
which I am aware. One stubborn fact is enough to disprove a theory, and for 
this reason I devote some space to Masters' results. l\1asters compares the 
provision of some public goods at the county level in the United States with 
the proportion of the local population comprised of blacks and Hispanics. He 
finds that the number of public sewers per capita is not negatively correlated 
with the proportion of Hispanics, disconfirming the target hypothesis. 
However, there is a negative correlation for blacks, in agreement with the 
hypothesis. More importantly, the proportion ofboth blacks and Hispanics in 
counties does correlate with lower per capita welfare payments, confirming 

h ·'Othe target hypot eSls: 
'1'here is a good reason to treat the welfare correlations as more telling for the 

target hypothesis than the number of sewers per capita. Sanderson, in this 
volume, finds that redistributive welfare, such as cash payments to single 
mothers, arc more sensitive to ethnic diversity than are genuine public goods 
such as sewers and water supply, which are difficult to subdivide because they 
prevent disease, thus benefiting all taxpayers. Provision of police, which 
Masters also analysed, is especially problematic in this respect, because it is 
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simultaneously a public good for one part of society- those with property, for 
example " .. and a means of social control against other segments - such as the 
poor, especially those who supplement income with illegal activity. Hama's 
comparison of 77 US cities, discussed earlier in the chapter, finds that 
expenditure on police increases with the black proportion of cities, contra
dicting Masters' finding. This is unlikely to be an expression ofgrowing public 
altruism. Rather, it is probably a response to relatively high black crime rates, at 
least in jurisdictions with a large middle-class population (of any race) able to 
pay for protection. Police expenditures can be seen as pure public goods within 
multi-ethnic societies where all groups have approximately the same levels of 
wealth and criminality. Otherwise, care should be taken to distinguish this 
motive from that of social control by one group over another. 

R. Masters' analysis contains several conceptual differences with my 
target chapter: diflerences worth exploring. For example, he has a different 
conception of ethnicity from that found in Ethnic Nepotism Theory. He 
denies that ethnic groups are 'entities at a level defined by contemporary 
evolutionary biology'. Ethnic groups are 'rationalizations for a desire to 
restrict social co-operation' and ethnic boundaries are 'constantly changing', 
indicating that they can be constructed to suit individual goals. This is 
thorough-going instrumentalism that allows no plan' for the primordial 
components of ethnicity, discussed in length in Chapter 8.,)1 

Welfare can be more broadly defined to include income from jobs and 
government sources. \Vhat dIect does ethnic diversity have on economic 
growth and hence on overall standard of living? W. Masters and McMillan 
compare economic growth and ethnic diversity in a broad cross-national 
sample, and find a non-linear relationship. Rising diversity is correlated with 
increasingly depressed economic growth except for countries with high 
income levels. In a special chapter commentary, I put Masters and 
McMillan's findings in broader economic, sociological, and demographic 
perspective, noting that Easterly and I"<:'vinc'-):! and Sanderson (this volume) 
confirm the negative relationship between heterogeneity and economic 
growth. Are rich economies immune to the depressing effect of ethnic 
diversity, or are they gTowing rapidly despite the economic load of diversity? 
It is possible that the economic success of fast-growing economies causes 
diversity (rather than vice versa) by attracting immigrants from the 
developing world. Masters and McMillan also find that population size 
tends to compensate for diwrsity, since economic gTowth rises with size of 
market. Within this important study, l\'lasters and McMillan add a 
fascinating cross-national analysis of f()reign aid payments for the period 
1962·..·1992, finding that ethnic diversity has a depressing effect. They find 
that one measure of ethnic dh-ersity alone accounts for 80 per cent of the 
between-country variance in f()feign aid, controlling for income and 
government size. Ethnic diversity may impede co-operation for all national 
goals requiring broad consensus. 
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Non-human and tribal precursors of welfare and kin altruism are 
described in two papers. In a fascinating report on meat sharing in wild 
chimpanzees, Linda Marchant shows some of the continuities and differences 
between humans and their primate cousins. As with humans, kin are given 
special preference when sharing valuable resources, but this applies mainly to 
female chimpanzees. Males share with sex partners and male allies. Johan 
van der Dennen reviews the large literature on co-operation, loyalty and 
proto-ethnocentrism, discussing how and why loyalty structures and group 
identification (proto-ethnocentrism) evolve in the context of inter-group 
agonistic behaviour and male versus female transfer in primates, social 
carnivores, dolphins, and early hominids; all social and 'brainy' species. He 
concludes that group identity processes are widespread and adaptive, or were 
so during evolutionary history. These processes allow individuals to 
discriminate between in-group and out-groups, and to treat in-group 
members preferentially in reciprocal, altruistic interactions that provide 
protection, nepotism, and sharing of resources. 

What are the policy implications? Here, the discussion is no less vigorous 
than on the empirical front. The range of alternatives discussed includes 
multiculturalism at the state and international levels, assimilation, secession, 
ethnic federalism, the Swiss model, the European Union model, affirmative 
action (group rights) and strict individualist welfare. Van den Berghe 
criticizes affirmative action and advocates policies that focus on the 
individual as a means of softening group boundaries. Eibl-Eibesfeldt discllsses 
the advantages of multiculturalism at the international level over intra-state 
multiculturalism. I conclude the volume by discussing some of the 
implications of the symposium's finding for the political theory of welfare 
and ethnicity. The chapter documents the absence of evolutionary concepts 
in the work of leading theorists such as David Miller, Michael Walzer, and 
Bill Jordan. 

NOTES 

I.  For example, the Sierra Club in the United States, whose mIssIon is nature 
conselYation, has no policy on immigration (S. Sailer, 19January 200 I, United Press 
International), evell though large-scale immigration is a m,~jor contributor to the 
United States' rapid population growth and its projected doubling of the population 
hy the year 2100 (rable NP-Tl-H, 'Projections of the total resident population by 5
year age groups, race, and Hispanic origin with special age categories: Middle series, 
1075 to 2100', US Census Bureau homepage, at http://www.census.gov/ 
population/www/projections/popproj.html, downloaded May 200 I). The German 
Green Party (Alliance 90/The Greens) has environment protection as its central 
plank as well as hroad Ldi concern lor redistrihution and social weUiue, yet agitates 
lor large-scale continuous immigration to one of the world's most densely populated 
countries (Fran~lu,.It'r AI{~fmeillf, 15 1\larch 200 I, p. I; see lilrther discussion in ch. 15). 
Such policies would be dilficult to reconcile with these groups' core ideals if it were 

http://www.census.gov/population/www/projections/popproj.html
http://www.census.gov/population/www/projections/popproj.html
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Does Ethnic Heterogeneity   
Depress Public Altruism in   

Multi-Ethnic Societies?   
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Urban Begging and Ethnic Nepotism in Russia: 

An Ethological Pilot Study 

Manna Butovskoya, Frank Kemp Salter, Ivan Diakonov and Alexty Smimov 

ABSTRACT 

Ethnic nepotism theory predicts that even in times of communal peace, 
altruism is more pronounced within, than between, ethnic groups. It was 
hypothesized that altruism in the form of alms-giving would be greater 
within than between ethnic groups, and greater between more closely 
related groups than between more distant groups. The three groups chosen 
for study were ethnic Russians, Moldavians, and Gypsies. Russians are 
genetically closer to Moldavians than to Gypsies. Observations were made of 
128 ethnic Russian, 25 Moldavian, and 25 Gypsy beggars receiving giflC; 
from ethnic Russians in ~'1oscow trains. The Gypsies were mainly girls, 
unlike the Russian sample. Multivariate analysis identified three main 
strategies: active, personified and appeasing-undirected. Russian strategies 
were most variable. Gypsies presented strong charity releasers: 84 per cent 
were children who played music and sang and showed appeasing-undirected 
hehaviour. The few adults were highly submissive or friendly. Nevertheless, 
their success was limited compared with ethnic Russians despite the latters' 
demanding behaviour and their being mostly mature or elderly persons. 
Moldavians received an intermediate amount of charity. The hypothesis was 
supported. 
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I;,\TRODCCrtO:-'; 

Ethnic nepotism theory ofTers fresh insights into aspects of ethnically diverse 
societies. Ethnic groups are conceptualized as large, attenuated families by 
both van den Berghe, I who coined the term 'Ethnic Nepotism', and Eibl
Eibesfeldt:l, who initially developed aspects of the theory within an 
ethological frame. In their view, an ethnic group is like a family not only 
because its members share some characteristic genes derived from common 
descent, but at the motivational, subjective level because group members 
perceive this common descent and feel and act like a family. Members tend 
to feel nepotistically about their descent groups, directing familial-type 
altruism towards them. According to the theory, both the intra-group 
affiliation and inter-group antagonism that mark ethnic affairs are motivated 
by nepotistic feelings. The theory is pitched at the ultimate level of causation, 
attempting to elucidate a causal chain running from natural selection of 
genetically based predispositions to proximate mechanisms of behaviour, 
including economic behaviour. Sociobiological theory is still not widely 
accepted in the social sciences, though there is much backgTound evidence in 
support of this particular theory. Numerous studies in anthropology and 
psychology, conducted in many societies, indicate that humans have an 
innate propensity to diflerentiate between in-group and out-group members 
and display more altruism to compatriots. Anthropologists have documented 
the centrality of kinship to sociallif(~ in all observed cultures.:l Kinship terms 
appear more frequently in patriotic rhetoric than in rhetoric devoted to other 
issues. I A case study of Chinese ethnic middlemen in Malaysia by Landa'; 
found a series of seven nested grades of altruism and trust, being most intense 
within nuclear families, followed by more distant kin, clansmen, and being 
weakest between Chinese in general and finally non-Chinese. . 

Experiments conducted by the developmental psychologist Hirschfeldh 

indicate that humans have a specialized cognitive competence for 
distinguishing descent groups from other human kinds. This innate 
competence resembles Chomsky's species-typical innate grammar that allows 
children to acquire language rapidly. Just as human nature includes an 
evolved affinity for language there is a common set of abstract principles 
underlying all systems of ethnic thinking, independent of historical and 
cultural contingencies. Ethnic awareness is thus not a pure social construct. 
In addition, ethnic nepotism theory is compatible with social identity theory, 7 

which in tum is amenable to an evolutionary interpretation.B Humans have a 
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pronounced tendency to identify with groups, including non-kin groups, 
which they then positively evaluate, while negatively evaluating out-groups. 
In the evolutionary past, the main non-kin groups were the band and the 
tribe, the proto-ethnic group, which provided the basis for most co-operative 
relationships and mutual defence against competing groups. Belonging to 
these groups was necessary for survi"al and reproduction, selecting for the 
predisposition to identify with and show dificrential altruism towards ethnic 
and other groups. Ethnic nepotism theory adds to this account the prediction 
that other factors being equal (e.g. religious or ideological indoctrination), 
ethnic altruism will be stronger than non-ethnic altruism, and that altruism 
beh,veen closely related groups will be stronger than altruism between more 
distantly related groups. Ethnic nepotism theory suggests that ethnic diversity 
in urban settings will tend to have an adverse effect on public altruism, 
specifically the willingness to share resources across groups. 

A frequent problem in ethnically diverse societies is ethnic socio-economic 
stratification, such that members of one ethnic group pay taxes disproportio
nat~~ly, while ~eneficiaries<)ar? ~isprop~rtionately dr~wn .from poor~r 9;,oups, 
as 111 the Ul1lted States: EVIdence IS accumulatmg 111 economICs and 
political science I I that ethnic diversity tends to depress taxpayers' willingness 
to fund redistributive welfare. In developing countries, ethnic diversity is a 
major predictor of low investment in education systems and other 
infrastructure. 12 In short, ethnic diversity seems to inhibit public altruism. 

While ethnic nepotism theory offers a plausible account of these macro 
social phenomena, the theory has not yet been verified at the micro-le"el of 
face-to-face altruism in analogous situations of public altruism in anonymous 
societies. Interpretation using this theory at the macro-level would be more 
convincing if it were established that people are in fact willing to give more to 
strangers of their own ethnic group than to strangers of out-groups, since this 
is analogous to paying taxes that are known to go differentially to out-group 
recipients. Conversely, the ethnic nepotism theory of macro phenomena will 
be difficult to sustain if it cannot explain analogous micro bchaviours. 

Ethnic nepotism theory is most plausible in times of intense inter
communal conflict, including war. In such extreme circumstances, many 
individuals grossly discriminate in their public altruism, risking their own 
lives in defence of the in-group while shunning or attacking out-group 
members. However, most societies are not at this high pitch of communal 
strife, and if ethnic nepotism theory is to explain large-scale trends in politics 
and economics, it must predict low-intensity discrimination occurring in 
peaceful times. The criteria meeting this condition are that interacting groups 
have distinct ethnic identities, that genetic and/or cultural distance is 
significant, and that inter-group antagonism is moderate. Street beggars 
belonging to ethnic minorities meet these criteria. 

The objective of the present pilot study is to use ethological methods to 
test the hypothesis that, in accordancc with ethnic nepotism theory, people 
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give more to beggars belonging to their own ethnic group than to other 
beggars, and more to beggars from closely related groups than to distandy 
related ones. 13 This is not to suggest that altruism is the only motive for 
giving to beggars. There are many possible causes, including shame, religion, 
and conformity. However, most of these factors can be expected to increase 
giving across group boundaries, thus lowering the statistical salience of ethnic 
nepotism. Shame at ego's wealth compared with beggars' poverty will tend to 
increase giving to poor people in general, regardless of ethnicity. Likewise, 
the major religious tradition in Russia is the Orthodox Church; a 
universalistic creed that prescribes charity to all in need regardless of group 
membership. Conformity can be expected to reinforce any trend in alms
giving. If these motivations for giving leave any measurable effect to ethnic 
nepotism, then the latter will be indicated to be a significant factor. 

Sharing resources with beggars is not evolutionarily novel. Even sharing 
food with unfamiliar people may be regarded as an extreme form of altruism 
rooted in early hominid sociality. Its rudimentary forms are practised by 
chimpanzees and even capuchin monkeys, who share food and other 
attractive items with conspecifics, especially from mother to offspring, in 
response to begging.14 Food sharing among family members is a widespread 
phenomenon in many species of New World monkeys, Saguinus oedipus and 
uontopithecus rosalia being examples. IS 

In ethological theory, altruism is released by symbols and behaviours. 16 

The motivation to help others is not produced by these symbols and 
behaviours, but is already present, able to be evoked. The releaser concept 
distinguishes ethological theory from behavioural (reinforcement) theory, and 
by extension distinguishes ethology from theories of social construction that 
ignore human nature. Releasers are severely constrained in the shape and 
form they can take, by the fact that they must key into the human perceptual 
and motivational systems evolved for the support of kin or other group 
members. The description and comparison of releasers used by beggars was 
thus an integral part of the research reported in this paper. 

Salter l7 offered a preliminary classification of begging tactics as a 
contribution to assembling an ethogram, or behavioural repertoire ofbegging. 
Based on photographic and video pictures and verbal descriptions of beggars 
collected in several cultures, as well as a review ofthe begging literature, Salter 
found certain demographic categories and behaviours to be prevalent. The 
very young and old were over represented. Babies appeared to be especially 
powerful releasers, as emphasized by the literature on begging (see below). 
Injuries and handicaps also appear to be powerful releasers of charitable 
motivation. Beggars were usually ofsad or neutral demeanour, and were often 
lower than passers-by, kneeling or even lying. Beggars were usually static, and 
displayed or called out a request for money, though some approached 
potential givers. Often a beggar would offer some show ofreciprocity to attract 
gifts, such as by selling a trinket or by playing a musical instrument. Many used 
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religious symbols, such as crucifixes or simply 'God bless' displayed in a sign 
that expressed pre-emptive gratitude. A review of the literature on begging 
indicates that these begging tactics occur cross-culturally. III 

Previous research indicates that charity releasers vary in effectiveness 
under certain conditions. Some previous research on begging has graded 
begging tactics by how much money they attract. In an experimental field 
study, Lockard et af. EI found that in the United States begging was generally 
successful only when the beggar submissively approached single individuals 
who were eating. Families and male-female pairs generally did not give. 
Goldberg:lO found that females attract more giving than males from lone 
male pedestrians, but that male beggars received more from male pedestrians 
accompanied by females. From an ethological perspective (and from 
everyday experience), it is to be expected that children and babies will elicit 
more sympathy than adults, and that iI~ured individuals will be stronger 
releasers than healthy ones. Walster and Piliavin~ I report evidence that 
helping motivation is most powerfully elicited by signs of severe need, such as 
an emergency, by close physical proximity, and by perceived similarity or 
emotional attachment to the victim. However, ethnic and kinship factors 
were not discussed. 

The present paper addresses the question of how universal and culture
specific releasers of helping motivation used by beggars are enhanced or 
depressed in their effect by signs ofethnic identity.2~ According to ethological 
theory, all traditions of begging are drawn from a universal repertoire of 
beggmg strategIes. -' · ')'-\ eh'anty re easers based on demograph' .. I IC categones and 

universal gestures such as the outstretched hand can be distinguished from 
culture-specific releasers such as religious symbols. The former are found in 
all cultures and are usually innate, 'phylogenetically adapted' in the 
evolutionary sense, while the latter are more likely to be culturally evolved 
and thus usually more variable. Both universal and culture-specific releasers 
can be deliberately deployed as part of the species' evolved capacity for 
instrumental social behaviour. 

I3EGGl;\;G 1:'Ii RUSSIA, FRO:'.l I'RE-REVOLLTlONARY TO I'RESE:'IiT TI:\IES 

A brief digression into the history of begging in Russia may provide a better 
understanding of the modern situation. Prior to the mid-1800s, the ofIicial 
scholarship r,aid no attention to begging. Karamzin, in his Histo~J' qf the 
Russian State/1 makes not a single mention of beggars. However, they had 
existed ever since Kiev Rus in the eleventh century and, as time passed, this 
social stratum became increasingly diflerentiated. The earliest image of a 
beggar was closely related to that of a vagrant or pilgrim, that is, a mobile 
rather than stationary mendicant. Beggars roamed the country and earned 
money and food by singing and playing string instruments such as the balldum 
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(similar to a mandolin), kobza (resembling a guitar), or gusli (psaltery). Their 
repertoire consisted of dumas (ballads) and folk tales, and their singing was 
highly emotional and was often interrupted by sobbing, a universal help
eliciting releaser. As many of them were talented, they attracted a large 
audience and were frequently hired by noblemen and highly paid. Some 
e\"entually collected enough money to set up house and settle down to 
married life. Originally, most beggars were blind or disabled in some other 
way. The latter fact may explain why beggars were called kaliki in Old Russia 
(one of the etymologies derives this word from the word kaleki, meaning 
cripples). Beggars were organized in groups, and their social structure was 
hierarchical, elderly persons being leaders. Their typical attributes were a bag 
(suma) , and a crook, and they were considered 'God's people'. A separate 
category of beggars typical for Moscow Rus (c. 15fh century) were lazars, 
whose repertoire differed from that of ordinary beggars and whose singing 
was especially doleful. Lazars were rather unpopular with the public and 
were commonly regarded as thieves and swindlers. 

After Christianity had been adopted in Russia, destitution and the 
rejection of property to the glory of God were viewed as virtues, and monks, 
too, were regarded as beggars. At that time, beggars began collecting alms at 
the gates of the monasteries. Begging became tightly associated with piety, 
and the attitude of the church to beggars was very favourable. Pious persons 
felt a need to make donations in order to sa\"(:' their souls. Donating alms was 
thought to increase the chance of receiving absolution since 'the holy alms 
opens the gates of heaven' (Annals ql Russian literature 42, p. xxiii). Public 
attitudes resulted in a dramatic increase of the number of beggars. The chie(~ 
of begging communities recruited children from poor families, sometimes by 
abduction or enticement. 1\1an)' children were rented from their parents, and 
the rent could be as high as one rouble per day (parents of crippled children 
could even receive double this rate). Children were taught begging practices, 
the standard sentences being 'could you help me OLit with some holy alms' or 
'could you give me a kopeck for Christ's sake.' The latter formula is still used 
by present-day beggars. 

In the late 1600s, Tsar Fedor decreed that child beggars should be taught 
nlrious skills and crafts. In the 18th century, Peter the Great launched a state 
programme for combating begging. From that time on, charity was mostly 
manifested in orphanages, almshouses, schools for the poor, and workhouses. 
Peter dreamt of eradicating begging in Russia by providing everyone with 
means of subsistence. 

Begging was not destroyed, hOWt~\"t'I" since it was a time-honoured 
tradition, 011 the one hand, and was stimulated by merchants who gained 
status from philanthropy, on the other. Thus in the late 1700s merchants 
became the principal factor in the rise of begging, and the custom ofdonating 
alms to anyone who asked for it resulted in the emergence of a class of 
profi:ssional beggars. Begging became profitable and was passed on from one 
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generation to another. A new social stratum had formed: that of beggars by 
birth. 

Notably, stories told by pre-revolutionary beggars were virtually identical 
with those used nowadays. The most popular ones concerned being injured 
while defending the homeland, and being in need of money to buy a ticket to 
one's place of residence, to sustain orphans, or to bury one's mother.~n Some 
beggars earned their living by peddling ribbons, thread, et cetera, just as they 
do today. 

People who grew up under Soviet socialism were largely unfamiliar with 
begging. The collapse of socialist regimes in Eastern Europe has caused not 
only progressive political changes but also a number of adverse con
sequences, ~ncluding great economic inequality and a general drop in living 
standards.26 The fall of the socialist camp resulted in a wave of extremely 
violent inter-ethnic clashes and the appearance of hundreds of thousands of 
refugees deprived of any means of subsistence. Eventually, a new social class 
began to form in large cities, mostly capitals: forced beggars. Many of these 
'neophytes' experience a state of deep frustration and are badly in need of a 
comprehensive welfare system and protective services. The situation in post
socialist countries is aggravated by the fact that people who have resorted to 
begging are psychologically accustomed to being socially protected. 

THE PILOT STUDY 

Subjects and Methods of Observation 

As vagrancy has a lon~-standing tradition in Russia and thus may be more 
acceptable to Russians,' 7 we focused on vagrants, that is, mobile mendicants, 
who beg by moving through suburb and metro trains, approaching 
passengers. Beggars belonging to several ethnic groups were observed, and 
the effect of ethnicity on the efficiency of begging was assessed with special 
regard to releasers. 

The data were collected from July to November 1998 Cfable 2.1). 
Observations were carried out during daytime between 10.00 a.m. and 4.00 
p.m., when train carriages were not overcrowded and most passengers were 
sitting. Our sample was collected as a series of opportunities, or the 'all 
occurrence' method;2B that is, data on all beggars met during the observation 
period were recorded. This method avoids selectivity in collecting data, so 
that the recorded distribution of age, sex and ethnicity is probably a close 
approximation of the actual distribution in Moscow and its suburbs. 

For each individual, observations were collected using the focal method.29 

The observation period lasted two minutes on average with event durations 
measured in units of ten seconds. Two-minute intervals were used because 
this was the average time taken by a beggar to pass through the carriage; it 
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Table 2.1: Ethnil'ity, Age and Sex of Ohsel"\'ed Beggars. 

C/tildrm lilll1lg ,\.fa/uri' Old 
2 15 l(j 3-1 35 55 :ifi+ 

Etlmici[v FI'I/Iale ,\lale Female .\lale Female .\lale Fell/all' .\fall' 

Russian Total 9 19 10 3 22 33 22 10 
Disahled 0 :{ II 1 7 21 7 5 

:-'Ioldavian Total 3 :> :1 I () () 1 () 

Disabled 1 n () () 2 3 0 0 
Gypsy Total II 7 n 0 2 I I 0 

Disabled 0 0 () 0 2 0 0 0 

was also the mean inten'al between two metro stations. The relatively small 
ten-second units meant that we recorded almost all begging events in 

. . Id' . 1 I . I d '\0succeSSIOn, yte mg a contmuous Je laVlOura recor .
An ethogram was elaborated, and several behavioural patterns were 

pooled into a few classes, depending on the types of releasers shown hy 
beggars (Tahle 2.2). 

Data were analysed using a standard statistical package, SPSS. A numher 
of measures were used: chi squared (/) to test the degree to which our 
samples deviated in gender, age and cthnicity characteristics from the 
random model; Spearman rank correlation coefficient (K) to assess the extent 
to which any two normally distributed variables \vere associated. Multiple 
linear regrcssion coefficients were used to understand the influence of each 
type of hegging strategy in gaining alms. Thus the number of donors was 
selected as a dependent variable, whereas all other parameters were defined 
as independent variables: crossing-blessing; hand-moving; singing-playing; 
crouching-bowing-nodding; and aggression. In addition, heggars' ethnicity 
was taken as an independent variable. Principal component analysis was used 
to detect the main covariations between thc various begging strategies. 

SuNerts and Cate,gones 

A total of 178 subjects were ohserved, including 128 Russians, 25 Gypsies, 
and 25 Moldavians. Each beggar was obsen·ed once only. For the purpose of 
statistical analysis we assume that Russians, Moldavians and Gypsies can he 
categorized with ordinal varia hIes, arranged as I, 2 and 3, representing 
degrees of genetic similarity. Moldavians are genetically closer to, and 
Gypsies more distant from, ethnic Russians. This can be inferred from 
analyses of genetic distances between the world's populations. Gypsies 
originated in northern India probably in the fourth century, arriving in 
south-eastern Europe \,ia Persia in the 1()Urteenth century, and have 
traditionally been a highly mdogamous f:,ITOUp,:11 while the remainder of 
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Table 2.2: Charity-Eliciting Releasers ObselVed in the Study. 

Universal Releasers 

Appearance Childish appearance 
Disabled (injured, sick, mentally disabled) 
Symbols and equipment of ill and disabled (crutches; wheel chair) 
Elderly appearance 

Behavioural Cupped hand (stable and moving versions distinguished in 
Patterns Table 2.7) 

Active-sadness 
Crying (included with sadness in Table 2.7) 
Staring (included with aggression in Table 2.7) 
Requesting (included with sadness in Table 2.7) 
Touching (included with sadness in Table 2.7) 
Pulling (included with sadness in Table 2.7) 
Estrangement-motionlessness (called 'estrangement' in Table 2.7) 
Nodding (these last 3 combined in Table 2.7) 
Bowing 
Crouching 

Culture-Specific Releasers 

Appearance Poor clothing 
Military clothes 
Written story about problems 

Behavioural Religious behaviour (called crossing-blessing in Table 2.7) 
Patterns Surface reciprocity (called sing-play in Table 2.7) 

European populations are more closely related than they are to Indians.32 

Finer-grained comparisons are possible. Romance populations, including 
Moldavians, are roughly half the genetic distance from Russians as they are 
from Indians. 33 

We did not ask beggars to state their ethnicities because this would have 
risked observer effects on their behaviour. In addition, beggars' subjective 
ethnicity is beside the point, since donor giving is based on their appearance. 
As our hypothesis concerns donors' perception of beggars' ethnicity, we 
categorized beggars' ethnicity by asking three passengers on the scene for 
their impressions. We found complete consensus in these judgements across 
all observational events. Passengers stated that they were well practised at 
estimating beggars' ethnicity based on appearance - primarily physiognomy, 
clothing, accent, etc. Russians and Moldavians do not differ much in 
appearance, but all Moldavian beggars announced at the start of their 
approach that they were refugees, typically stating their origins in a 
pronounced accent. However, Gypsies refrained from making such 
announcements, wore distinctive clothing, and Gypsy children were often 
barefoot, something never observed among Moldavians and Russians. 
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Four broad age categories were coded based on appearance: ages 2-15; 
16-34; 35-55; and 56 and older (see Table 2.1). Ethnic groups of beggars 
differed with regard to age (X2 = 23.39, p < 0.001). While Russians were 
mosdy mature or elderly persons, Gypsies were mosdy children (84 per cent). 
Moldavians were diverse with regard to age and sex, except that there were 
no elderly persons. The proportion of sexes varied across age categories. In 
the younger category, Russian children were mosdy boys, Gypsies were 
mosdy girls, and the sexes were equally distributed in the Moldavian sample. 
Among the Russians, there were more females in the second age category 
(young adult) and more males in the third category (mature); among the 
elderly persons, there were twice as many women as men (Table 2.1). The 
proportion of disabled persons of both sexes was significandy higher in 
Russians (48 per cent) than in Moldavians (29 per cent). Gypsies could not be 
compared with other ethnics in this case, because only a few adult individuals 
were observed. Overall, in the Russian sample, the proportion of disabled 
individuals was 10.7 per cent among children, 62.2 per cent among young 
people, 50.9 per cent among mature individuals, and 37.5 per cent among 
the elderly. While 41 per cent ofwomen in the Russian sample were disabled, 
59 per cent of the men were disabled. In the Moldavian sample, the 
percentages were 20 and 43 respectively. All disabled servicemen were 
Russians. 

The efficiency ofbegging was assessed as low, average, or high, depending 
on the frequency of donations (none, 1-3, and more than 3, respectively). 
Ethnicity and sex of donors were registered. A total of 321 donations were 
observed. The mean donation per beggar was 1.61 ± 1.58. The maximum 
number of donations to one beggar was 5. The sex difference in alms giving 
was significant (X2 = 31. 78, P < 0.0001), with 198 females and only 123 
males. The disparity was not due to different numbers of potential givers, 
since the proportion of females to males in each carriage was close to I: I. 
Donors were mosdy Russians - 190 females and 94 males (88.5 per cent of 
the sample) - while 8 female and 29 male donors were from other ethnic 
groups, being all people of Caucasian and Asian origin (11.5 per cent of all 
gifts). 

The Distribution of Vagrants in Different Types of Trains 

Since observations were carried out in metro and suburban trains, it can be 
asked whether both were equal in terms of money received. They estimate 
the mean number and sex of people in these two types of train, 12 sample 
observations were made in each of these conditions. The mean amount of 
people in metro carriages was found to be 39.82 ± 14.58 (males 
23.41 ± 8.00; females 16.41 ± 7.26). In suburban train carriages the mean 
amount was slighdy higher, 54.42 ± 18.28 (males 26.34 ± 7.02; females 
28.08 ± 12.17). Though there were slighdy more people in suburban 
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carriages the difference was not significant. The sex ratio in both cases was 
close to 1: 1. 

The mean sizes of donations given in metro and suburban trains were 
comparable: 1.66 ± 1.64 and 1.58 ± 1.56 respectively. The percentage of 
passengers who gave in metro trains (4 per cent) was slightly higher than in 
suburban trains (3 per cent), the difference not being significant. Thus, the 
probability of receiving donations was very similar in the two types of trains. 

Main Begging Strategies 

The efficiencies of the mam begging strategies were compared across 
different ethnic groups. 

Active aggression 
First, we examined the active-aggressive model of behaviour. The following 
patterns were considered aggressive: pulling, touching, harassing, aggressive 
facial expression, verbal aggression, various expressions of dominance, and 
staring. The number of occurrences was recorded over a two-minute interval 
from the time the beggar was encountered. The aggressive strategy was 
practised by 24 per cent of all beggars, but its frequency varied across ethnic 
groups. While 28 per cent of Russians and 24 per cent of Moldavians 
practised aggressive patterns of begging, it was used by only 8 per cent of 
Gypsy beggars. The distribution of alms donated to beggars of this category 
demonstrates that 53 per cent of Russians practising aggressive patterns were 
moderately successful, and 17 per cent were highly successful. A significant 
association was found between aggression and gender. Males were more 
aggressive than females (r, = - 0.178, p< 0.02). However, the aggressive 
strategy was mostly practised by children and elderly people rather than by 
young and mature subjects (62 per cent versus 38 per cent; r., = 0.153, 
p< 0.04). The amount of alms received in response to aggressive begging was 
analysed in the entire sample Cfable 2.3). Although the aggressive strategy 

Table 2.3: General Su('cess of Aggl'essiw Bt'gging in the Entire 
Sample (N = 17R). (Dut' to rounding errors percentages do not 

always add to 100 per ct'nt.) 

.. Iggre.rsiz'e Stmtf;1f:Y 

. ';'umbfl' I!l DO/latio//.\ Ab.l'fllt Pre.rent 

None -~2 (313%) 12 (27%) 
1 :3 :i·1 (+0.3%) 2G (GO%) 
.\Iore than :~ 3B (2BA%) f) (1·1%) 
Total 134 44 

(100%) ( )()!C'k,) 
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appears to be advantageous for getting an average amount of alms, it reduces 
the chances of getting a maximal amount of alms by a factor of 2 
(rs = - 0.141, p< 0.05). The aggressive strategy, then, is rather safe, but its 
overall efficiency is average. 

Aggressive beggars evoked different reactions in males and females. Males 
seem to react more negatively toward them (5 per cent of aggressive beggars 
received no donations at all). Donations to this type of beggar were mostly 
from female passengers. 

Singing and playing as releasers qf'surface reciprociry' 
Children can be compared easily across ethnic groups and, in our view, this 
category is optimal for testing the association between nepotism and altruism 
(Table 2.4). The overall relationship between the amount of alms received 
and ethnicity in children revealed no association. Certain tendencies, 
however, did support the ethnic nepotism hypothesis. Of the Gypsy children, 
39 per cent received no alms whatever, as against 25 per cent of Russian 
children. In addition, more Russian children received over three donations 
(25 per cent) than did Gypsy children (9 per cent). 

Since individual begging strategies and their releasing efficiency may vary 
across ethnic groups, we assessed the efficiency of singing and playing in 
children. These were all poor performances and can be described as quasi- or 
surface-reciprocity (sometimes the concertina was merely demonstrated to 
the onlookers or just a few lines of a song were sung). It is thus unlikely that 
potential donors counted this form of playing as a substantial service, and the 
children's appearance was probably a more powerful releaser than were their 
musical performances. Nevertheless, 43 of the 57 children observed in the 
study carried musical instruments, and it is reasonable to suppose that this 
strategy improved the yield in alms. 

The number of instrument-playing children was roughly the same in 
Russians and Gypsies, but only three Moldavian children sang: too few to be 
analysed statistically. We observed that only the Gypsy children used singing 
and playing as their principal strategy. The association between ethnicity and 

Table 2.4: Donations Received by Children of Different Ethnic Groups 
Using Quasi-Musical Performance as a Begging Strategy. 

Number if givers 

Ethnici~ None 1-3 >3 

Russians 1(5%) 7 (35%) 12 (60%) 
Moldavians 0(0%) 3 (100%) 0(0%) 
Gypsies 8 (40%) 8 (40%) 4 (20%) 
Total 9 18 16 

Note: 57 children were observed altogether, 43 of whom had musical instruments. 
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quasi-musical performance was significant (1:, = 0.659, P < 0.001). However, 
as evidenced in Table 2.4, even using this more efficient strategy, Gypsy 
children were less successful than were Russian children. Although the 
average number of donations was almost the same in both groups, Russian 
children were highly successful three times more often than their Gypsy 
counterparts. Ethnic differences in attracting alms were highly significant 
(r:, = -0.4-81, P < 0.001), implying that large visible ethnic differences 
between beggars and potential donors decreased begg-drs' chances of success. 

Ertrangement and motionless (fro;:.m) behaviou1' 
This behavioural strategy is an example of extreme depersonalization in 
which the facial expression is a mixture of a slight appeasing smile and 
sadness. Such beggars look down all the time (never at people nearby) and 
seem to be concentrating deeply on their own thoughts. The behaviour 
resembles the tableaux vivants used by actors. Following Eibl-Eibesfddt,:H we 
agree that frozenness in the begging context can play the role of a super
normal releaser. This begging strategy was found in all three ethnic groups 
(Table 2.5). The data on Russians and Gypsies were compared (Moldavians 
were too few to be considered). It was found that in general, Russians who 
used the frozen strategy were 1.5 times more successful than Gypsies. 
Though both ethnic groups received a comparable mean number of 
donations, Russians were two times more successful in getting the maximum 
number of donations. This was due to the estrangement strategy yielding a 
normally distributed set of donations for Russian beggars, but a distribution 
skewed towards a small number of donations for Gypsy begg-drs. 

Clean clothes a.r a .factor qf begging success 
For the purpose of statistical analysis we rated clothing quality along an 
ordinal scale from I to :~ (as done with ethnicity), with I representing clean, 2 
intermediate and 3 dirty. It L<; sometimes sUbrgested that dirty clothes playa 
role in begging success. We did not find any connection. In addition, the 
correlation between ethnicity and quality of clothing was non-significant. 
Why? One possible reason is the significant positive correlation found 

Table 2.5: Estrangement and the Success of Begging in Various Ethnic 
Groups . 

. Numh". I!f giZ't'I:I' 

Ethllici!l" .\imf I 3 >3 

Russians 12 (27%) Ifl (·H%) J.I. (32%) 
~Iolda\"ians 2 (20%) B (80%) 0(0%) 
Gypsies H(H·%) 7 (:~9%) 3 (17%) 
Total 22 33 17 
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between dirty clothes and personalized aggression (pulling, touching, 
harassment, staring) (r:. = 0.297, P < 0.(0). The aggressive and scornful 
attitude exhibited by some beggars, together with their dirty appearance, 
might have been symptoms of mental disorder. It is our impression from 
observing such beggars in operation that an active-personalized strategy 
(touching, pulling) causes strong aversion in the public, who then give a small 
amount of money as a means of getting rid of the irritant. This is an example 
of non-altruistic motivation for charitable behaviour. 

Systematic Relationships between the Number qf Donors, Begging Strategy, 
and Ethniciry 

VVe have analysed the aSSOCiation between principal behavioural patterns 
used by beggars, their ethnicity, and the number of donors. The patterns 
included aggression, both non-verbal (pulling, pestering, staring) and verbal 
(abuse, dominance), religious acts (crossing oneself, blessing), demonstration 
of subordination (crouching, bowing, nodding), undirected hand movements, 
and singing and playing as means of surface reciprocity. All data were 
presented as number of occurrences per two-minute interval, except for 
ethnicity, which was expressed in ordinal terms, using a scale in which 
Russians were set at I, Moldavians 2, and Gypsies 3 as explained above 
under 'Subjects and Categories' (see Table 2.6). The number of donors was 
selected as a dependent variable, whereas all other parameters, plus ethnicity, 
were independent variables (ANOYA, F = 5.5, P < 0.00 I, df = 6). The effect 
of four begging patterns given in absolute frequencies (crossing-blessing, 
hand-moving, singing-playing, crouching-howing-nodding) was found to be 
positive and significant, whereas two factors, aggression (absolute frequencies) 
and degree of ethnic differences (ordinal measures) were found to have a 
negative impact on the numher of donors Crable 2.6). 

Patterns 

AggrrssiOl\ 
( :ross-hless 
(:rouch-I)()w-\lOd 
Handmove 
Sing-play 
Ethnicity 

Table 2.fi: :\Iultiplt· Lin!'ar Rrgrrssion C:orfficients. 

Beta 

-0.217 - 2.:i37 0.01 
0.IG3 2.2GB 0.03 
O.IG:~ 2.193 0.03 
O.21~ 2.;)1-9 0.01 
0.21 !) 2.fi% 0.01 

-O.I;j(j -I.!HH 0.0.1 

. \;iI,.I': Dq)l'lIdI"1I1 "ariahk: Xulllh .... of I{i\"t'rs: ){ ~ = 0.1 Ii. Thus all \'i' ria hIes 1Ill'lIliOlll'd in lhl" tahk 
illfluenced only I Ii per (Tnl of gin'rs' de('isiolls. This is nol a larl{e elli'ct, hUI il is signilil'alll. The 
nth,'r pallerllS examined had less impa('\. 
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Begging Strategies 

As a step towards distinguishing possible dusters of begging strategies typical 
to particular ethnic groups, we assessed the relationships between various 
begging strategies in general by subjecting our data to principal component 
analysis. We used nine behavioural combinations most often employed in this 
context Cfable 2.7). The first principal component (hereafter PC I), 
accounting for 26 per cent of the total variation, reveals a high loading on 
active begging, addressed to a specific person (aggression and direct appeal), 
and completely impersonal begging (singing, playing, and an estranged 
manner). PC I can then be tentatively described as the degree of 
personalization. PC2, explaining 15.4 per cent of the variance, has high 
loading on rhythmical movement of the outstretched arm and the expression 
of silent grief (immobile countenance, usually combined with a stoop and 
hanging head). PC2 is possibly a reflection of the beggar's ritualization. The 
pattern with a high positive loading on PC3, accounting for 13.5 per cent of 
the variance, revealed high loading on vocal manifestations of grief and 
hysterical lamentations, suggesting that PC3 may measure the activeness of 
begging. PC4, with a share in the total variance of 10.4 per cent, has its 
highest positive loading with the crouch-bow-nod pattern and may be 
described as the submission and appeasement factor. Playing-singing and 
estrangement can be regarded as impersonal strategies - neutral and 
implying good-naturedness. Patterns like aggressive begging and rhythmical 
arm movement reflected activeness, personalization, and ritualization. These 
are important attributes of the importunate begging style. Possibly these 
patterns are used either in combination or interchangeably. In addition, 
active expressions of grief, nod-stoop, and cross-bless are actively emotional. 
These tactics differ from the preceding ones by stressing the beggar's 

Tahle 2.7: Results of Principal Component Analysis of Begging Patterns 
Based on the Entire Sample (n = 178). 

Patterns PC 1 PC2 PC3 PC -I 

Active-sadness 0.34816 0.30365 0.68495 - 0.41622 
Address 0.68989 - 0.00109 0.09612 - 0.10852 
Aggression 0.67185 0.38708 - 0.23369 -0.16670 
Estrangement -0.69024 0.33800 0.04988 0.29203 
Hand-moving 0.47447 0.53517 - 0.48298 0.08698 
Hands-stahle 0.18246 -0.48586 0.53613 0.17464 
Sing-play -0.63674 0.13712 - 0.17483 - 0.25120 
Sadness 0.37032 -0.74786 - 0.45654 0.08528 
Crossing-blessing 0.'l5813 - 0.01583 0.03910 0.15663 
Crouch-bow-nod 0.2.')199 0.29572 0.22941 0.78146 

.Yoir: Only hehavioural strategi('s wt'n' compared. 
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submission and his/her positive attitude towards potential donors. Thus, the 
begging strategies fall into a fl"" principal clusters, such as active-personified, 
appeasing-ritualized, and alIiliative-impersonal. 

Sex Difference ill Hlmic Favouritism 

In the present project, we tested the hypothesis that donors are selective. 
Selectiveness has already been demonstrated with regard to ethnicity of 
beggars, controlling for begging strat(·gy. Do men and women givers differ 
in ethnic selectivity? As was already stated, the proportion of males to 
females in both metro and suburban trains was dose to I: I. At the 
same time, it wa'! found that Russian [em ales donated significantly more 
frequently compared with Russian males (154 versus 84, X'1 = 20.0, 
p < 0.00 I). This wa" true [or donations to all three ethnic groups (to 
Russian beggars, X2 = 10.5, P < 0.01; to l\loldavian beggars, binomial, 
p < 0.05; and to Gypsies, binomial, p < 0.(5). Russian males donated to 
Russian beggars l. 7 times less frequently, to Moldavians 2.1 times less 
frequently, and to Gypsies :1.4 times less fi'equently than did Russian female
givers Crable 2.8a). Russian males donated to Russian male beggars 1.7 
times less frequently, to Moldavian male beggars 1.8 times less frequently 
and to Gypsy male beggars 6 times less often compared with Russian 
female-givers. A significant tendency to help ethnic compatriots, especially 
returned disabled servicemen who had fought in recent wars, was found in 
males (Rs = -0.144, P < 0.05). These data were recently supported by 
interviews with students (n = 388). It was found that males preferred to 
donate to this category of beggars significantly more frequently than did 
females (Rs=0.134, p<O.OOOI).:n At the same time, Russian males 
discriminated less between female beggars of dillerent ethnicity. Compared 
with female-givers, Russian males donated 1.6 times less frequently to 

Tablr 2.1Ja: Alms Given hy Russian Malt'S and Femalt"s to Bt'ggars Rt"presenting Three 
Ethnic Groups. 

Bl(l!J{ar.l' 

RU.lJian.l' J /IJldaz,ialls qypsifS 
(;iuel:r Female Mall' FfllIale .Half Felllale Male 

~Ialt"s 29 37 :~ \0 4- I 
(46%) (57%) (2:~%) (R3%) (24%) (12.5%) 

Females 4-7 6:~ 9 III II 6 
(75%) (97%) (G9%) (150%) (65%) (75%) 

,Yolf.!': Ahsollll(' mUllh .. l's of donal ions are shown, In bra('kets are shown tilt' an'rag<' l1umbl'r of 
donations giwn to beggars of a particular S('x-I'thnic caI('gory Irom mall' and I;,'mall' Russian givt'..", 
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Tab{(' 2.8b: Bt'ggar~' SUl'l'e~s in Rt'ceiving Alms li-rllll Russian l\laks and Females Brokt'n 
Down hy Beggar Ethnicity. 

J)oll{/tionJ./imll .Vo. ql" Donalio1/.\ Received 

None 
l\lalt's I 3 

FemaJt>s 

l\lore than 3 
Total 

Nonl' 
I 3 
1\lore than 3 
Total 

RUJsianl' 

H(5R%) 
·~6 (36%) 

R (6%) 
128 

62 (4B%) 
55 (43%) 
II (9%) 

128 

l~'thllifity iiI" iJel!,gm:I' 

Alo/d(wia1l.I' (~J'I)JieJ 

III (72%) 19 (76%) 
7 (2B%) 6 (24·%) 
() (0%) 0(0%) 

25 25 

9 C~()%) H(5(/%) 
15 (60%) 9 (3G%) 
1(4%) 2 (8%) 

25 25 

.\011'.1': Tht' numher or beggars recl'i\'ing a particular gifl-fiT<jut'ncy category is shown. Shown in 
brackl'ts are thest' numbers expressed as percentages or thl' IOtal number or each ethnic group 
oiJs(T\'l'd. The tOlal is thl' lIlullher or hl'ggars oiJsl'r\Td or ('aeh ethnicity. 

Russian females, 3 times less frequently to Moldavian females, and 2.8 times 
less frequently to Gypsy females. Also, donations were distributed unevenly 
between beggars, some of them being much more successful than others, 
Russian female beggars being over-represented among the successful Cfable 
2.8b). Our findings suggest that males, consciously or not, are more 
ethnocentric towards male than female beggars. 

DISCUSSION 

Begging is widely practised all over the modern world. According to one 
estimate there may be as many as 450 million beggars in the world today. :~h 
Beggars exist both in the Third World and in developed Western 
economies.37 Results of many sociological and psychological studies 
demonstrate that as cities grow, mutual aid becomes less and less intense, 
attesting to the progressive alienation or anonymity between urban 
dwellers.:~B The decreasing amount of alms donated in cities compared 
with rural towns is an example.39 Nevertheless, begging is still practised in 
large multi-ethnic cities such as Moscow. How can that be explained? 

The theories of kin selection and reciprocal altruism that are central to 
sociobiology would not seem adequate to explain the robust base level of 
charity in anonymous societies, at least not in a straightforward way. A 
classical ethological explanation is more plausible, as offered by Eibl
Eibesfeldt. w According to ethological theory, humans respond to universal, 
species-typical gestures that release altruistic motivation, and thus helping 
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behaviour, in some significant proportion of the population, especially 
females. When a baby in a stroller is placed in public view near foowaths, 
female pedestrians are much more likely to turn to observe the child.4 The 
baby experiment resembles the typical begging situation in its physical 
arrangement and play of motivational releasers. Many begging releasers, like 
the care-eliciting images of babies, are effective across ethnic and racial 
boundaries, because all ethnic and racial groups belong to the same species 
and share the same basic phenotype and behavioural repertoire. Indeed, 
help-eliciting releasers can be effective between species, as any animal lover 
can attest. Lorenz 42 argued that the child schema is specific to the 
mammalian class. Of course, humans usually show greater concern for 
human than non-human suffering. This is consistent with inclusive fitness 
theory, since we share many more genes with a randomly chosen fellow 
human than with any member of a non-human animal species. Similarly, in a 
less pronounced way, inclusive fitness theory (in the form of ethnic nepotism 
theory) helps explain greater responsiveness to the begging appeals of fellow 
ethnics than to other ethnicities. In this indirect way, kin seleCtion theory 
does explain ethnic effects on charity. 

There are also important cultural causes of charity between strangers, 
whether within or between ethnic groups. As demonstrated by the results of 
several studies, including ours, large-scale begging is practised in Russia's 
largest cities, such as Moscow and St Petersburg. At least four explanations 
may be suggested, and it is probable that all play some role. 

I. Cross-ethnic charity could be due to a long-standing custom of mutual 
aid, rooted in Russia's recent past as an agricultural society. Duty and 
solidarity are the main motives for helping the poor in traditional 
agricultural societies such as Senegal.43 

2. A religious, specifically Orthodox, tradition encourages compassion for 
beggars, and encourages the belief that 'there but for the grace of God go 
1', or the Russian version, 'you can never be sure you won't take the bag'. 
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism have traditionally viewed charity as a 
virtue rewarded by God, and donors often say that they follow the old 
tradition of helping their neighbour.44 

3. Socialist education encouraged collectivism, social equality, and collective 
guarantees. However, even in Russia, public attitudes toward beggars are 
rather ambivalent, since empathy often turns into frustration, and a 
predisposition to help can paradoxically result in active avoidance, as 
expressed nicely in the American context by Burns.45 In rare instances, we 
even observed overt public hostility with regard to beggars. 

4. Finally, as argued above, it is probable that begging releasers are species
typical, and as such are effective across ethnic boundaries, especially when 
they are powerful releasers signalling vulnerable categories of age, sex and 
need (hunger, disability). 
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Like people everywhere, beggars integrate themselves into their social 
milieu by choosing appropriate behavioural strategies helped by intuitive 
knowledge of ethological principles. In our Moscow sample of vagrants, young 
and mature persons were mostly women. Most male beggars were disabled. 
The same is true in other European countries. In Ireland, a special category of 
vagrants exists, known as Irish Tinkers. In modem Dublin, however, Tinker
beggars are mostly women, who evoke more sympathy in the public (they tend 
to have many children with no visible means of subsistence). Men Tinkers, in 
contrast, are mostly disliked for being allegedly irresponsible, lazy, and 
intemperate.46 Sex differences may be related to basic releasers of sharing and 
help. While the sight of a child, a woman, or a disabled or elderly person 
evokes compassion due to releasers related to appearance, a young, healthy 
male is associated with potential aggressiveness and danger.47 

The analysis of begging by three ethnic groups reported in this paper 
demonstrated that only the Russian sample included all age and sex 
categories. Only Russians and Moldavians occupied metro trains. In 
contrast, Gypsy beggars, who exhibited the largest differences in appearance 
from Russians, were mostly children, most of them girls. Our findings attest 
to a degree of favouritism shown by potential donors (Russians) to co-ethnic 
beggars in contrast to beggars from other ethnic groups. Favouritism was also 
shown to the genetically closer ethnic group (Moldavians) compared with the 
more distantly related ethnic group (Gypsies). This grading of altruism 
accordin§ to ethnic relatedness is essentially the same as that found by 
Landa's 4 analysis of the grades of altruism and trust adopted by ethnic
Chinese middlemen in Malaysia. 

It was demonstrated by means of multiple regression analysis that the 
most successful beggars were those whose begging manner was friendly and 
included patterns such as nodding, thanking, appeasing postures (crouching 
and bowing), displaying symptoms of utmost need (e.g. sadness) and religious 
gestures (crossing oneself and blessing). In contrast, deviation from the 
majority ethnic Russian appearance seems to reduce beggars' ability to 
attract alms. The same is true for aggressive begging methods. Why, then, do 
some beggars resort to the aggressive begging style? As our results suggest, 
aggressive beggars have a good chance of getting a moderate amount of alms; 
however, they are unable to get a large amount. Aggressive begging, then, 
guarantees a 'minimal income'. Individuals who were clearly not dangerous 
(children, old women, and disabled persons) used aggressive tactics, so the 
reaction of the potential donors might sometimes have been positive due to 
unexpectedness. However, the aggressive begging style creates a risk of social 
tension. It is not incidental that this style was practised mostly by beggars of 
the same ethnic group as most potential givers (Russians in our case). 
Nepotism seems to account for the greater tolerance shown toward adult 
Russian beggars, who behaved in a demanding and even aggressive manner, 
whereas non-Russian beggars of this age category were few and were highly 
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submissive and friendly. Gypsies used quasi-musical performance as a 
releaser of reciprocity most often and practically never behaved aggressively. 
Cultural-specific behavioural patterns were used as effective releasers both by 
Russians and Moldavians, hut practically never by Gypsies. Instead, 
estrangement pattern was a component of Gypsies' behaviour. 

Results of the principal component analysis demonstrate that each ethnic 
group of beggars in Moscow has its specific image and technique. The same 
finding has been made of Gypsy and Romanian beggars in Bucharest, 
Romania (B. Croitoru and C. Strungaru, personal communication). Begging 
strategies of Russians were the most variable, the active-personified style 
being the most popular in this group, and submission being less frequent. 
Gypsies' behaviour was impersonal, ritualized. Moldavians accentuated their 
refugee status and their inability to leave or buy food, thus supplementing 
universal releasers with culture-specific appeals, while emphasizing active
appeasing and submissive patterns. The position of beggars from various 
ethnic groups on PC2 and PC3 reveal another interesting fact. It was mostly 
Moldavians who monopolized the strategy of vocal manifestations of grief, 
such as sobbing and hysterical lamentations. Russians seem to prefer less 
emotional, quieter patterns, such as sadness or silent hand-moving. Thus, 
other factors being equal, Gypsies have to use the most efficient releasers, 
begging with childish appearance. Even then they failed to compete with 
Russians. The results on identical singing-playing strategy in children of 
Russian and Gypsy origin revealed that if all factors are equal, Russian 
children are significantly more successful. Moldavians are closer to Russians 
in terms of age-and-sex distrihution and the attitude of Russians towards 
them is more positive. No wonder their strategies closely resembled those of 
Russian beggars. Still Moldavians used active-appeasing strategies more 
frequently than did Russians. 

Thus the results of our pilot study indicate that ethnic nepotistic tendencies 
influence the successfulness of vagrant beggars. The analysis of the donors' 
behaviour, too, revealed certain regularities. Most donors were women. This 
cannot have been because most passengers of metro and suburban trains were 
women, since our systematic observations demonstrated a rough parity. 
However, several possibilities remain. Men and women might be differentially 
receptive to various releasers. As evidenced by the frequency of donations, the 
most important factors fc)r women were the appearance of a child or of an 
elderly person. For these two demogTaphic categories, women's charity was 
less influenced by beggars' ethnicity. In ethological theory, images of children 
are more powerful releasers of warmth and nurture in women than in men 
because of greater female in\"estmmt in ofEpring in neonates.I~1 The female 
nurturing role might have selected, for generalized sympathy, those in need, 
explaining their generosity to elderly beggars. However, with males, the strong 
help-eliciting images of a begging child or elderly person did not override 
ethnic nepotistic bias to the same extent. 
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Male-givers showed the most positive attitude towards disabled veterans 
of Russian origin, who wore their uniform and medals while begging. 
Apparently, solidarity among potential comrades-in-arms is very strong 
among the Russian men. Many male donors were retired servicemen who 
had fought in places like Afghanistan, Abkhazia, or Chechnya. Theoretically, 
military comradeship could compete with ethnic solidarity in attracting male 
charity. However, we observed no cases of non-Russian returned servicemen. 
Also, males tended to help females, as confirmed by other studies/;o and in 
this case they paid less attention to ethnic differences. Both male- and female
givers are motivated to give, or not to give, by several characteristics of 
beggars, including sex and age, begging behaviour, and ethnicity. Sympathy, 
or its absence, elicited by a beggar's ethnicity can be increased or dampened 
by his or her demographic and behavioural features. 

The ethological analysis of begging and the use of the evolutionary theory 
suggest that deep-rooted mechanisms of altruism and helping (sharing) are 
inherent in the human species. This is confirmed by the existence of charity 
between strangers in anonymous urban settings and by inter-ethnic charity. 
This study adds to the evidence that this species-typical level of altruism is 
somewhat raised by evidence of ethnic relatedness, among other factors. 
Giving was greatest among ethnic Russians, intermediate between ethnic 
Russians and Moldavians, and least between ethnic Russians and Gypsies, 
the most distantly related group. 

This study is significant because it confirms an evolutionary prediction. It 
should be emphasized that it does not exclude social conditioning as a 
proximate cause. Socialization might very well be the cause of male 
generosity towards returned servicemen and female generosity towards 
children and the elderly, but this does not contradict the evolutionary 
interpretation, which deals with ultimate, evolutionary causes. Socialization 
processes such as indoctrination are found in all societies. The predisposition 
to socialization, and indoctrination in particular, are compatible with 
modern theories of human evolution.51 

Since evolutionary theory aspires to universality, further confirmatory 
research in several cultures will be needed if this result is to be accepted with 
confidence. We are presently undertaking this research, in addition 
measuring the effect of different levels of ethnic identification and inter
group hostility. 
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Ethnic Diversity, Population Size, and Charitable 

Giving at the Local Level in the United States 

James N. Schubert and Michael J. Tweed 

[l'iTRODUCTION 

Why charity? From an economic rationalist point of view, it does not make 
much sense. Certainly, there are forms of giving where there is a material 
return to the giver. Tax deductions lessen the burden. Social connections, 
which reinforce profitable activity in other areas, may be established and 
maintained. Giving can be a form of display that advertises an individual's 
wealth, contributing to reproductive fitness. However, a good deal of charity 
is not well publicized, poses a net material cost in excess of incentives, and 
profit:rs no imminent expectation for a return benefit. Indeed, findings are 
that people who make financial contributions to charity are also more likely 
to volunteer labour time to charitable activities. I Although some volunteering 
is associated with leisure time opportunity, many active volunteers have less, 
rather than more, free time available for charitable activity, and volunteer 
labour time is not tax deductible. 

Not withstanding its apparent irrationality, the so-called 'third sector' 
represents a continuing, perhaps increa'lingly, important arena of economic 
activity. In the United States, the deconstruction of the social welfare system 
over the past generation has been at lea'lt nominally predicated upon the 
capacity of the third sector to subsume formerly public responsibilities for 
providing a welfare safety net in modern society. Thus, President George 
Bush hoped for 'a thousand points of light' in his inaugural address, 
symbolizing the possible expansion of the third sector to accommodate the 
reduction in federal responsibility for human needs. Indeed, it is somewhat 
ironic, if not capricious, that economic rationalists looked to irrational private 
behaviour to compensate the reduction in the public role - for instance, the 
reliance on food banks and soup kitchens to replace reductions in federally 
supported food-stamp and school-lunch programmes. Leaving aside the 
relative efficacy of returning to the British poor laws as the guiding principles 
for relief in a post-industrial society,2 the phenomenon of private relief, then 
and now, is not only of theoretical interest on the merits, but for better or 
worse, of increasingly practical significance for the welfare of the needy in the 
United States. 
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The problem we address herein is the provision of a collective good in a 
large group where individual contributions are voluntary and small, 
recipients are anonymous to donors, and donors may have little expectation 
of ever directly participating in the benefit provided. In the strict sense, giving 
under these conditions is not seU:'interested:l and so presents a condition of 
altruistic behaviour. Thus delineated, the question excludes giving to non
profit political, professional, business and labour organizations, while it 
includes giving to philanthropic, environmental and religious institutions. 
Operationally, charity is considered to include giving that meets the criteria 
set fc)rth in the legal concepts of the International Revenue Code in the 
United States, and the Elizabethan Statute of Charitable Uses of 1601 in 
England.' 

THE()RETICAL (:O"'CERi':S 

One approach to the study of charitable giving is to observe that, on 
occasion, humans abandon material self:'interest in pursuit of some form of 
psychic self:'interest that is not readily addressed through empirical theory. 
Freeman, for instance, classifies this behaviour under the provision of 
'conscience goods', and proceeds with a descriptive analysis of the correlates 
of charitable volunteering: 

Volunteering and other charitable activity that people do largely when 
asked are 'conscience goods': puhlic goods to which people give time or 
money because they re<:ognize the moral case for doing so and for 
which they feel social pressure to undertake when asked, but whose 
provision they would just as soon let someone else do.:; 

This perspective accepts the implicit operation of proximate emotional 
mechanisms, such as sympathy,'; empathy, compassion, guilt, or religious/ 
moral obligation, as the basis of altruistic behaviour, without addressing the 
question of ultimate causation. 

Other studies do raise deeper questions. Douglas7 raises the question of 
evolutionary mechanisms, referencing \Vynne-EdwardsB as the basis for a 
group selection hypothesis regarding selection for altruistic hehaviour. 
However, he accepts Dawkins"} argument that selfish genes govern selection 
and that group selection theory is passe. Apparently unfamiliar with 
Hamilton and Trivers,1O he concludes," 'Probahly all we can learn from 
the analogy with biological evolution is the value of diversity.' More narrow
gauge empirical economic theory and research does help lay the foundations 
for a more general theoretical perspective on charitable giving. Ben-Porath 
considers the importance of identities in transactions, focusing on the '1'
Connection'; families, friends, and firms, arguing that' ... the identity of 
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people engaged in a transaction is a major determinate of the institutional 
mode of transaction ... the family is the locale of transactions in which 
identity dominates ... .'12 Freeman contrasts the F-Connection hypothesis 
with labour supply explanations: 

I find that standard labor supply substitution behavior, which predicts 
that people will volunteer less when the opportunity cost of time (wages) 
is high -- explains only a minor part of differences in volunteer acti"ity 
among individuals with similar demographic characteristics. 1:\ 

He concludes that, 'volunteering behaviour depends more on factors 
embodied in Ben-Porath's "F-Connection" than on substitution vis-a-vis 
labor supply considerations', and he cites supporting evidence from a Gallup 
survey on the influence of family and friends on decisions to volunteer. II 
Finally, Freeman advances the construct of reciprocal altruism as a possible 
basis for understanding the importance of families and friends in charitable 
giving. 

Of course, the F-Connection correlation with charitable giving encom
passes the deductive implications of Hamilton's l!; conception of kin altruism 
and Trivers"" conception of reciprocal altruism, or return benefit theory. 
\Vith respect to kin altruism, Ben-Porath's emphasis on 'identity' in 
transactions matters because individuals have a genetic investment in kin, 
as transaction partners, proportionate to their coefficient of relatedness or 
shared genes, where fitness is defined 'inclusively' in terms of the survival and 
reproduction of genes. In larger groups that exceed the immediate and 
extended family, race/ethnicity provides a cue to the probability of shared 
genes. Individuals may be expected to favour the identifying characteristic of 
racial! ethnic group similarity, consciously or unconsciously. as a cue to 
shared genes, in their charitable giving. On the theoretical basis of kin 
selection, individuals are hypothesized to be more likely to engage in 
charitable giving and, when giving, to give more in homogeneous than 
heterogeneous communities. 

Trivers' return benefit theory addresses the problem of altruism among 
unrelated individuals. Trivers argued that, under the assumptions of inclusive 
fitness as the engine of natural selection, altruism may have evolved in 
socially bonded species with longer individual life spans in which individuals 
who provided a benefit to an unrelated individual at one point in time might 
reasonably expect to receive such a benefit from an unrelated individual at a 
later point in time. Reciprocal altruism is most likely when individuals 
recognize each other and can expect to interact again in the future. I7 The 
probability of receiving a return benefit is greater, the smaller and more 
stable the group in which a benefit is given. Thus, giving is more 'rational', 
the smaller and more stable the community. I am, thus, more likely to stop 
my car on a winter's eve in the rural countryside near my home in western 
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New York to assist a strange car in the ditch than I would be under similar 
circumstances passing through rural Indiana. I am very much more likely to 
receive a return benefit in western New York than I am in Indiana. On the 
basis of return benefit theory, we hypothesize that charitable giving will be 
greater, the smaller and more rural (i.e., face-to-face) the community. 

As applied to charitable giving, return benefit theory and kin selection are 
not competitive but complementary explanations of altruistic behaviour. 
Relatedness is in fact more likely in smaller, rural communities than in other 
community contexts. However, these are difIerent theoretical explanations 
because one is premised on some degTee of genetic relatedness, while the 
other is not. Kin selection theory proposes that raciall ethnic diversity is a 
theoretical variable bearing upon charitable giving, while return benefit 
theory does not depend on homogeneity per se, although its effects may be 
augmented by it. In sum, models of kin selection and return benefit place the 
F-Connection to altruism within an ultimate theoretical framework, 
providing a deductive basis for hypotheses linking friends and families to 
variation in charitable giving. 

Population Diversiry and Collective Goods 

A theoretical controversy relevant to the kin selection-based model of 
charitable giving, but not necessarily the return benefit model, is present over 
the effects of raciall ethnic diversity on the provision of collective goods. 
Alesina, Baquir, and Easterly find that 'voters choose lower public goods 
when a significant fraction of tax revenues collected on one ethnic group are 
used to provide public goods shared with other ethnic groups'. III Their 
findings are based on data from metropolitan and local areas in the United 
States and they extend cross-national findings that ethnic diversity is inversely 
correlated with the provision of public goods. I') Hero and Tolbert, however, 
weigh in with apparently contradictory findings. Examining state-level data 
in the United States on ethnic diversity and on infant mortality, student high 
school graduation and suspension rates by group, they report that: 

In the aggregate, greater minority diversity (bifurcation) is associated 
with worse policy outcomes. But when policies are disaggregated by 
race/ ethnicity, we find that policy outcomes for minorities are 
especially poor in homogeneous contexts. This evidence suggests that 
heterogeneous environments are associated with neutral, if not positive, 

I· c· .. '>0 po ICY outcomes lor mmontIes.-

They explain their results in terms of a group competition or conflict model, 
such that, '[iln more heterogeneous states a "competitive pluralism," 
competition between many groups, is fostered by moderate to high diversity, 
and probably heightened by greater population diversity', leading to 
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increased political competition to provide social benefits.:! 1 Despite the 
apparent contradiction in these studies, they do not disagree that aggregate 
performance is lower under conditions of heterogeneity. Rather, what Hero 
and Tolbert report, that minorities may fare better in highly heterogeneous 
than highly homogeneous contexts, is not addressed in the Alesina study. By 
implication, even though the aggregate level of goods provided is higher in 
homogeneous contexts, inequalities in access may be so much larger that 
minorities fare worse than in heterogeneous contexts ",·here aggregate benefit 
levels are lower. 

With respect to voluntary provision of collective goods outside the public 
sector, there is no process analogous to organized political competition to 
facilitate minority group access to benefits; thus, Hero and Tolbert's findings 
may not apply to charity. In general, a group conflict perspective would 
propose that charitable giving should decline when minority group size 
increases to levels that would decrease the benefits to majority group 
members. Notably, however, from this perspective it is not diversity per se that 
is critical, but an amount of diversity that challenges the position and 
dominance of the majority group.2:! In short, the group conflict approach 
modifies the depressing effect on giving associated with diversity from the kin 
selection model by positing a threshold effect. 

Moreover, with respect to the social welfare dimension of charitable 
giving, individuals have the choice of channelling their contributions through 
community-wide institutions or targeting their gifts to organizations with 
group identities (e.g. black versus white churches). Other things being equal, 
higher levels of ethnic diversity might be associated with more targeted giving 
than with a reduction in the total amount of giving. Indeed, United Way of 
America received substantial criticism in the 1960s from minorities as an 
organization run by white businessmen that was not addressing the problems 
of minorities within the communities served. In response, African-American 
communities in several areas of the United States began to organize their 
own charitable campaigns, culminating in the National Black United Fund in 
1974. Davis2:l argues that a racially exclusive strategy was widely perceived 
by agencies serving the black community within the United Way local 
organizations in such major cities as Washington, D.C. and Boston. Whether 
due to a total reduction in effort or group targeted efIorts, we hypothesize 
that substantial racial! ethnic diversity is associated with less giving to 
community-wide organizations. 

RESEARCH DESIG:'I< 

The dependent variable for this study involves charitable contributions to the 
United Way organization in the United States. United Way of America today 
includes some 1,400 independent local United Ways that collectively raised 
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$3.4 billion during their 1997/8 campaign. The first local United Way "vas 
established in Denver in 1887, as the Charity Organizations Society, 
planning and co-ordinating services for 22 area agencies. The focus of 
modern United \'Vay activities is on health and human services. Nation-wide, 
a third of expenditures are allocated to direct provision of services for 
children and families. Illustratiw of activities may be the Broome County 
organization headquartered in Binghamton, New York. It reports that 85.5 
per cent of contributions are expended meeting health and human service 
needs. Of this, 36.8 per cent goes to youth programmes, 16.2 per cent to 
emergency food and shelter, 14 per cent to family counsdling, 14.7 per cent 
to children's programmes, 5.5 per cent to older adults, and 12.8 per cent to 
community programmes. United \Vay of America reports that on average 
individual contributions, from employees and small businesses, account for 
49 per cent of total contributions, with another 22.3 per cent contributed by 
corporations. Across 71 local organizations serving populations between 
20,000 and 30,000, for which data were a\'ailable to us, the average 
contribution per employee was $17.83. In sum, United Way provides a very 
appropriate context to observe charitable behaviour because contributions 
are voluntary, individual contributions comprise a substantial component of 
the total and are small in average amount, the bulk of revenues are retained 
and allocated as benefits at the local level, and health and human services 
define the primary focus of activity. 

Sample 

\Ve requested data from the research unit ofUnitC'd Way of America, first on 
local organizations serving communities with less than 20,000 population, 
and later for those with 20,000 to 30,000 population. We were provided with 
data on 56 of the smallest units and 71 of the larger, together accounting for 
9.2 per cent of all United Way local units. Our purpose in limiting size of unit 
was to analyse charitable giving under conditions in which the probability of 
friends and family receiving benefits was not implausibly small. 1996 data 
were provided for the smaller units and 1997 data for the larger. Although 
overall giving to United Way increased in 1997 over 1996 by some 2 per 
cent, this is not reflected in larger average contributions for 1997 in our data; 
therefore, we use unadjusted, pooled contribution data in the analyses bdow. 
Although we do not have a probability sample, there is substantial 
geographic dispersion of these units across the midwest, southern and 
eastern regions of the nation. 

Dependent Variable 

\\' e measure charitable gl\"lng as a community construct. The critical 
question involves the amollnt of revenue contributed by the community. For 
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both data sets, an indicator of giving was defined as the amount of individual 
contributions, per capita. 

Independent Variables 

Our theoretical model distinguishes two independent variables: sIze of 
population and racial! ethnic diversity. For size of population, we utilized 
observations provided by the research unit of United Way of America. Data 
~Il to.tal popl~lat~on are for 1996 or .1997, r~~fectively, for th~ ,two d~~a s:-ts. 
Ethmc dIversIty IS measured by Alesma et al. - and Hero and 1 olberc usmg 
Lieberson's measure of population diversity/Ii Aw: 

AI\" = I - 3k=II' Yk2 , 

where Y k = proportion of population per category; p = number of 
categories (k). 

As Sullivan describes: 

It is nicely interpretable in probability terms, since it represents the 
proportion of characteristics upon which a randomly selected pair of 
individuals will differ, assuming sampling with replacement. That is, if 
an infinite number of pairs were selected randomly from a finite 
population, the average proportion of unshared characteristics of these 

• '27 
paIrs would be A". 

Data on racelethnicity were drawn from US Census data files for the 
principal municipality in the United Way local organization's geographic 
area. Municipalities were selected hecause they would incorporate much of 
the small business and employee contributions to the unit, as well as the 
principal concentration of service recipients. In addition, although the larger 
units often correspond to the dimensions of counties, some unit areas are not 
coterminous with county boundaries. Across the 127 areas, census 
populations comprised 54 per cent of the unit populations, and that per 
centage was greater the more urbanized the area. Racial! ethnic classification 
categories include white, black, Asian, native American, and other/Hispanic. 
Minority diversity scores were correlated with data on the percentage of 
white and black in the census populations. The correlations were - 0.94 for 
per cent white and 0.79 for per cent black. 

Intervening Variables 

Census data on median household income for 1990 were employed as 
observations on the economic capacities of units. \-Yealthy areas have greater 
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resources available for contribution to charity, but lower need for provision of 
sen'ices and conversely for poorer areas. As might be expected in the United 
States, diversity co-varies with wealth (R = - 0.293), such that more diverse 
units have lower median household incomes. We control for the effects of 
economic capacity in hypothesis testing. 

Dependence on public versus private channels of sen'ice delivery may 
vary substantially 'with proximity to a major metropolitan area. In addition, 
attitudes towards the role of the private sector may vary along this same 
dimension. We employed two indicators of urban proximity. First, we 
measured the geographic distance in miles from the municipality of the unit's 
office to the nearest Metropolitan Statistical Area or, lacking a proximate 
:\eISA, the nearest regional urban area. The maximum measured distance 
was 200 miles and the mean was 57. Second, unit areas were classified as (l) 
predominately rural, (2) proximate to but not within an MSA or else within a 
mid-sized urban area, (3) within a major urban area or MSA. Not 
surprisingly, both charitable giving and minority diversity co-vary to some 
extent with urban proximity. We consider the effects of urban proximity as 
an inten'ening variable in the analyses reported belm\'. 

The political science literature on American politics over the past 35 years 
has included substantial attention to the influence of political culture on 
public policy. Political culture is a construct that describes widely shared 
attitudes towards the role of government and the scope of public 
responsibility for social problems. Elazar's typology,:m distinguishing 
traditionalistic, individualistic, and moralistic patterns in state political 
cultures, has been the most accepted fl)rmulation of the political culture 
construct in this literature.!!~) The traditionalistic pattern embraces an active 
public role limited in scope to presen'ing the status quo and is found 
predominately in the southern states. Indi\'idualistic culture views the public 
role as best limited to the economic realm and devoted to encouraging 
'private initiative and widespread access to the marketplace,.:lo Moralistic 
culture 'emphasizes the commonwealth ... utilizing communal power to 
intervene into the sphere of "private" activities when it is considered 
necessary to do so for the puhlic good or the well-being of the community,.:lI 
Although Elazar does not speak of the implications of these culture patterns 
for the 'third sector', we may reasonably extrapolate from the attitudes 
towards collective action contained within them. Traditionalistic culture is 
expected to esche\\' collective action to provide social welfare, through either 
public or private channels, because it is premised on individual responsibility 
and preservation of the slatus quo. Conditions of human welfare are matters of 
individual, not public or communal responsibility. Neither the moralistic nor 
indi\'idualistic pattern is inherently hostile to voluntary participation in 
collective action through non-profit community organizations. 

Critics of political culture studies applying Elazar's typology obsenTe that 
the categories tend to co-vary with geographic regions of the United States 
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and observe that region as a variable does as well as the typology in capturing 
variation in public policy performance,:{2 Most certainly, Southern region 
and traditionalistic culture are coterminous at the state level, both capturing 
states with strong, historically based racial population diversity rooted in the 
pre-Civil War Southern slave-based economy. Vile consider Southern 
regional location as a theoretically important intervening cultural factor in 
the relationship between minority diversity and charitable giving at the local 
level in the United States. 

RESVI:rs 

Figure 3.1 plots the relationship between population size and charitable 
giving. The simple correlation between these two variables across all 127 
United Way units in our sample is - 0.51. It is perfectly clear in these data 
that the smaller the community, the greater the giving. As the quadratic 
curve of these data reveals, this pattern is especially characteristic of 
communities smaller than 25,000 population in size. Above that level, the 
effect disappears. Also, among the very smallest communities, giving levels 
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are considerably greater than the sample average of $1.72, ranging from 
about $3 to $6.50 per capita. 

To describe the statistical properties of the relationship, we used two-stage 
least squares analysis. Two-stage least squares was employed because the 
ordinary least squares assumption ofhomoscedasticity is not met: specifically, 
the higher the estimate, the greater the error in estimation. Two-stage least 
squares corrects for heteroscedasticity and yields 'heteroscedastic consistent', 
unbiased error terms for the independent variables in the equation. Because 
of the apparent non-linear pattern of effects in Figure 3.1, a second-order 
polynomial term, population size squared, was included in the equation. The 
results, presented in Table 3.I.A, are partial efiects for population size -- that 
is, with the effects of median household income, urban proximity (in miles), 
and Southern regional location, a dummy variable, controlled by prior 
inclusion in the analysis. Only the eHects for population size are statistically 

Table 3.1: Population, Size, ~linorily Diwrsity, and Charitahle Giving. 

A. Charita!>lt" Giving (S per capita) by Population Sizt" 

Constant 
Income 
Urban Proximity 
Southern Region 
Population 
Population Squared 

F 
R2 
Aqjusted R2 
N 

Ellill/a(e S,E. (-ratio jJ< 

7,7GB 
{),n II 
0.003 

-O.I+H 
- 0.534 

0.010 

12,192 
0337 
0.309 

126,000 

1.912 
O.OIG 
0.0()2 
0.20,l 
0,164 
0,004 

*** 

4.062 
0.717 
1.435 

-0.729 
- 3.259 

2,790 

0.000 
0.-175 
0.154 
0.467 
0.001 
0.006 

B. Charitabk Gh'ing (S per capita) by :\'linorily Dh,t"rsity 

Constant 
Income 
Urban Proximity 
Southern Region 
Log(Diversity) 
Log(Diversity) Squared 

F 
R2 
AcUusted R2 
N 

&timate S,E I-ratio jJ< 

-{),669 
O,()OO 
0,00-1 
0.335 

- I,()!),:), 
-0.191 

I.4G2 
0.057 
{),OIB 

12(),()OO 

I ,OIl:{ 
0,000 
(Um 
0.3-19 
O..J47 
0,OB2 

-0,66B 
1.163 
1.439 
0,95B 

- 2,379 
- 2,:~36 

0.5{)6 
0.N7 
0.153 
0.340 
0.019 
0.021 

'I'wo-stage least sqnares analysis; standard errors an'" "hetct"os('cciaslic l'onsist{'nl~ r('suits. 
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significant, in conjunction with a significant effect for the second-order 
polynomial term. The equation as a whole, that is also significant, accounts 
for one third of the total variance in charitable giving. Thus, population size 
is a very important factor in altruistic behaviour. 

The simple correlation between minority diversity and charitable giving is 
- 0.138 and nearly significant in a one-tailed test (p < 0.0615). However, the 
distribution of minority diversity is statistically skewed and this relationship, 
too, is non-linear, in that small increments in diversity from the condition of 
no diversity appear to have systematic effects on charitable giving. To adjust 
for the positive skew and to model the effects of such small increments, a 
logarithmic transformation was performed on the diversity index scores, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. This plot reveals that giving actually increases with 
greater diversity up to a point where population diversity reaches 
approximately lO per cent, after which, giving declines with greater diversity. 

The statistical description in Table 3.l.B, based on two-stage least squares 
with a second order polynomial term to model the non-linear pattern of 
effects, reveals that the partial effects for minority diversity ~ogged) on 
charitable giving are statistically significant. However, the strength of effects 
appears to be much weaker than for population size, with only 6 per cent of 
the variance in giving predicted by the equation. Nonetheless, minority 
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diversity does appear to make a significant contribution to the variance in 
charitable giving and it is not a simple matter of increasing racial! ethnic 
homogeneity. Thus, giving only begins to decline with heterogeneity after the 
amount of diversity reaches the level at which group conflict and competition 
might plausibly become a significant factor in charitable contributions to an 
institution providing community-wide collective goods. 

It does not appear to be the case that the decline in giving under 
conditions of greater diversity represents lower giving by both majority and 
minority populations. Some light on this question is provided by considering 
differences in charitable giving as the percentage of African-American 
population in the unit approaches and passes the level of majority. For 
thirteen communities in our sample with 33 per cent or more Mrican
Americans, the data in Figure 3.3 show that giving increases with the 
proportion of black population between 33 and 73 per cent. For these 
communities, population size has very little efiect at all on giving. Assuming 
that giving behaviour is randomly distributed across white and black 
segments of the populations, a fair assumption given that solicitations are 
through employing firms and agencies, white contributions would be 
determinative of the lower means in the 33--45 per cent black range, and 
African-American contributions would drive the higher means in the 50 per 
cent + range. Thus, it would appear that white giving behaviour declines as 
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Tablr 3.2: Charitable Gh'ing by Population Size and Diwrsity. 

E\'limale SR. I-ralio p< 

Constant (i.265 1.950 3.213 0.002 
Incomt' O.OO() o.noo 0.388 0.699 
Urhan Proximity O.OO:~ 0.002 IA02 0.16,t 
Southt'f11 Region O.20() 0301\ O.G69 0.505 
Population -(LlI3 0.1 G I -3.190 0.002 
Population Squared o.n I 0 (tOOl 2.61\4 o.ooa 
Log(Di\'crsity) - O.B95 O.39·j - 2.270 0.025 
Log(Di\'crsity) Squared -0.162 o.on -2.2GI 0.026 

F 9.3-1-0 *** 
R1 0.3:)7 
Ac[justerl R~ 0.31 B 
N 12G.OOO 

'!'\\,o-stagt' least squar(,s analysis: standard ('ITorS are 'h,'t(')'()s,'('dastic consistent' r('sults. 

gTeater giving, consistent with the pattern for smaller population size. 
Southern location and economic capabilities have no apparent bearing on 
charitable giving at all. 

Conjilmatory AnalYsl's 

Additional data were provided by United Way for the larger communities, 
20,000 30,000, for 1997, that enable confirmatory analyses of some 
parameters of the findings presented ahove. Data for 1997 were provided 
on the number of manufacturing employees per United Way unit and the 
amount given per employee. Dividing the total amount given by the amount 
given per employee, an estimate was calculated of the number of employees 
who contributed. We arranged the number of employees who gave by the 
total number of employees to define as a variable the percentage of total 
employees solicited who contributed to the fund-raising campaign. This 
variable provides an indicator of participation in the fund-raising campaign, 
addressing a second dimension ... in addition to mean amount given -- of 
charitable giving behaviour. In addition, we utilized the provided data on 
amount given per employee solicited to indicate better individual, as opposed 
to community, contributions. These two additional indicators add to the 
validity of our measurement of charitahle giving, as they capture aspects of 
both the scope and depth of altruistic behaviour. 

Data were also provided for these larger communities on the size of the 
non-agricultural population in the United Way unit. Subtracting the non
agricultural population from the total population, we defined a variable -"'. the 
agricultural population, as a percentage of total population -- to measure 
directly the characteristic of urban-rural population. 
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Statistical results are presented in Table 3.3. Percentage of employees 
contributing is only a function of population size among the two theoretical 
yariables. Here, the relationship is very much consistent with the parabolic 
pattern of eflects in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Participation is a great deal larger in 
smaller communities and flattens out in larger ones. Diversity, on the other 
hand, appears independent of participation. 

With respect to the amount given per employee, population size does 
not reach the level of significant effects, but diversity does. The same non
linear pattern of efIt'cts observed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 is present here: 

Table 3.3: Results fi)r Communities with 20 30K Populations, 1997. 

A. Percentage of Employees Contributing 

Constant 
Income 
Urban Proximity 
Southern Region 
Agricultural, % Population 
Population 
Population Squared 
Log(Diversity) 
I,og(Di\'t'rsity) Squared 

F 
R~ 

Adjusted R2 
N 

l~\lilllal(' 

823. HO 
0.000 

-0.069 
- 23.123 

0.676 
-63.293 

1.2+B 
3.797 

- 0.295 

2.029 
0.IB6 
0.095 

70.000 

S.E. 

30RI15 
0.001 
0.113 

11.867 
0.619 

24.5+0 
0.486 

17.98B 
3.147 

B. Amount Gin'n per Employee 

I-ralio 

2.673 
0.097 

-0.607 
- 1.949 

l.O91 
- 2.579 

2.567 
0.211 

-0.09·4 

p< 

0.010 
0.923 
0.546 
0.056 
0.279 
0.012 
0.013 
0.83+ 
0.926 

Estilllaie s.A". I-ralio /1< 

Constant -IB7.9+3 
Income 0.001 
Urban Proximity 0.049 
Southern Region 12.B73 
Agricultural, % Population 0.145 
Population 12.47+ 
Population Squared -0.257 
Log(Divmity) - 14-.126 
Log(Diversity) Squared -2.5.')6 

F I.B58 
R2 0.173 
Adjustcd R1 O.OBO 
N 70.000 

119.320 
0.000 
0.04B 
5.769 
0.2+8 
9.894 
0.194 
6.822 
1.228 

-1.575 
1.605 
1.025 
2.231 
0.582 
1.261 

-1.323 
-2.071 
-2.0H2 

0.120 
0.114 
0.310 
0.029 
0.562 
0.212 
0.191 
0.043 
0.042 

TWO-Slag .. least sCjuares analysis; slandard enors art" ·I)('tt'rosc .. dastic consistent' results. 
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people gave less under conditions of lower and higher diversity. Among the 
intervening variables, economic capacity does show nearly significant effects 
on the amount given per employee. This is an expected pattern and, 
therefore, contributes to the concurrent validity of the measurement model. 
Otherwise, it is interesting to observe that Southern regional location does 
have significant effects in the analyses reported in Table 3.3. Specifically, 
fewer potential givers contributed to United Way in the South, but when 
they did, they gave more. The failure of this variable to demonstrate 
significant effects in the prior analyses might suggest that cultural factors are 
less important in small communities than larger ones. To test this 
hypothesis, we re-analysed the data on per capita amount given separately 
for the two samples of smaller and larger communities. Here, the efiects for 
Southern location only approached significance (p < 0.09 in a two-tailed 
test) in the smaller, not the larger communities, and the efiect ,·vas for 
greater giving in the South. 

DISCCSSIO:X 

This study advanced theoretical propositions grounded in evolutionary 
theory to explain the causal processes underlying the so-called F-Connection 
- friends and families - in charitable giving behaviour. On the one hand, we 
proposed that if charitable giving was substantially an expression of 
reciprocal altruism, people would be expected to be more charitable in 
smaller communities where the probability of receiving a return benefit 
would be greater than in large communities. On the other hand, if charitable 
giving is also influenced by inclusive fitness-based concerns with shared 
genes, then people would be expected to give more under conditions of 
racial! ethnic homogeneity than heterogeneity. 

Our findings with respect to community size are unequivocal. Charitable 
giving decreases as community size increases. People give the most in the 
smallest communities. Our smallest communities were about 10,000 in size. 
In such communities, interpersonal and interfamily acquaintances are 
frequent. People within age cohorts have grown up together, attended the 
same schools, had their children attend the same schools, read the same local 
newspaper with common exposure to birth, wedding and death notices, and 
meet each other periodically in the grocery stores, shops and workplaces. No 
doubt a sense of community belonging and responsibility emerge in the 
context of Gemeinschafl that might predispose to charity. However, these are 
proximate causal influences on behaviour that operate within, and mediate 
the functions of, reciprocal altruism. 

Of course, emotional bonds are reinforced in the case of charitable giving 
by the public display associated with the behaviour. Donors, especially bigger 
donors, are publicly known and recognized for their charitable deeds. 
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Indeed, many United Way webpages devote substantial space to crediting 
contributors. Surely, some contributions are motivated by prospective credit 
and others by the coercive implications of knowing that one's employer sits 
on the local United Way Board of Directors. These sorts of influences, 
however, are not so obviously a function of community size. 

With respect to racial! ethnic diversity as a factor expressing the influence 
of kin altruism upon charitable giving, our principal finding is that it is far less 
influential than population size, although statistically significant. Second, the 
effects of diversity are non-linear. As an untransformed variable, the simple 
bivariate effects of diversity on per capita giving account for only 1.5 per cent 
of the variance and are not significant. The non-linear pattern of effects 
contradicts the theoretical hypothesis that charitable giving declines in a 
direct linear fashion with increasing diversity. Rather, charitable effort is least 
under conditions of nearly perfect homogeneity. This is not a function of 
greater wealth and lower need in the most homogeneous communities, 
because in these data the least diverse communities (below 0.10 diversity) 
were not among the wealthier areas (i.e., median household income 
> $25,000). 

Six communities had diversity scores below 0.015. These are small, rural 
towns- two are located in central eastern and western Iowa, one in far north
western Missouri, two in upper Wisconsin, and one in central Ohio -- on 
average over 40 miles from any urbanized area, with median house incomes 
ranging from $22,000 to $30,000, indicating lower need for charitable 
activity. We lack data on non-agricultural employment, but hypothesize that 
it is low in these areas, with farming as the economic base, presenting a 
challenge for United Way fund-raising campaigns. In short, unique 
conditions under which perfect homogeneity arises may explain the very 
low level of charitable giving. On the other hand, these are quintessential 
contexts of Gemeinschqjl community, where kinship ties would be dense and 
widely known and the probability of return benefits quite high. 

Third, beyond about 10 per cent minority population, giving does decline 
overall with greater diversity. However, so does economic capacity, as the 
more diverse communities have median household incomes below $25,000. 
Moreover, among these poorer and most diverse communities, our data 
revealed that the larger the proportionate black population, the greater the 
giving. Of course, an increase in the diversity score implies a decline in the 
white population and, in general, an increase in the size of the principal 
minority population. Plausibly, the threshold effects on charitable giving vary 
between majority and minority groups in a population. In this case, white 
giving might decline as the majority share of population drops below 90 per 
cent, while minority giving increases as their share of population approaches 
even 50 per cent. Thus, individual perceptions of group advantage may be 
very much conditional on the relative social dominance of groups within the 

. Tl structure of sonety.- . 
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Our explanation here is frankly speculative and only raises a hypothesis 
for exploration in subsequent research. However, it is plausible that 
dominant and subordinate groups respond differently to their proportional 
frequencies in a population. The conditioning assumption here is that 
majority racial! ethnic groups are dominant and minority groups are 
subordinate in terms of socio-economic status. Under this condition, it is 
probable that minority group members will receive a disproportionate benefit 
from charitable giving, in the absence of racial! ethnic discriminatory 
preferences in the allocation of benefits. In this situation, to the extent that 
group considerations affect giving, they should do so by depressing 
contributions by the majority soon after the benefit provided to their group 
is diluted by minority group recipients, while minority givers may increase 
giving as their group's pool of potential recipients approaches a critical mass. 
Ethnic nepotism is at work in this model, but its expression is contingent 
upon the structure of social dominance among groups in society. 

Overall, the downside of our findings is that the white majority population 
appears less willing to provide collective goods, as the minority population 
approaches significant size, consistent with the findings of Alesina.:H The 
upside is that minority groups may pick up the slack in charitable giving as 
they grow larger. Thus, as the majority becomes more exclusive, the minority 
may become more inclusive. In this light, the Hero and Tolbert:!:; argument 
makes some sense. The same social conditions that would explain higher 
levels of health and education within minority populations may also explain 
participation in community organizations, United Way fund-raising 
campaigns, and volunteer activity generally namely, family stability, 
employment security, and middle income attainment. 

The depressing aspect of these findings is that they occur in a historical 
context in which the United States, at national, state and local levels of 
gO\'ernment, is undertaking a large-scale reduction in public financing of 
social welfare. For example, in New York City, Mayor Giuliani implemented 
policies to reduce the welfare rolls by 50,000 cases per year in the late 1990s. 
Through measures such as imposing waiting periods for processing federal 
food-stamp applications, the food-stamp rolls fell by 15 per cent in 1997/8 in 
New York City. Over the same period, DeParie reports, 'requests for help 
reported by soup kitchens and food pantries has risen 24 per cent/~(i the 
latter being supported by private charity. In this manner, public policy is 
transferring responsibility f{)r social welfare in the United States from the 
public sector to the 'third' sector, and this process is dramatically increasing 
the social importance of patterns of charitable giving. Our findings show that 
gi\'ing is likely to be least, where the need is greatest. The concept of 
charitable gi\'ing to support private, indoor relief for widows, orphans and 
the elderly that arose in the early stages of the industrial revolution, 
efficacious or not, invites the operation of evolutionary mechanism that 
would appear ill-suited to the prO\'isiol1 for human well-being in post-
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industrial society where communities are large, ethnically diverse, and reflect 
highly differentiated patterns of dominance and subordination in inter-group 
relations. 
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Ethnic Heterogeneity and Public Spending: 

Testing the Evolutionary Theory of Ethnicity with 

Cross-National Data 

StejJ/tfll It: Sanderson 

I:\TR( mu TI<):'\ 

The sociobiology of ethnicity is by now an estahlished part of sociobiological 
thinking. Ethnic attachments seem to be universal, primordial human 
sentiments. Ethnocentrism the view that one's own group is superior to all 
others and the focal point li'om which other groups should be judged - seems 
to have been implanted in the human hiogram long ago, and may even have 
heen inherited, to some extent, from our primate ancestors. I In the ancestral 
human environment, fierce loyalty to a community or tribe would have been 
highly adaptive. Those who were most loyal to their group would have 
def('nded it more vigorously and haw lived longer, on average, and thus would 
likely have passed along more copies of their genes to future generations.:! 
Rudimentary forms to which we now rei(')' as ethnic attachments would have 
been favoured by natural selectioll. Even Darwin himself saw that this should 
have been the case. As he said, 'A tribe including many members who, Irom 
possessing in a high degree the spirit of patriotism, fidelity, obedience, courage 
and sympathy, were always ready to aid each other and to sacrifice themselves 
for the common good would be victorious o\'er most other tribes. ,:l 

Pierre van den Berghe has arh'ued that ethnicity is, in actuality, an 
extension of kinship. I Just as people behave more altruistically towards kin 
than non-kin, they IX'haw more altruistically towards the memhers of their 
own trihe, natioll, or ethnic group. People I~l\"our their own ethnic gTOUp and 
tend to look with disdain on the IlH'mhers of other groups. One way of testing 
this argument is to examine the relationship between a society's degree of 
ethnic homogeneity or heterogeneity and its Iewl of public spending. In the 
broadest sense, the expectation would be that public spending should be 
greatest in the most ethnically homogeneous societies. Ethnically hetero
geneous societies should have less public spending because people are more 
reluctant to incur costs to provide for others when those others are much less 
likely to belong to their own ethnic group. 
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There has not been a great deal of research to test this idea, but let us look 
at what there is. Gilens looked at the impact of eight variables on Americans' 
pref(~rences fi)r welfare spending: the perception that blacks are lazy, the 
perception that poor people are lazy, individualism, family income, age, 
party identification, liberal versus conservative attitudes, and level of 
education. ') He found that the perception that blacks are lazy was the most 
pOWCrllll predictor of welfare spending preferences. Gilens concluded that 
, h I I I· (. h If· ." d d" . d' ~; t e popu ar )C Ie t at we are IS a race co e Issue appears warrante . 
Several studies have looked at the relationship between the degree of ethnic 
or minority diversity of stales of the United States and various forms of public 
spending. Hero and Tolbert found that expenditures on Medicaid were lower 
in states with greater minority diversity and point to similar results from other 
studies. 7 Plotnick and \Vinters found a negative relationship between 
financial support for Medicaid and the size of a state's non-white 
population.B Controlling for a number of factors, Brown found a negative 
relationship between welfare effort and black percentage.!1 Radcliff and Saiz 
showed strong negative relationships between the degTt~e of political 
participation by blacks and welfare spending, policy liberalism, and total 

d· 10 spen mg. 
Alesina, Baqir, and Easterly examined the impact of ethnic heterogeneity 

on public spending in a large sample of American cities, controlling for such 
variables as income per capita, city size, educational attainment, income 
inequality, and age structure. II They found that ethnic heterogeneity had a 
depressing elleet on a variety of forms of public spending, including 
expenditures on roads, education, sewerage and rdust' collection, welfare, 
and libraries. Spending on police protection and on health and hospitals 
actually increased with ethnic heterogeneity. The positive relationship 
between heterogeneity and health and hospitals is puzzling, but the positive 
relationship between heterogeneity and police spending appears to be related 
to the incidence of crime, which Alesina, Baqir, and Easterly found to be 
correlated with heterogeneity at R = 0.48. The authors concluded that their 
'results contribute to explaining why the problem of public urban goods in 
America appears so intractable. The public goods problem is linked to 
another problem that also appears intractable: ethnic divisions.' I:! 

Hero and Tolbert have shown that the vote on California Proposition 
187, an illegal immigration initiative, and the California vote on a single
payer health plan initiative, were very closely related. 1:1 Califimlians voted on 
both political measures in 1994, and Hero and Tolbert report a zero-order 
correlation of -0.87 (Pearson r) between these two measures. This means 
that 'those counties that voted most heavily to restrict services to illegal 
immigrants were also the most opposed to the single payer program.' I 1 Along 
similar lines, Faist points out that in recent years, in various European 
countries and in the United States, there has occurred an 'ethnicization' and 
'racialization' of welfare state policies as immigration has increased. n He 
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expects a further reduction in the regulatory and redistributive activities of 
welfare states in the years to come if immigration continues or increases. 

All of these studies are important and their results highly suggestive, but 
they are greatly limited in their focus. What remains to be done is an analysis 
of the effects of ethnic heterogeneity on public goods spending at a world 
level. This study is devoted to that end. 

:\IETHODS 

One hundred and twenty-one societies, representing the entire world and all 
levels of economic development, were selected from various annual 
instalments of the World Bank's World Development Report. The dependent 
variables were public expenditures on welfare, health, and education, 
measured as a percentage of gross national product or gross domestic 
product. Data were obtained from the World Development Report J 992](; and are 
for the year 1990. The World Development Report describes welfare spending as 
'(I) public expenditure on housing, such as income-related schemes; on 
provision and support of housing and slum clearance activities; on 
community development; and on sanitary services; and (2) public 
expenditure for compensation to the sick and temporarily disabled for loss 
of income; for payments to the elderly, the permanently disabled, and the 
unemployed; and for family, maternity, and child allowances. The second 
category also includes the cost of welfare services such as care of the aged, the 
disabled, and children, as well as the cost of general administration, 
regulation, and research associated with social security and welfare 
services.' I 7 Health-care spending is described as 'public expenditure on 
hospitals, medical and dental centres, and clinics with a major medical 
component; on national health and medical insurance schemes; and on 
family planning and preventative care. Also included is expenditure on the 
general administration and regulation of relevant government departments, 
hospitals and clinics, health and sanitation, and national health and medical 
insurance schemes.' III Educational expenditures are described as 'public 
expenditure for the provision, management, inspection, and support of 
preprimary, primary, and secondary schools; of universities and colleges; and 
of vocational, technical, and other training institutions by central govern
ments. Also included is expenditure on the general administration and 
regulation of the education system; on research into its objectives, 
organization, administration, and methods; and on such subsidiary services 
as transport, school meals, and medical and dental services in schools.'19 

The independent variable, ethnic heterogeneity, was calculated in five 
different ways. The first measure employed, called Ethnic Heterogeneity I, 
was calculated by using Vanhanen's2o measure of ethnic homogeneity, which 
he measured as the percentage of the total society taken up by the largest 
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ethnic group. This measure was converted into a heterogeneity measure by 
subtracting it from 100. A second measure of ethnic heterogeneity, Ethnic 
H . 2 V h ' ')) 'l'h" eterogenelty ,was an anen s- more recent measure. IS measure IS a 
composite of three submeasures. These assess, respectively, linguistic, 
national, or tribal differences; racial differences; and religious differences. 
Each submeasure is the percentage taken up by the largest group subtracted 
from 100. Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 is simply the sum of the three submeasures. 

The third measure of ethnic heterogeneity, called Ethnolinguistic 
Fractionalization, was drawn from Mauro:!:! and was originally reported by 
Taylor and Hudson?~ This measure characterizes groups as ethnically 
separate based on their historical linguistic origin; it indicates the probability 
that any two randomly selected individual~ in a given society will not be 
members of the same ethnolinguistic group.H Ethnolinguistic Fractionaliza
tion is assessed as of 1960-65. I created two additional measures of ethnic 
heterogeneity by combining measures. I added Ethnic Fractionalization to 
Vanhanen's measure of racial differences to create a variable I call 
Ethnoracial Differentiation. I then added Vanhanen's measure of religious 
differences to this to create a variable called Ethnic Heterogeneity 3. 
Ethnoracial Differentiation measures the extent to which a society is 
characterized by both ethnic and racial differences, whereas Ethnic 
Heterogeneity 3 measures the extent to which a society is characterized by 
all three types of social cleavages. Ethnic Heterogeneity 3 is, in principle, just 
like Ethnic Heterogeneity 2, except that it employs Taylor and Hudson's, 
rather than Vanhanen's, measure of ethnic differentiation. The reason the 
two new measures were created has to do with the greater sensitivity (or 
accuracy) of Taylor and Hudson's ethnic differentiation measure compared 
with that of Vanhanen. 

Several additional measures were included in the analysis to serve as 
controls, as well as to see how well they were able to predict a society's level 
of public spending. These variables were GNP per capita, party fraction
alization, level of democracy, and organized labour. GNP was obtained 
{rom the Ilorld Development Report 199j2" and pertains to 1990. 
The last three variables were obtained from Taylor and Jodice's World 
Handbook qfPolitical and Social Indicators.:!(; Party fractionalization was measured 
as 'the likelihood that two randomly selected members of the national 
legislature will belong to different [political I parties,.:!7 Dates are variable, but 
are mostly for the 1970s. Level of democracy was measured by using 
Vanhanen's:m index of democratization and pertains to 1985. This is a 
composite measure consisting of two subvariables: the smaller parties' share of 
votes cast in national elections, and the percentage of the population voting in 
national e1ections.:!9 Organized labour is measured as the percentage of the 
total labour force helonging to organized trade unions and pertains to c. 1975. 

The statistical analyses carried out were multiple regressions using one of 
the measures of ethnic heterogeneity and the other four independent 
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variables. On account of missing data on several variables, the number of 
cases on which the analyses could be performed was reduced to 47. 

RESULTS 

Table 4.1 displays the findings when Ethnic Heterogeneity 1 is employed in 
the analysis. In this and all subsequent analyses, three variables - GNP, level 
of democracy, and degree of labour unionization - had to be logarithmically 
transformed because of excessive skewness. As can be seen from Table 4.1, 
Ethnic Heterogeneity 1 relates to welfare spending but is a relatively weak 
predictor. GNP is clearly the best predictor, followed by labour unionization 
and level of democracy. It is not surprising that these three variables are 
strong predictors of welfare spending. All five variables together explain at 
least 65.5 per cent of the variance in welfare spending, but Ethnic 
Heterogeneity 1 contributes quite modestly to this. 

Table 4.2 substitutes Vanhanen's more comprehensive measure of ethnic 
heterogeneity, Ethnic Heterogeneity 2. This analysis produces better results. 
Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 is more highly correlated (-0.560 versus -0.511), 
has a higher partial correlation (-0.456 versus -0.286), and has a higher 
standardized beta coefficient (-0.295 versus -0.186) than Ethnic Hetero
geneity 1. In fact, Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 has the highest partial correlation 
of all the independent variables. It also has the highest t score. All five 
variables explain at least 70.3 per cent of the variance in welfare spending. 
Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 is the third-best predictor and is only slightly behind 
level of democracy and GNP. It would appear that this measure of ethnic 
heterogeneity, taking into account as it does a wider range of social divisions, 
is a more sensitive, and thus better, measure. 

Table 4.1: The Effects of Gross National Product, Level of Democracy, Labour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnic Heterogeneity I on Welfare 

Expenditures. 

Variable 

LogGross National Product 
LogLevel of Democracy 
LogLabour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Heterogeneity I 

R=0.832 
R2 = 0.693 
R 2 (adjusted) = 0.655 
N=47 

Zero-Order Partial Stand. Beta 

0.757 
0.577 
0.581 
0.362 

-0.511 

0.443 
0.336 
0.384 

-0.112 
-0.286 

0.402 
0.273 
0.282 

-0.078 
-0.186 

3.162 
2.281 
2.666 

-0.724 
- 1.913 

Sig. 

0.003 
0.028 
0.011 
0.473 
0.063 
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Table 4.2: The Ellects of Gross National Product, Level of Democracy, Labour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 on \Vellare 

Expenditures. 

F'miable 

LogGross National Product 
LogLt'vcl of Democracy 
I..ogI..abour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 

R=0.B57 
R~=O.735 
R ~ (adjusted) = 0.703 
N=47 

'<:/'l'II-()rder Partial Stolid. Beta 

0.757 0.377 0.319 
0.577 0.413 0.321 
O.5BI 0.419 0.290 
0.362 - O. lOB - O'()70 

-0.560 -0.456 -0.295 

2.606 
2.905 
2.956 

-O.69B 
- 3.279 

Sig. 

0.013 
0.006 
O.OOS 
0.4B9 
O'()02 
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Table 4.3 displays the results using Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization as 
the measure of ethnic heterogeneity. These results are extremely similar to 
those of Table 4.2, at least in terms of the role of ethnicity. Ethnolinguistic 
Fractionalization has the highest partial correlation and the highest t score, 
and it is the third-best predictor. There is a slight improvement in ethnicity's 
showing, suggesting that Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization is an even more 
sensitive measure than Vanhanen's more comprehensive ethnic hetero
geneity measure. 

I next employed Ethnoracial Differentiation as the indicator of ethnic 
heterogeneity Cfable 4.4), which provides a more complete picture of the 
range of cleavages within a society. This variable turns out not only to have 
the highest partial correlation of all the independent variables (a very 
substantial -0.581) and the best t score (an impressive -4.580, sig. = 0.000), 
but also the highest beta coefficient (-0.375). This makes it the best predictor 

Table 4.3: The Effects of Gross National Product, Level of Democracy, Lahour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnolinguistic Fractionalization on 

Welfare Expenditures. 

, 'ariable 

l.ogGross National Product 
LogLevel of Democracy 
LogLahour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Fractionalization 

R=O.B59 
R~=O.7:~7 
R 2 (ac\justed) = n. 705 
N=47 

Zero-Order 

0.757 
O.S77 
0.581 
0.362 

- n.571 

Partial 

0.398 
0.392 
n.459 

-0.221 
-0.464 

Stalld. Beta 

0.334 
0.299 
n.324 

- 0.146 
-O.30B 

2.7B2 
2.726 
3.306 

- 1.450 
- :1.350 

O.OOB 
0.009 
0.002 
0.155 
O'()02 
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Tahle 4.4: The Ellects of Gross National Product, Irvel of Democracy, Labour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnoracial Dillerentiation on 

''''el/are Expenditures. 

,"ariahle 

LogGross National Product 
I .ogI .evel of Democracy 
LogLabour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnoracial Dillerentiation 

R=O.882 
R~=O.779 
R~ (adjusted)=0.752 
N=4·7 

:;jro-Ordrr Partial .s~alld. Beta 

D.757 O.·BO 
0.5n OA54 
0.581 O.+9R 
0.362 - 0.300 

- D.570 - 0.582 

0.331 
0.329 
0.331 

-O.IBB 
- 0.375 

3.054 
3.260 
3.681 

- 2.302 
-4.580 

Sig. 

0.004 
0.002 
0.001 
0.051 
0.000 

of all the independent variables, although GNP, labour organization, and 
level of democracy are not far behind. All five independent variables explain 
at least 75.2 per cent of the \'ariance in welfare spending. It thus appears that 
when we use a very sensitive measure of ethnic heterogeneity and take racial 
divisions into account as well, the level of welfare spending is influenced more 
by ethnic and racial cleavages than by anything else. Putting it another way, 
we might say that those societies that have racial divisions in addition to 
important ethnic divisions are mort' prone to take a negative view of welfare 
spending than any other type of society. 

Table 4.5 reports the results using Ethnic Heterogeneity 3 as the main 
independent variable. Recall that in this instance religious divisions, as 
measured by Vanhanen, are added to both Ethnic Fractionalization and racial 
divisions to produce a still more comprehensive measure. As can be seen, this 
variable produces the strongest results yet, although they are only slightly 

Table 4.5: The Ellects of Gross National Product, Lewl of Democracy, Labour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnic Heterogeneity :3 on 'VeI£u'e 

Expenditures. 

rariable 

LogGross National Product 
I.ogLl'wl of Democracy 
LogLabour Organization 
Party Fractionaliztltion 
Ethnic Heterogeneity :3 

R=O.R92 
R~ =0.795 
R ~ (aqjusted) = O. no 
N=+7 

;::,ero- Order Partial Stand. Beta 

0.757 D.39:3 
O.:"}77 0.495 
(UIlI 0.531 
(U()2 - D.331 

- 0.593 - 0.623 

0.290 
D.355 
0.348 

- 0.203 
- 0.4·08 

2.735 
3.6+6 
+.015 

-2.2+1l 
- 5.106 

O.OO!) 
0.001 
0.000 
0.030 
0.000 
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stronger than the results lor Ethnoracial Differentiation. The conclusion is, 
again, that when there are superimposed categories of social cleavage in a 
society, there is an especially strong inhibition of welfare spending. 

In addition to these world-wide analyses, I explored the possibility of 
regional variations in the impact of ethnic heterogeneity on welfare spending. 
There were too few cases to use multiple regressions, so Ethnoracial 
Differentiation was run against welfare spending for Africa, Asia, Latin 
America, and the developed countries. The correlations (Pearson r) were 
-0.641 for Africa, -0.304 for Asia, -0.582 for Latin America, and -0.374 
for the developed countries. Ethnicity seems to be most important in Africa 
and least important in Asia. I also ran Ethnic Heterogeneity 2 against welfare 
spending for the Eastern European countries (there were too few cases for 
any of the other ethnicity measures), and the correlation was a huge -0.866! 
The tremendous importance of ethnic cleavages in this part of the world is, of 
course, very well known. However, since this correlation is based on only five 
cases, it must be interpreted very cautiously. These correlations were run 
again using Ethnic Heterogeneity 3 in place of Ethnoracial Diflerentiation, 
and they were approximately the same. The correlation ior Africa was 
-0.564, for Asia -0.260, for Latin America -0.570, and for the First World 
-0.452. The pattern is the same with the exception of Latin America, which 
now moves slightly ahead of Africa. There were not enough cases to examine 
the Eastern European countries. 

All of the regression analyses were run again for health spending. In every 
case, ethnic heterogeneity turned out to be a very weak predictor of public 
spending on health care. Since the results are so weak, I present only those 
that were the strongest Crable 4.6). The full model explains only II per cent 
of the variance, and the best model explains just 14 per cent of the variance. 
In this model, GNP is the best predictor, level of democracy is second, and 
ethnic heterogeneity is third. However, none of these variables achieve 
statistical significance, and the percentage of the variance explained by each 
is very small. Clearly, ethnic heterogeneity has only a very minor eflect on a 
society's level of public spending on health. 

l\laking the level of public spending on education the dependent variable 
produced even weaker results than in the case of public spending on health. 
As Table 4.7 shows, not only is Ethnic Heterogeneity 3 virtually uncorrelated 
with education spending, but what little correlation it does show is pointing in 
the wrong direction. Level of democracy and labour organization are more 
highly correlated, but they are also pointing in the wrong direction! All five 
independent variables together explain only between 7 and 18 per cent of the 
variance in education spending. These extremely weak results tell us that the 
increasing devotion of resources to education is being determined mainly by 
factors effectively uncorrelated with ethnoracial heterogeneity. This is 
consistent with the view that mass educational systems are primarily 

. b 'ld' ··m II h' h h . i" natlon- UJ mg proJects,' as we as t e VICW t at t e expansIon 0 
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Tahle 4.6: The Elli'cts of Gross National Product, Len'l of Democracy, Labour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, and Ethnic Heterogeneity ~{ on Health 

ExpeJlditun:s. 

A. Full ~lo<leI 

Variable ;:'eru-Ordrr Partial S~afld. Belli S~It· 

LogGross National Product 0397 ().2~H O':{O7 1.472 0.149 
LogLe\·eJ of Democracy O.:l-H) O.OR!) D.IIO O':")H 0.569 
I.ogLahour Organization D.126 -- O.09R -0.107 - 0.629 0 . .'")3:{ 
Party Fractionalization O.2BH 0.075 O.ORfi (URI 0.633 
Ethnic Ht"terngt'nt'ity 3 -0.291 -0.126 -0.127 - O.RIO D.42~j 

R=(U.')() 
R~ = O.20R 
R ~ (adjustt'd) = 0.1 I I 
N=47 

B. Bt'st :\Iodel 

J-ariable :::'fro-()rdrr Partial '\1and.1Ma Sig. 

LogGross National Product 0397 0.207 O.U3 1.390 0.172 
LogLeYl'1 of Dt'mocracy O.:HO 0.1.')1 0.IG6 1.033 0.322 
Ethnic Ht'tt'rogent'ity 3 -0.291 -0.\:")5 -0.1.')3 -1.027 0.310 

R=O.+H 
R~=O.197 
R ~ (aqjusted) = O.I·~ I 
N=I·7 

Table 4.7: The EIIi~cts of Gross !'Ilational Product. Lt'H'1 of Dt'mocracy, Lahour 
Organization, Party Fractionalization, amI Ethnic Ht'terogeneity 3 on 

Educational Expenditures. 

J'ariab/t' 

1,0gGrnss National Product 
LogLevel of Democracy 
l.ogLabour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Heterogent'ity :{ 

R=O.'lIR 
R~=O.17.') 
R ~ (aqjusted) = 0.074 
N=47 

:::'fro-()rder Partial ,~~alld. Bela 

- n.n7 
- 0.240 
-0.295 

O.O(J:{ 
O.OH 

0.036 
- 0.270 
- 0.2RO 

O.2l7 
0.0.')9 

O.(H9 
- 0.351 
- 0.326 

0.2% 
0.06 I 

O.22R 
- 1.796 
- I.B70 

I.G29 
0.3S0 

0.R21 
O.OHO 
0.069 
0.111 
O.70G 

enrolments in secondary and higher educ,ation is driven mainly by a process 
of the inflation of educational credentials:ll At any rate, ethnic heterogeneity 
appears to play no role in the process. 
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CO!\"CLL:SIONS AND LESSO!\"S FOR ~IULTIC:l;[:Il:RAI.ISTS 

In reflecting on the results as a whole, it is clear that ethnic heterogeneity is a 
very important predictor of a society's level of welfare spending. This is 
particularly the case when we consider the full range of social cleavages 
ethnic, racial, and religious - that characterize a society. On the other hand, 
ethnic heterogeneity is a poor predictor of health spending and is essentially 
unrelated to the level of educational expenditures. Why the difierencc? 
Expenditures on ""dfare in ethnically heterogeneous societies are likdy to be 
seen by the members of some ethnic groups as going primarily to groups 
other than their own, and thus tend to be disfavoured. Welfare expenditures 
are public goods, but in a restricted way: they only pertain to some segments 
of the population. Health and educational expenditures, on the other hand, 
are public goods that can more fully benefit everyone, including the members 
of all ethnic groups. Under these circumstances, ethnic heterogeneity has 
little or no effect on these expenditures. Unlike welfare expenditures, health 
and educational expenditures are flllly, rather than partially, public goods. 

I would like to end with some lessons for multiculturalists. Today we are 
bombarded by messages of the wonders of multiculturalism. We are urged 
that diversity, especially racial and ethnic diversity, is a good thing in and of 
itself. Yet the results of this study suggest that this is not necessarily the case. 
One negative outcome of ethnic and racial diversity is that it severely 
handicaps the ability of a society to provide minimum standards of living for 
its least advantaged members. To the extent that we regard provision of such 
a standard as a good thing, then multiculturalism should be judged a bad 
thing. In addition to the preceding analyses, I calculated the correlation 
coefficient between level of economic development (as measured by GNP) 
and Ethnoracial Differentiation. It turns out to be -0.438. This correlation is 
reduced to -0.247 when the level of democracy and the degree of labour 
organization, two strong correlates of economic development, are removed. 
Nevertheless, a correlation remains, and the conclusion is that ethnic 
heterogeneity inhibits economic development as well as welfare spending. 
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APPE:\"J)JXt I: Fta.!. LIST OF COU1'\TRIES l:SED 1:,\ THE A:"A!.YSES 
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3. Norway :B. Syrian Amb Republic 
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5. Swt"dt"n 55. Ecuador 
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9. Nt"therlands 59. Peru 
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16. New Zealand 66. Iran, Islamic Repuhlic of 
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19. Ireland 69. EI Salvador 
20. Spain 70. Nicaragua 
21. Hong Kong 71. Indonesia 
22. Greece 72. Guakmala 
23. Czt"dloslovakia 7:1. Honduras 
2+. HungalY 74. Vietnam 
25. Uruguay 75. !'.fOl'OtTO 

26. Trinidad and Tobago 76. Lesotho 
27. Poland 77. Zimhabwe 
28. USSR 78. Bolivia 
29. Korea, Repuhlic of 79. Egyl't 
30. Bulgaria 80. Myanmar 
3\. Chile 81. Congo 
32. Yugoslavia 82. Kenya 
33. Portugal 83. Madagascar 
3f. Singapore lH. Papua New Guinea 
35. Costa Rica 85. Zambia 
36. Argentina 36. Cameroon 
:n. Venezuela 87. Ghana 
38. Kuwait as. Pakistan 
39. Mexico 89. India 
40. Mauritius 90. Namihia 
41. Albania 9\. elite d'Ivoire 
42. Malaysia 92. Haiti 
43. Colombia 93. Tanzania, United Republic of 
H. United Arah Emirates 94. Zaire 
f5. Brazil 95. Nigeria 
'l6. Romania 96. Laos, People's Democratic Republic 
f7. Panama of 
4B. Jamaica 97. Liheria 
49. Saudi Arabia 98. Togo 
50. Thailand 99. Ug-anda 
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100. Rwanda III. Mozambique 
101. Bangladesh 112. Bhutan 
102. Cambodia 113. l\'lauritania 
103. Senegal II!. Benin 
104·. Ethiopia 115. Chad 
lOS. Angola 116. Somalia 
lOG. Nepal 117. ~tali 

107. :.'.lalawi 118. Burkina Faso 
108. Burundi 119. Afghanistan 
109. Central Afi'ican Repuhlic 120. Sierra Leone 
110. Sudan 121. Guinea 
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An Exploratory Comparative Study of the 

Relationship between Ethnic Heterogeneity and 

Welfare Politics 

Tatu Vallhallen 

IXrR()))n:'r!():\' 

The theory of ethnic nepotism, based on sociobiological theories of kin 
selection and inclusive fitness, can be used to explain the behaviour of people 
in many kinds of situations, I have used ethnic nepotism to explain ethnic 
conflicts in India and in the world. I In this paper, my intention is to introduce 
my measures of ethnic heterogeneity and to explore, although only as a 
preliminary, to what extent ethnic heterogeneity is related to some aspects of 
welfare politics at the national level. 

ETH:,\IC :'\EI'OTISl\1 AS ,\:'\ EXPI..\:,\ATOJ{Y FACTOR 

Pierre L. van den Berghe, who introduced the term 'Ethnic Nepotism' in his 
book The i!."'tlmic Phenomenon (1981), extended the pattern of nepotistic 
behaviour from the level of families to the level of large ethnic groups. He 
argued that ethnicity is defined in the last analysis by common descent and 
that ethnocentrism and racism are extended forms of nepotism the 
propensity to favour kin owr non-kin.2 According to his theory, 'all social 
organisms are biologically programmed to be nepotistic, i.e, to behave 
favourably (or 'altruistically') to others in proportion to their real or perceived 
degree of common ancestry.':! 

J. Philippe Rushton formulated a genetic similarity theory, according to 
which 'genetically similar people tend to seek one another out and to provide 
mutually supportive environments such as marriage, friendship, and social 
groups.'1 He assumed that genetic similarity theory has implications for 
within-group altruism: 'The more homogeneous the group, the more likely it 
is that feelings of in-group solidarity and patriotism may arise.':-' 

I used ethnic nepotism to explain the universality of' ethnic conflicts in 
India and assumed, in the case of the United States, that 'the ethnic nepotism 
of the white majority makes it unwilling to introduce an electoral system 
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which would provide equal opportunities for various ethnic and other 
minorities to get their representatives elected into governmental bodies.'!) 
Further, I argued that according to 'a Darwinian interpretation of politics, all 
power holders tend to use power principally for their own advantage. It 
means that those groups which do not effectively participate in the use of 
governmental power, are excluded from many fruits of power, too, or they 
get only minor portions of the spoils of power.' I added that it would be 
interesting to examine the content of policies from this perspective. For 
example, in the United States, 'the lack of a general social security system 
and the neglect of public transportation systems may reflect the ethnic 
interests of the white majority and the interests of the dominant affluent 
sections of the population. These are also reflected in some characteristics of 
the American tax system and the great diflerences in the quality of 
educational services.' I continued that in 'West European countries it has 
been much easier to establish social security systems covering the whole 
populations because their populations have been ethnically much more 
homogeneous than the population of the US.'7 Martin Gilens' study indicates 
that race matters in welfare policies in the United States. He concludes that 
'racial considerations are the single most important factor shaping whites' 
views of welfare,.B 

It is interesting to extend the application of the theory of ethnic nepotism 
from ethnic conflicts 'to the quieter yet significant issue of welfare politics and 

., L' k S I ') '1'1 d h . economIes as~' ran a ter suggests.' lere are goo reasons to expect t at It 
is much more difficult to develop and maintain welfare systems in ethnically 
heterogeneous societies than in more homogeneous ones. Alberto Alesina, 
Reza Baqir, and William Easterly's study shows that ethnic fragmentation is 
negatively related to the share of local spending in the United States. J 0 The 
theory of ethnic nepotism provides a theoretical explanation for this 
phenomenon. People are more willing to give their tax money to relatives 
than to strangers. Unfortunately, most researchers who study welfare politics 
are still unaware of the existence and potential usefulness of the theory of 
ethnic nepotism. 

Of course, it will not be easy to apply the theory of ethnic nepotism to the 
study of welfare politics. We should formulate testable hypotheses, 
operationalize hypothetical concepts into empirical variables, and find 
reliable empirical data on variables. Another problem concerns the definition 
of ethnic groups and ethnic cleavages. How are we to define ethnic groups 
and to decide which of them are relevant from the perspective of hypotheses? 
The testing of hypotheses on the effects of ethnic fragmentation to welfare 
politics presupposes that we have data on ethnic fragmentation and on 
welfare policies from different countries, or from ethnically different 
administrative areas within a state. As I am qualified to compare countries, 
I try to test assumptions on the effects of ethnic fragmentation to welfare 
politics by macro-level data covering as many countries as possible. 
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On the basis of the arguments discussed above, it is reasonable to 
h)pothesize that, at the aPJ)roximate[y same level qfsocio-economic development, central 
gove17llllents qf et/miralb' relatively hOlllogeneolls countnes are wilting to ~lJelld more monry 
011 welJare policies than central gOilemments qf etlmiral[y heterogeneous counflies. The 
difference should be clear and linear. The testing of this hypothesis 
presupposes that we can measure the variation of ethnic heterogeneity 
among countries and that we find relevant data on the budget expenditure on 
welf~lre policies. It would he even better if it were possible to find data that 
indicate how state expenditure on social security and \velfare and education 
hm'e been distributed among dif1('rent ethnic groups. Such data would 
directly indicate whether some ethnic groups have been favoured and some 
others discriminated against. 

L\DEX OF ETH:\IC HETEROGE:\EITY (EH) 

For the purposes of my study of ethnic contlicts and ethnic nepotism, I 
formulated an Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity (EH), \vhich combines three 
types of ethnic cleavages, and gathered empirical data on variables from 
183 contemporary states. I I 1\ly measurement of ethnic heterogeneity is 
hased on the idea that ethnicitv can be defined bv common descent and 
that ethnic groups are extended 'family groups. I:! M~ny social scientists have 
emphasized the crucial significance of cultural characteristics in their 
definitions of ethnicity and ethnic groups. John l\1arkakis (1993) argues that 
the common denominator of most definitions of ethnic identity is culture 
and that ethnic groups are social constructs. I:l Ted Robert Gurr rejects 
primordial definitions of ethnicity and defines ethnic groups as psychological 
communities 'whose core members share a distinctive and enduring 
collective identity based on cultural traits and lifestyles that matter to 
them and to others with whom they interact'. II Anthony Giddens claims 
that ethnic differences 'are wholly learn('d'.I~) These are extreme cultural 
interpretations. l\Iany other researchers combine cultural and primordial 
characteristics or emphasize a primordial origin of ethnicity. Donald L. 
Horowitz' concept of ethnicity embraces differences identified by colour, 
language, religion, or some other attribute of common origin; it covers 
tribes, races, nationalities and castes. I Ii Rodolfo Stavenhagen stresses the 
mixed origin of ethnicity. According to his definition, 'ethnic groups are 
historically given collectivities which have both objective and subjective 
characteristics, that is, their members acknowledge sharing common traits 
such as language, culture or religion, as well as a sense of belonging'. 17 It is 
true that cultural characteristics dim.~rentiate ethnic groups, but cultural 
markers vary from case to case, whereas it is common for all ethnic groups 
that they share common ancestry. Therefore, I think that it is justified to 
define ethnic groups as extended kin-groups. 
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There are many types of ethnic groups that differ from each other by 
nationality, language, religion, tribe, caste, or some other cultural 
characteristic. Some of these groups are old ones and some others are just
emerging new ethnic groups. Besides, the scope of ethnic groups may vary 
from the level of nuclear families to the level of Homo sapiens. Consequently, 
it is not easy to decide what ethnic divisions and ethnic groups should be 
taken into account in the measurement of ethnic heterogeneity. I decided 
to /()Cus on three types of ethnic divisions that are common in all parts of 
the world: 

I. Ethnic groups based on racial differences. 
2. Ethnic b>TOUPS based on linguistic, national, or tribal differences, or on any 

combination of them. 
3. Ethnic groups based on stabilized old religious communities. 

It is assumed that within each category ethnic groups difkr from each other 
genetically to some extent in the sense that the members of an ethnic group 
are genetically more related to each other than to the members of other 
ethnic groups. 

I have attempted to take into account ethnic divisions that divide the 
population genetically into clearly different groups. The period of time the 
two groups have been separated from each other to endogamous groups 

b d . f' d' I II 'I'h I can e use as an approximate measure 0 genetic Istance. e onger 
the period of endogamous separation, the more the two groups have had 
time to dillerentiate from each other genetically. From this perspective, 
ethnic cleavages vary greatly. It is evident that the greatest genetic 
distances are between major geographical populations or racial groups. 
Such genetic distances arc tens of thousands of years. Genetic distances 
hetween linguistic, national, or tribal groups are often one or several 
thousands of years, whereas genetic distances between old religious 
communities are usually much shorter, some hundreds of years or one 
or two thousands of years. Recent religious divisions were excluded 
because they have not yet had enough time to constitute genetically dearly 
different ethnic groups. Of these three types of ethnic cleavages, old 
religious cleavages are most problematic for the reason that, in several 
cases, religious communities cross racial, national, and linguistic bound
aries. Therefore, all religious communities do not fulfil the genetic criteria 
of ethnic groups. 

In each category, the percentage of the largest ethnic group was used to 
measure the degree of ethnic heterogeneity. The degree was calculated by 
subtracting the percentage of the largest ethnic group from 100 per cent. 'fhe 
remainder represents the share of the smaller ethnic groups. The three 
indicators of (I) racial, (2) linguistic, national, or tribal, and (3) religious 
heterogeneity were combined into an Index of EH by adding the three 
reverse percentages (the combined percentages of the smaller ethnic groups). 
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I assume that the higher the index value is, so the more ethnically divided is 
the country. I also assume that the degree of ethnic heterogeneity indicates 
the significance of ethnic nepotism in national politics. In other words, the 
Index of EH can be used as an indirect indicator of ethnic nepotism. 
Empirical data on ethnic divisions in 183 contemporary countries are given 
in Appendix 5.1. More detailed data are given and documented in my book 
on ethnic conflicts and ethnic nepotism (except 35 small countries whose 
population was less than one million in 1990). Besides, data on all 183 
countries are given and documented on the web.'!) Data were gathered from 
many international and national sources. Thc most frequently used 
international and regional sources include J!.'uropa J Vorld Year Book (1996); 
Minority Rights Group International, World Directory qf Minorities (1997); 
Kurian, Enrydopedia qf the 771ird World (1987); Morrison et al., Black Africa: A 
Comparative Handbook (1989); Philip \- f.nc.vclopedic World Atlas (1993); Central 
Intelligence Agency, 77le !Forld Factbook 1991-92 (1992); Cambridge Encyclopedia 
qf Latill America and the Cmibbean (1992); and Banks et al., Political Handbook qf the 
World 1997 (1997). 

\\'ELFARE POLITICS RELATED TO ETHl"IC :\,EPOTISl\[ 

The idea of my comparative study of ethnic conflicts and ethnic nepotism 
was to explore to what extent it might be possible to explain the universality 
of ethnic conflicts in ethnically divided societies, and the variation in the 
degree of ethnic conflicts by our assumed behavioural predisposition or 
epigenetic rule to ethnic nepotism. '1 'he results show that the degree of ethnic 
heterogeneity explains approximately half of the variation in the estimated 
degree of ethnic conflicts.:!() In that study, ethnic conflicts, not welfare 
policies, constitute the dependent variable, although attention was paid to 
ethnic inequalities and discrimination in estimates concerning the degree of 
institutional ethnic conflicts. It is also reasonable to assume that ethnic 
inequalities and discrimination are reflected in welfare policies. However, 
bccause my data and estimations on ethnic inequalities and discrimination 
are combined with several other factors indicating institutional conflicts, it is 
not justifiable to use thc results of that study to test the hypothesis on the 
effects of ethnic heterogeneity on the content of welfare politics. However, it 
is plausible to correlate the Index of EH as an indicator of ethnic nepotism 
with other possible variables indicating more directly ethnic inequalitics and 
discrimination, as well as with \'ariables indicating the content or extent of 
welf~m' politics. In this paper. my intention is to use EH for this purpose, and 
to test the hypothesis by various available data on ethnic inequalities and 
discrimination and welf~lre politics. 
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SOCIAL :\:'IID ECO:'llO:\/IC EQ.CALITY OF ETH:'IIIC :\IlNORITIES 

The question 23 on 'Social and economic equality of ethnic minorities' in the 
data compilation of Charles Humana's 110rld Human Rights Guide (1992) is 
relevant from the perspective of this paper. His data compilation covers 103 
countries that are the same as those in my comparative study. The assembled 
material for each indicator is graded into four categories or levels. The grades 
or categories are indicated on the questionnaires as YES, yes, no, and NO. I 
gave to these grades of ordinal-level measurement numerical values I (YES), 
2 (yes), 3 (no), and 4 (NO), which makes it possible to correlate them with my 
Index of EH and other alternative explanatory variables. These numerical 
data on Humana's grades are given in Appendix 5.1; because Humana's 
grades indicate the decreasing level of social and economic equality of ethnic 
minorities, tluy should con'elate positi1Je~y with EH. 

Besides, I wanted to check the relationship between EH and Humana's 
grades by using alternative explanatory variables indicating some aspects of 
socio-economic development and the level of democratization. I used Real 
GDP per capita (PPP$) and Human Development Index (HDI) in 1994 to 
measure the level of socio-economic development and the Index of 
Democratization (ID) in 1993 to measure differences in the level of 
democratization. Data on Real GDP per capita and HDI are from UNDP's 
Human Development Report 1997 Crable 5.1), and data on democratization from 
my book Prospects qf Demo(ra~y: A Stuqy qf 172 countries. '2 I Data on these 
variables are given in Appendix 5.1. As many researchers have assumed that 
ethnic conflicts and discrimination decrease when the level of socio-economic 
development rises, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these alternative 
explanatory variables should correlate negatively with Humana's grades. It is 
also interesting to see whether Humana's grades are negatively correlated 
with the level of democratization. These alternative hypotheses were tested 

Table 5.1: Humana's Grades (question 23) Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic 
Heterogeneity) and its Three Components, Real GDP per capita, HDI (Human 

Dewlopment Index), and ID (Index of Democratization) in the Comparison Group 
of 103 Countries. 

Ratia/ X/LIT Rl'liKiolfJ (;J)J> HDI HUll/mill 
J)i;·isiolls Dil'i.I'iflu,,- Dil'i..-ioll.I' 1!J9.1 IYY-I /f)·Y3 grades 

lariab/e 2 ., -I .i () 7 8 .J 

I. EH O.:H!) O.Il!i2 (Uill -0.:H9 -O.·1-7Ii -0.1111 fl.+:H 
2. Racial dh'isiollS -0.025 -O.O()B -0.079 -O.OO() - O.O:{:i O.Ll92 
3. :\'ational. linguistic, trihal 0.:{6+ -0.292 - O'+7~) - O.I:~:l O.:{B5 
+. Rdigious di"isiolls -O.2fi2 -O.:l+O -O.:!OI O.:l:l+ 
5. Real GDP per capita 199+ O.7Ii:! 0.+5(i - 0.102 
6. HDI 199+ (Ul):~ -(l.I:ll 
7. ID 1!J9:~ -O.IH 
H. H mllan(\"s grades 
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by empirical evidence in a comparison group of 103 countries. The results of 
correlation analysis are given in Table 5.1. 

The results of correlation analysis indicate that Humana's grades are 
positively correlated with the Index of EH and its three components as 
hypothesized, but the relationships are not strong. EH explains only 18.6 per 
cent of the variation in Humana's grades. In the cases of Real GDP, HDI, 
and ID, correlations are negative as hypothesized, but they are much weaker 
than in the case of EH. The explained part of variation in Humana's grades 
is not more than 1,2, and 7 per cent respectively. \\Then GDP, HDI, and ID 
together with EH were used to explain the variation in Humana's grades, the 
explained part of variation increased from 18.6 per cent (EH alone) to 20.9 
per cent, or by 2.3 percentage points. These observations lead to the 
conclusion that Humana's grades of the social and economic equality for 
ethnic minorities are nearly independent from the level of socio-economic 
development and the degree of democratization, whereas the explanatory 
power of EH is clearly much greater. Figure 5.1 illustrates the results of 
regression analysis, in which the Index of EH is used to explain the variation 
in Humana's grades. It shows that the relationship between the two variables 

Regression Plot 
4'51-~~~' -~' _~ __ J _____ ~ .. __ -L_ ... _.~._. __ ..L._. __ ._~ .. __ ._ .. L .. _ ... _.L. ___ ._.L ........ _ .•.. _-_ .... . 
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Figure 5.1: The Results of Regression Analysis of Humana's Grades on the Index of 
Ethnic Heterogeneity in the Comparison Group of 103 Countries 
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is weak. Some of the countries that deviate the most extremely are named in 
Figure 5.1. 

SOCIAL SECl:RITY AND WELFARE 

Statistical data on central government expenditure on housing, social security 
and welfare are given in Table 10 of the World Development Report 1995. 
Statistics on social security and welfare are given in Tables 18 and 35 of the 
Human Development Report 1997. Additional data on public expenditure on 
basic social services as percentage of GDP, and expenditures on social 
security as percentage of total government expenditure, are published in 
Social Indicaton qf Development 1996, making it possible to test the original 
hypothesis more directly. Unfortunately, these data on social security and 
welfare expenditures are not available for all countries. The data given in 
World Development Report 1995 are from years 1980 and 1993. Together they 
cover 93 countries. The data given in Human Development Report 1997 concern 
years 1980 and 1992-95. Together they cover 106 countries. The data and 
estimates given in Social Indicators qf Development 1996 are from the years 1980-
85 and 1989···94. The estimates about public expenditure on basic social 
services as a percentage ofGDP cover 80 countries, and data on expenditures 
on social security as a percentage of total government expenditure cover II 7 
countries. All available data on these variables are given in Appendix 5.1. 

It is reasonable to assume that if central governments in ethnically 
heterogeneous countries are less willing to distribute tax money for social 
security and welfare than in ethnically more homogeneous countries, central 
government expenditure on social security and welfore should be negativelY correlated with 
the d~l,1Tee '!IHH. These data concern welfare politics directly, but they do not 
disclose how welfare expenditure was distributed among different ethnic 
groups. Besides, the validity and reliability of these variables may be poor for 
the reason that the role of the central governments in welfare politics varies. 
In some countries, local governments may have a more significant role in 
welfare politics than the central government. It is also possible that different 
criteria have been used in the calculation of 'expenditures on social security 
and welfare'. These factors decrease the comparability of national data on 
social security and welfare. HO\vever, I think that it is plausible to make some 
preliminary conclusions based on the information given in the above
mentioned sources. 

Another prohlem in the use of these data is that the relative share of 
central government expenditure on social security and welfare may depend 
more on the level of socio-economic development and other explanatory 
f~lCtors than on EH. This prohlem can he solved, at least partially, hy dividing 
tht' comparison group into differt'nt suhgroups on the hasis of socio-economic 
and human development, and by analyzing the relationship hNween EH and 
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central gO\'ernment expenditure on social security and welfare also in these 
subgroups and not only in the total world group. In World Development Report 
1995, countries are divided into four categories by income level (low-income 
economies, lower-middle-income economies, upper-middle-income econo
mies, and high-income economies). In Human Development Report 1997, 
developing countries are divided into three categories by HDI rank (high 
human development, medium human development, and low human 
development) and industrial countries into two categories by HDI rank 
(high human development and medium human development). I am going to 
make separate analyses in these subgroups, although the small number of 
countries in several subgroups decreases the reliability of results. 

Total JI'orld Groups 

I shall analyse first how different variables of expenditure on social security 
and welfare are correlated with EH and the alternative explanatory variables 
in the total world groups. According to the central hypothesis, expenditure on 
social secunp' and we!fore should be negatively correlated with the Index qf l!.1f and iLf 
components because it is more difficult for the governments in ethnically 
heterogeneous countries to grant money for welfare purposes than in 
ethnically homogeneous countries. On the other hand, it seems reasonable to 
assume that expenditure on social securi~y and we!fore is positivelY correlated with the 
level qfsocio-economic development (and human development) because governments in 
socio-economically developed countries can provide more services for people 
than governments in poor countries. Further, it is reasonable to assume the 
level qf democratization is positiveb' correlated with expenditure on social secwity and 
welfare because more varied social groups can participate in political decision
making and thus further their mm interests in democratically ruled countries 
than in autocratically ruled countries. 

Let us start from central government expenditure on social security and 
welfare as a percentage of total expenditure (\VD-93) given in World 
Development Report 1995. In Table 5.2, the correlations of WD-93, with the 
explanatory variables as well as the intercorrelations of all variables, are 
presented. All intercorrclations are given for the sake of comparison. 

\ VD-93 is negati\'t~ly correlated with EH and also with its three 
components as hypothesized, but these correlations are relatively weak. EH 
does not explain more than 19.8 per cent of the variation in \VD-93. 
Correlations betvieen WD-93 and GDP and HD[ are considerably stronger. 
GDP per capita alone explains 55 per ccnt of the variation in WD-93. When 
GDP per capita, HDI and [D-93 are used together to explain variation in 
WD-93 (multiple regression), the explained part of variation rises to 61.3 per 
cent. When EH is added to the three other explanatory variables, the 
explained part of "ariation rises to 63.3 per cent. In other words, the degree 
of ethnic heterogeneity independently from GDP per capita, HDI, and ID-93 
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Table 5.2: \\'D-93 (central gon'rnment expenditure on social security and welfare as a 
percentage of total gO\'ernmellt expenditure), Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic 

Heterogeneity) and its Three Compollents, Real GDP per capita, HDI (Human 
Development Index), and ID (Index of Democratization) in the- Comparison Group 

of 9:~ Countries. 

Rarial SlUT Rf'/igiou.\' GDP HD! 
Di/·isioIlJ Di/'iJi(JIIJ Dil'i.rioIlJ 199-1 199-1 fD-93 117)-9.'1 

I ariablr' 2 3 -I :) () 7 8 

I. EH O,24.~ O.IlH 0.()59 -0317 -OAHI -O.16B - 0.44.1 
2. Racial di"isions -0.134 -0.027 0.003 0.171 O.OO:i -O.(l40 
:~. l'\ational, linguistic, tribal 0.%3 - 0.294 - 0.552 -0.140 -OA:ll 
4. Religious divisions -O.2:m -o.:nll -O.IH -O.21l9 
:i. R .. al GDP per capita 1994 O.7H7 OA31 0.739 
6. HDI 1994 03H o.nl 
7. II) 199:~ 0.H5 
B. WD-93 

explains only 2 per cent of the variation in WD-93. This result means that, in 
the total world group, empirical evidence supports only slightly the 
hypothesis on the effects of ethnic heterogeneity to welfare policies. The 
level qfsocio-economic development seems to be a much more significantfactor. This result 
leaves open the possibility that the level of ethnic heterogeneity might be a 
more significant factor in the subgroups of countries at approximately the 
same level of socio-economic development. Figure 5.2 illustrates the weak 
relationship between EH and WD-93 in this comparison group of 93 
countries. 

Let us next see how other indicators of expenditure on social security and 
welfare correlate with EH and other explanatory variables. The correlations 
given in Human Development Report 1997 between HD-95 (percentage of central 
government expenditure on social security and welfare) and EH and other 
explanatory variables are presented in Table 5.3. 

The pattern of correlations is similar as in Table 5.2, but most 
correlations between HD-95 and explanatory variables are somewhat weaker 
than the correlations between WD-93 and explanatory variables. GDP and 
HDI are again most strongly correlated with the dependent variable. Taken 
together, GDP per capita, HDI, and ID-93 explain 51.9 per cent of the 
variation in HD-95. When EH is added to these explanatory variables, the 
explained part of variation rises to 54.6 per cent. It means that EH explains 
2.7 per cent of the variation in HD-95 independently from GDP per capita, 
HDI, and ID. It is not much. The level of socio-economic development 
together with the degree of democratization explains the major part of the 
variation in HD-9S. 

The correlations between PE-GDP (public expenditure on basic social 
services as percentage of GDP) given in Social Indicators qf Development 1996 and 
EH and other explanatory variables are presented in Table 5.4. 
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WD-93 

-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity (EH) 

Y = 28,001 - ,234 * X; RA2 = ,213 

120 140 

J'~I{III'(' j.2: The Results or Regression Analysis of \\"0-93 on the Index of Ethnic 
Hett'rogt'lwily in the (:OInparison Group of 93 Countries 

PE-GDP is correlated negatively with EH and its components as 
hypotht>sizt>d, but all correlations are ncar zero. In this case, GDP per 
capita, HDI, and ID-93 do not provide better explanations for the variation 
in PE-GDP. All correlations are near zero. Together they explain only 5.1 

Table 5.3: HD-95 (percelltage of ('('lItral govenmwnt expellditurt· on social security alld 
welfare), Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity) and its Three Components, 

Real GDP per capita, HDI (Human Development Index), alld ID (Index or 
Democratization) in the Comparison Group of 106 Countries. 

/flriali/p /lar;a/ .\/1.1'/ Rd(!;ioll., G[)P 1iJ)f 
/);I'i.,ioll.1 /)iti.l;oll,\' /);l·is;IIIIS 19!J4 1991 1D-9.'J lfj)-95 

2 '.> 
.1 -I 5 (i 7 .'I 

I. EH IUB!) O.BI9 O.7:H -0.2(jfj -O.:IH - (!.l·n -IUB7 
2. Racial di\·i~i(}JlS O.O;i!) O.17B -O.m:l O.IOti -o.m!! -O.llilj 
3. :\"atiollal. linguistic trihal OAI2 - 0.2·Hl -0..172 -0.112 -1l.:H:l 
-I. Religious di"isions - 0.217 - O.:!lB - O.l:iB -0.270 
.1. Rcal CDP pCI' capita I<J!H O.71i-l I) .. J.O I O.Ii.11i 
Ii. HDI 19!14 O.:I,H O,ti:i:l 
7. ID 19!J:1 O.HIi 
/I, HD-9;i 
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Tablr 5.4: PE-GDP (public expenditure on basic social sen'ices as a perct'lltage of G])P), 
Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity) and its Three Components, Real 

GDP per capita, HDI (Human Dewlopment Index), and ID (Index of Democratization) 
in the Comparison Group of flO Countries. 

Raria! .\"/UT Rd(l(iolls (;/)1' HDI 
Di;'i.,iolls Ditis;Olls /);I'i.';OI/,' ! !i!J./ 1 !J9.1 /1)-93 l'E-G/)j> 

, "ar;a"'" :! ., 
.) J .j fi 7 8 

I. EH 0 .. i2:i O,B:H O.6:'>H -O.IG3 - O.22:~ -O.2I:i -O.llIli 
2. Racial di"isions 0,1 :~9 11.l411 n.Oli7 O.II:~ O.05H - O,07:i 
:~. National. lillguistic. trihal O.:l26 -O.2I1S -(UGI; -0313 -0.179 
4. Religious dh'isinns 0.000 -0.079 -0.090 - 0.1 J:{ 

5. Real GDI' pCI' capita II)!II O.7:ili 0.:'>0:{ O.l.iB 
Ii. HDI 1994 O.5SB O.19B 
7. ID 199:~ o,21n 
B. I'E-GD)l 

per cent of the variation in PE-GDP. When EH is used together with GDP 
per capita, HDI, and ID-93, the explained part of the variation rises to 6.9 
per cent. In this comparison group, more than 90 per cent of the variation in 
PE-GDP remained unexplained. It may be that these data on public 
expenditure on basic social sen'ices, given in Social Indicaton rf Development 
1996, are highly defective in some points. 

The last variable, SS-TGE, concerns data on expenditures on social 
security as percentage of total government expenditure given in Social 
Indicators qfDel'elopment 1996. Correlations are given in Table 5.5. 

The pattern of correlations in Table 5.5 is approximately the same as in 
Tables 2 and 3. EH has a clear negative correlation with SS-TGE, but GDP 
per capita and HDI have stronger correlations. Real GDP per capita, HDI, 
and ID-93, taken together (multiple regression), explain 45.8 per cent of the 

Table 5.5: SS-TGE (expenditure on social security as a percentage of total gO\'t'rmnellt 
expenditure), Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity) and its Three 

Components, Real GDP per capita, HDI (Human De\'t'lopmellt Index), and ID (Index of 
Democratization) in the Comparison Group of 117 Countries . 

Raria! .\'/UT Rd~I!,;()II,' (;])/' lID! 
/);riS;OIlJ Dil'iS;tJllS DiI';S;OIlJ 199J 199J JD-!J3 sS·T(;j~· 

"ariable :! 3 J j (j 7 8 

l. EH ll.:i70 O.R2:i O.nB -0.2GB -0.381 -0.172 -037H 
2. Racial di"isiolls n.lfiO 0.2:H - (UII 0.025 -ll.O(i5 -0.IH2 
:t :'I:atiollal, linguistic. trihal (UIG -0.2:1:1 -OA9B -0.129 -ll.:l~H 

4. Reli1{ious divisiolls -- 0.219 - O.2:1II -0.179 - O.26:~ 

.~. Real G))I' per capita 19<)4 O.7:i~ O.,B7 IJ.(i14 
G. HDI I<)~H 03<)0 0.629 
7. m 1993 0.·109 
H. SS-Tm: 
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variation in SS-TGE. \¥hen EH is added to these explanatory variahles, the 
explained part of variation rises to 48.1 per cent. 

The three sets of data indicating expenditure on social security and 
welfare as percentage of total central government expenditure have produced 
similar results. In the total \\!orld groups, the extent of welfare politics seems 
to be strongly correlated with the level of socio-economic development and 
also with the degree of democratization, although not as strongly. A~ 
hypothesized, the level of ethnic heterogeneity is negatively correlated with 
the indicators of welfare politics, but this relationship is so weak that it does 
not provide any significant explanation for the variation in the variahles WD-
93, HD-95, and SS-TGE independently from other explanatory variables. 
An interesting question is how these indicators of welfare politics are related 
to EH in the groups of countries that are approximately at the same level of 
socio-economic development. According to the original hypothesis, central 
governments of ethnically relatively homogeneous countries are assumed 
more willing to use money for welfare policies than central governments of 
ethnically heterogeneous countries. I hope to he ahle to test this hypothesis 
preliminary hy carrying out the same correlation analyses in the four 
suhgroups of countries presented in li'orld Development Report 1995 Crable 10), 
and in the five subgroups of countries given in Human Development Report 1997 
(Tables 18 and 35). 

Subgroups oj Socio-&onomical!:)! Similar Countries 

The countries of the world covered hy ~1lodd Development Report 1995 are 
divided by income level into four subcategories. The subgroup oflow-income 
economies includes data on social security and welfare from 29 countries, the 
suhgroup of lower-middle-income economies from 27 countries, the 
subgroup of upper-middle-income economies from 15 countries, and the 
subgroup of high-income economies from 22 countries. The correlations of 
EH and other explanatory variables with WD-93 in these four subgroups are 
given in Table 5.6. 

There are significant differences in correlations hetween the four 
suhgroups. In the category of low-income economies, the hypothesized 
negative correlation he tween EH and \¥D-93 is weak, whereas GDP per 
capita, HDI, and ID-93 explain 52.5 per cent (multiple regression) of the 
variation in WD-93 variable. 

In the category of lower-middle-income economies, the negative 
correlation between EH and WD-93 is higher than any of the hypothesized 
positive correlations between alternative explanatory variables and WD-93. 
EH explains 21 per cent of the variation in the dependent variable, whereas 
GDP per capita, HDI, and ID-93, taken together, explain 24.4 per cent of 
the variation. \Vhen EH is added to these three explanatory variables, the 
explained part of variation rises to 32.2 per cent, which means that EH 
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Table 5.6: WD-93 (central government expenditure on social security and welfare as a 
percentage of total government expenditure), Correlated with EH (Index of Ethnic 

Heterogeneity) and its Three Components, Real GDP per capita, HDI (Human 
Development Index), and ID (Index of Democratization) in Four Subgroups of 93 

Countries. 

Racial .NILIT Religious GDP HDI 
Divisions Divisions Divisions 1994 1994 ID-93 WD-93 

Variable 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

I. Low-income economies (N = 29) 

I.EH -0.123 0.884 0.431 -0.434 -0.490 -0.014 -0.257 
2. Racial divisions -0.178 -0.283 -0.041 0.042 0.462 0.317 
3. National, linguistic, tribal 0.079 -0.385 - 0.482 -0.092 -0.310 
4. Religious divisions -0.297 -0.305 -0.222 -0.130 
5. Real GDP per capita 1994 0.870 0.334 0.650 
6. HDI 1994 0.313 0.581 
7. ID 1993 0.518 
8. WD-93 

2. Lower-middle-income economies (N = 27) 

1. EH 0.423 0.886 0.246 -0.394 -0.387 -0.213 -0.458 
2. Racial divisions 0.022 - 0.423 -0.087 0.102 0.Q25 -0.209 
3. National, linguistic, tribal 0.377 - 0.406 -0.548 -0.281 -0.438 
4. Religious divisions -0.129 -0.067 -0.040 -0.042 
5. Real GDP per capita 1994 0.830 0.227 0.422 
6. HDI 1994 0.312 0.431 
7. ID 1993 0.328 
8. WD-93 

3. Upper-middle-income economies (N = 15) 

I.EH 0.534 0.818 0.928 0.045 -0.396 -0.236 -0.236 
2. Racial divisions 0.020 0.237 -0.027 -0.124 -0.060 -0.137 
3. National, linguistic, tribal 0.853 0.012 - 0.470 - 0.415 -0.247 
4. Religious divisions 0.155 -0.298 -0.090 -0.195 
5. Real GDP per capita 1994 0.381 0.227 -0.447 
6. HDI 1994 0.706 0.030 
7. ID 1993 0.256 
8. WD-93 

4. High-income economies (N = 22) 

1. EH 0.175 0.918 0.521 0.093 -0.642 -0.716 -0.572 
2. Racial divisions -0.121 0.111 0.324 -0.174 -0.163 -0.192 
3. National, linguistic, tribal 0.238 0.911 -0.632 -0.615 -0.404 
4. Religious divisions 0.009 -0.452 - 0.470 -0.589 
5. Real GDP per capita 1994 0.104 -0.172 0.143 
6. HDI 1994 0.728 0.666 
7. ID 1993 0.673 
8. WD-93 

explains, independently from the three other explanatory variables, 7.8 per 
cent of the variation in WD-93. 
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In the small category of upper-middle-income economies, all correlations 
are weak, and, contrary to the hypothesis, GDP per capita is negatively 
correlated with \'VD-93. In the category of high-income economies, the 
negatiw correlation between EH and WD-93 is stronger than in any other 
subgroup. It explains 33 per cent of the variation in WD-93, but HDI and 
ID-93 have even stronger correlations with WD-93. GDP per capita, HDI, 
and ID-93, taken together, explain 55.3 per cent of the variation in WD-93. 
The explained part of variation rises only by 0.6 percentage points when EH 
is added to these three alternative explanatory variables. Although EH is not 
able to explain variation in the dependent variable independently from the 
indicators of socio-economic development and democratization, it is 
interesting to see how the level of EH is related to the expenditure on 
social security and welfare in single countries in this category of high-income 
economies. Figure 5.3 illustrates the results of regression analysis in which 
WD-93 is used as the dependent variable and EH as the independent 
variable. 

\Ve can see from Figure 5.3 that the relationship between EH and WD-93 
would disappear completely if Singapore, Kuwait, and United Arab Emirates 
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Figurf 5.3: The Results of Regression Analysis of' VD-93 011 the Index of Ethnic 
Heterogeneity (EH) in tht' Category of High-Income Economies (N = 22) 
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\\Tn' exc\uckd li'om this gTOUp. The degree of EH does not seem to he 
related to the l('\'(~l of social s(,curity and welf;lre expenditure in the group of 
\Vestern high-income economies and democracies. 

The results of correlation analyses reported in Table 5.6 support only 
slightly the research hypothesis. The nt'gatiw relationship hetween EH and 
\ \'1)-93 is higher than ill the total worlel group in two subf-,rroups and lower in 
t\\·o other subgroups, whereas the hypothesized positive correlations between 
\\,D-93 and the three alternati\T explanatory variahles (GDP per capita, 
HDL and ID-93) are significantly lower in nearly all subgroups. 

Hum{{n DevelojJlllent Rfj)()rt 1997 pro\'ides a set of data to check the 
relationship between EH and HD-95 in Ii\'{' subgroups of countries. The 
results of the same correlation analyses are gin'n in 'I'ahle 5.7. 

The results of correlation analyses presented in Table 5.7 are surprising in 
many points. The classification of countries into these five categories is based 
on their HDI \·,tlues; and den-loping c0l1l1tries and industrial countries are in 
dillerent categories. EH and its three components are negatively correlated 
with HD-95 only in the first category. In the other lour categories, the 
correlations of EH with HD-95 are, contrary to the hypothesis, near zero or 
clearly positive. This means that the results of these correlation analyses do 
not support the research hYlJothesis. Real GDP per capita anel HDI do not 
prO\-ide better explanations I()r the variation in HD-95. In most cases, their 
correlations with HO-95 are positi\'c as hypothesized, but correlations are 
ncar zero. In the fifth category, their correlations with HD-95 are relatively 
strong but contrary to the hypothesis, negatin'. Howcver, because the 
Humber of countries is very small (sewn) in this category, we do not need to 
pay any serious attention to those correlations. The level of democratization 
(ID-93) is moderately correlated with HD-95 in the first category, hut in the 
other categories correlations are near zero or negatin·. 

(:O:'-iCU.:SIO:\, 

The results of empirical analysis, presented and dis{'ussed aboH', lead me to 
conclude that empirical evidence supports the hy1Jothesis on the effects of EH 
to welf~lre politics in most points, but only slightly. The degree of social and 
economic equality of ethnic minorities tends to be lower in ethnically 
heterogeneous countries than in ethnically more homogeneous countries, but 
EH explains only 19 per {'ellt of the \'ariation in Humana's grades. It was 
assumed that Humana's gTades might indirectly indicate dint'rencl's in 
m'lf;tn, politics. It is probable that ethnic groups experiencing discrimination 
an' also discriminated against in tIlt' distribution of welf<lre expenditure. 
HO\\'t'\'er, Humana's grades do not provide a basis to make any ddiniti\'(~ 
conclusions_ \Ye would need variables that measure directly the distribution 
of puhlic goods among ethnic groups. It is dilJicult, although not impossible, 
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7ii/de .1.7: HD-!,:i (pern'lltagt' or c(,ntral gmTnll11ellt ('xpt'nditure on social security and 
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Industrial countries 
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to lilld such variables and empirical data on them. However, I do not yet 
have such data. 

Various data on central govt~rnml'nt expenditure on social security and 
wdlitre, given in World DrlJe/o/mlflll ReIJOr!, Human Dfl'e/opmml Report, and Social 
flu/italm:\' fl/Deve/o/JilIfI1l. provide direct variables, but they are limited to total 
expenditure on social security and welfare. Total expcnditure docs not tell 
how it was divided among various ethnic groups and whether some groups 
were favoured and some others discriminated against. The results of 
correlation analyses indicate that total expenditure on social security and 
welfare tends to be slightly lower in ethnically heterogeneous countries thall 
in ethnically more homogeneous countries, but EH explains only a very small 
part of that variation. Thus, empirical evidence supports the research 
hypothesis only slightly. The levels of socio-economic development (Real 
GDP per capita), human development (HDI), and democratization (ID-9:~) 
explain much 1110re of till' variation in the total expenditure on social security 
and welfare. The countries at a higher level of socio-cconomic development 
and democratization tend to use relatively more money fill" wdf~lre politics 
than poor ("ountries and non-democracies. However, thc empirical variables 
used in this paper do not disclose how welf~trc expenditures were distributed 
among various ethnic groups. l\.fore detailed t'mpirical evidence is needed to 
test the ccntral hypothesis on tilt" cflects of ethnic nepotism to welfare politics. 
I think that more detailed data on the distribution of social security and 
wdl~lre, as well as of education expenditure among difIi:'rent ethnic groups, 
would disclose considerably stronger correlations. This paper was limited to 
some preliminary explorations and to the introduction or my measures orEH. 

It would also he interesting to examine to what extent variation in 
criminal activities ("olTeiates with the degree of EH. It is plausible to assume 
that the level or criminality tends to be much higher in ethnically 
heterogeneous countries than in ethnically homogeneous countries hecause 
ethnic heterogeneity 100\!ers the degree or solidarity among people. The same 
h}l>otlwsis could he ust'd to explain variation in criminality ht'tween localities 
within a country. 
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AI'I'EXDIX ;l.1 

Data on (I) :\leaslIres of Ethnic Heterogclleity and Other Explanatory 
Variables and (2) on Various Dependent Variables Indicating Ethnic 
Inequalities (Humana's Grades) and Expenditure on Social Security and 
Wdl~lrc. 

I = Index of Ethnic Heterogeneity (EH) 
2 = Racial di"isions (Racial) 
:~ = National/linguistic/tribal di"isions (Nat/Ian) 
..J. = Religious di"isions (Religious) 
;> = Real GDP per capita (PPP$), 1994 (GDP-9..J.) 
6 = Human DeH'lopment Index, 199..J. (HDI-9..J.) 
7 = Index of Democratization, 199:1 (ID-93) 

g = H umana's grades of social and economic equality fc)r ethnic minorities 
(Humana) 
9 = Central gOHTnmcnt expcnditure on social security and 'H'lIilre as a 
perccntage of total expt'nditure, 19BO, 1993 (\vD-9:~) 
10= Percentage of central government expenditure on social security and 
welfilre, 19HO, 1992 95 (HD-95) 
II = Public cxpenditure on social security as a perccntage of GDP, 19BO 85, 
19B9 9..J. (pE-GDP) 
12 = Expenditures on social security as a percentage of total gmTrnment 
expcnditure, 1980 B:), 1989 9..J. (SS-TG E) 
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EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: Continlled 
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EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: Continued 
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EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: Continlll:d 
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EXPLANATORY VARIABLES: Continlled 

1:'11 /ll/ti"t . \{tI/til(~ Rl'/{V/I1I1.'i (;f)I'!J.I /1/)/-.'1-1 1/)- '):j 

(:IIIIIII!")" 'J .> -I j (i 7 

I(i(i TlIrk,'y ~:, 0 :l:; :lO ;) 1'1:1 77'2 1'2.'2 
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* III till' l':lS(' of India. :'(11)(, cash' dh'isiolls \\'I'IT lak(,11 illio ,UYOUIII ill additioll 10 Iht' llinT dill1('IISiolis of (·Ihlli .. 

di,"j,iCllIs. Thndjm'. tlH' ,"aillt, of El-I i 1:{ I: is hig'hn Ihall tlH" "lUll III' tilt" lhn'(' \'ariahks of ('thllic di\'isiolls {~lfI . 

SOlln!'s 

f-'H and its thre!' cOIll/}()lIents: 

Vanhanen, f-'t/mic (;o'!/ficts and 'Domestic Ethnic Conflict and Ethnic 
Nepotism' , 

(;DP-9-1 al/d HD/-9-1: 
HUll/ail Dn'f'lojJ1II!'lIt H!'/JOr/ 1997, Tahle I. Values or Real GDP pCI' capita and 
HDI were estimated li)r Afghanistan, Bosnia-HerzegO\'ina, Kiribati, Micro
nesia, Taiwan, Tonga, and Yugoshl\'ia on the hasis of their neighhouring 
countries, Data fix Lib('ria and Somalia are lI'om Hllmall Del'e/ojJlllent Hel)()rt 

199-1, Tahle I. 

/D-93: 
Vanhanen, P/"IJ.I/JI'I"t,1 f!l J)l)lIlOrraq: A Stud), l!l 172 {'()ul/tril's, pp, BG-· 9 (172 
countries), Data were collected and calculated separately for Bosnia
Herzeg(wina, SIO\'akia, Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, St Kitts 
and Ne\'is, Eritrea, Seychelles, Kiribati, l\licronesia, and Tonga, 
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I>EPE'\DE'\T Y.\RI.\BLES 
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g .-\ustralia 2 :,:1. 7 :B.B :n.-I 
~) Austria I 17.:> 1·:i.1I ~!l.:> 

10 .\z.-rba~ian B.O 
II Bahamas LI I.:i 
12 Bahrain I.:i :i.n 
I" Bangladesh " .')3 1.7 2.1 ,) ,) 

Il Barhados I l.:'> 2:i.H 
I:i Belarus :'>7.2 :{li5 11.0 -1:1.2 
16 B,'lgium 2 ·H.7 ll.ti 11./ 
17 Belize :1.5 9.0 li.1 
III Benin 2.1 
I!) Bhutan 0 :>.() :u 
20 Boli\-ia 2 I:U lUi IfUi 
21 BClsnia-Ht'rzt'gc)\'ill,1 
22 Bots\\'ana 2 Ili.2 2.1; :{.2 
2:'> Brazil 2 :10.0 2!U 27.1 
:n Bnlllt·i 
2:i Bulgaria 2 :'>L2 21Ul 6,:', 2B.7 
21i Burkina Faso 7.li 0 9.:> n.1 
27 Burma i:'.lyalllllar) " :·'>.:i 1.1 2.7 li.3 .) 

2B Burulldi 7.9 
29 Camhodia I.H 
:w ( :al1lerOOIl 2 :l.g 1.0 1.1 
:) I Callada :2 H.!) 113 +0.1', 
:'>2 Cape Verde I G.O 
:B (:t:'lItral AII·jean Repuhlic Ii.:'> 6.:i 7.7 7.:'> 
:H (:had 2.:i 
:n Chile :'>~u Tt:,> :1~).() 

:'>(i China 2 0.2 0.1 liB. I 
:1/ Colomhia :{ 21.1 7.B LO 95 
:m ( :omoros :i.2 
:'>9 l :ollgo 7.0 k9 7.:i 
III (:osta Rica 'J 10.B 17.7 19.9 
II CIltt:' d'h'oin- 1.3 

-I:.! (:roatia :1:2.1 :~2.B 
I:{ CuiJa 'J 

II C~vrus 2::'0 H.I 27 .. ~ 
l:i Czech Republic ,) 2fU 2B.I :~ I.B 
H; Denmark II. :'> :193 '11.:i 
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~~) Dominican Repuhlic 2 1:1.11 .l.2 H3 
.)0 Ecuador 2 13 1.9 :t~) LI 
:)1 E/oVt 11.7 11.0 I.!J 1:1.:l 
52 EI Sah';ldor 10.2 ·U 9.1 
;):~ Equatorial Guinea 7.1 
:)1 Eritn'a 
;):) Estonia :t).O :~O.O t.:) L).:1 
:)(i Ethiopia Ii.:) U 
:)7 F!ji ·kB IOJi :U 
:")B Finland 5 I.!) ~:l.6 1-7. ~ 
:)~) France 2 L).:) -~:).O ·17.:) 
(iO Gahon 7.l 
61 ( ;al1lbia :U 3.0 1:).0 1.2 
(i2 (it'orgia (i.2 
C" 1.) ( ;ermany 2 15.9 -19'!) IIU 
()~ Ghana !).!) 7.1 7.1 g.:~ 

():) (in't'n' 2 I-U I :{A 11.0 
(,(i Grenada :).7 

67 Guatemala 2 .1.9 
(iB Guinea (i.2 
(;9 (;uinea-Bissau Ui 2.9 
70 Guyana :1.0 :1.3 
71 Haiti 
7'2 Honduras 'J 53 113 
n Hungary 2 223 2B.7 2!UI 
71 Iceland 2·13 2;).~) 

7,-) India 2 7.1 
7(i Indonesia <, 

.J 1.6 0 :1.11 
77 Iran :{ lUi 1(1.:\ g.g 1.1.11 
711 Iraq + 
79 In'lalid I :m.:~ 21U :"0.2 
gO Israt'l 2 :"1.3 21 . .1 10.2 27.2 
HI Italy 2 2~J.(i :,,1.1 31.2 
112 Jamaica 
II:" Japan 2 %.B 
HI Jordan 2 lIi,3 15.:1 12.1 I !J.I 
B;) Kazakhstan B.O 
Il!j Kt'llya 2 1.9 n.1 7.1 0.1 
B7 Kiribati 
Bg Korea, :\'ol'lh 
119 Kon'a. South 11.2 10.2 7.n 12.6 
90 Kuwait I 2.1.g I (Ui I !J.O 
91 Kyrh'yzstan 7.1 
~)2 Laos 
~n I,atda :1(i.7 lUI :m.~ 
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102 :\Ialawi 2 l.!; 1.2 2.0 1.2 
10:1 :\Ialaysia :1 I 1.1 :i.7 h.B B.O 
I D I :\Ialdin's :1.9 1.1 
10') :\Iali :-\.o 1:-1.:1 
I Wi :\Ialta :n.o II.:) HI.2 
107 :\ Iallrilania I.D 
lOB :\Iauritius ~~.:j I (i.:) ILl 
IO!) :\ /exit'o IB.;-) 12.1 Il.l 
110 :\ I icrolll'sia 
III :\IoldO\'a 1l.0 
112 :\Iongolia 1!1.1 2Ui 10.7 2').,) 
II:; :\Iorot'co 2 (i.') :i.!l 7.7 
III :\ lozalllhique 2 1:1.1 
lI:i :\alllihia I :i.1 
I I(i Nepal 2 (i.B (Ui I.!l 11.9 
117 Nt,thl'rlallds 2 11.:i :)7.2 :11l.H 
lUI ;\Jt'\\' Zt'alalld 2 :H7 :~ti.<) :l~). 1 
119 Nicanlgua I').B I 1.7 19.9 
120 Niger :LB :U 
121 :'I\igeria 2 D. I 
122 Norway 2 :H.7 :H,) -11.1 
12:1 ()Illall I II.:) :i.~ h.O :l.B 
121 Pakistall :1 2.B :u 
12:) Pall a III a 2 2:U 22.2 2L!) 
12!i Papua ;\Je\\' Guilll'a I 1.1 D.7 D.7 
127 Paraguay ') l(i.7 Ih.2 19.1 
12B Pcru 2 Il 2.1 
12~) Philippillcs .'i.D :1. I I..'i :1.7 
131l Polalld :m.o 
I :ll Portugal 2 27.1l :n.(i HI 
I''') .,- (.tHaI' 
1')1) 

.),) ROlllallia 2 21.:) 2B.B :n:l 
I:H Russia " :!B.:> 7.(i 21.1 .> 

1:1:i R\\'allda 1.1 
I :l(i Sl KillS alld Nn'is 11.:i 
137 St Lllcia 
1:l1l St \,illt'l'1\l alld the (i.1 10.1 H.:j 

( ;rl'lladilll's 
1:19 Silo TOIll!' amI Prillcipe 23.1 
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DEPENDENT VARIABLES: Continued 

Ill/lllmlll " "/)-93 1IJ)-9:i PK(;f)P SS-T(;l:' 
(.(J/II1/~T 8 9 10 II 12 

110 Saudi ,\rahia :~ I.li 
III Selwgal I ~).:) :i. ~) (i.9 
11:2 Sl'ydwllt's 10.1 
11:1 Si('ITa I,('onl' 2 :th :t(i 2.1 
III Singapore 0) 9.0 :tB 10.0 :i.O 
11:i Slo"akia 
IHi SloH'nia 
117 Solol1\on Islands 2.7 1.1 
IlB Somalia '2.7 
119 South Afi'iI'a :1.0 
I:iO Spain 2 :m.1l 39.0 I I.!) 
1:> I Sri Lanka 3 I h.(i l(i.7 '20.7 
1:)2 Sudan :to 
I :>:~ Suriname 10.a 
l:i+ Swaziland O.:i 
l:i:i Swedt'n 2 :i:1.3 +B.2 -IB.B 
I:iG S,,-itzl'riand 2 ~!).3 HI.:I :i:I.1 
1:) 7 Syria 

., 

.J 23 :u 
I:)B Taiwan (Republi(' or 

China) 
1:i9 Tajikistan g.O 
I(j() Tanzania :1 2.:i 0.7 
Hi I Thailand '2 6.7 1.0 Ui :).~1 

IIi2 Togo '2 11.0 11.11 :i.:> 10.1 
lIi:1 'l'onga 1.7 
IIi I Trinidad and Tobago 1:i.9 !i.l-
I(i:i Tunisia JIUi 11.:1 I.:i J B.O 
161i 'I'urk('y 2 G.O :1.9 13 
lIii '1 'IIrknll'nistan B.O 
I (ill l'ganda :1 1.'2 :i.:> log 
I(i!) Ukraint' 11.0 
170 L~nitt'{1 .-\1"<11> Emirates :i3 :1.+ :LJ 
171 United Kingdom :1'2.:) '2!J.(i :~'23 

172 United Statl's '2 :~1.7 29.6 :10.7 
17:1 Uruguay 2 :i1i.O (iO.!i li:i.:i 
171 Uzbekistan B.O 
17:> \'anualll 0.9 I.:i 
17G \'cnt'zlll'la '2 9.:i 7.0 7.:) b.P, 
177 \,i(,tnam :1 7.9 
I7B \Y('stel'll Sahara '2.1l 
Ii!) Yl'ml'n '2.-1 0 
(gO Y ugos];l\-ia '2 
IIlI Zain' :1 0.7 1.0 1.:2 
111:2 Zambia :2 :H :1.:2 :1.1 li.O 
I WI Zimbabwl' '2 7.B !i.1 :{.l~ 
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HD-95: 
Humnll Deve/oll/I/I'llf Rej>orf 1997, Tables IB and 35, 
PE-GDP and SS-TGE: Socin/llldimfOl:1' ,!/DI'1'I'/Oj>1IIl'1lf 1996, 
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Reconciling the Differences between Sanderson's 

and Vanhanen's Results 

Stephen It: Sanderson and Tatl{ J anhallen 

In their studies of the impact of ethnic heterogeneity on puhlic spending ill 
this "olume, Sanderson and Vanhanen hoth support the notion that ethnic 
heterogeneity inhibits \\"dl~lre spending. Howt'\Tr, Sanderson's data shO\\" a 
moderate to strong dlect of heterogeneity on spending, wherea~ Vanhanen's 
data show only a 'Try weak dltTt. In "iew of this discrepancy. an attempt "'as 
made to see "'hether til(> din~rgent findings could he reconciled. i\ third set of 
analyses was carried out in which Vanhanen's sample was used hut an 
attempt "'as made to replicate Sanderson's multiple regressions as closely as 
possible. TI1('re are three dint'rencl's between Sanderson's and Vanhanen's 
studies that could account Ii»' tht' dilkrential strength of their results. First, 
Sanderson used two measures of ethnic heterogeneity not used hy Vanhanen, 
and these measures appear to be more sensitin'. Second, Sanderson used 
li)l1r control "ariabks to preciict welfare spending, whereas Vanhanen lIsed 
only two (and Sanderson measured economic dewlopl1lt'nt hy Gl\;P per 
capita, whereas Van han en used the Human Dewlopment Index). Finally, 
Vanhanen used, in three of Ic)Ur cases, measures of \yell~l1'e spending dilkrt'nt 
from thost' used hy Sanderson. 

Using Van han en's sample, Sanderson added to it data on lahour 
organization anel party fi'actionalization, and he added as well his Ilwasurc of 
the independent yariable knowll as Ethnic Heterogeneity:). In his original 
study, Sanderson had found this to be the most power/tIl of the measures of 
ethnic heterogeneity he used. Four multiple regressions were performed, one 
ji)r each of Vanhanl'n 's measures of the dependent yariable, and the resllits 
are reported below. 

These reslllts are much better than Yanhanen's original results and much 
doser to Sanderson's. In thret' of the JiJUr analyses, ethnic heterogeneity is a 
good predictor of \\"elJ~llT spending. It is the third hest predictor of WD-9:~, 
and the second hest predictor of both HD-95 and SS-TGE. It is only weakly 
related to PE-GDP, hut nonetheless is still the hest predictor or that 
dependent ,·ariahle. 

Our conclusion is thus that ,dwn t'thnic heterogeneity is measured in a 
sensiti\T "'ay, and when controls arc applied lor appropriate yariables. ethnic 
IH'tero~enl'ity has a substantial negatiw elli.'ct on "TIf~llT spending. 
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Tnb!,' fi. f: EIJi.ns of 1.('\"(,1 of Ikl1locracy. Gross DOI1]('stic Prodllct. Lahollr 
Orl!;anization. Party Fractionalization. and Ethnic H,·tt'rog('nt'ity :l on \\T)-!':l . 

J (llillbtl' . ::"fl'll-()rdn Pllrtial ,"~alld. IMII 

Index of Democracy 
LOI!;GDP I~'~H 
l.ol!;Lahour ()rl!;anization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Ht'h.'rogt"neity :1 

0.7:17 
(U;21 
O.:i:i:l 

n.:iOI 
0.1 g . .j. 
0321 

0.1:1') O.:i I.i 
- O.:i:1.-) - (l.11 2 

R = OW,,): R~ = 0.7:;.;: If' (a<ijlls\('d; = 1I.7:1:!: :'\ = (,0. 

O.H):i 
O. 121 
n.2m 
O.:I<U 

-0.2.11 

·1-.2:1:) 
I.:m; 
2.:i Ii 
·1.-11.1 

- :1.7(i,i 

(l.OOO 
0.17.1 
0.01.1 
0.000 
0.002 

7f/blt 6.2: 1·;f1i·cts of I.,,\'(') of D"I1l()(Tacy, Gross Domestic Product. Labour 
Organization. Party Franionalization. and Ethnic Ht'tt'rogent'ity :l Oil HD-9.'i. 

, (lliablr :;'rro-Ordl'l' 1'lIrtilll 8t(//lIl. BI'/({ 

Index of Ikl11oCI'<H'Y 
LOI!;G J) I' I !)!)I 
LogLahour Organization 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Ht'tt'I'OI!;t'Ill'ity :l 

0.7:)0 O.:i:lli 
0.:-) I·!) 0.0:211 
O.:il:l O.2(ia 
O.22g 0.1 :iO 

-- 0.1·!':l - (U2:i 

R = II.BO;): R'! =II.l;·W: ){! :adjust('d. "" l!.Iil!); :'\ =1).;. 

O.:i211 
O.O2:l 
n.I!!7 
O.O!!2 

-o.na 

uml 
n.21B 
2.139 
1.1 (;.1 

-·2.G:ti 

0.000 
O.B2B 
0.0:17 
0.219 
0.0 I I 

Tab/" 63: Em'cts of 1,('\"(,1 of Iklll()(Tacy, Gross DOIll('stic Produt'l. Lahour 
Organization. Party Franionaliz.llion. and Ethnic I kt<'rol!;l'nt'ity :1 on PE-CDJ> . 

,'lIrillblr 

Indl'x of ]),'nll)lT'\(·Y 
Log(;[)P 19~"~ 
I.ogl,aholll' Orl!;<lnizatioll 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic Hl'tl'rol!;(,lwity :l 

. ::"i'/'I)-Ordl'l' Part ill/ StilI/d. IJttn 

O.:l17 
0.207 

0.07.1 
O.O:H 

0.1 (Hi - 0.0 I!) 
O.IH) O.O')g 

-·O.:!B(; - O.20(i 

OJ)!)!) 
0.0 I:l 

-0.0:!1 
OJ191 

- O.22~ 

0.:l90 
O.17a 

-O.O!)!) 
O.:iIO 

- I.O()O 

0.700 
O.B()O 
O.()22 
O.<iI+ 
O.21\:{ 

7fi/J/(' ri.-I: EIli.'ns of I,n·e\ of \)(,I1l()(Tacy. (;n)ss DOIllt'stic Product. Laholll' 
Orl!;anization. Party Franionalizatioll. allli Ethnic Ht''''rol!;l'lH'ity :~ on SS-'J'GE. 

!(lIillhlt 

Index of lknH)(T<lcy 
LOI!;GDP 1991 
LOI!;Lahour Orl!;alliz<ltioll 
Party Fractionalization 
Ethnic He\(·ro~('n .. ity :1 

::"('/'0" Ordl'/' Partinl .\~lIl1d. BI'fIl 

O.lig() 

n.:i:lt} 
().;i II 

0.1·0(; 
().Oll 
O.:l:!:! 
(). H;!) 

-- O.lft; 

0379 
O.OT'> 
O.~ III 
().107 

- O.:lll 

o.:~2g 

2.717 
UBi 

·-LOn 

0.1)0 I 
0.711 
O.()OB 
0.170 
0.000 
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Ethnolinguistic Diversity, Government, 

and Growth 

William J. Mas/as and Mmgaret S. McMillan 

1:'\'rR<>DU:'I'IO:'\ 

RecC1lt studies haw found that more ethnolinguistically divcrse groups inwst 
less in collective goods such as municipal services, I local charities,:! and 
national social welf:tn, programmes,:; and also achieve lower !c\T!s of 
economic growth. \..-,.(; "'e confirm these findings, but add other e\·idence 
suggesting a very different interpretation of the data, with opposite policy 
implications from those previously drawn. 

lJsing data fc)r up to 113 countries from 1960 until the end of 1990, we 
show that ethnolinguistic diversity is not significantly related to muntry size. 
as it might be if it were a hiologlcal flKt, exogenously distributed across the 
globe. In contrast, di\"Crsity levels are significantly higher in countries with 
lower initial per capita in('()me. This observation, along with the historical 
('\'idence that ethnolinguistie harriers vary widely in their importance over 
time (e.g. in the rapid assimilation of many ethnic groups in the united States 
since 1945) and within countries (e.g. in the persistence of barriers in some 
locations while the)' disappear elsewhere), leads to the hylJothesis that 
persistent obscn'ab!c di\'isions may be seen as endogenous responses to the 
underlying conditions that cause powrty and insecurity, rather than 
exogenous causes of low income. 

Our h)vothesis is that people's tendency to erect and maintain 
ethnolinguistic barriers depends on the material incentives to do so, and 
maintaining smaller ethnolinguistic groups (that is, dividing a given country 
into a larger number of subgroups) has been more attractive in places with 
gTeater resour('(~ scarcity or uncertainty. \Ve find some e\'idenct' for this 
proposition, and even stronger t'vidence for a limher hypothesis that uniting 
different ethnolinguistic groups into a single country has been associated with 
I~lster economic growth, due to economies of scale and a larger extent of the 
market. 

For ethnolinguistic di/l(:rences that are impossible to change, such as skin 
colour, economic incenti\'es can allt'lt only \\'IH~ther and hmv people respond 
to that dillt~renc('. Other difIt-rences result from more or less conscious 
decisions, such as what language or acccnt to learn. In th(' low-incom(' 
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countries of ~\frica and i\sia, where ethnolin)!;uistic dinTsity is )!;reatest, many 
di"isions are oln'iously man-made, throu)!;h 'trihal' scarification or the 
dilkrentiation of lang11a)!;e usin)!; clicks, whistles and other sounds that are 
diflicult to learn alkr childhood, 

\\'e argue that ethnolin)!;uistic di"isions, \\'Iwther from behm'ioural 
response to natural dilli:rences (such as skin colour), or li'Oln the creation 
of artificial difli.'ITnces (such as scarification and local accents), can he seen as 
a choice to usc ethnolinguistic ties instead of 'atomistic' commercial markets, 
and that doing so is particularly ,'aluable in relatiwly low-income 
('ll\'inmmellts, \\'here atomistic markets are less successlttl, The economic 
\"aluc of ethnolinguistic net\H>rks in thcse contexts is_well documented, in 
studies of their role in (;\Cilitating employment searches' and unsecured loans 
I' , :: d' , " 'I 10 I ' , I ' or consumption purposes or pro llCtlOll actl\"ltH,"S," , n'Tstment III et 1l1\C 

capital' has heell shown to be particularly important le)r lower-income people 
within industrialized countries, I I and le)l' traders bcing greater uncertainty 
ahout market conditions I:! or product characteristics, I :1.1 I 

To test whether obsC!'n'd clin~rsity is a result of poyerty rather than its 
cause, '\"(' incorporatt> dinTsity measures into a standard model of economic 
)!;ro\\,th, The resuits indicate that although ethnolin)!;uistic fi'actionalization is 
correlated with lo\\"(~r economic growth onT time, the eflt'ct is sig11ificantly 
smaller at higher len'ls of income, PonTty exacerhates the efl(:cts of di,'ersity 
on gTowth, and in any ('wnt, the magnitude of diwrsity's costs are small 
reiati\"e to the benefits of lar)!;er country sizt', Thus, particularly at higher 
income lewis, there has heen a suhstantial profit in building unified countries 
out of divcrse ethnolillf.:,'1listic ~roups, 

Our study helps icientil)' the economic prolit li'om unifying diverse 
societies into larger politicalullits, and hence is an important complenwnt to 
recent studies highlighting the costs of social diwrsity, The studies that 
initially identified the association bctween din~rsity, low prO\'ision of public 
goods, and poor economic per/e>nllancl' can easily lead to the conclusion that 
on balancc, clin'rsity is costly, so that separate political representation would 
promote economic efficiency, This conclusion can be derin>d from se,'eral 
dille:rent explanations of the o!>selyed correlations, including both short-term 
economic choices as well as lon)!;-term ('wllutionary selection le)r certain types 
of behm'iour. 

,\mong economic explanations, a standard approach draws on local
public-finanCl' theory, /elllO\\"in)!; Tiebollt. I :1 Tiebollt models argue that each 
indi"iclual has a greater economic incentin' to inn'st in collcctin' acti"ities 
with others who haw similar nl'eds, This yiew implies that the well-being of 
each indi,'idllal lllay call Ii)\' tlH'1ll to 'Tiebout-sort' tlwlllsein's into groups 
with homogeneous interests, en'n if their origins dim'!'. 

Among e,'olutionary explanations, a standard approach draws on the 
principle ~)f indusiw lit ness, due to Hamilton Iii and popularized hy 
Dawkins, I , Indusin'-fillll'SS lllodcls arguc that natural selection I:l\'ours 
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altruistic and co-operatin' behm'iour towards others who may share genetic 
material. A similar notion can he eXtt'nded to non-kin through selection fe)r 
reciprocal altruism. III The incIusi,'e fitness or reciprocal altruism arguments 
imply that the well-being of each indi"idual may call for them to sort 
themseln~s into subgroups or homogenous lineage that are mutually 
supporti\"{', e'Tn if their economic interests dim'r. 

An intermediate approach im'olving both economic choice and l'\'olu
tionary sdection is the concept of mutual aid. J~' formalized more recently as 
the l'\"olution or co-operation?' This 't','olutionary economics' approach 
argues that people may choose strategies that promise long-term profits oyer 
repeated interactions, if the conditions uncleI' \\'hich interaction occurs fiwour 
co-operation. 

All three types or explanation fi)r the obserwd correlations economic 
(Til'bout sorting), t'\'olutionary (indusin' fitness or reciprocal altruism), and 
lTolutionary economics .- imply difkrent mechanisms but lead to the same 
conclusion: all thret' imply that allo\\'ing distinct groups to han' their 0\\"11 

political representation can hdp all memhers of each group pursue their 
indi"idual goals more efIt'ctiwly. This is the central insight of Alesina and 
Spolaort~.:.! J \\'ho argue that 'a desire to share your country with pl>ople you 
like' (quoted in Tit£' h'o/lOlIIisl, 1998) helps to explain the relati\'(' sllccess or 
some small, ethnolinguistically homogeneous nations such as Iceland, 

,\lthough we find lTidl'nce that divisions are costly, we find that 
O\Trcoming those di"isions to fimn larger countries actually promotes 
growth. Thus. addressing inter-group conflicts with separatioIl could be like 
addressing rewrs with cold baths: it might prO\'ide temporary relier or local 
symptoms. while the disease rages on, In some cases, gTanting son'reignty to 
the parties in 'ci"ir wars could han' the disastrous dfect or arming each party 
with the instrUlllCIlls or statl' pO\\'('r, Intt'I'-state conflicts could han' e\'l'n 
worse consequences than intra-state ones. 

To assess the relationship between ethnolinguistic di"isions and economic 
perJi)rmance, we turn no\\' to our data and empirical results, and we 
conclude "'ith a brier s(,ction on some implications of our findings, 

1),\'1".\ X\)) E:\II'IRIC.\I. REsn.TS 

/)£'.I'rriplioll q/ IiiI' /)((1(( 

Ethnolinguistic c1iwrsity is, as its name implies, an inherently multi
dimensional concept. Indi,'iduals haw many kinds or social links, and the 
definition of a group melllhership may be :lI11biguous, Petersen~:.! prm'icles 
numerous examples or the difliculties inn)l\Td in identif)'ing ~rol1P 

ml'mhership. ;\Ioncthe\ess. fi'OI11 the emerging literature on ethnolinguistic 
di"isions we draw fin' sets or measures cO'Tring ,'irtually all of the world's 
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countries. Two o/" our measures wcr(' compiled by Vanhanen,:n two are 
drawn {"om data reported hy Easterly and Le\'ine,~1 and one is fl'om the US 
Bureau of the Census. 

The first obsl'lTation wc use is Easterly and Levine's calculation of the 
probability that two randomly sdected people will belong to a dilfcrent 
elhnolinguistic group, based on data collected by So\·iet researchers in the 
early 1960s. Easterly and Leyine call this measure ELF-GO, and we will refer 
to it as ETHNIC I. 

Our ETHNIC2 variable is the proportion of people who are outside the 
dominant group, calculated li'ol1l Vanhanm's 'Ethnic Homogeneity' (EH) 
index. Vanhanen's original nlt'asure is defined as the percentage of the 
national population belonging to the 'largest homogeneous ethnic group. ,:!:, 
To make the sign of our coeHicient estimates consistent with those of 
ETHNIC I, we com'ert it to a diversity index (ETHNIC2 = II OO-EH D. 

A third measure related to the first is the probability of two randomly 
selected 1?t'~I~)le speaking din~'I:('nt languages, ~'hich .we call LAN~;, Ea:~terIy 
and Le\'lI1('- report t\\'o chllerent datasets lor tillS concept, with shghtly 
diflt~rent samples to expand the sample size while weighting the two 
measures equally we han' combined them into one measure, using whichever 
is a,'ailable or their a\Trage ifboth are reported. An additional measure used 
to address other dimensions of chersit), is the proportion of the population 
that voted for oppositi(21l political parties (which we call OPPO); a figure 
reported hy Vanhanen:u II)r the mid-19BOs based on the opposition's share of 
votes cast multiplied hy the \'oter participation rate. 

Our economic variables are all taken li'om what has bennTIc the standard 
world-wide source of cOlllparatin' ecollomic data, the Penn \"orld Tables 
\'ersion 5.G available from nlUllcrous websites. The P\"'T datahase is 
important because it US('S surn'y data on rdative prices to compute national 
income and expenditure at int('rnationally comparable 'purchasing power 
parity' (PPP) levels, oflering a variety of indexes suitahle for various purposes. 

The particular P\YT data We' use are annual population estimates, real 
income (delined as GDP at PPP prices using a chain index), gowrnmcnt size 
(defined as central guvernmcnt expenditure deflated by the go\'ernment
specific PPP price index, as a share of GDP deflated by the (~con()my-wide 
PPP index) and opellllt'ss (defined as the nominal \'alue of exports plus 
imports as a shan' or nominal GDpj. \Yc refer to these as GDP, GVT anel 
OPE~ n'spective\y, For earh of these ,'ariables, we use a three-year average 
Il)r 196062 to measure their initial value and a decade a\Trage for 19BO 90 
to measure their ending ,'ahH~. These years were chosen to smooth out the 
influence of world-wide (Tollomi(" shocks that have allected groups of 
countries in similar ways in particular years, partirularly the decline in oil and 
other commodity prices owr the 19BOs. We also calculate the GDP growth 
rate li)l' I9GO-90, using the OLS regression method (that is, the numher 
n~p()rtecl is the antilog minus one of the codlicients on time estimated in a 
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regression of the log of GDP on the year with a constant). This approach 
giws liS a GDP growth rate that giws equal weight to data observed in each 
year, and does not give particular importance to the initial or ending years. 

To identify t'xpenditure on a particularly 'puhlic' sort of go\"('rnment 
activity .. · i.e., one that g(~nerates widely spread benefits, and does not reflect 
redistribution to or from particular interest groups within the country-· we 
usc expenditure on foreign aid .. Many countries give small amounts of aid for 
short periods of time, but only 17 countries have significant programmes that 
are consistently reported to the agency that monitors aid flows, the 
De\"(~lopment Assistance Committee (DAG) of the OECD. From the 
OEeD's website (w\yw.oecd.org) we have data Oll annual aid flows over 
the 1961 - 1992 period, which we collvert to their PPP equivalents using each 
dOllor's price level and exchange rate from the P\VT, and report here as a 
proportion of PPP GDP. 

J Illicll Countries Arl' ~\lore Dil'eHe? 

'1 '0 look at the data we begin with Figure 7.1, shm.ving the linguistic measure 
of diversity (LANG) against population around 1960 (specifically the 1960-
62 average). A similar graph could he shown with the other measures of 
diversity. We might expect that larger countries would cover a larger variety 
of ethnolinguistic groups, but in f~lct there is no significant correlation 
between size and diversity. Even in the smallest countries, indi\'iduals can 
find ethnolinguistic dim'rences to assert if they choose to do so, and e\'en in 
the largest countries, huge mc~orities can choose a common dhnolinguistic 
identity. 

Figure 7.2 shows the same measure of diversity against real per capita 
income in I YfiO--62. Here a negatiw relationship is dearly visible, and the 
correlation is highly significant. Income levels account for about one quarter 
or total variance in diversity, as people in richer countries are more lik!"'ly to 
choose common ethnolinguistic identities. 

Visual examination of Figures 7.1 and 7.2, along with some reflection on 
the historical and comparative experiellces of various groups ill different 
contexts, suggests that ethnolinguistic divisions are not an externally 
determined hiological fact, but are behaviourally influenced responses to 
socio-economic conditions. To see how these responses might inHut'nce 
government expenditure and economic growth, we control If)r other 
variables using a multipk-regTession Iramework. 

HOlf' Dol'.\" Diven-it)! ":Iffi'd G01:ermnmt H./Jflu/iture? 

To examine the links bet\vcen diversity and govcrnment actlnt)', we must 
first look fiJr other cleterminants of government acti"ity to use as control 
variables. The identification of those determinants is a rdatively new 

http://www.oecd.org
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question for economics, \\'ith a standard contemporary work heing that or 
Rodrik. ~Il Rodrik finds that countries \\'ith greater openness to trade haH' 
larger gO\'l'rnmcnts, and hypothesizes that this is due to the greater riskiness 
or international trade and the consequently greater nced /()r the risk-reducing 
sen'ict's prm'ided by gO\'l'rIlmenl. 

Follo",ing Rodrik, we do control f()r the rdatiw openness of countries 
hut find the coefficient on that \'ariable to be not significantly difll.'rl'nt fi'om 
zero and of the opposite sign from Rodrik's estimates, One reason \\'hy our 
results could di/Tel', despite similar methods and data sources, is that his 
dependt'llt variables are the 1985,89 and 1990 92 awragl' levels of 
go\'t'rnnwnt expenditure, \d1l'reas we use the an'rage IIx a longer period 
(19HO -90), The 19B.1-92 period used by Rodrik happened to be one of 
rdati\'t'ly high world real interest rates, and gO\'t'rnments in more open 
economies may han' been influenced similarly hy that common shock. \\'e 
point this out because our finding does not I1tTessarily contradict Rodrik's 
more flmdamental point that one or gowrnment's key roles is to reduce risks, 
Since these risks could originate in domestic disturbances as well as in trade, 
our finding merely underscores that in a world-wide sample, the economies 
most vulnerable to risk may not be the most open ones, 

To reformulate Roc\rik's flmdamental hypothesis in a way more suited to 
a \mrld-\\'ide sample, we seck other observable characteristics that might be 
associated with risk. The most oln'ious is per capita income: people in poorer 
countries are likely to f~lce much more risk, in almost all the senses of that 
\\'ord. The most important by far is the risk of death, which recedes rapidly as 
incomes rise. Ho",cwr, g'Owrnments help reduce many other kinds of risk as 
well, and thest' are often more rele\'ant in poorer countries than in richer 
ones. For example, many governments spend huge amounts of'money trying 
to stahilize the real price of staple foods and the employm('1lt or wealth of 
influential pcople, but attempts to do so consistently cost a greater share of 
real income in poorer than in richer countries. 

Using income as proxy ff))' risk is probably ('()n/i)llJ1ded by an oHsetting 
dlect of higher income on gOH'rnl11ent spt'nding: to the extent that higher 
real GDP per capita raises real wages, it raises the per unit cost of sen'ices 
rdatin' to the prices of goods. In addition to the extent that sen'ices account 
for a larger share of gO\'l'rnment activity than pri\'ate-sector work, higher 
incomes raise the cost of prO\'iding a giwn lewl of gowrnment activity. Thus 
we expect higher incomcs to be associated with a higher share of income 
spent on gO\'l'rnnH'nt activity, ewn if the 'quantity' of selTice prO\'ided 
remains unchanged. 

To assess the impact of diwrsity, we regress the size of g'Owrnment on our 
t\\'O control variables, openncss and real income, and then add thc din'rsity 
measures to determill(' their additional explanatory power (if any). Following 
Alesina anel \Vacziarg'.~(' \\T also considcred the impact of country size on 
gO\Trnment, hilt this \'ariahk adds little to our regressions and is consequently 
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dropped in the results \\T show here. Results arc reported in Tahle 7.1 fell' 
gOH'rnmcnt size in the 19<iOG2 period. and then in 'I 'able 7.2 felr the 19BO,,90 
period. The regressors (independent \'ariahles) are identicallclr the two tables. 

The clear result of our two sets of rq~rl'ssions is that the diversity measures 
han' H'ry little signilicant correlation with gO\Trnment expenditure as a 
\\'hole. \\'hen \\T control jor income le\T\. the din'rsity measures add a little 
explanatory power but only for the regressions whcn t'thnicit)' is measured 
contemporaneously with gon~rnn1t'nt size (i.e., the GVT-60 regressions using 
ETHNlC I and LA;\lG). For the 19BOs. none of the dinTsity measures haw 
any statistical significance in any of the regressions, and none of the 
regressions explain more than I:~ per cent of cross-country variance. \\'e 
concluck li'om this that go\'t'rnmcnt expenditure as a whole is not 
consistently linked to diwrsity lewis. 

HoII' Dol's Dil'mi{l' .lfli'd Pllb/ir-Goor/l Prlll'i.lioll fit Ilze. \'alianol /.I'ld? 

The definition of gO\Trnml'nt used in Tahles I and 2 cmTrs all gowrnnwnt 
acti\·ity. and hence includes \Try large amounts of redistrihutiw spending 
betw('en gnmps \\'ithin the country. as well as national puhlic goods \\'hich 
hene/it (,\,eryonL • \n<l althoug'h Tables I and :2 SllO\\' little correlation 
between ethnolinguistic di\Trsity and total spending. this result could mask 
shilts in the composition of gon'rnnwnt spending het\\T('n redistrihutiw 
programmes and productiw puhlic goods. 

Theoretical \\"(lrk. such as Schilr.:m suggests that 11101'(' din'rse cOllntries 
arc likely to spend mOlT on non-productiw redistribution. but Sanderson:)) 
shows that more dinTsl' countries tend to spend less Oil certain kinds of 
rl'distributiw \\'Cl/;IIT programmes. On halancl'. we han' as yct no empirical 
tests of this proposition at the nationallen'l. It is only at the local InTI that a 
diwl'sity elli:ct on public-goods inwstmcnt has beell shmnl. most notably hy 
.\lcsina. Baqir and Easterly.:;:! Local puhlic reSOllHTS might he charactcrizl'd 
as 'collecti\T' goods. which can he prm'ickd through a wide range of 
mechanisms in till' private as well as puhlic sectors. To find a gm'ernl1wnt 
acti\'ity \\'hosc net bCliefits \H' can charactlTiz(' as a broader 'puhlic' good. 
with costs and bcndits spread widely across the economy, \\T tllrn to I(lreign 
aid. Foreign aid might oll;.'r a particularly good empirical test of the links 
between di\Trsity and the prO\'ision or puhlic goods. hl'causl' it is a highly 
visihle. easily nw(tsured Iilm' of' (,('SOU],(TS that prm'idl's a (small) hendit to 
almost ('\TrYOIll' in the donor country. 

The bene/its of jeJl'('ign aid to tlw donor populat ion indudc a more SI'CU),{' 

military or diplomatic cm·ironmcnt. more profitable trade and inwstment. 
and the satisl;l('tion of moral ali(I religious interC'sts. As the (,(lIlstiwl'llcies 
sl')'\'l'd hy lill'l'ign aid are so \·aried. support is usually thin and the coalitiolls 
conw apart easily but support is widespread and the coalit ions consistently 
collle together again. so that \'irtually all collntril's with sufficiently high k\Tls 
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Ft/II/o/illgllil"tir Dil'l'J".,i{l'. (,'Ol'f/"/III/I'llt. alld Groll·tft 

of national incomc han' substantial and enduring lelreign aid programmes. 
Thus, lixeign aiel is a good example of a natio/lal public good which il1\'olws 
almost no redistribution within the country. 

For the sample of 17 countries that gin' loreign aid, Table 7.3 prcsents 
panel resuits over lour separate decades, and the panel of all (e)l\r periods 
pooled together. \\'e use this approach to increase the sample size, as well as to 
consider possible dim'n'nces across the decades. The IIrst set of columns 
presents the resuits when ethnicitl' is lIot included, and the next lour sets 
present results with each measure of ethnolinguistic heterogeneity used in 
turn. (On accoulll of the strong collinearity bet\\'('('n the measures, regressions 
that comhine them are not meaningful.) The lirst set of rows present the 
resuits lilr the whole panel, and the next four present each decade. 

Regression resuits le)r the regressions with economic \'Clriables only, 1I0t 
controlling li)r t'thnolillguistic di"isions, hmT all coefficiellts of the expected 
sign in all regressions OWl' all dccad('s ami also the whole pool, hut only the 
gmTrmncnt-siz(' variable is consistently significant at the 9:) per cent lew\. 
Openness and population size are 11('\"l'r statistically significant, and real 
income is significant only ow'r the ,"vhole poo\. R-squares are around 50 per 
C('l\t O\'er the whole pool and also Ii))" the I 990s (lower lor earlier (\ecac\cs). 

\ rhcn we add our etlmicity "ariables to the regressions, R-square "alues 
rise suhstantially, as do the t-statistics lelr each ,·ariahle. Codlicients on 
dinTsity are generally negati\'{\ as more di\Trse donors givc less f()reign aid. 
The ETH;\IIC2 "ariable is most closely correlated. In that case, the R-square 
is an astonishingly high 80 per cent je))' the I 990s, and 75 per cent jilr the 
19BOs, with correspondingly high t-statistics lilr each individual ,·ariable. 
Ho\\'c\"('r, the other ethnicity "ariables also per/i))'ln well, anel we notc that 
the closeness of the correlation improws ovcr time suggesting perhaps that, 
as these cOlllltries' loreign aid programmes mature, they are converging 
towards common patterns of heha,·iour. \ reinterpret these ITSl.tits to meall 
that economic I~ll'tors (mainly income and go\"(~rnn1('nt size) plus diH'rsity do 
an excellent job of explaining patterns of le)reign aid proyision. 

,\\1 jimr of the "ariablcs used to capture ethnolinguistic di\'l'rsity are on('
dimcnsional shadows of a nuanced, multidimensional picturc. To gin' liS a 
less ambigllous measure of c1iHTsity we test tht' same model with :\I1GR, the 
proportion of the population that are nt'w migrants in 1993. (Notl' that this 
num\wr is negati\"(' lilrJapan: the only donor country to sulkr out-migration 
in the 1990s a I;[('t that 1't"Tals milch about Japan's relative standard of 
li,-ing.) ,\ppclI(lices 7,\ ali(I 713 present thes!' cstimates, showing strikingly 
similar resuits. 

\\.(' in\"('stigate correlatiolls \)('(\\"('('11 dinTsi1)' ami grow1h using the same 
approach as (n' gO\"(TIIIlH'nt spending, with rt'glTsslon resllits reported ill 
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Tahle -l. The first set of results, in section (a), reports results filr a stylized 
g-rowth model, building- on ,\dam Smith's:;:l principle that growth depends on 
the 'extent of the market', which we measure by both national population 
and the rdatin' "olunw of international trade, aug-mented by the Solow: l '

Swan:l.-, model of diminishing returns to additional resources, with the initial 
Ien,l of ITsourn's measured by initial income. In I~lct, the entirc regression 
um he interpreted as a test of thc Solow-Swan model, with the extellt of the 
market as a proxy li)r the (ullohserwd) prolitahility and level of ne\;\' 
investment, and the Iewl of initial income as a proxy li)r the (unohserwd) 
prolitahility and level of past invcstmmt. The regression finds strong support 
li)r the extent-ol:'tlw-market model, but none le)r diminishing- returns, and in 
any case, the total amount of cross-country variance that is explained is quite 
small (about I () per cent). 

To assess the impact of etl11lolinguistic diversity we add the threc m~jor 
di,'ersity indexes in scction (b) of the tahle. Doing so more than doubles the 
('((uations' R:1 values, raises the magnitudes of the I'xtent-oJ:'the-market 
"ariahles, and the coeJllcient on initial income is still indistinguishahle from 
zero (although its estimated sign has turned nt'gatiw as the Solow-Swan 
theory predicts). Diversity itsdfhas a significantly negative coellicient, hut the 
magnitude is extremely small: a I per cent higher level of heterogent'ity is 
associated with a decrcase in the average annual growth rate ofO.02G to 0'()36 
per cent (between two and JelUr one hundredths of I per cent). In contrast, the 
mag-nitude of the coeJlicient on population is relatiwly large: incorporating an 
additional million people \ .... ould increase growth by 0.4 to 0.9 one hundredths 
of I per cent. To take an arhitrary example, if Canada had joined the United 
States in I9GO, Canada's additional population of I B4 million would have 
added around one percentage point to former Canadians' average annual 
g-rowth ratc, while former CS citizcns g-ained one tenth as many people and 
would haw gaincd a tcnth of 1 per cent in annual growth. 

The dinTsity dkct alonc, howen'r, stillieaws us with R-square values of 
under :'W per c('nt. 'Ve can raise tlwm substantially hy controlling Illr a mcuor 
determinant of the pay-off to inn~stment: namely, whether a COlll1tIy is 
locatcd in the tropics. This particularly aJ1t~cts the productivity of agricultural 
investment, as the tropics are characterized hy extreme hiodiversity and 
interspecific competition li'om parasites, diseases and weeds. Being in the 
tropics might haw many othcr dkcts as well. In any cast', its infhH'Jl('(' on 
im'('stnwnt producti"ity is "isihle through the tropical-dummy variable's 
impact on the initial-GDP codlicient. Controlling li)r tropical location gin~s 
statistical significance to the Solow-Swan hypothesis. rewaling strong 
diminishing returns to new imTstment. 

Although our model is still extremely styliz('d,juclicious choice of\'ariahlcs 
aIlO\\·s it to explain Il'olll :t~ to -l2 per cent of the growth difli.'rcnces across 
cOlllltri('s a remarkahle perleJrlnancc li)r such a sparse modd. using only 
lin' indq)(,l1(knt ,·ariahks. l\Iany studics using growth models like ours. 
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which is in the tradition initiated hy Barro,::li employ a dozen or 1110re 
regn·ssors. Sala-i-l\lartin:17 identifies on'!' 20 \'ariables that are wry likdy to 
be significant, out or a total 01':)9 or(\\\'Il li'om pn'\'ious studies. Ho\\'e\'t'!', it is 
on en 110t dear how these \'ariahlcs alkn growth, so their significance could 
well come at the expense of (lth!'r rt'gn'ssors with which they arc correlatcd. 
As a result, w(' stop adding new \'ariables here, but consider one more 
question: is thc impact of din'rsity 011 gnl\\,th iJl(kpendent of initial income. 
or rdated 10 ie 

To test th(' link l)('t\Veen din'rsity dlc.'cts and initial income, wc include 
interaction terms in all three regressions: these turn out to be significantly 
positi\'(' in two of the three cast'S (with ETHNIC I and LANG), as highcr 
din'rsity reduces grO\vth more in low-inconw than in high-incomc countries. 
This simple result is undoubtedly our most important Ol1e, since it providcs 
the only dircct test dOl1c to date or \\'hether the low incomes obser" .... d to 
correlate with din'rsity arc a result or a cause of that diwrsity. 

CO:\CU'SIO:\ 

l\Iuch additional work remains to be done 10 analyse the links bctwcen 
ethnolinguistic groupings and t~conol11ic per/cmnancc, but our initial 
('\'idcnc(' suggests that ethnolinguistic fi'actionalization may be an cconomic 
response to scarcity and risk, as cthnolinguistic networks are used to prO\'idc 
\'arious sen'ices such as job search, social insurance and informal credit. 

That etlinolinguistic di\'isiollS are used implies tliat they hendit those \\'ho 
use them but they reduce aggregate growth, which implies that they are 
costly to others in the socicty. Ont' way in which they reduce growth is hy 
reducing investment in public goods, hut there may he other em'cts as well. 

The total dkct or l'thnolinguistic di\'isiollS on growth is lower at hip;her 
IC\'t·ls of income, suggesting that periods of recent or expected ruture 
cconomic growth prm'ide 'windows or opportunity' filr social integration, 
which tlwmselws contribute to further growth. In addition, the effect of 
t'thnolinguist ic divisions on growth is small in magnitude, relatiw to the e/lc.'ct 
of country sizc on growth thus, it appears that, en'n where ethnoiinguistic 
chisions are economically costly, rcsponding to those di\'isions by unif)'ing 
peopk in larger countries can han' a significant economic profit. 
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Ethnic Diversity, Foreign Aid, Economic Growth, 

Population Policy, Welfare, Inequality, Conflict, 

and the Costs of Globalism: 

A Perspective on W. Masters' 

and M. McMillan's Findings 

Frank Kemp Salter 

William Masters' and Margaret McMillan's (hereafter M&Mc) key insight is 
to broaden the definition of welfare to encompass wealth derived from 
employment as well as government provision. It is not enough for policy 
purposes, they imply, to determine whether ethnic diversity depresses 
government welfare, since diversity might have other positive effects that 
result in overall higher income. This widening of the debate makes good 
sense, though I think that to be consistent we should account for social and 
ecological components of wealth as well as personal income. Such an 
accounting is the purpose of this commentary. 

M&Mc achieve much in their policy-oriented chapter, providing 
sophisticated empirical backing to the orthodox liberal-market view that a 
growing economic pie ameliorates ethnic problems. Their message is that, 
despite a generally retarding effect of ethnic diversity on economic growth, 
the effect is significandy reduced when an economy begins from a wealthy 
position. High standards of living brought about by continual economic 
expansion minimize ethnic conflict because, in times of plenty, individual 
economic strategies payoff more than do collective ethnic strategies. M&Mc 
are thus optimistic about ethnic amalgamation since larger markets grow 
faster and economic growth defuses ethnic conflicts. The process works, they 
think, because ethnic conflict is really individual economic competition by 
other means. This view follows from M&Mc's highly instrumental 
conceptualization of ethnicity. In this view, ethnicity is a category arbitrarily 
defined by individuals to meet individual economic needs. By implication, 
there are no genetic or other non-economic interests vested in ethnic groups, 
at least none that cannot be eliminated by education. Indeed, in M&Mc's 
view, ethnic solidarity offers mainly potential costs, especially in the form of 
inter-ethnic crimes. Accordingly, they designate ethnocentric ideas as 'sins' 
and prescribe the punishment of acts that flow from such ideas. 



.1 Pl'r.l/lfclil'I' (III .I/a.lll'n' all!/.\/r.\/illan\ Finding.1 

In summary, ] agrec Ihal economic growlh lends to amdiontle inlra-slall' 
elhnic conllicl, while laking issue wilh till' nolion thaI ('111I1ic diwrsity is a 
general puhlic good, ~1&l\Ic's O\m analysis indicates significanl eCOIlOll1ic 
and (~cological cosls of di\"l~rsily, while f~liling to consider the latter's cfkct Oil 

Ihe quality or social lifl', such as Ihe serious social prohlem or inequality. 
These ll1ultipll' costs raise graY!' douhts ahout M&l\Ic's policy recomnll'nda
ti01l or indiscriminate amalgamation, and thus ahout the rapid ethnic 
diY!'rsification currently occurring in till' U nitcd States and sOll1e other 
\\'estern societies. 

l)IYERSITY .\.'\1) FOREI(;.'\ ,\11) 

How('\'!'r, ] lirst want to draw attention to l\1&l\Ic's extraordinary finding 
that eth1lic din'rsity depresses l(m~ig1l aid payments, which is m'wr clearly 
stat('d in their chaptcr. 'I'll(' authors are too modest. Their linding is that onc 
measure of ethnic di\Trsity alone accounts f(lI' gO per cent of the hetween
country \'ariancl' in fl)rcign aid expenditure, controlling I()r income and 
gOHTnment size. This seems to me to be strong evidence in support of the 
view that conCt'rtcd national policy is most II.'asihle in homogeneous socicties. 
I \muldlike to scc this phcnoll1enon explored furtlwr. A possihle mechanism 
is that, hecaust' of the difliculty of achieving consensus in ethnically mixed 
societies, ditl's arc u1lahle to dicit long-term collectivc gC1lerosity on the part 
of taxpaycrs. \Vhen aid is liJrthcoming, it tends to ht' directcd towards 
projccts that senT the donor country's collect in' interests in some immediate 
or oh\'ious man ncr, or is dirccted towards the co-ethnics of influential groups 
i1l the donor country. 

Both M&l\Ic's finding ahout f(weign aid and their findings about diH'rsity 
and economic growth arc surprises Ie))' my target paper. The simple 
l'\'olutionary theory I deployed predicts that diwl"sity will lower puhlic 
altruism and group solidarity hilt raiscs rew expcctations ahout how these 
outcomt'S might influcnce o\"(~rall economic perrormancc. As 1\ lac Donald I 
has argued, many social phenomcna are 'undl'rdetermined' hy ('\"olulionary 
theory. Considcr I(weign aid cxpcnditure. Ethnic Nepotism Theory predicts 
greater conS('I1SUS within homogelH'ous socil'lies than within diverse OIll'S, hut 
is less dear in predicting to which ends that consenslls might he turned 
outside a country. 1\ly 0\\"11 surmise is that homog(~neity could wl'll have the 
opposite cflt'ct undl'r difltTcnl circumstances, pcrhaps when international 
opinion carries less wcight or when poor mass communications impede thl' 
transmission or images or sllJl(Ting around the glohc. In such circumstanccs, 
f(>reign aid t'xpl'nditure wOllld rcap less national prestige. Thl' present trend 
might also he n'\"t'rscd if political f;lshion changed fi'om one that de
emphasizes national sentiment to more inward-looking ethnocentrism. As 
most or the data 011 ctllllicity and wl'lf~lre attest, such a trend would hc 
likely to increase \\TlJiliT spending. For example, tIll' leader of Norway's 
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anti-immigration Progress Party, with a natiollal appro,'al rating of 35 per 
cent, dedared that, if elected, he would cut 011' all fi>n~ign aid and expand tIlt' 
welfare state,:? Foreign aid might also sulkr if rich \\' estern countries. which 
dominate the lists or lilfl'igll aid gin'rs, were exposed to images of their own 
peoples' suffering. Swedish. German, Japanese, and Danish peoples are not 
at present experiencing the powrty that might altract special sympathy li'om 
co-ethnics, Also, in thest' hOl11e cOllntries there is not the len'l of inequality 
that is more typical of ethnically dinTse societies; inequality that might tend 
to keep charity at home, 

Another interpretation of ~l&l\k's findings is that ethnic homogeneity 
renders societil's mort' co-operatin' internationally, as a general rule. 
Historical exceptions to this rule come readily to mind. and the reality of 
trihal and national endemic warf~uT between homogeneous ethnics is well 
documented,:l How{"H'r, systematic studies find that greater collect in' 
"iolcllce (warf~lre) is practised by ethnically diH'rse societies. I 

»JYERSITY '\:\D EC(),\O:\I1C GROWTH 

Economic growth is likely to be m'akly determined by ethnic nepotism 
theory, In its present limn, the theory is consistent with a number of 
outcomes. For example, in some circumstances dinTsity might improw 
owrall economic growth by counteracting worker solidarity, resulting in 
weak trade unions, increased lahour flexibility, lower unemployment, and 
more dlkient capital inn'st1l1enl. In 1~l('I, as l\1&:\Ic show, diversity appears 
appear to depress economic per/<))"tnance ill all hut the richest societies, The 
linkage probably has something to do with diversity's depressing dIcct on 
social capital:' Knack and Keefl'r's 1997" cross-national study of ~9 market 
economies found that ethnic hOIlH)g'cncity correlates significantly with public 
trust and ci"ic co-operation, which in turn correlate strongly with ('conomic 
growth (especially in poorer countries), It will be a future rescarch task to 
daril)' the causal links ht,t\vn'n I'Ihnic din'rsity and ,'arious economic 
outcomes. I suspect that ethnic nepotism theory will be useliJI but not 
sulIicient in this prl~jeCI. 

:\l&~k show a statistically significant ncgatiw correlation between ethnic 
diwrsity and economic growth hut state that it is wry weak (werall and grows 
e\Tn weaker in high-income versus low-income countrics. The latter finding 
makes sense, but the conclusion that din'l"sity's on'rall impact is weak is 
contradicted by both M&~ lc's own figurcs as well as those of Easterly and 
LC"ine,' who conductcd a similar cross-national analysis of diversity and 
growth. 

:\I&l\Ic focus on small degrees of din'rsity; degrces that are ont' and c,'en 
t\\'o orders of magnitude less than IIHlIld in many societies, ;\l&l\lc find that a 
I per c('nt risl' in ethnic diwrsity reduces economic growth by O.O~ per c('nt 
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pCI' year at the lllean len' I or world income (S2400), Easterly ami Lt'\'in(' 's 
(hereatier E&L) results are expressed in dilkrent units, hut a comparison can 
he made hy applying !\J&l\1c's reslllt to E&L's problem,:: E&L arc trying- to 
explain the growth dilkrential between suh-Saharan Ali'ica and East Asia, 
which anTag-ed :t..j. per cent hetw('('ll I9GO and 1990, Multiplying' !\J&:\Jc's 
result hy the dinTsity dilkrcntial hetween East Asia and :\Ii'ica allows 
comparison or the tm) studies, African din'rsities range fi'olll 70 to 90 pCI' 
cent (sec E&L Table :-1), \\'hile East Asian diversities are close to zero (e,g, 
Japan = I, Hong Kong = 2). For a 70 per cent diversity ditfercntiaL :\1&?\ Ie 
find a 1.4 per cent elkc\' which is ahout ..j.() per cent of the East Asia-Ali'ica 
grO\\'lh dilkrcntial. Yet ;\1&i\Jc call their efli:'ct extremely small. hecause they 
I()cus on the effect of I per cent increase in diversity rather than the much 
greater c\ifli:rences that exist he tween countries and that are caused by mass 
migration and amalgamation or states. 

E&L aJTi\'(~ at a similar ligure hy a difltTent route. Their simpk regTl'ssion 
indicates that 'going trom compkte homogencity to complete heterogeneity 
is associated with a Gdl in gTowth of 2.:~ perccntage points.' Alter controlling 
I()r other \'ariabks, E&L conclude that ethnic diwrsity alone accounts I()r 
abollt :~o pCI' cent of the East Asia-Africa growth diflt'ITntial, comparable 
with the ..j.O per cent deriwd abo\'e fi'om l\J&l\Ic's results. 

The negatiw cfkct of diversity on economic growth (mnd by both 
l\J&l\Jc and E&L translates into great losses 0\'('1' time. Based on l\J&l\lc's 
figures, at 50 per cent diwrsity economic growth is reduced hy one pc)' cent at 
the mean income lewl, so that an economy will be about 8 pCI' cent smaller in 
10 years than it would haw beell without crossing the diwrsity threshold, 17 
per cent smaller after 20 years, and 32 per cent after 40 years. The greatest 
impact, if l\l&:\Jc's ligures are accepted, is su/l('red mainly by the poorest 
economics. The impact is tragic for those near or below the mean per capita 
income and economic growth of 2 per cent or less. '''hen such economies arc 
weighed down by 30 :,)0 pCI' cent di\Trsity, they are hampered li'om growing 
out of the prohlem zone, CH'II within se\'Cral decades. For them, di\Trsity is a 
burden that prolongs poverty, slows infrastructure dewlopment, and 
contributes to other problems of economic underden'lopml'nt. Poor 
economics that manage to sustain robllst growth t()r sen'ral decades can in 
principle become wealthy enough to amelioratt' ethnic competition; hut a 
high diwrsity rate will tend to prolong the process, incrcasing the risk of 
rewrsal. In short, diwrsity is a luxury only the \\Talthy can allard. 

DI\'ERSITY X\D I'Ol'l'L\TIO:\ GROWTH 

!\1&l\1c might be llIistakt'n about the absolute impact or diwrsity, bllt what 
about their claim that its elkct is small compared to that of population 
increase! This part of their analysis has important implicatiolls lor ecological 
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and social \'aitH's, ~I&l\Ir's claim appears 10 he Irue li)r Ihe wealthiesl 10 P('l' 
('enl of coulllries, hut is br rrom clear le)r the remainder. hased on Iheir own 
figures. Consider the summalion: ',\1 Ihe sample-mcan Ien'l or inilial incoJlH' 
(S2·HlO/year). a I % higher dinTsilY I<'\TI \muld .,' he onset hy an increased 
populalion size or only I.B \0 :1.:1 million:" 

To gel a grip on till' practical implicalion or Ihis finding, consider \\'hat it 
means at typical Ien'ls or dinTsity. To cancd the negati\"(' impact on growth 
or 10 I)('r cent din'rsity requires a rise in population or 2.1.;) million people, at 
mean len-Is of' illcome. 11I This has proJiHlIlcl {'cological implications based Oil 

the ('lI\'ironm{'ntal impact of' human ()\Tr-population. i\ population increase 
of 25.5 million is not large in proportion to the ('xisting size or China, India, 
or ('\'en the L:nitcd Statl's, though in the last case this would add considerably 
to the level or environmcntal degradation in this high-consuming economy. 
HO\\T\'er, for most or the 209 stall's and dcpenc\encies that existed in 1992 
with less than 2;) million inhabitants (out of' a total of 2-!-5), II it represents a 
massi\'(' gain of at kast 100 per cent. For the smallest I gg states and 
depelldencies with populat ions bcIo\\' 12,7 million, it n'pn'sents a gain or at 
least 200 per cent. It is an ecological concern that many societies arc already 
ncar or in excess or tlH' long-term carrying capacity or their natural resourccs. 
The lesson fell' countries seeking to control population \\'hile protecting 
prosperity is clear: aw)id 0)' minimize di\'('rsity. 

A less startling estimate or din')'sity- \TrSUS population-efli.'cts on 
economic growth is prO\'idl'c1 hy \\'. :\Iasters. l :.> HI' expresses population 
gTO\\'lh in pe}'(-entage terms: 

;\ 10% increase in pop, raises annual grO\\,th hy OA%/yr. 
A 10% increase in language l1l'tl'rogl'lleity redun's it hy O.:i%/yr XI' A 
ZERO LEVEL OF [\)CO~JE. 
But AT THE ~IEA~ LEVEL OF L\)CO:\IE a 10% illcn'ase in 
language helerog. reduces grO\\,th hy O.2%,/yr. 

In this scenario. al the mean income h-vd, elhnic amalgamation hoosts 
('('onomic growth at a rate of 0.2 per (Tnt per 10 per ('('nt increase in 
population (OA minus 0.2). :\lote. ho\\'e\Tr. that the same economic gain c(ln 
he achien'c\ with hall' the population increase if the people hl'ing added are or 
the same ethnic group or dose eWHlgh etilllically thaI they quickly assimilate. 
Historically, such rapid assimilatioll has not oCCUlTed bl't\\'l'('n ethnic groups 
that are racially distinct when thrown togl'tlH'r in large numhers (sce h('I<)\\-), 
Though the (,cological implications are less drastic than in the original 
1!>nl1ulation, the Ihrust remains the same: ethnic diwrsity carries rcal 
('('onomic alld l'nvironmental costs. The policy indication is that most 
countries seeking 10 increase tlH'ir ecollOl1Iic gnl\\th by hoosting population 
should try to amalgamate groups that are ethnically similar to themsel\'(~s. In 
:\J&l\Ic's model. the \\'('althiesl so('ieties arc l'xceptiolls to this rule; or arc they'! 
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IS I>I\,LRSITY H.\R:\ILESS FOR RICH SOCIETIIX' 

What about ~I&l\Ic's lindin~ that the (h'bilitatin~ dk('( ordinTsity decreases 
with rising inconH': TI1l'Y conclude that Ic)r rich economies, ethnic diversity 
causes little if any reduction in e(,(lIlomic growth. This is a plausible claim, 
which [ shall discuss below. But lirst [ want to discuss the relationship 
hctwlTn diwrsity anel per capita income, rather than growth in income. 
Present income !en'l is important because it tells us sonll'thing about a 
country's history of eCOllomic growth. Countries with high incomes must 
haw' had a history oflong-tenn rohust economic growth. Diwrsity is strongly 
and negatiwly correlated with per capita income, as f(HllId by E&L: ';\ 
mO\'t'nH'nt Irom com plett' het('ro~eneity to complete homogeneity is 
associated with an income increase of 3.B times: E&L interpret this to 
indicate that eli\Trsity is a long-term drag on economic gTowth, and that in 
the past, mainly homogeneous countries haw' achie\'l'eI high-income status. 
l\I&.Mc oflh the radically difl('fent interpretation that this dl' .. ct is due to low 
income musing the creation of ethnic groups and thereby causing higher 
diversity. In their view, ethnic boundaries are arhitrary social constructs 
thrown up hy individuals as a means of resource competition during times of 
scarcity. Take away poverty, they suggest, and ethnic divisions c\·aporate. In 
support of this view, they report their finding that ethnic diwrsity is not 
positi\'t'ly correlated with the population size of states, contrary to 
expectations if ethnic groups were evenly distrihuted around the world. 
'IPlerhaps t'\'C1l in the smallest countries, individuals can find 
ethnolinguistic differences to assert if they choose to do so - and even in 
the largest countries huge m,~()rities can he put in the same category, if they 
are \villing to be seen as similar.' 

The contradiction between :\l&l\k's and E&L's position can he resohnl 
by considering ethnic history and asking whether groups han' emerged in 
response to po\'{'rty and disappeared during good times, or han' existed 
independently of economic circumstance. E&L ofkr a historical description 
or the origins of African diwrsity as historically high in pre-colonial times, 
only to be exacerbated by colonial borders established in the ninetecnth 
century. These borders cut through some groups, and pushed other groups 
together into the one state. \\' e also knm\' the ethnic histories of tlw rdati\'ely 
homogeneous \-"estern and East Asian cOlilltries, recording the process of 
cultural and genetic assimilation between closely related peoples.':' There is 
little if any hasis fi)r asserting that ethnic boundaries han' been illvented for 
eCOllomlC purposes. 

~I&l\k's instrumental \·iew of ethnicity appears to rest on a conllision of 
ethnic identity and mobilization. The latter can change swilily, hut the 
limBer is slow to challge. Ethnic ~roups can certainly be mobilized fi)}' 
purposes of defi.'nn' or economic co-operation, but their identity is much less 
Illanipulabk." The persistence or ethnic identity, especially when it has a 
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racial dimension. is unclt>rSlandahk gin'l1 the nature of etlmicity, Far li'om 
being arbitrary, ethnic groups are primordial dt>SCl'llt groups that are longer 
lasting than other identity groups, such as classes. Alter many decades or 
promoting the ulli, .... rsalist ~Iarxist idt>ology of thc brotherhood of the 
proletariat, the Soviet Cninn IInaIly brokt> up along ethnic lines, as did 
Yugosla\·ia.l.; Ethnicity is not immutable. Boundaries can and do change as 
groups are incorporated and breakaway populations de\"(~lop difTt>rent 
traditions aller generations remowc\ from the pareJlt populations. HO\\'(:'Yer, 
permanent dissolution of all ethnic boundary requires intermarriage, and 
that ultimate f(mn of assimilation tends to occur between closely related 
groups. Ewn in the contemporary l~nited States, with its indi"idualism, 
shared commercial culture and great wealth, intermarriage occurs mainly 
betweell cthnic groups or the same race, not betwcen races. I Ii 

~I&~Ic are more plausihle \\'Ilt'n they argue that reduccd resource 
competition places a 100\"('r premium on ethnic solidarity (a primary lorm of 
mobilization), resulting in a lowering of ethnic conflict. This would probably 
result in less destructiw economic decisions. This lin ding is supported hy 
Knack and Keef(-r, 17 who report that wealthy economies are less \'liinerable 
to ethnic diversity's depressing effect 011 public trust, civic co-operation and 
economic growth. Howewf, it docs not (c)lIo\\' that rising diversity muses a rist' 
in economic growth \o"hen an t'conomy starts lI'om a wealthy position. 
M&~Ic's original "iew, that at higher income lewis di\"t'rsity is positi\'l'ly 
correlated with economic growth, is not a direct empirical finding but a 
prqjection of their mathematical mode\. III The situation described hy their 
data is that high len'ls of int'llllle reduct' tht' cost of din'rsity. This is a fitr cry 
from the assertion that dinTsity product's economic henefits in rich societies. 
E\"t~1I if the model's pn~jeC\ion is borne out by Illture empirical research, there 
are other interpretations than that di\Trsity pushes growth. Economic growth 
might be accelerated by cheap or specialized immigrant labour with rising 
diwrsity an incidental eJl('ct. Since the mid-1960s, some 'Vestern societies 
haH' attracted high levels ofnon-'Yestern immigTation. Ho",en'r, \\'ell before 
this development, these countries dominated the ranks of the world's most 
successflll economies, suggesting that li)r them, ethnic din')'sity is more a 
result than a cause of grO\\'ing wealth. 

Which policy idt>as can he drmm fi'om ~I&l\lc's finding that the cost of 
diwrsity declines \\'ith a country's income lewl'! It is important to nott' that 
only 26 countries out of approximately 200 haw incomes sufficient to reduct' 
the cost of diwrsity to insignificant len~ls (US£6,200). The m~jority of 
societies that art' belo\\' this threshold sulli .. r (rom diwrsity, according to this 
finding. For thest' societies, the responsible way to achiew ethnic diwrsity, if 
that is seen as a worthwhile goal in its own right, is to maximize homogeneity 
(or minimize din')'sity) until an economy is strong enough to withstand high 
levels of heterogeneity. Only then should they lower the immigration harriers 
to the intTitable pressure or people searching for better li"ing standards. 
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Unf(lrtunatdy. ewn this route to multiculturalism is fraught with costs. Two 
prohll'ms are the economic cycles that characterize (Tell the strongest 
economies and inequality. 

THE RISK TO SOCL\L S'L\BILITY POSED BY THRESHOLD EFFECTS 

If there is a threshold dkct fIx ethnic Ilepotism, as fiHlnd by Schubert and 
Tw('ed (this volume), the retarding cllt'ct of diversity on economic gfO\vth 
could appear in one rdativdy large impact. The higher the threshold the 
more explosi\'e the onset of problems should the threshold he crossed. To 
illustrate this point, assume a modest 10 per cent diwrsity threshold. ""hen 
ethnic minorities number below this threshold, the m,~ority does not ft,d 
threatened, and as a result, public altruism does not sufl('r; citizens continue 
co-operating to produce public goods, including redistributive welfare, other 
factors being equal. This provides some leeway lor a population to grow 
through immigration or amalgamation with other countries, in order to 
enlarge the market and boost economic gTowth; hut when diversity reaches 
10 per cent, the cost of adding an extra percentage point to the size of the 
minority can hecome significant if this small increase triggers a reaction to 
the whole II per cent. Based on :\1&Mc's data, at the mean ItTel of income 
the annual ratt' of economic growth would decline by 0.2 per cent. I!) This 
looks small, but it is about 10 per cent of what is considered a healthy growth 
rate. Using these figures, accumulated over 20 years, II per cent diversity 
would result in an economy being about 4 per cent below the level it would 
hav(' achieved if it had stayed below the threshold level of diwrsity. 
Accumulated over 40 years, the loss is about R per cent. These are largt' costs 
Illr the advantages, if any, of a I per cent gain in diversity. 

Counting on perpetual economic growth to ameliorate ethnic prohlems 
could produce a disaster in race relations in hard economic times if we accept 
l\l&Mc's finding that low income exacerbates ethnic friction. In this view, the 
relatively low cost of diversity (ix wealthy countries facilitates higher levels of 
immigration by demobilizing the ethnic opposition that would otherwise 
han' been expressed against it. Mobilized opposition, however. is likely to re
emerge should the economy go into recession and resource competition 
become more intense. Catastrophe theory provides a disturbingly good fit 
with this scenario. This is a set of mathematical methods 'used to study the 
ways in which a system can undergo sudden large changes in behaviour as 
one or more of the \'ariables that control it are changed continuously'.:!O As in 
the case of models in catastrophe theory, threshold dIects on ethnic nepotism 
inclicate that worsening dkcts on ethnic relations can come in sudden 
escalations of conflict, despite an economy declining in a steady manner. 
l\Joreover, ol1ee a society's level of diwrsity has surpassed some threshold 
lewl, such crises call only be avoided by maintaining peJvetual ecollomic 
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gro\\-th, Tht' system then acts like a pressure-release booby trap liahle to be 
detonated by any de,-iation fl'om economic ~rowth that significantly increases 
internal resource competition. Economist George BOl:jas:! I expresses a similar 
caution regarding high lewis ofimmigTation during good times: '1,,'lhat will 
happen \dlen the e('(momy hits a !Hunp!':!:! ~I&~lc 's analysis, when 
combincd \\-ith Schubert and Twecd's finding of a threshold en; .. ct, can 
thus he takcn as implying a SC'T),(' warning to thosc who recommend policics 
that would increase ethnic diwrsity during good times. The prudent time to 
increase long-term ethnic heterogeneity (slowly) is during bad economic 
times, \\-hcn the local population is most sensitin' to ethnic change.:!:; If there 
is little opposition to a gin'n change in ethnic composition at such a time, that 
changc is likely to he sustainable, e\"('n during fllturc economic dO\\"I1turns. 
,\n)" negatiw reaction that docs occur \\-iII be moderate because of the slow 
rate of change and can be ameliorated hy halting immigration and taking 
measures to imprm'e the economy. Such policies assume rational decisioll
making based on a \'alid theory of cthnic behaviour. Until now, the opposite 
has tended to occur, with dinTsity rising during good times ollly to he halted 
and o((en thrO\\"I1 com-ulsively into )'('n'rsc in times of war and economic 
contraction. 

\\T:I.F_\RE X\D ))(YERSITY 

I now turn to two connected social costs of diHTsity that are not adequately 
analysed by ~I&!\lc (or by E&L) """ wl'lbre and inequality. In their analysis of 
the welfare-dinTsity nexus, :\1&.i\Ic look at government expenditure 'as a 
whole' rather than at rt'distrihutin~ welf<lre spending. No wonder they find 
weak correlations with diwrsity, a filctor they admit is to be expected: '[Tlhis 
result could mask shifts in the composition of gOn'rnment spending between 
redistributive programs and procluctin' public goods.' This is precisely the 
point made by Sanderson in this volume in explaining why his focus on 
redistributive wdbre spending yielded a much higher negatiw correlation 
with ethnic din'rsity than did Vallhanen's (this "olume) focus on welfare of all 
kinds. 

:\1&:\ Ie arc ,I\\-are of Sanderson's and Vanhanen's cross-nationallindings 
on di"ersity and welf~lre spending hut dismiss them on the ground that they 
disagree with Schifrs:! 1 19gB model of sub-Saharan African \\-elfare spending. 
On the basis of this contradiction :\1&l\lc conclude that, 'loin halance, we 
have as yet no empirical tests of this proposition at the national leveL )"et the 
c"idence reported by Schifl' agrees \\"ith Sanderson and Vanhanen, because it 
is drawn II'om Easterly anel Lcvine's 1997 study of ethnic di"isions and 
economic decision-making in suh-Saharan AII'iea. This latter paper strongly 
supports the ethnic nepotism h)vothesis anel helped inspire this symposium 
(sec my target paper qlloled in Chapter I). ~lore importantly, the core of 
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Schill's paper is not empirical. He constructs a mathematical model \\'ithin 
which ethnic di\Trsity impedes economic rcli))']n by crl'ating greater dcmand 
li)r \\TII;uT and taxcs, :\ccording to the modeL poor economic dccisions 
resulting li'olll ethnic di\'l'rsity impo\'l'rish the economy and reduce all 
benefits, This is \'Cry dilkrent li'om finding that ethnic di\'lTsity is in 1;lct 
correlated \\,ith higher redistrihutiw welf;In', Schill' prescrihes a lewl of 
\\TII;IIT sullicient to co-opt disach-antaged groups, but again this is not a 
ckscripti\'l' statement. He belieH's that his modd helps explain why inter
ethnic redistrihution is rcsisted and rcsented in sub-Saharan cOllntrics, 
cntirely in agreement with thc target chapter, as well as Sanderson's and 
\'anhancn's analyses in this \'ohllne. 

Schiff is a poor choice of authority li)r casting doubt on Sanderson's and 
Vanhanell's results, since he is suspicious of diwrsity, and not ollly ill Ali'ica, 
In his \'ie\\" excessiw diH'rsity has beell a gro\\'th disaster in AIi'ica. These 
high diwrsity le\'l~ls are the result of colonial powers creating arbitrary state 
boulldaries that cut through some groups and fl>r(n) others to share the same 
state, Ethnic gnmps sharing a country will co-operate while they bdie\T that 
the distribution of income and \\'('alth among the groups is acceptable. 
HO\n~\Tr, cthnic inequality tends to induce the poorer group to demand 
redistribution, and the result is lack of co-operation that can escalate to opcn 
conflin, sccession, ami ci\·il war. :!,-, Schill' acknowledgcs that li))']ning larger 
political units creatcs economics of scale in the prO\'ision of puhlic goods 'as 
long as most pcopil' haw similar \'ie\\'s on \\'hat constitutes a puhlic good'. He 
continues thus: 

Howewr, if relations are dominated by loyalty to specilic ethnic groups 
and mistrust bet\\'{'en these groups, thcn limning (I(>rcing?) a larger 
cntilY comprising st",{'ral elhnic groups may generate puhlic 'bac)s' and 
losses li)r ('\,eryone im'ol\Td, .,. John Stuart Milll)('lit'wd thaI gnlUps 
\\'ho had a sense of being a 'nation' should han' a separate gOHTIII1H'nt. 
He states: '\\'here tht' sentimcnt of nationality exists in any li)ITe, there 
is a jll'illl([/(Icil' case fi»' uniting allmt'mbcrs of the nationality under the 
same gO\'lTnmcnt, and a g()\'t~rn1l1ent apart: And .,' ctllllico-religious 
problems among ethnic groups are not limited to SSA I Sub-Saharan 
,\Ii·ical. They are pn'\'alent in a number of republics of the li))')ner 
SO\'ict Cnion, ex-Yugos];\\'ia, Lebanon, :\Ialaysia, Sri Lanka, the CK 
and l1H)re.:!li 

Extl'l\ding Schill's analysis, onl' might add thaI mm'ing populations is 
eCIui\'aknt to l11o\'ing borders: both tlm)\\' cthnic groups together \\-ithin 
stall's, and \\'ith polt'ntially similar impacts on national cohcsion, \\'ell;uT, and 
t'c())I()l11ic decision-making. \\'hat the colonial pO\\'('rs did to Ali'ica, \\\'stt'rII 
l'litt's art' in til(' process of doing to tht'ir own countries \\'ith lil)('ral 
immigration policies. Loss of public altruism in these wealthy socielies is 
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likt'ly to accelerate should their economics sulll'r sig-nilicant rcvcrsals or if 
ethllic ri\'alry ignites for other reasons, 

))IYERSITY .\:'\)) I:'\EQ,l',\I.ITY 

Ethnic inequality is an importallt policy problem that is not considered by 
M&.Mc, whose analysis f(.>ruses instead on on-rail economic growth, Yet 
ethnic inequality is glaring C\Tn in the world's richest economy oftlw United 
States. 111 that country, blacks. Latinos, and Amerindians have sufkred long
term low economic status, and tht' ClllTt'ntlow lewis of unemployment mask a 
rise in the number of'workillg- poor'; individuals who have been forced to take 
low-paying jobs as a result or tilt' nt'w (reduced) \Velt~lre policies, or after being
retrenched as part or the 'downsizing' of corporations and exporting or jobs 
I I · I I 1" I' I II '>7 H k ,'>11 t lat la\T Il1creas('c t 1C pro( ucu,,)ty () t H~ economy O\Tra . - ac 'cr s-
1997 compilation of statistics on the distribution oJ\vealth in the United States 
ren'als growing inequality since the I 970s, coinciding with the rise in ethnic 
diversity after the liberal immigTation law of 1965 took em·ct. Between 1975 
and 1995 the median income f~)r mt'll ill the united States f('11 by 6 per cent. ~~) 
The share of aggregate household income rose I())' the best-ofl' 20 per cent of 
the country, Irom 43.2 to 4R 7 per cmt, but ftJI f()r the other 80 per cent of 
households.:lO Compared with other "'estern countries, the United States has 
by f~lr the greatest disparity betweell richest and poorest households.: l1 In the 
United States, the richest 20 per cent of people earn nine times the income of 
the poorest 20 per cent; in Japan it is j(>LIr times; in Germany it is six times. 
Also, inJapan, the poorest 20 per cent are about 50 per cent better oITthan in 
America, despite the latter country having a higher average income. In early 
1999, the average United States' corporate chief executive earned 326 times 
the income of the aH'rage l~lCtory \yorker, while in the 1960s, the multiple was 
a relatively modest 4.J.>l:.! Contributing hictors are the wide income difl'erences 
found in America, its poor \\TWln' system, and the poor quality of public goods 
such as primary and secondary education. Germany and Japan are much 
more successful than the Cnited States in combining economic growth with 
equality.:l:l Despite the sustained economic boom of the 1990s, the percentage 
of poor families in the United States did not dedine,:!i largely due to low-skill 
immigration, and since 1970 the percentage of children under the age of I g 
li\'ing ill poverty increased Irom I.j to 21 per c('l1t.:n The elderly were the only 
exception to this trend. Economic research links rising inequality in America 
since 1980 to high ratcs of inunigration from non-European developing 
economies, and to the strain this has placed on welf~tn· provision.:!fi Poverty 
among immigrants ol\\'Orking- age has risen li'om 14.7 per cent in 19BO to 21.3 
per cent in 1994, and :~6 per cent among the less educated.:!7 The problem is 
caused by high numhers of immigrallts and declining demand for low-skilled 
workers; factors that driH' do",n their wages. Low-skill native-born Americans 
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have also sulkrcd lI'om this growin~ divcrsity. Between 1979 and 1997, 
an-rage hourly wages of high-school drop-ollts has f~lllen hy 26 per cent, aller 
ac\iusting f()f inflation.:m BOI:ias cites lTidenct' indicatin~ that large-scale 
immigration, the m,~jor engine of growing din'rsity in the United States, was 
responsible f()!' about a third of the growth in inequality in that country in the 
mid-1990s, as nati\"(~-born workers lost about $133 billion per year in lowered 
wages?' The problem of ethnic stratification hy class is worsening despite the 
United States' decade-long economic boom. It would seem misleading to 
assume that boosting economic growth will nccessarily solve ethnic problems 
by blunting resource competition. 

Most social theorists, including the authors of the United States 
Constitution, consider inequality to he a necessary f('atme of a fj'el' society, 
given variation in indi\'iduals' capacity to accumulate ,,\'{~alth. However, the 
same theorists consider large inequalities to be invidious. Entrenclll'd 
inequality exacerbates class politics and reduCt·s public trust, as illustrated by 
the internet site set up by American trade uniolls where workers can compare 
their salaries with those of their employers. 1O 'Wekome to Executiw 
PayWatch a working families' guide to monitoring and curtailing the 
excessive salaries, bonuses and perks in CEO compensation packages.' 
Inequality is most invidious when ethnic groups are economically stratified, 
as occurs in the United States and in many other societies. \\'esterners are 
fiulliliar with the case of minorities being o\Tr-represented among the poor, 
hut minorities can also dominate ecollomically, as with ethnic Chinese in 
Malaysia and Indonesia and Hindus in FUi, or politically, as with whites in 
Apartheid South Africa. These are all im'idious /c)f)ns of inequality that foster 
social conflict. In \'\'estern economies, growing ethnic diversity is arousing 
opposition to the redistributive well~tr<, that helps keep inequality within 
toierahlc limits by ktting some of the new-found wealth trickle down to 
disach'antaged minorities. II Growing inequality increases the risk or ethnic 
conflict, and conflict depresses economic growth. Arc these not ingn'dients 
/(lr a vicious downward spiral once di\Trsity is great enough and should the 
economy meet with a seVCfe setback? 

THE COSTS OF GI,O!t\I./S:\1 

l\l&l\lc conclude that in considering policy implications It IS necessary to 
choos(' belween the dubious benefits of ethnic homogeneity (which they tag 
'solidarity') and the clcar hl'l1dits of economic growth. They consider ethnic 
solidarity so dubious in the way it reduces economic growth and promotes 
conflict that it is best treated as a punishable ·sin'. The aim should be to build 
larger and larger states llial maximize market size and hellct' (Tonomic 
growlh. Part of the f(lJ'Jl1ula is that ethnic mixing shoukl be promoted to 

redlHT the dinTsity Ihal illl'\·jtahly gencrates communal discord. In the past. 
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this approach \\"as widdy hdicYI·d to he the bcst means Ii))' maximizing 
cconomic grO\\"Ih whik maintaining cohesi\"(:, societies. and it has had its 
SllCCCSSCS in amalgamating c10sdy related groups. such as European 
immigrants in the Cnitcd Stall'S and ,\ustralia. Ho\\'e\Tr. the historical 
record or ethnic relatiolls indicates that assimilation is r.lr more dillicult than 
imagined by exponents ortl1(' 'melting pot'.I~ 'Ethnic groups then. eH'n after 
distinctiY!' languagt'. customs, and culture arc lost. as they largely \\TIT in the 
second generation. and ewn more fully in the third generation. arc 
continually rt'C1Tated by ncw cxperielKt'S in America. A man is 
conlH'Cted 10 his gTlHlP by ties of J~lInily and li·it'l1dship. But he is also 
cOllnectccl by ties of illlal',I/. The ethnic groups in ~e\\' York arc also interl'st 

·1'; groll/IS. ' 
~ l&~ Ie's poli(,y analysis also suJkrs li'om owr-emphasizing the cost of 

ethnic solidarity inter-group ('()]]J1ict to the exclusion of all benefits, ~Iost 
of the data rq)()rtec\ in this symposium indicate that ethnic solidarity also 
product's palpable goods. \\'hcn a state is relatiH'ly homogeneous. its 
l1H'mi>crs el~joy substantially hight'r puhlic altruism of \'arious kinds, 
including more gencrous wdl~uT. and reslllting in reduced int'quality, Thcre 
\\'()l]ld also seem to 1)(' real IWlldits in reduced crime and reduced risk or 
communal ('(mllict in tillles of national stress. such as ('conomic reccssion. In 
a 199H study, Donohue and Le\'ill II analysed mm-racc policing in I:H largc 
Cnilt,c\ Statcs cities li'ol1l 1977 to I q~n and lillllld that policing is mOl"(' 

dkctin' and lilin']" \\"hcn olliccrs are or tht' same etlmicity as suspects. \YIH'n 
a local polin' I()]'('c has 11I0J"(' olliccrs or the same race as the dominant race in 
a neighbourhood. property cril1lc is reduced ('\Tn though li'wcr arn'sts are 
made. The hcnefits or llUlllogcncity an' \lIOIT ('xt('nsin' still. 

Csing one of the same indin's or ethni(, Ji'actionalizatioll as us('d by 
~J&~k. ~Jauro 1.-. ('onducted a cross-llational correlational study and {(mild 
that ethllic diwrsity ('orrdatl's -- 0.:;:: \I"ith illstitutional dlicit'ncy. - (U"I 
,,"ith political stahility. - O.:W \I"ith bureaucratic dliciency. and O.:-ll \\"ith 
(,orruption (all sig-niJi('ant at the I pIT ('ent kn'l!, Sil1lilarly. E&L's cross
national study linds that relati\"(' hOl1logeneity ('orrelates \\"ith lowl'r rates of 
corruption. g-rcatc]" rule or la", alld Jl10re deJl1o(Ta('y. ,\ksina and Spolaore Iii 
dcn'lop all econol1letri(' model hased Oil these and other lindings in \\"hi('h 
rising d('Il1(}(Ta('y leads to se("('ssion or ethni(, millorities. Tht' ('on]](Ttion 
I)('t\\'('('n d('lI1o(Ta('y and S('('('ssioll implil's IIni\'(Tsal prdt'n']\('('s to lin' ill a 
so('iety ill \\'hi('h OIll"S own ethllie is ill tlw lIlajority alld Ji))' OIlC's ethllie to he 
selJ~g(;\'('rning. as sllg,l!,rsted hy .J.S. ~ Jill. "qllo;l'd aho\"(,.17 ,\ksina alld 
Spo!aon"s empiri(,al lindillg is that llOmog(']H'OIiS ('OIulIries arc gellerally 
I wt\er 1'1111 alld Jl10re prosp' TOil';. I:: I t is possihle that hOl1log-elleity has a 
posili\"(' and sig'lIiJi('ant dliTI Oil prodllctiyity gw\\'th,l'I .\ rde\"ant case ill 
poillt is Ihe l."nit('d States alld (;I'I"1I1aI1Y IwJi're tlH' Jimncr's sllrge ill 
p1'l)(\II('[i\'ity (ilH' to il1\'('stl1]('111 in i]lIi.rlll~lti()1l IITlllwlog'\', Durillg-the Iqq()s. 
(;''I"1I1ally"'" prodlll'li\ il\" g]'()\\th lias IIl1'n' Ihan 1\\'i('I' Ill;!t or till' l'lIil('t1 
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States. while maintaining greater equality and social scr\"icl's."ili There are or 
course other lilctors imul\Td. CS producti\"ity accelerated in the second hall' 
of the I 990s as large inH'stment in information technolog"y paid oiL taking it 
ahead of Japan and Europe as a ,,"hole. Some European countries are nO\\" 
inn-sting hem'ily in inlemnation technology"'») 

l\lany of the benefits of large market size can he ohtained through the 
den'lopment of li'ee-trade zones, such as the European Common 1\ larket and 
the North American Free Trade ,\greenwnt, \\'ith explicit or dejac/o limits on 
migration. As trade barriers come down, the economic rationale for 
maintaining large domestic markets "'eakens and aspirations for ethnic 
sdl:'determination become more feasible. European economic integration 
has coincided with a surge in regional separatist mowments in Britain, 
Belgium, Spain and Italy .. '):! !\lan)" small countries, lI'om Singapore to 
Sweden, treat the world as their market, and the notion that each country 
should striw to maximize its population to build a \iable home market is not 
only outmoded by contemporary economic practice. but by enlightened 
standards of ecological common sense. For practical pUlposes the notion is 
absurd and irresponsible. In contrast, ethnic federalisms in the pallern of 
S\vitzerland and European Union models, as advocated by Eibl-Eibeslddt in 
this volume, allow the joint benefits of a larger home market and relatiw 
ethnic homogeneity, the only limit on economic growth being dkctiw 
constraints on the free 1110\'('ment of human resources. E.conomists such as 
Dn"ze'-):\ and Alesina and Spolaorc'-') support the idea of ethnic independl'l1ce 
within the framework of economically integrated areas such as the European 
Union and the North American Free Trade Agreement. Aksina and 
Spolaore's model assumes minimal population mO\Tn1l'nt, a necessary 
ingredient of any arrangement designed to protect aspirations to m,uority 
status and control of historical lands. As one Indian commentator has argued: 
'The fi.'ars of minority groups cannot he easily dismiss('d; yet neither can 
those of multi-ethnic states. '" Hence the need to de\'ise (e)rms of association 
that supplement nationalism with self interest. The solution lies ... in 
lostering femus of economic association that satisl)' n,~~ionalistic expectations 
without weakening the existing political framework.'''') The combination of 
ethnic autonomy and economic integration - \\'hat Eibl-Eibesfeldt calls 
international multiculturalism - would allow relatively small regions such as 
Quebec and the Basque land to enjoy ethnic autonomy, minimizing the 
dysfunctions of di\Trsity while benefiting fi'om membership in large 
economic units. Indeed. Alesina and Spolaorc's model predicts that agitation 
le)r secession will increase with growing economic integration. Thus, the size 
of nations is expected to lilll as spreading democracy gin'S people more 
choice and as that choice hecomes more ft-asible due to l'conoJl1ic 
integration. Ho\\"eH'r. redistributive we!lim' across regions might not be 
one of those benefits, giwll the resistance to cross-ethnic redistrihution I(HlIld 
by sewral analYSIS including Sanderson, \"anhan('n. Buto\'skaya d al,. and 
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Schubert and Tweed in this \'01u\1H', AIesina anrl Spolaorc inciicate the same 
dli'('[, 

Thl' benefits of homogeneity are likely to be suhstantially reduced by the 
present style of globalism due to the latter's insensiti\'ity to ethnic aspirations, 
This becomes c\'ident if one ext(,nds :\I&:\lc's 'bigger is better' policy to its 
lo?;ical ('onclusion, a(,(,ording to which the present international system is 
economically submaximal. Sin('e. \\'ithin this \'iew, ethnic di\,isions anywhere 
in the world reduc<' owralleconomic dJI(,It'Il(,Y and average in('ollle, the best 
strategy is to dlssoh'e all such harriers in a fillly integratl'd world system in 
which the mon-mcnt of capital, material and labour IS governed purely by 
the criterion of profit ma:-imizatlon, with ot her \'alues, such as ethnic 
continuity and ecological sustainahility, allocated no weight at all. This 
amounts to praise Ii'))" the 'gT<~y unilclfInity' rd(Tred to by Eibl-Eibesfddt in 
this \'olume; the blurring and ultimate erasing of those international cultural 
and racial di~juncts that so enrich the human l~lI\1ily. It is no defence against 
this reductio ad nauseall/ to counter that such a global economy would, like the 
present United States, '1110\\' and promo!!' fi,lIl rights of cultural expression, 
The likelihood is that mixing of populations will occur on a large scale unless 
nations retain the right to police their hordl'rs, especially g-i\'en the steep 
economic gradients that abound in the world: and during the centuries 
required to crase or mangle tll(' worid's rich din'rsity of cultures, the result 
would he the endemic ethnic discord and incquality that characterize the 
l:nited States at the cnd of'tht' t\\Tntil'th century. 

EH'n if 'bigger is bctter' by strictly monetary and consUlnerist economic 
criteria, 'Ii In small rclat I\'('ly hOlllogelleous ('ountries, puhlic choices are 
doser to the preJC>rences of the a\Trag'l' individual than in larger, more 
heterogeneous countries' .. -'(; or as Barn),-,7 sllccinctly cchoes, 'small is 
Iwautifi.t1,.:>B The gencral poli(,y re(,ommendation that institutions should be 
more human in scale and slrU<'lun' is not nt'w. Sdlllmacher:") coincd th(' 
notion about the beauty of smallness in 1973, and the idea has been 

d d f' I ' I I' ' . hO propoun e rom t 1(' 1l10( ern ('\,0 uuonary perspectl\T. 
The c\'idence rn,il'\ved in this and other chapters of the present \'olullle 

strongly indicates that l'thnic di\Trsity adds a further dimension of 
strangeness to social relations, nmtributing- to the inhuman scale of modern 
society. Reduccd public altruism is but ont' aspect of a general loss of 
im'olwment in the community: inch-cd, of' a loss of communal sense. One 
more pie('c of' e\'idenc(' concerns the pubiic's experience in the large medical 
institutions that manage health care. Like othn large bureaucracies, the 
medical system is ofkn pcrcei\'('(l as autocra1 ic and paternalistic. For 
example, some do(,tors \\'ilI simply ,UIIlOU)HT a course of' treatmcnt rathl'r 
than consult with patients about ;\\'ailahlc options, A recent study conducted 
by medical researchers at.Johns Hopkins L:ninTsity ICHllld that regardless of' 
race, patients said that they Idt moJ'(' in\'ol\Tc! in the decision-making process 
when thcir doctors sharl'd their race or etllllicity.';1 The Ii:~clill~ of 
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participation added to patients' satisf;l("tion \\'ith mcdical cart'. The study \\'as 
extensiw, im-oh-ing I ,HOD adult patients and ti+ physicians in the Washington 
DC art'a. Thirty-six of til(' physicians wcrt' \\-hitc, ](i hlack, 10. \sian, and ~ 
Hispanic. The finding applied to patients fi-om all these groups. 

Ethnic homogeneity is an intrinsic good. Fishmanl;~ d(}()uently defl'nels 
ethnicity as a cohesiw f(lH"(, that conf('rs a scnse of belonging and augments 
indi\'idual identity, all the mort' important ill a secularizing age. ,,'estem 
intcllectuals han' traditionally dehunked ethnic-ity, ascrihed it to disruptiw 
and clisa(h'antaged I)('opks, and ,n-oidcd recognizing it in themsdves or in 
their own 'unmarked' societies. Ho\\'en'r: 'Th<: need to helong deeply and 
intimately to an t,thnic aggregate is a powerllli moti\'ation', and as a result, 
'ethnicity has moti\'ated mon')1wnts in all possihle directions of the political 
compass' .Ii:; Some of t hose· direct ions han' heen e!estructin" some 
construct in" hut the need to belong remains. Fishman notes: 

Ethnicity has always heen experienced as a kinship phenomenon, a 
continuity \\-ithin the self and within those who shart' an intergenera
tional link to common ancestors. Ethnicity is partly experienced as 
Iwing 'bon(' of their bone, flesh of their flesh, and hlood of their hlood: 
... It is crucial that we recognizc ethnicity as a tangihle, li\-ing reality 
that makcs l'\Try human a link in an cternal bond f)'om generation to 
generation irom past ancestors to those in the flllure. Ethnicity is 
experienced as a guarantor of eternity. Tht, feding of being related to 
others as closely as to brothers, sisters, parents, grandpart'nts, sons ane! 
daughters is one of the most powerful motivations of humankind. That 
feding simultaneuusly transcends death and promises l'ternallife, while 
tangihly demonstrating f~uJ1ilial roots, and perpetuation of the 
I· (;1 lllcage. 

In secular, anonymous mass socil'ti('s, shared ethnic identity is perhaps the 
only prown durable quality con{c.'rring on indi\-iduals this sense of f~uniliarity 
and belonging. Ethnicity prm'ides an illlermediatt' lewl of bonding hetwcen 
the warmth of the nuclear f~lInily and the coldness or modern society as a 
\"hole (let alone a hordericss world society). Shan-'d descent conft'rs emotional 
meaning on personal identity in a [1st-changing, relati\-istic social uni\·erse. 
The quest to understand f;lmilial and group origins is unin'rsal, exemplified 
in the adoptl'e's curiosity about, anel often longing f()J', biological pan'nts. 
The search f(ll' one's roots and the reclaiming or trihal social virtues are 
perhaps part of tlw 'self·actualization' that people undertake after ascending 
the material stages or :'.Iaslow's hierarchy of needs. Econometrians are 
already wid('Jling their definitioll of utility to im'lude sul~jectin' \'alllcs sllch as 
happiness and contentnwnt, finding that these arc not only afl(-c\('d by 
int'quality in material lTSOUITes hut by social andyolitical f~lctors sllch as 
cleoTt'(' or inclusion in comnlllllity dl'cision-makino-.h,' Buildin(r an ('()-alitarian M ~:-, ~:-, 
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national t~lInily has hl'('n a public good that some in the past have secn as 
worth paying Ic)f, such as Australia's !cHlIlding 1~lthers at thc turn of the 
twentieth ct'lltllry. Alii-cd Deakin, the architect or (-deration at the end of the 
ninete(,nth ccntury, belien-d that building a homogelH'OUS nation was worth 
lht' economic costs of fc>rt-guing chcap non-European lahour. -IT]hose 
sacrifices fC)1" the Illture or ,\ustralia an- little, and are, indeed, nothing whell 
compared with the compensating freedom fi'o\11 the trials, sulllTings and 
losses that nearly wrecked the Great Republic or the West Ithe Cnited 
S 1,1.1 • . tates . 

Even if one discounts slll~jecti\'l' ,"allies, there are ol~j(-('\i\T social and 
economic henefits ofli'"ing ill a filirly homogeneous society" Apart li'om more 
generous we)fitrc and accelerated economic growth based on smaller 
populations, there are such real \wneiits as reduced communal polarization, 
reduced group conllict, relatiw cas(' or consensus-huilding, and probahly 
reduced inequality due to more generous \Vdf~IIT and less (,thnic 
stratification. Homogeneity also in<:JTascs the likelihood of ethnic continuity, 
hoth cultural and genetic. lii 

Rummel'sliB 1997 study or pluralism and collectivc ,"ioknce across 152 
states from 1932 to 1982 finds that the degree of ethnic diVt'rsity within a 
society is related to the incidence of ethnic violenct'. Rummel concludes thus: 
'\\'e end up with two rathtT simple and ordinary measures "numhers of 
ethnic and religious groups,' 'The more ethnic groups in a state, the more 
likely it will have a high rate of guerrilla and revolutionary warf~lre, And the 
more religious groups in a society, the more intense the general ,"iolence. 
This is largely moderated hy the size or a statt~" Thus, the larger and older 
(counting li'om 19:~2) a state in addition to the more religious ~TOUpS, the 
more the general violence.' Rummel stresses that diwrsity is not as predict in
of collective ,"iolence as lack of democracy" However, diversity alone accounts 
fi)r 21 per cent of the ,"ariancl'. Csing another statistical approach, Rummel 
found that diwrsity explained 27 per cent of the ,"ariation (lil. 9). As Rummel 
notes, 'To he ahle to explain one fifth of the ,"ariation among all states in such 
intense violence as guerrilla and ci,"il wars li'om 1932 to 1982 is an 
accomplishment, and to do this with one variable the number of ethnic 
groups- is en-n more important. And the factor analyses show dearly that 
this is a direct rdationship, alter the dkcts or the correlation or other plural 
indicators, and political, social-economic, and cultural indicators havc heen 
removed. ,I'~l 

To put it mildly, ethnic heterogellt'it y tends to degrade 'social capital', the 
d . I I' "I" k' I (' . 71l I> 71 trust an commItment t lat an nate many "Ill( s 0 co-operatum" utnam 

argues that economic development is /ilcilitatcd hy social capital, and 
conducted a sun"ey of :'W,O()() ,\nwricans across -1-0 commllllities that 
identified ethnic c1iwrsity as a \ll,~jor depressor or social networks, trust, and 
H)\tmtcering. ,\ parallel argument with )'(-gard to lahour mobility is prcsl'llIed 
hy Schill~ 7:2 a \\"orld Bank economist. HI' produced a /cH'lnal moc"'1 and 
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supporting data to argue that trust and altruism arc public goods that tend 10 

be undercut by high rates of labour mobility. Excessivc mobility redun's tht' 
social capital ofJ~llniliarity and leads to social isolation, This analysis qualifies 
the classic cconomic model that puts no limits Oil tht' utility or labour 
mobility, Such mobility is assumcd to cOlltilllH' to increase elIiciency or 
resource allocation, parallel to the assumption that bigger economic'S are 
always Jwl\er. If Schifl' is right, howe\Tr, it can be countcr-productiw to 
combine ethnic groups to fl)J')l) c\Tr-largcr markets, e\TIl from a strict 
cCOJlOmetric Iwrspcctin', so long as social capital is I;l(,ton'd in, This 
econOlnic dysli.lllrtion or dinTsity is compounded by losses to the social 
\'alues or a sense of wdl-being and belonging, These values hm't' a sul~jecti\'(' 
side with robust beha\'ioural consequences, Schill' thinks his analysis has 
spccial rell'\',IIICt' to the United States, with its social f,'agnwntation and 
correspondingly weak social support structures (including 'higher crime rate, 
\\'eaker illterpersonal relatiOlls, and more isolation'). Americans han' gained 
material goods partly at tlw expense of squandering the social capital of 
ethnic unity, The issue is not whether matcrial security should I>l' (1))'('gone. 
but \\'lwt!H'r the country's social capital is in necd of lTnO\'ation, including 
measures to reduct' the rate of (~thnic change and attendant din'rsity, 

To conclude. ethnic c\i\-ersity within states is a II)J'('(' 11)1' indlicient 
eC())J(Hnic growth, That illdlici(~IH'Y takes the I(mll or slower growth I())' gin'n 
lTsourn's, including population, The ('(kl'l appears to he diminished I()!' 
\\'l'althy societies. bllt ethni(, di\'(Tsity presents potential hazards in thl' ('\Tnt 
of' ('('ono1l1ic downturns, ,\part li'om slowed growth, l'thlli(' di\'t'rsily ICllds to 
incur social ('osts or ethnic conllirt. inequality, and rl'duced public altruism, 
:\Iinimizing" dinTsity within slates (thoug-h not l)('t\\'(,(,11 them) would help 
achi('\'(' sustainable ('('onomi(' growth growth that is eflicient in achin'ing
both material and social goals and that is ('('ologically slIstainahle hy \,irtu(' or 
n'ducing- the n('('d (ill' ('\Tr-Iargrr populatiolls, 
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l:nin'rsity, ( :aml )rid~,': hllp:/ h",'",d~\ " )r~1 ('onllllunil\'slll'\'!'Y / n'sults, hlml, :\ larch 
:lOll I!, 1;-) pp, 
S, Kna('k and p, K,'ekr. 'DIl"s S()('iai (:apilal Ha\'(' an Econolllic l'ayoll:' ,\ Cross
(:oulllr\, In\'("ti~alion', (lJ./(/rll'l"!r }o/ll'lllll oj' F;(tJI/IJ/IIi(s, I 12, I, i 1 !Il)/i. pp, 1251 liB: se(' 
p, 12B2\ 
\\" Eastt'rly and R, Ln'ine, ',\/i'ica 's (;rO\l'th Tragedy: Policit's and Elhnic 
Di\'isions', (lJ.{({rll'l'(r }ollmlll (if'/:i'Ol/ll/l/i('.l, I 12 ',"O\'('mlwr 11)<)7), pp, 120:~ :)0, 
Tilt' I\\'() sludi(,s are ('(1I11pal'al>lI' I}('cause llll'y share onl' 1J1easun' or din'rsily, lhl' 
SOI'it'l ETH:\I(: indt'x, The sludies also us(' dilli-rl'nl lI1l'asul't's or din'rsily, hut lh,'s,' 
yield similar rt'sults, Till' period sludied is also lhe sallll', I !J()O 11)90, 
"', :\Iasll'rs, p"rstll1al ('oll1l1luni('ation, l:i :\ larch I !19!I, 
lust' Ihe an'rag(' or the populalion incn'aS(' neededlo olls,'1 10 Iwr 'Till din'l'sit\' al 
till' m"an incoml' kn'l ,2,:):> millioni, 
(.{I/IIhri{~~1' hid/iI/tit'/' I !JY.'i, 
I't'l'sonal "Ol'\·"'pondel1l'l'. I:) :\ lan'h I'I!I!I. 
,\,D. Smith, 'The 1')/lIIi( (JrZ!.til/,\ I!!'. \flliol/s (Oxlill'd: Basil filackm'lI. EHlIl), 
F. Salt,'r, ',\ Deli'nse and all Ex\('nsioll or Pi"I,]," \'an dt'll Ikrgh(,'s Thl'ory or Elhnic 
:\epotism·. in P . .Jallll's alld I), (;o('IZ,' I,'ds). 1:'l'ol/lliol/{I!l' 'l71l'O!')' {lild 1~'II/IIi( (.(iII/lirl. 
Praeger Swdies on Ethnic and "aliollal Id"lltilies (""'slport: Praegt'r, 200 I). pp. 
39 70, 
It is r"'('\'a1ll thai thl' C .. nll1l1l11isl Yugosla\' gon'mm"IIt ,'xac('rhatt'd "tlllli,' 
hitlt'rnt'ss hy Iransti-rrillg \'('\"'I1IH' li'Oln tilt' richer an'as or Slm't'lIia, Croatia and 
S,'rhia to poor. ethnically distinl'l art'as. esp'Tially Kos()\'(). all increasillgly elilnic
,\Ihanian prlll'inn' during this period (set'S, Ram!'t, ,\iltiol/tI/i.\/I( tllld N'dl'mlislil iI/ 
) ilglJ.l/lIl'ill l Bloomington: l'nin'rsity oflndiana Press, I !11)2 p, This example or ethnic 
dilit-rt'lIct' stilknillg resistance to redistrihution supports the analy,,'s olli-rt'cl in this 
\'ohllnt' hy Buto\'skaya I'f al .. Sal1lkrsol1. Sdml)('rt and '1\l'l'l'd, alld \'<Il1hant'n, as 
"'ell as Ihe n'S!'arch ci\('d in Salter's introductory cllapter. 
R,D. ,\11><1, J~lllIIi(i!l' ({lid Ra(t' ill Ih( l Xl. ("",,' York: Routlt-<Igt', Chapman & Hall, 
I !Hl:>l: R,D ... \llJa. 1:'tlllli( idl'lllitr: 'J71t' 7/'f11/.,fiJl'll/IIIio/l (!n' 7,il(' ,III/aim \Nt',," Han'll: Yale 
Fnil"t'l'sity Press. I !I!I()): F.K. Saltl'r. 'SI'X Ditll'l','IHTS in Cross-R,Kial :\Iate Choice 
in the CS: .\n E\'olutionar\' :\111(1<,)" Pap,'r IJI·,'sl.'l\l,'d at tlw 1!lth .\nnual :\1"t'lillg or 
tht' European Sociohiologi(·al Socil'ty. ,\lti·l'd l'nin'rsily. N"II" York, 2:1 21) July 
I !I!)t): Salt('\' .. .\ lklt'nse and an EXlI'nsion or Ethnic :\I'polism Theon". 
Knack and Ked;"r. 'Does Social Capital Ha\"(' an Emnol1lil' PayolP' p, 12B2. 
.\s stated hy \\" :\Ias\('rs. personal ("Ollllllllllication. Iii :\Iar('h 1!199, 
Din'rsity can increasl' in t\\'O ways: i I: hy a lIlinority rt'prndul'ing titst('\' than thl' 
11l,\jorily: or (2) through immi~Tatioll. III "itllt'r caSl" according \0 :\I&:\k as \\'1'11 as 
E&L. added din'rsity "'ill k,'ep ,'("onomic gnl\lth hel",,' the !en'l it \\"Ould halT 
gainl'd had the populalion illt']','as,' h",'n comprisl'd of lilt' sallll' or similar I'lhnicity 
as thl' majorily ,~roup. 
1:'/I',Tr/(}j}('(lia Brilt/l/llim I !I!)(l. 
GJ Borjas. 'll1Imigration, thl' ISSIII'-in-"·aitillg·., \iil' link 'fillll'.I', ""II' York, 2 .. \pril 
1(19'1, 
Borjas, 'Immigration', 1"1 Hlt illlll's: 'TIH' li,cal ("onsl''1Iil'n("(', of!)1ll" cnrrl'l\l !en'ls or 
immigration willl)(' ,,'\"('n' lifllll' ","1lIOl1lY d,·,'linl'sl. "'itliollt tilt' politicaIIJl'('SSIlI'l's 
ofl<mg 1l\H'mployml'nt lilli'S and hlldgl'l d,'licih. no\\' is IIll' lim!' to consid,'r ,,'Ill'tlll'r 
1111' ,'olllltry \\'Illlid 1)(' 1)('11 ...... II'II'ilh a dilli-n'l1t immigratioll policy .. , .. 
I.oll,e:-h'rlll ht'\('ro~l'IH'ity ,'ntail, ;0 slolI' ral,' of a"illlilation. Elhnic groups thai 
assimilatl' qllickl\' ,·an 1)(' intmtill'Td ill llull'h gl'!'alt'l' ,"olllnlt' than ,IO\\'-IO-assimilah' 
grollps. sinl"<' I'ollilict is Ie" lik..J~ 10 ariS(' allti ir il dOl's "ill n'soh"(' itsdr "ithin a 
generation 1)1' l\nl. 
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2.'i. SchilL 'Ethni(" Di"isions', pp. :~:iO I. 
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capita during the I !)!)Os than the Unitt'd Statt's. dispelling tIlt' popular lIotion that 
.\mt'rica has traclt-d equality IiII' rapid h,,·ol\"th. In tlw (It-cade to I 99!l Germany had 
Illore of hoth ("Thl' l~'rollolllisl, 10 April I !)!l!l, p. li7). 
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HI. :\1&:\Ic's analysis indicates that partition of multi-ethni(" stall's call dramatically 
impro\"t' material li"ing stalldards in addition to its many social henefits. This is 
shmm hy adapting ,,'. :\Ias\crs' st'lIli-hypothetical examplt- of Indollesia hased oil 
:\1&:\Ic's lindings (personal COlllnl\lIIi("atioll li'olll \\". :\Iasters. g ,\pril 199!1). 

Consider a hypotheti("al (,tlIlIltr\" of 100 million P('ople with Iwr capita innlllll' of 
S'2. WO and .'iO per ('cnt din'rsity du(' to the pn's('J\('(' of two t'qllal ethnic grollps. 
under tl\"o conditions: (I) l"tlntinlled unity: ('2) pea("l'iill partition in \I·hich two 
homogellt'Olls ("ollntrit's of eqllal size an' lill"llled. Below I estimalt' the elkct on pt'r 
capita innll1lt' o\"('r :10 \"('ars lill' tlIt'S(' two cOllditions. 

I. "'ith ("olltillllt'd ullity. tIlt' ('olllltry maintains its pn ("apita incon1t' of S'2 100. 
,) "'itlt partition. ('a("h of tlw 11\"0 111'11' n,lIions sll/li'l"s a n'dllctioll in dOlllesti(" 
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trallslates illlo a loss of S:ll-:iJiO per capita (I.OIl·Li to the :mth powt'r millus 
I = O.II·I times the initial Iewl of income). Howen')". there is also a gaill Ihllll 
tht' 1~t11 in diH'rsity Ihull :)0 to zero per Cl'nl. This gain is I.OOB to tht' :lOth 
pO\\'er minus I = o.:n. The inconw gaill is S6J.1l per capita. Deducting the los~ 
dut' to sma lin population leaH'S a lIet gain ofS:102.·[.t) per person. or almost I:l 
per cellt. 

This indkatt's that \\"hell organized in a non-destnlctin' manner. partition 
can product, smaller nation stah's that are n,'n'rtllt'less \\"('althier. ill agn't'nlt'nt 
\\'ith Alt'sina ami Spolaore's cross-country sur\'ey that ICHllld hight'l" economic 
alld political standards ill small homogeneous societies ('On the Numher and 
Size of Natiolls '). 
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li7, F, Sallt'r, Oil 1,{/lIIir IlIlfH',l/.1 (Franklilrl-am-:'Ilain: Peter I~lIlg, in pn'ss), 
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()9. Runlll1l'l, ihid .. analys('d a largc data st't on pillralism and colle('tin' ,'iol('ll('(' 

ass('lIlhl('d hy til(' latc anthropologist :'11.(;. Smith. 'I'll(' 1)(,ITcnt or till' population 
helonging to one ethni(, group (coded as ETHNIC) was the Iwst indicator of so('ial 
din'rsity. This lIleans that societi('s lIlm1l'ri('ally dominated hy one etlmic group art' 
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The Limits of Chimpanzee Charity: 

Strategies of lVleat Sharing in Communities 

of Wild Apes 

Linda F ilfarr/iant 

ABSTR:\( :T 

Two species of African apes (chimpanzee, Pan tmglorfvte.\'; bonobo, Pan pan isms) 
are the dosest li"ing relations of Homo sapiens. They live in communities of 
constant membership that subdivide for travel and foraging into parties of 
ever-changing constituency (so-called 'fission-fusion' social structure). Each 
community is male-dominated, with a strict social hierarchy, but kinship tics 
are strongest bet'vveen a mother and her ollspring; mating is promiscuous but 
conceptions are not. Both species hunt mammals and, at least It)r Pall 
troglor(vtes, meat is their most prized resource. 

Evolutionary thc-ory predicts that individuals act with their seU:'interest 
paramount, but hunters give a\vay precious meat, even to non-relatives. Such 
sharing networks vary across species, communities, and indi,·iduals. 
Chimpanzee males hunt monkeys, which they share with one another and 
with adult It-males, who pass on meat to their young. Bonobo It'males seize 
antelopes, and share meat with each other, but not with males. In one 
chimpanzee community, patterns of meat distribution changed when the 
most dominant (alpha) male was usurped by another. Such selective sharing 
appears to be strategic, in that it influences status and reproductive Sll(Tt'SS. 

In this way, it resembles the indirect (but effective) pay-oils accrued by 
human hunters in f(mtging societies, e.g. Ach(~ of Paraguay. 

Apes may have ethnicity, in that communities and populations show cross
cultural \'ariation, but its expression is limited by predominant xenophobia. 
Apes apparently lack wellare in any institutional or societal sense, but some 
goods, such as meat, are redistributed from 'haves' to 'have nots'. Such sharing 
may appear to be altruistic, but even if net benefit to recipient is established, it 
is harder to ascertain net cost to donor, e.g. giving away a surplus is no loss. It 
seems likely that all chimpanzee meat sharing is self-serving. 
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A Meat-Eating Vzgnette: Malzale Mountains National Park, Tanzania - Fall, 1996 

Nsaba gripped the red colobus monkey carcass, as Kalunde used his hands 
and canines to detach an upper limb. He stashed the meat in his groin 
pocket. His hands back on the carcass, Kalunde took more meat. Gwekulo 
looked on, her eyes darting from Nsaba's face, to Kalunde's prize, and back 
to Nsaba. Her lips formed a whimper face as she reached toward the meat. 
She uttered soft pant-grunts, pressed her face in an open-mouth kiss to 
Nsaba, and then she too, tore, off a piece of meat. The three sat in a tight 
circle around the carcass as others watched from a distance, riveted by the 
sight of the dead monkey and its consumers. 

Miya pressed her infant son against her belly as she approached the meat
eating cluster. She bobbed in submission, locking eyes with Nsaba as she 
uttered small squeaks of fear. Nsaba reached out a hand to reassure her, and 
she relaxed. He held the carcass while she removed the head, then she 
quickly retreated, taking the trophy with her to a nearby tree. Her son 
reached up to touch the head while his mother began to eat it. Close by, 
Pinky and her juvenile son, Primus, shared the ribs and skin that Pinky had 
secured from Nsaba a few minutes earlier. 

An hour later, Nsaba, Kalunde, and Gwekulo were nowhere to be seen. 
The monkey, too, seemed to have vanished - in bits and pieces, the carcass 
had been shared out. The smell of blood and gut contents hung heavy in the 
air, and flies buzzed across the leaflitter beneath the tree where the monkey 
had been consumed. Others continued to scour the ground for some prize 
that had fallen - a bone fragment, a scrap of tissue, some intestine. 
Youngsters scrambled away from their mothers to climb the tree in order to 
lick blood-spattered leaves. The orphan, Chelsy, looked on as Totzy used her 
index finger to poke through the debris on the ground. Now it was the 
gleaners' turn to search for remnants of the kill. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper will explore the behavioural evidence of meat sharing in two 
species of chimpanzee (Pan troglorfytes and Pan paniscus) and its relevance, if 
any, in considering patterns of human behaviour that bear on the distribution 
of scarce and contested resources. Its approach will be to use descriptive 
ethology and ethnography within the framework of evolutionary theory. 

First, a general outline of the natural history of the two species will be 
given. Next, a detailed, focused discussion will outline the evidence for meat 
sharing in chimpanzees and bonobos. This evidence will be evaluated in the 
light of sociobiolo~cal theory, especially informed by Trivers' interpretations 
of social relations. Finally, the limits and utility of these data with reference 
to human concepts of ethnicity, welfare and altruism will be examined. 
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Pall trogIOr(J'tfS 

1\lore than four decades of long-term field ohsen-ation have prO\-ided the 
scientific and lay communities with a wealth of knowledge ahout the 
chimpanzee (Pall trogIO(!)'tfS)_ '.! Research sitt's in Tanzania, Ivory Coast, and 
Guinea prO\-ide especially rich data on species' ,-ariability representatiw of 
cultural primatology, as described recently by l\kGrew_:1 

The shoreline of Lake Tanganyika, Tanzania, limns the \",estern 
boundary to the two chimpanzee populations that haH' been obsCIyed the 
longest. In 1960, Jane Goodall began what was planned to he perhaps a 
year's study of wild chimpanzees in Gombe National Park, then a gazetted 
n'sen-e of roughly 50km'2_ There, chimpanzee hunting was lirst seen. I In 
1965, Japanese primatologist, Toshisada Nishida, began a long-term prqject 
on the ecology and behaviour of chimpanzees in the Mahale Mountains, 
approximately I+Okm south of Gombe, but a considerably larger park, being 
1,613 km'.!.;; Both parks arc tropical, semi-evergreen, forest and woodland, 
and provide habitat for the eastern, or long-haired, chimpanzee (Pan 
troglor(Jltes _Idlweilifurthil). 

In f~lr west Africa, two long-term sites have provided more comparative 
data by concelltrating on a second of the three subspecies of chimpanzee (Pan 
troglor(J'ft's VertiS)." Since 1976, in Tai National Park, Ivory Coast, Swiss 
primatologist, Christophe Boesch, has documented the hunting skills of 
chimpanzees li,-ing in the tropical rain forest. 7 Also in 1976, Japanese 
primatologist, Yukimaru Sugiyama, began research on a small community of 
chimpanzees at Bossou, Guinea, who are encircled by villages of local 
agricultural people. I! These four sites, and many others, present a convincing 
case for the transmission across generations of population-typical, learned 
patterns of behaviour, or culture.!! 

A skeletal summary of chimpanzee social structure and organization 
follows: chimpanzee communities (or unit-groups, as described by Japancse 
primatologists) consist of groups of philopatric males and dispersing females. 
l\lorin et al. shmvcd that the resident males of Kasakela community at 
Gombe had a higher coeflicient of relatedness than did the resident 
females. III Adult males dominate fl~males, and males compete for rank 
amongst themselves; they form political coalitions to increase rank and to 

. If gam access to scarce resources. 
Aside from dependent young, an individual chimpanzee may be fi>und on 

any given day ranging alone, in a same-sex group, mixed-sex group, a 
"1 1"0 I 1'\ nursery group, or a commumty-'v\C e group. - ver t Ie course () t Iat same 

day, he or she may join up with, or leave, the other individuals who are 
nearby. This pattern is described as fission-fusion social organization. The 
concept is also applied to contemporary hunter-gatherers. 1:1 
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Chimpanzees know each other by sight and voice. 14 That is to say, each is 
a member of a community. When females emigrate at adolescence, they do so 
when they are sexually receptive and are therefore welcomed by males in 
neighbouring communities. The males protect the immigrant females from 
potential aggression by resident females, with whom the~ must compete for 
food resources for themselves and their future offspring. 5 

Male chimpanzees monitor the boundaries of their communities and 
respond aggressively when they encounter chimpanzees from neighbouring 
communities. 16 However, they respond differently if they encounter a single 
male chimpanzee, several males, or a sexually receptive female. In one well
documented case, the males of one community repeatedly targeted the adult 
males in a neighbouring community who were few in number. 17 The result 
was the extermination of those males by lethal attacks, and incorporation of 
the females into the aggressors' community.18 Thus, the chimpanzee is 
characterized as being xenophobic and having a closed social network. 19 

The kinship bond between a mother and her offspring is essential for 
physical and psychological well-being. Even weaned juveniles struggle to 
survive being orphaned.2o Ties between mothers and their young persist with 
adult sons and daughters, if daughters have not transferred to another 
community. Matrilineal kin regularly spend time in grooming sessions or 
other affiliative behavioural patterns. 2 I Perhaps the best known of these 
female lineages is that of the F Family at Gombe, where the matriarch, Flo, 
and her sons and daughters, provided much early data on mother-infant 
relations. In a fitting sequel, Flo's daughter, Fifi, is now the oldest female in 
the same (Kasakela) community. Fifi has borne nine children, eight of whom 
survive; one of her sons, Frodo, is the current alpha-male, and her eldest son, 
Freud, preceded his brother as alpha.22 

The mating system of the chimpanzee is often labelled as promiscuous, 
since females copulate with many males, and vice versa. This generalization 
fails to recognize several exceptions. Tutin showed that although female 
chimpanzees mated with many males, most of their conceptions occurred 
during consortships.23 That is, a single male and female travelled exclusively 
together over the period of maximal tumescence of the female's sexual skin 
that coincides with ovulation. These conception data signalled a larger role 
for female choice in paternity than would have been predicted by looking 
simply at overall mating frequency. Tutin also noted that males employed 
several strategies to gain copulations. The most effective, but the most limited 
strategy, was to be the alpha-male, who monopolized any females from other 
males. The least effective was free-for-all opportunistic mating, a strategy 
favoured by adolescent, elderly, and low-ranking males. Since 1995, 
researchers have studied chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes schweirifUrthii) at Ngogo, 
in the Kibale National Park, Uganda. This community is unusually large, 
with more than 140 individuals including 24 adult males, and approximately 
47 adult females. Given the demographic dimensions of this community, and 
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the well-known complexity or male chimpanz(~e social relatiolls, it appears 
that males /c>nn coalitions to mall'-g-uard. Thus, malt's Illay co-operate to aid 
each other in access to oestrous /t'males. ~ I 

Pall /)(lIli.rmJ 

[n contrast to the chimpanzce, in nature our knowledge or the bonoho, or 
pyg-m)" chimpanzee,:!'"' is more limited, as is the species' geographic 
distribution. Bonobos are lemnd only in the Democratic Republic of Congo, 
south of the Cong-o river. ~4i The two I1lcuor hehm'ioural field studies hegan in 
197+ with Nod and Alison Badrian working at the site of Lomako.~7 
Research at Lomako has continued, with periodic interruptions due to 
political instability?' The second long-term research site, \Vamba, was 
established bv Takavoshi Kano.:!!) The two sites diller in that researchers at 
Lomako ch(;se not' to provision the apes;:;o at \Vamba, honobos were 
routinely led sugar-cane at artificial feeding- g-rounds while obst'nTrs watched 
the apes /i'om blinds. 

Comparisons of the two Pall species yield interesting- similarities and 
ditlt'f('J1(Ts.:11 Like the chimpanzee, bonobo social organization is fission
fusion, with male philopatry and (t'male dispersal. 

However, bonobos haw a female-based social system despite their lack of 
kinship, and males are 1101 male-bonded, as co-operative, or as alliliati\'e as 
thcir chimpanzee counteq)arts. Although males usually outrank lemales in 
dyadic interaction, males cannot dominate females when ft~males Icmn 
coalitions, anel much debate centres on the extent of ft>male dominance 
beyond I(:{'ding contexts.:':! Indeed, J('maks who have a duiker carcass do not 
accede to male begging or to male pressure to share, or to gin' up the 
carcass. :1:1 

Inter-group encounters also dillt~r li'om those of P. 1f({t:/o{{l'/l's; bonoho 
communities art' reported to associate peacefully sometimes.:' I Like 
chimpanzees, matrilineal kin tics arc also strong, especially so between 
mothers and sons.:'~' 

The limetion anel variability of b0110ho sexuality is perhaps more widely 
described and interpreted than any other aspect of bonol>o behaviour. :Ifi 
Genito-genital (GG) ruhhing in fi.'male-female and ft'male-male interactions 
is conspicuous, as is It'male copulation during much of a «'male's interbirth 
intelTal. :17 

~IE.\T SH.\RI:\C; 1:\ I~L \. 

Goodall's hook. III Ihl' ,\'l/(/dOlt' f!/,\lal/, prO\'ides the first popular account of 
chimpanzees eating and sharing meat: 
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There was a Ii.'mal!' and a youllgster and they ",cre hoth reaching out 
toward the male, their hands actually touching his mouth. Presently the 
Ii.-male picked up a piece of the pink thing and put it to her mouth: it 
was at that moment that I realized the chimps were eating meat ... 
For tlm'e hours I ",atched till' chimps Ii.~eding. Da\·id occasionally let 
the Ii.-male bite pieces f)'om the carcass alld once he actually detached a 
small piccc of flesh and placed it in her outstretched hand.:m 

Here we witncss an oll-rcpeated scenc, olle that aptly demonstrates the 
social dynamics and nature of meat eating and sharing Ic)r the chimpanzee. 
Since Goodall's initial report, similar patterns have been described at most 

h I I . '\'j '1'1 f' I' I' ot er ong-term researc 1 sItes." H' components 0 c lImpanzee 11ll1tmg 
havc been detailed at Tai and at Gombe. Primatological interpretations of 
male Co-o\)cration at Tai \TrSUS individualistic strategies at Gombe are much 
debated. II This focus on hunting has led to a renewed interest in using 
chimpanzees in referential models of the dietary patterns of ancient 
hominids. 11 

Some generalizations emerge Irom comparisons of hunting by Pan 
lro,g/or/.yte.l' at Mahale, Gomhe, and Tai. 12 The major prey species is the red 
colobus monkey (Proc%bll.l' badills), accounting felr more than 80 per cent of 
kills at Gomhe and l\lahale.1:1 The probability of capturing a red colohus 
monkey increases with the numbcr of hunters; at Gomhe, if 10 or more 
individuals take part in a hunt, then it is ncar 100 per cent certain that a kill 
will he made. II Hunting is mostly a male activity but females do hunt and, 
depending 011 the fidd site, account liJr I H -29 per cent of the total kills. I:, 
Given that adult males sometimes steal or pirate fresh carcasses, these figures 
may be an underestimate of female hunting; but, once a carcass is in a male's 
possession, he controls access to it. In 24 such episodes at l'vlahale, 10 
carcasses were taken by the alpha male. Hi \Vhen multiple kills occur, this may 
draw community memhers together lor hour~· scvcn individuals were killed 
and consumed over an alternoon at Gomhe. II Hunting is seasonal, and gi\'t~n 
the ecological parameters of the lidd site, one can predict a marked increase 
. k d' d' . I f' I In m mon "ey pre at IOn urmg c('rtam mont 1S 0 t Ie year. 

Site comparisons also rcwal contrasts, including diHerences in the age 
class of the monkeys that are targeted. At Tai, more adults are taken, while at 
Gombe and Mahale, immatures (neonates, infants, and juveniles) are 
pre/t·rred. At Gombe, the idiosyncratic preferences of one successful hunter, 
Frodo, meant that immatures accounted Ic)r more than 75 per cent of red 
colo bus kills. I!! 

A comparable understanding of bonobo hunting patterns remains to be 
seen. This is not surprising, giwn the still low level of habituation achiewd at 
both \Vamba and Lomako, the use of provisioning at \Vamba, and the 
Irequent interruption of research at hoth field sites hy political instability. It 
seems that bonobos ignore monkeys as prey; instead, monkeys sern' as play 
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object! for bonaho< at """ , ite, Lil"n~.'" Oth<r dilk"nc" hav~ ~~rged: 
Ii"'t, the prdcrn,d pr"y 'pCCK~ for hono\x" arc .mal UKu t antd(>p<", 
Qp""Wp/"", ,pp., and ><coo<! , lhe hume"" poose,sor" and di>lrihUlon 01 
d\,iker meat a" females.:" 

Although a direct mmpari""" "f meat . haTing hI' ~h irnpan"c~, .. nrl 
honol>< .. is harnl'",,,J by UI< lack oflong-t<rm, detailed data [or honobu;, otl< 
('an aU<mp! .. qualitative de,niption of lh< two >p<ci<,' pattern, or , haring. 
'v1ahal . wiJl ""'" a. the excmplar far Pan Iroglr>d:fU.<.. with I.omal<o 
",p","cnting Pan """mus. 

Kno .... le~ o[ tht political .. btiom of mal e chimpanl.ee. and of tl .. 
__ "<."",iatcd ,rratcg;c' ofan alpha male~, ,<mrc and to main tain hi, p'''';tion 
come> l,om II .. Iong-torm dala o[ Ni'hida and hi, coll, ag"'" ,11 "lahalt 
Mmll1taim Kational Park, T an7 .• nia:" The mlltrru "r the can"._"<., and tlo .. 
'trah'gic , Ioaring ,J-meat in order to ",inforcc mak cualition partlH,r>, ,<rvi<e 
kimloip rda tiorl>, ot pro";,;o" ><xual partnet> aud d .. it oli>pring ;, e"i<knced 
in 'ru lt. lOr , haring-.;'; 'I'll ... rt,,", ~~rged from all analy. i, of data from 
llinc of th .. n .. aTly I,", yca,.. "f alpha , tatm hy a male nam .. rl Ntru<>gi_ Hi. 
"KTC'''''-, N,~ba, p"",iJ<. ~ u,dul compari.on of how kroer>hip chan~e 
and a,~e dij]e",\C~ modifY these rub. 

Alier ~ mo()kty or other prey ;" ol>tai()~d, the individual who comrol. the 
c~",a" (either having mack tn. capru"" 0.-, " , illg cIomillanct, having usu'P"d 
tne ca",a,,1 may be th .. r<>cu, "f a 'mcat-<'ating dU"CT, ___ th .. group of 
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chimpanzees thaI closely galhered around Ihe meat possessor to tah' or to 
beg li)r part of tlw carcass. "Mcat recipients" were defined as participants in 
such dusters who were pcrmitted to take a portion of the meat directly from 
Ntologi.':-' I Nishida deri\"(~d the li)llowing rult's for sharing meat with males: 
(I) Don't share with young males \,'ho are rising in the dominance hierarchy. 
(2) Don't share with til(' beta male. (:~) Share meat with non-threatenil~g 
middle-ranking males. (+) Share meat with older but influential males:"" 
Ntologi also shared meat with fin' il'males. One was presumed to be his 
mother, two other It'males were as old as his mother; tlw other two fl.'males 
had heen monopolized by Ntologi during their oestrus cycles and were seen 
as mothers of his current or lilture ollSpring. 

In l\kGrew and l\1archant's field season at l\lahak in 1996, Ntologi\ 
successor, Nsaba, 'broke' the second rule consistently, but in a manner that 
made political sense. Beta males arc often the likely indi\'idual to overthrow 
an alpha. During Ntolog-i's tel1ure as alpha, the beta male was Kalunde, who 
/i-om Ntologi's perspectin~ was a young male rising in the dominance 
hierarchy, i.e. sul~ject to rule number I. Nishida noted that Kalunde 
absented himself from meat-eating episodes whcl1 Ntologi controlled the 
carcass and he was nl'\'er secn to beg meat Ii-om Ntologi. 

By 199G, during Nsaba's tenure as alpha, the beta male was still the 
ageing Kalundc; but Nsaba's 1\1,~jor political threat was the prime-aged 
gamma male, Fanana. By I 99(), Kalunde was Nsaba's chief coalition partner, 
and so he now fitted rule ..J., whilt' Fanana, the challenger, fitted rule 
numher I. During our observations, it was Fanana who did not linger when 
Nsaha controllcd a carcass, nor did he evcr heg meal li'om Nsaba. This 
coalition between Nsaba and Kalund(' is also an apt demonstration of the 
flexibility and opportunistic nature of male chimpanzee coalitions.",I; 

Reports Ii-om Lomako in the 1990s by Hohmann and Fruth provided 
seven cases of predation on duikers and one episode of predation on an 
unidentified, squirrel-sized mammal..-,7 An adult kmale was always the 
'owner' of the meat. The participants wert' described by age-sex class, with 
no knowledge of relatedness, except filr presumed motlH'r-inf£l\1t pairs. 
Sharing of meat by ft'males was mostly done with other adult It'males and 
their olI<;pring. Occasionally, males shared in the meat; once, the ft~male 
owner let an adult female take meat directly fi-om the carcass, while an adult 
male sometimes took small pieces directly but also begged for meat hy 
extending his hand to the O\\'Iwr's mouth. One episode of sharing an adult 
dlliker lasted ft))· more than :1.5 hours, invoked a change of carcass 
ownership to another adult lemale, and was accompanied by GG rubbing.:-'/! 
In this lengthy episode, ' ... threl' inf~l\1ts had fiTe access to the prey and 
rel110wd small pieces fi'om the mouth/hand of their mothers or directly fi-om 
I ,-,I) . 

t 1e prey ... 
Given the admittedly small mlln her of cases described abow, it is dilliclllt 

to reach any linn generalizations ahout bonoho meat sharing, hut the role of 
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adult It'mall's appears to he signilicantly greater than that or the chimpanzee 
Ii.'male. It seems that when a chimpanzee fi'male makes a kill, her inl~Ult has 
equi"aknt access to a carcass. This seems likely. since chimpanzee mothers 
share with their inl~mts if they succeed in getting meat at a male-controlled 
meat cluster. How('wr. no adult !email' chimpanzee could resist the theli of a 
kill Ii-om any adult male. Bonobo ii'males are clearly not so constrained. 

,\PES .\S :\IO\)ELS 

To what extent does the behm'iour of African apes enlighten our 
understanding of human action? Or, more precisely, does knowledge of 
the sharing of meat by chimpanzees provide insight into the human social 
processes of well~lre, ethnicity, and altruism? A pessimist might dismiss the 
exercise on principle, arguing that human institutions are uniquely 
transcendent abO\T the natural patterns of 'lower' species. An optimist 
might adopt a 'try-it-and-see' approach and push opportunistically to sec 
how 1~lr apparent parallels might extend. In any event, can·li.ll, operational 
definitions arc important, if analysis is to extend back and fi)rth across the 
natural and social sciences. 

Ethnicity is a biosocial "ariable in that it may reii'r to the geographical 
distribution of organisms or to the behaviour that derives Irom that 
distribution. The two species of chimpanzee are al1opatric, that is, they do not 
overlap in nature, being separated by the physical barrier of the Congo ri\Tr. 
Thus, if bonobos and chimpanzees meet, it is only when they are artilicially 
transplanted hy humans to zoos or laboratories. DilTt:'ITnccs in their 
behaviour arc Iherei()re ullrnnarkable. as each species has adapted to 
dilTerent environments. in the hroadest sense. 

In contrast. chimpanzees and gorillas ollen lin' ,~")'lIlllatriml[J' in Ali-ira, that 
is, they may orcupy the same ii)\"l'sts. Any dilTerences between them cannot 
he due to environ111ent. at least at the gross level. Instead, through the 
principle of rompetiti\"(' exclusion, they ocrupy ditkrent ecological niches. 
These reHeet the long-term accommodation or compromise of the i()rces of 
natural selection that has evol\"(~d a situation of optimal balance between the 
competing species. Both types of ape eat fruit (and so compete), but larger
hodied gorillas also ronsume masses offoliage, while more agile chimpanzees 
hunt monkeys. 

:\Iore apt for comparison with humans may be subspecilir variation 
across chimpanzees. It is likely that the species was once distributed in a 
continuous dine across equatorial Africa fi'om the Great Rill in the east to 
short'S 01" the Atlantic in the 1~lr west. Recognizable di£krences exist if we 
sample populations in eastern, central, and western Ali'ira, but unless there 
has heen a break in gene no\\' caused by climatic or human alternation, the 
o\Trall picture is Ollt' of gradation, with no readily demarcated boundaries. 
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(Gene How in chimpanzees is limited hy xenophobia at the group level, hut 
individual females typically transfer to neighhouring groups at sexual 
maturity.) Eastern chimpanzees are smaller than the other suhspecies, but 
that difference likely peters out somewhere in Congo, where the subspecies 

.. I All' . hI (;0 merges mto Its centra . ncan nelg lOUr. 
Thus, the real difference hetween populations of apes appears to be 

cultural, not organic, and this is more akin to the usual human meaning of 
the term ethnic. Far western chimpanzees in the forests of the Ivory Coast, 
Guinea, and Liberia use stone tools to crack nuts, but chimpanzees elsewhere 
do not, even \vhen they han- the nuts and stones a\'ailable to them.'>! The 
non-westerners lack knowledge, not opportunity. In this sense, Ivorian apes 
are ethnically different from Tanzanian ones, both geographically and 
behaviourally. If we house them together artificially in a zoo, and give them 
meat, they must accommodate to one another, as meat-eating customs differ 
between Tai and Combe. Thus, ethnicity is not limited to human beings. 

If welfare is defined as the institutional redistribution of resources, leading 
to a more balanced overall consumption, thus reducing the differences 
between the 'haves' and 'han~-nots', then comparison with apes requires 
more definitional clarification. The key may be what constitutes an 
institution; a problem that may also apply to non-state societies of Homo 
sapiens. If a chimpanzee gi,'es meat to an ollspring, this seems little different 
from the same act done hy a human hunter. Neither need be labelled 
institutional, unless we choose to call such nepotism so. (Some might invoke 
here the institution of family as uniquely human, but the range of kinship 
structures shown by humans is mirron-d hy that of, for example, marmoset 

(') 
and tamarin monkeys.) ,-

\Vhen chimpanzee meat sharing within a community is compared with 
that of foraging peoples, the differences seem to he one of degree and not of 
kind. That is, results of such band-level welfare seem to function equivalently, 
even if the mechanisms dim-r. Howe\Tr, most humans nO\"" live in state 
societies. Redistribution of resources is done indirectly, via agencies, from 
stranger to stranger. Through extreme societal division of labour, proxy 
bodies requisition by democratic consent, not the resources themselves, but 
tokens, which may be transfi:mned many times. Such an anonymous system 
would mystify a traditional pygmy or hushman, much less an ape. 

Although chimpanzees in captivity can be taught simple token economies 
that lead to spontaneous sharing, as well as hoarding,":; it is hard to imagine 
how the hahits of our nearest relations, ('\'en with regard to their most prized 
resources such as meat, can shed much light on state-le,'el weH~lre. 1\,lore 
useful might be anthropological study of fi:mlging-level human societies 
undergoing rapid transformations imposed upon them by state-Ie\TI societies. 
For example, to what extent do ahoriginal peoples retain their egalitarian 
customs when the resource is predictable and sequesterahle, such as fi:)od 
('()upons instead of fi:)od? 
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Th(' most diflicult concept with which to compare humans and non
humans is altmislII. Formulation of the phenomenon diners both across and 
within the social and natural sciences. Honeybees commit the ultimate act of 
s('\f'sacrificl' in their suicidal stinging in c1e1i.'nce of the hive, but their 
behaviour is readily explained hy kin selection. The gent's that impel them to 
do so are shared overwhelmingly with their sister workers, all common 
offspring of the queen. At the other extreme, it seems logically impossible to 
pn)\'e altruism in ('\'('n the most extreme acts of human charity, for we can 
inlt'r sell:'seI'\'ing motiws, even if these arc deluded or unconscious. 

What can he done comparatin~ly is to apply optimality arguments to the 
I'OJlSfqUl'Ill'fJ ofheha\·iour. In basic terms,'; I if an individual acts at a net cost to 
itsell~ so that a recipient derives a net benefit, this is altruism. If that loss-gain 
outcome holds, having taken account of shared genes between the 
participants,';;-' then the conclusion of altruism is strengthened. Howen'r, as 
soon as the dimension of time is added, the possibility of reciprocity muddies 
the water: If I give meat to you today, how to square that with your giving 
meat to me tomorrow, next week, next year, etc. Even if a proximate 
currency (such as energy, time, risk) can be agreed upon to stand in place of 
the ultimate currency of genetic fitness .... a tall order . and even if all relevant 
costs and benefits can he computed, this says nothing about underlying 
processes. Such calculations ignore the motives or intentions of altruists, 
although most social science analyses make these issues central, e.g. studies of 
the development of 'pro-social' behaviour. 

No aspect of meat sharing by chimpanzees or bonobos can be deemed 
unequivocally altruistic. \Vhen relatives of either species, usually mothers and 
oflSpring, share meat, kin selection or inclusive fitness explanations will 
sullice. \Vhen male chimpanzees share meat with oestrous females, the sex
fClr-food swap is most parsimoniously explained as co-operative mating efTort 

both g·ain. If males share meat with mothers of young infants, this may be 
parental investment (hut paternity testing is needed). \Vhen adult male 
chimpanzees share with unrelated males, or adult bonobo females share with 
unrelated females, the pay-ofI~ may be the same: sen'icing of alliances, 
perhaps even from day to day, given the fickleness of some coalitions. The 
most likely candidates for altruistic meat sharing in apes are when older 
individuals share with unrelated orphans. The likely reason is reciprocity, 
sometimes with immediate return, e.g. I give you meat now, then you groom 
me when you haw finished eating. (However, in any or all of these cases, the 
donation of meat may not be altruistic, because it may not incur a net cost. 
Giving away a surplus is no act of generosity, especially if holding on to it 
means being pestered.) 

So what about meat sharing by foraging peoples? The received 
anthropological wisdom is that hunters in such egalitarian societies are 
altruists. Neither they nor their kin, consanguineal or affinal, ren'in' greater 
amounts of I11cat, and the rule sccms to be that all memhers of the group 
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recein' an equal share. regardless of their statlls or participation. ,\ccording 
to the textbooks. such a system persists tTen if some hunters consistently 
'o\'t'f-achie\"(~' and others contribute liltk or nothing. enT. 

Only one study of the ~\dw of Parag'uay set'ms to haH' looked d('eper.h1i 

In this tropical foraging society. good hunters benefit in indirect ways that 
translate into reprodunin' success. Such men han' more illicit sexual 
relationships. that in a society \\'ith natural krtility. translate into more 
ollspring !:ltlwred. ;\lthough their win'S and children recei\"(' no more meat 
than others, their children show higher slllyi\'orship, suggesting f~\\'oured 
treatment within the group. Thus, what looks to be altruism in good hunters. 
exploited by other group memhers, may instead he a succt'ssfi..l rcproductin' 
strategy. 

Similar arguments may apply e\'('n to indi\'idual acts in modern societies 
or to state-lew I processes that appear to be altruistic. Ewn the most bountifttl 
acts of bencJ:lction may not be philanthropic. gin~n the global \'isibility of 
benehlction. Consumers in statt'-le\'el societies may respond with cynicism 
when, e.g. Ted TUrIler gin's ,\\\'ay one or his hillions of dollars to tlw Cnited 
;\lations. 

Chimpanzees sharing meat Illay not directly shed light on altruistic 
we Hare across ethnic groups. hut our ape cousins may show us where and 
\\'hy such impulses or generosity emerged in our ancestors. 

,\( :J.;.:\( )\\"I.Ef)( ; E;\ I E:\TS 
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Selfish Co-operation, Loyalty Structures, and 

Proto-Ethnocentrisnl in Inter-C;roup Agonistic 

Behaviour 

}..\/.G. i'flll ria /)('JIIII'II 

,\BSTR,\( :T 

Thc prescnt papcr dcals with hm\' and \\'II\' loyalty structures and group 
idelltilication (proto-dhnoccntrism) C\'(lh-C ill thc COlltt'xt of intcr-group 
agonistic hchm'iour and Illale HTSUS Ji'male transl!:'r in primates, social 
carni\'l)J'cs, dolph ills. and early hominids (all social and 'hrainy' specics). 
Rathcr than 'aggrcssion' hm\'!'\'!'r conceptualized Van (ieI' Dcnncn's 
I !)9~ I in\'('stigation of the cWllutionary origins of inlt'r-grollp conniet in social 
carni\'()ITS anrl primatcs idcntified (a) the capahility to limn polyadic 
coalitions (seilish and opportunistic co-operation \\'ith mon' than one 
conspeci()c) as the neccssary pre-condition, which in turn required (h) 
sociality; (c) ~lachia\'('lIian intclligence; and (d) group territoriality and proto
ctillloccntrism, Proto-ethnocentrism is supposcd to imply sOllie kind of group 
identity. i.c" the ahility to recognizc in-group n-rSllS flut-g'J'(lllP nWlllhers, to 
discriminatc Iwt\\'('cn these categorics, and to prdi .. n'ntially treat in-group 
nWl1lhers to posit in' reciprocal (altruistic) inh'ract iOlls such as protcctioll. 
llepotism, and sharin).!; ofresourccs. The papcr outlines the phylogenctic and 
socio-ecological principles gOHTning group JiJl'lllation, in-group altruism. 
out-group antagonism, ami intn-group ag()l\isti~' I)('ha\'iour. 

L\TER-( ; ROl'l' ,\( ;O:\ISTIC BEH,\ \ 'IOt'R d, \Il, 

In i\sian colohincs, group home-rangt' sizes fi)!' some spl'cies typically o\'('rla» 
and hoth inter-group tokral\('(' alld aggression han' I)('('n OhSlT\,(,(1. ~ 
Genuinely tcrritorial primatc and social carnivorc spccies, IHl\\T\Tr, typically 
rescnt tcrritorial intrusion and/or violations or their territorial inte).!;rity: they 
indulge in what Van (ieI' De\1lwn (I !)9:,)) has called Inter-CrOlip ,\~ollistit' 
Ikhm'iollr, or 1,\\3.:: 

Illter-group alld illtt'r-nllJllllllllity agollistic behm'iour has hlTIl dcscrihnl 
ill the lilll<m'illg spccies Crahle I): 
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Tabir ! O.!: The Extent oL\nimallnt .. r-Group and Intt'r-(:ollllllllllity AWHlistic Bl'h'l\·joul'. 

Turdllirtf.\" .\"lfualllil'fjl.\" (Arahian bahhler); 
(;al/il/II/a lIIortinii (Tasmanian lIalin- hell); 
TUD'iojls /rIIl/m/II'\" (bottie-llosed dolphin): 
1I1'/((lta/I' ullr/u/a/a (dwarf:l1longo()s('); rim 
SlII7m/a .\"lIrimlla (slt'nder-taikd Ilwnkat): 
O/aria '!)'/"IJ/lia (southern sea lion): 
(;a::.el/a /:. /:It~el/a (Illountaill gazdk) Ifm 
Crow/a (rom/a (spotted hyena): 
Cal/is /11/111,1 (\mlt): rim 
I,r((/OI/ /lir/lI,1 lupilll/s (Capt' hunting dog): (jill 
1'(m/llera Ico (Iioll): 
.J(''IIOI!rr /(")'lIarlllm,I/.illba//I.\· (("h(,,'tahl; 
l..rlllur mila (ring-tailed lemur); (jill 
Lrlllllr /htlrlllllr/Jitkll.l· (brmYII kJ11l1r): * 
HI//m/flllllr g11Sf//.1 (grey gentle leilltll); 
Propi/III'm.\" l'frrl'all,\i (white or \','rreaux's sililb): rim 
II/dri il/dri (indri); * 
Sa,ttlliulls illlilerator (emperor tamarin); 11111 
Si{ttllillllSJit.l'ci(OI/;1 (saddlehack tamarin); (jm 
,""a.ttUiIlUS 1I!l's/a,1 (moustached tamarin); 
Calliabu.l· moloch (dusky titi monkey): 11m 
(;a/liullUJ lorqlla/lls (yt'll(l\\'-hllnded titi IlHlIlkey): * 
Saillliri ,Iciurflls (squirrel monkey): 
.. J/ouatta jil.l"ra (hrown howler I1HlIlk"y): 
.,J/ollalla I)(II/iala (mantled howler monkey): 
J/oualta .mzjcu/us (rt'd howlt'r monkl'\'); II III 
Celiu!; apel/.(l (hrmm or hlack-nlpped or tultt'd capuchin): * 
Cehu.l a/biji"OlI,1 (white-fi-cmh'd ('<lpu('hin); * 
Cehll.\ ((l/llirillus (white-11KI'd capuchiJl): 
Cl'hu.l O/iI'flCfU.I (wedge-rapped ("apuchiJl): 11m 
Aleles he/zebu/It ([Iong-hairedj spider monkey); 
Brad!)'te/e.l arar/moide,1 (muriqni or woolly spidt'l' lllonkey); * 
l.llKlltltrix /agol/lJidw I[ Humholdt'sj woolly monkey): (jm 
P/'e.,·~"ti.l jSfl//1/opithem.f/ filM/us (gray or Hanllm<In or Ceylon langu .. ); 11m 
Pl'e.l~J'ti.,' /Trac/!)pifhl'(l/.I"/ jO/lIIii (~ilgiri Iangur); 
Prrs~),tis pi/eata /Tmd!J1Iithe{/1s pi/fallis/ (rapped langnr): 
PH's/!)'ti.1 aiJ/ata ITrar/!,jJithe(l/s ai.rtatlls/ Isiln'l'(ed) leaf monkey or llltong); 
Pres~),tis SfIIfX ITrad!J1Jit/IfCU,I' 1'I'fIlIIl,)/ (pllrpl('-f~\("ed langllr); 
Pres/!)'/i.\' a)'gu/a ([Sunda Island] leaf lllonkt'Yl; 11m 
Pre.ll!"ti.\' potl'll::,ialli (~[t'ntawai lang-ur): 1'/ III 
CiJ/obus /Pmc%bll.l! badiu.\' (n'd ("olobus): 
OJ/obll.\' guere::.a (black-and-whitt· ('olohus): Ulll 
(;I'r(o(I'/III.I /lflIJ/IO(('bu.\'/ a/Ii(w'll({ (crested or grey-cheeked mllllgahl'Y); 11111 
Cf/'mpit/II'(I/,I /(.1dlJI"IJrebu.l/ aethio/ls (\"I'I'\'<'t); II III 
C('f(()pitltecils (/.\'((/lIill,1 (I'edtail lllonk,'Y): II III 
Certopithml.lllli/is (gllt'llon or blue monk,'y); IIIll 
(."rm/lithet'lls 1I~!i/fflll.1 (1)(' Brazz<l's monkt'yl: * 
J/io/Jilltf(uS ta/a/JlJill (talapoill); * 
l~~l'/ltmrl'lill.\' /)(I/a.\" (paws monkey); IIIll 
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Tllhlr I (J,I: Continued 

/'a{lio h(//l/ad~TflJ (hamadryas or desert baboon): 
/'ajiio ~'J"/11('(,/II/(/IIIJ (yt'lIo\\' or sa\'anna baboon): flm 
/'a{lio alillhiJ (oliw haboon); 
/'a{lio I//'.I'il/II,\' ('hanna baboon): 
.1/1I(,lIm./(tJ('imlal'iJ (kra or long-tailed or crab-eating macaque): 11m 
.Ilat'l/m./it,I'I'a/1i (Japant'st' macaque): 11m 
.I/II('(/m 1111/111/111 (rhesus monk!'y): flm 
.1I11({/({/ radia/a (honnet macaque): * 
.1I11((/({/ ,~rlml/II,I' (harhary ma('aque): 
J/II('(/m /ltihr/lIIlll (Tibetan ma('aque): flm 
I!rfObll/f,\ IIII' (white-handt'd gibhou): fllll 
I{rloba/r,\ /dos,l'ii (Kloss's gihhon): li'm 
I(J'fo/JII/r,\ IIgilil' (agik or dark-handed gibhon); 11m 
f(dobll/I',\' lIIoloch (moloch or sih,t'ry gihhon); 
J(r/obll/r.\' /Jilfll/II,I' (pilt'ated or capped gibhon); li'1ll 
i(rloba/fJ ('~'I'IIIIII/(/frlllgll,\) ,~]'I/da('!I'fIl,\ (siam<lng): 
(;ol'if/a g, IWl'l'IIgri (mountain gorilla): 
I'all Illil/i.Cl/.\' (honoho or pygmy chimpanzet'); * 
/'1111 /1'I~!tIO(!I'/f,\ ((comlllon) chimpanzee), 

I.f,~flld: 

* = Ag-g-r('ssin' illt('r-I-,'l'ollP ('II(,Olllll(TS an' r(,port(,d to h .. ('xtn'mely) rar(', 

li'm ~ BOlh S('X('s, or maillly li'lIlale" a('tin'ly parti(,ipate ill th .. ('ollilin kirk i,!/m), 
III hra(,k(,ts I I th(' 'p('('i(" lIalll(,' a('('ordillg; to th(' n'(,('lIt primal(' taxollomy hy (;1'0\'(" (I !I(I:l), 
For r"'i'l'('I1(,(" ,(,(' \'all (ieI' \)('1111('11 (I (I');):. 
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Among social carniH)rt's, a number of group-territorial spccies show co
ordinated lethal attacks. In wol\'(~s, f:unily-bascd packs occasionally im'ade 
ncighhouring packs' territories, attacking residents. l\.Iech I {(>und that intra
spccific conflict accounted for 43 per cent of deaths not caused by humans. 
Among spotted hyenas, \\'hi('h, like \volves, live ill family-based, territory
holding groups, intruders into a dan's territory are likely to be attacked and 
killed, and smallel' dan subgroups patrol the territory boundaries, 
confl"onting other ·patrols'. Neighbouring dans sometimes engage in pitched 
hattlcs over ('arcasses of prey that one or the other of the groups has killec\.'-' 

The fc)llo\\'ing obs('I'\'ations pertain specifically to the nOll-human primate 
spccies in the table. 

\. The m~iority of species in which lAB has been documented belong to tht' 
primate order. The inter-group bchm'iour of primates is cxtrcmely 
\'ariahk hoth int('r- and intra-specific and ranges fi'om \'t'I)' relaxed 
amI 'peac('ful' to lethal raiding. 

""hen t\\'O or mor(' groups of primates meet, tlw resulting heha\"iour 
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may rang(' li'om comple\(' lilsion of the groups (HO amagon ism), or mutual 
a\'oidance, \'ia bluning and intimidation, threats and displays, lights and 
chast's, to outright killing,l; . 

In most primate species, conflicts bet\\'t'cn groups are rare, 
:\'eighbouring groups generally a\'oid each other. When groups spot 
one another, the group most e('('ent ric in relation to its home-range is 
generally the tirst to rcllTat, or, if a dominanCt'-subordination relationship 
exists among tht: groups (SCI' 1)('10\\'), the subordinate group retreats,7 

,\s a rule, most primate ag'Onistic group t'nCOlll1tcrs are of thc 
'ritualizt'C1 c(mtact' type, in \\'hich iltiuries are rare and hardly serious, and 
f~ltalities \'irtually unknO\\'n,:: Among primates, l'xc\usi\'t, use of space is 
generally maintained by (a) site attachment; (b) site-dependent aggression: 
and (c) acti\'(' ddt'nce of (exc\usiw access to) an area's resources by 
adn'l'tisement and/or e\'inion of intruders (territoriality), 

III (,'allil'fbll,l //IO/Ildi. spacing bet\\'t'en groups is maintained by site
dependent aggression: the probability that a group will attack, rather than 
m'oid, anothtT group depcnds on the site at which the encounter takes 
place, In this (and other) spt'Cies, that probability is 10\\' at the centre of til(' 
group's own range. increases the ciostT the group is to the boundary, and 
then drops 011' rapidly as the boundary is crossed, The outcollle of an 
aggressin' encountcr therc!<)l'(' \'aries with locality, Each group is more 
aggressin' and thereii:>re displaces other groups more easily when it is 
within its own exc\usin' area, Groups are most aggressin' dose to. hut on 
their own side oC the boundary: a 'doughnut'-shaped aggression field() 
that results in tht' dear definition and n'infi.)J'ccl1H'nt of the cOIl\'('nlional 
location of the bounelaries, Typically, chasing OCClll'S, hut physical contact 
is rare, The ordinal positiolls of dominance among groups (see helow) are 
thus contingent upon their positions Oil a central-peripheral axis across 
I ' III t lelr ranges, 

2, Communal ddt'Jl('(' of territory against conspecilic intruders seems to he 
the most common manili:station or lAB in primates and social 
carniw)res,1 I In capped langurs. malt'S appear to use inter-group 
encounters as a means of clt-fcnding their 0\\'11 It'ma\es while gaining 
access to thost' of other groups,l:! :\Iate deft'nn' ,1Ild the exploration of 
new breeding opportunities appear to he important functions of inter
group conflict in other primate species too, 

:-l, For some primate specics, agonistic inter-troop or inter-community 
('nCollnttTs may he highly attract in' (at least I(H' some indi\'iduals, mostly 
young maks), 1:1 anel confrontatiolls may be act i\'dy sought and provoked 
(which suggests intrinsic moti\'atioll: they s('cm to he 'spoiling II)!' a fight} 
According to Poirier. I I a \'tTy in\('resting It'atun' or colohine (genera 
CiJ/obll.l' and Pn',I/!)'li.l') agonistic inter-group encOllllters is the I~lct that they 
han' readily a\'ailahk means or <l\'oiding such contact. 

In many Old \\'orlel sl)('('ies. sub-adult anel adult males are ill\'()ln'd in 
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these skirmishes. On the other hand, it has hecome increasingly clear 
lately that female involH'ment in lAB has been systematically under
estimated. l\lanson and 'Yrangham ):-, state: 

Among humans and chimpanzees, males are actively im'olved in 
inter-group aggwssion whereas females are largely limited to a 
supporting role. This low level of involvement hy ft.-males is unusual 
among primates. For example, among rhesus macaques (Jlacaca 
IIllllalta) at Cayo Santiago, 'violent inter-group squabhles... were 
marked hy sustained fighting in line formation... 2 20 animals 
faced ofl' with individuals of an opposing group and reciprocally 
lunged, hatted, and growled... participants in the line were most 
often adult females and 2- to 5-year-old males (i.e., juveniles and 
sub-adults), (Hallsfllter 1972). II; . 

In primate species defending territories, and those characterized hy 
male dispersal (or female philopatry), female hostility toward other groups 
and co-operation in inter-group aggression is common, and may involve 
both resource deft'nce against extra-group females, and, more or less 
collective, antagonism toward migrant, potentially infanticidal, males. 
Female antagonism toward extra-group females also occurs in some of the 
social carnivores. 

In monogamous primate species (e.g., Hylohatidae Igibbons!), ft-males 
may be as aggressively participating in co-operative territory defence and 

I · .. I 17 I' . h . d ot ler mter-group mteractlOns as rna ('s. n prImate speCies c aracterIze 
by female dispersion, in which the females transfer to new groups, on the 
other hand, females tend not to participate in aggressive inter-group 
.. '11 III mteractlOns: e.g., gOrI as. 

Female im'oln'ment in inter-group aggression has been proposed to 
depend 011 whether resources that limit female reproduction are 
dett~nsible through co-operative action. In such 'matriotic' species, I!) 
only females are committed by birth and temperament to the fortunes of 
their troop. Accordingly, species in which females co-operate may be 
expected to be those with ft~male philopatry. This hypothesis was tested by 
Manson and \Vrangham (1991).:!O Their data indicate that It'male 
philopatry and female participation in inter-group aggression are indeed 
correlated (;(2 = 8.26; <l> = .76; P < 0.0 I). Female philopatry also appears 
to be associated with female participation in inter-group aggression in 

• • "1 • .,., 
SOCIal carmvores such as spotted hyenas- and hons.--

4. '''hen home-ranges overlap extensively, the aggressiw defl'l1n' or a 
particular resource may be mon~ costly than the simple an)idanet' of other 
groups. In such cases, inter-group competition is otten llIediated by the 
rdatin' dominance of the groups im·oln'd. This results in a definite linear 

.) .. 
group dominance hierarchy ren'aled hy approach-retreat ('ncounters.-·· 
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Little is known yet ahout bonobo inter-community encounters. 
Smaller I()raging parties normally avoid larger ones. \Vhen encounters 
occur the)" appear mildly antagonistic, ranging from peaceful mixing in 
the horder area, non-lethal fighting (no observation has been made of 
participants killed in inter-group fights), to dashes sometimes leading to 
hloody woune!s.:! I There appears to hl' inter-gToup dominance attenuating 

. • .>') 
agolllstlC contacts.-' 

5. Concerted action and scollting Ilt'hm'iour of group males seem to indicate 
a 'consciousness or belonging'?; Especially in relation to human 
ethnocentrism and xenophohia, it is particularly interesting that in the 
non-human primates generally as in humans . intra-group cohesion and 
inter-group hostility may he correlated.:!7 

R,\IDL\(; VERSl'S PITCHED I\.\TTLE: THE CHL\IPX\ZEE \'ERSl:S 
THE II.\I\O().\ 1.\1\ P.\TTER.\ 

[n the primates' group-antagonistic behaviour, morphologically, two more or 
less distinct patterns are discernible: (I) a pattern resembling the 'pitched 
hattie' with parallel Iront lines, mutual threats, sorties and chases, resulting in 
none to few casualties (and much 'sound and fury'), as described most 
impressin'ly in baboons (the baboon jJatlem); and (2) a sneak-attack pattern, 
involving stealth, silent male patrolling, intentional and lethal attack on 
Cjualitatin'ly and quantitatively \veaker victims (often solitary and lemale), 
accompanied by unusual crudty and fITIIZY, more resemhling the human 
raid- and amhush-t}'pt' of war!;lf(" exemplified by the chimps of Gomhe (the 
(himjJanzee jmttem). The latter (called 'lethal male raiding' hy Wrangham, and 
I the non-human equivalent 011 'gmocide' hy Diamond:!:;) is peculiarly unique 
and confined, as far as is known. among non-human primates, to this species. 

It secms that the particular social organization, cogniti\"(' capacities (and 
other psychological 'pre-adaptations'), as w('11 as. possibly, ecological 
circumstances of increased group competition, havc facilitated de\'(~lopn1t'nt 
of a close parallel to human raiding in the GOlllbe chimpanzecs. The human 
male, evidently, has hoth patterns at his disposal. All the other descriptions of 
lAB in the literature can be understood to be \'arious mixtures or 
comhinations of these two idiotypical patterns. 

The pitched hattlc pnwicks a striking parallel betw('('Il primates and 
humans. In humans too. pitched hattle is the //'([.1'1 bloody and lethal li>rln of 
primitiw \Var/~\f(' (olien hoiling d()\m to a Ii:\\' dyadic duds), amI 
simultaneously the most clamorous, \'()ciliTous and emotional spectacle, 
ahundant with magnificcnt display, sl)()\\'ing-olr of superb callistht'llic skills, 
and torrents or \Trhal insults and obscenities; in short. an exccllent shOlt' I!l 
jh'o(i(J', cnding as soon as thc lirst casualty has occurred. It also appears to he 
the most ritualiz('d, regulated and cOIl\'Cntionalized limn or \\,<lrl~lre. The 
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main difli.~n'I}(T, of course, is that in baboons it is often the result of a chance 
encounter between groups, while in humans it is more onen than not 
pn'meditate~l an~,.rrt'-arranged (even the identity of the casualty-tn-he may 
be pre-ordamed).-· 

\Vrangham and Peterson descrihe the cacophonous skirmishes of the 
primate 'pitched-battle' pattern as fi)llows: 

In some monkey species the fight escalates to where a group of I~males 
lines up as a tight phalanx, 'warriors moving shoulder to shoulder, 
snarling and lunging and screaming at the opposing phalanx only a It'w 
inches away. Battle lines Ic)rm and re-Icmn, isolated encounters occur at 
the edges of the main action, and the troops may fight It)r an hour or 
more until exhausted or until the weaker yields?) 

The goal in these lights over land or status is merely the opponent's def(~at 
and withdrawal, not the opponent's physical elimination. Note that the 
hattie-line lormation or phalanx, in primate as well as human warriors/ 
soldiers, probahly results from each individual trying to have its vulnerable 
flanks protected, as .'I·urney-~ i~!~ suggested as ear~y as 1949.:1). • 

In the 1970s, pnmatologlstS' - reported on the mter-commumty relatIon
ships of the Gombe (Tanzania) population of chimpanzees, especially 
episodes of what Goodall literally called 'primitive warfare'. Goodall 
describes several such lethal male raiding episodes in some (gruesome) 
detail. 'It seems,' she states, 'that we have been observing a phenomenon 
rarely recorded in field studies - the gradual extermination of one group of 
animals hy another, stronger, group.' \Vhy, she wondered, would the 
aggressors attempt to kill, maim or injure their victims instead of merely 
chasing them away? Both Goodall and colleagues and Bygott emphasize that 
the males actively seek out agonistic interactions with the adjacent 
community during- their patrolling. Soon afterwards, Nishida, as well as 
Itani,:n observed similar !"rroup antagonism in chimpanzees, which was 
described by Itani as a 'skirmish in a war'. On the patrolling behaviour of 
some 'warrior groups' Itani also reports that 'they looked as if they were 
aiming lor the l)t>st chance of encountering another group', or as if they were 
looking for an opportunity to 'hunt down' conspecifics and inflict fatal 
injuries.:1 ) Furthermore, the attacks were all characterized by 'unusual 
hrutality and persistence',:!'> and the observers could not escape feeling that 
the aggressors were 'intentionally' trying to kill their victims. As Itani phrased 
it: 'antagonistic interactions of a group versus an individual, or a group versus 
another group, l.f.lith the intenl to kill, is peculiar to chimpanzee society'. :11; 

Interestingly, these inter-community encounters involve mostly males. 
Females (usually while in oestrus) sometimes accompany males OIl patrol, hut 
they do not typically initiate 'hostilities,.:17 Another intriguing observation is 
that the intense excitement shown by the aggressors during and after the 
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attacks rather easily "spills owr' into huntil1~ and killing other primates (red 
colobus or young baboons), which mi~ht suggest that at least in some 
instances similar moti\'ational mechanisms may be im'olwd in both 
intraspecific \'ioicnce and interspecific prcdation.:m Both Ghiglieri and 
Alexander:;!1 speculate that the raiding strategy may be a patterII common to 
the h uman-chimpanzn"-bonobo (H U C H IBO) dade. 

Unlike gorillas and orangutans, males of the chimpanzee-bonoho
human dade retain their male o(Jspring predominantly, Ii\'(' in dosed 
social groups containin~ multiple kmales, mate polygynously, restrict 
their ranging to a communal territory, are cooperatively acti\'e in 
territorial de/I:nce, and, apparently, when a neighbouring community 
\-wakens, the males of some communities make a concerted strategic 
effort to stalk, attack, and kill their rivals as do men. 

Especially, the combination of male-male co-operation, "proto-etllllocentr
ism', group-territoriality and fl~male transkr has been singled out as the 

. I" (' I I I' . I III startmg conc ItIon or et 1a II1ter-group \'\0 encl'. 
Perhaps species with a more elaborate cognitin' make-up need extra strong 

group demarcations, the strength of which must be somehow related to the 
species' a(J(~ctiV(' system. l\hybe chimpanzees, like our own species, have very 
strong imaginations (schemata or mental representations) ofwf and th~l' (,proto
ethnocentrism', or what Kawanaka called 'a consciousness of helonl,.,ring'). II 

Besides the general, more elahorate cognitive make-up, there may be 
highly (content) specific cognitive nwchanisms involved, \"hich would also, at 
least partly, explain why 'war-like' inter-group conflict is actually so rare in 
mammals in general, and primates in particular. One should not lose sight of 
the fact that, despite the impressive list or species which do, thousands of 
other species do 110/ have "inter-group aggression' in their behavioural 
repertoire, In a similar \'ein, Tooby and Cosmides I:! ha\'t~ reasoned that the 
distribution of war in the animal kingdom is limited by the same factor that 
limits the emergence of the multi-individual (polyadic) co-operation on which 
war depends: specific cognitive pre-adaptations, and a distinctive coalitional 
psychology. !\lore generally, the similarities between chimpanzee and human 
kthal male raiding seem to suggest a common c\'olutionm), background. n 

SOCIO·ECOLO(;Y: :\I.\KI:\(; SE:\SE OF IT ALL 

Can we make sense of: and bring some order to, the apparent din>rsity of the 
inter-group behavioural patterns in the non-human primates and in the other 
species we have encountered? The most daring attempt in that direction is 
the socio-ecological approach as developed by 'Vrangham, Van Schaik, Van 
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Hoon: and Cheney, among many others, on the ultimate caust's of' primate 
. I' II sOCIa Ity. 

I. Primates (organisms in general) are considered to heha\'(' as if they were 
maximizing their reproductive sllccess (RS), and to compl'te 14»" n'sollrces 
necessary to achiev(' this 'aim'. 

2. As scramble competition (also called 'exploitation competition') and 
contest competition (also called 'exclusion competition' or 'interllTence 
comp<'lition') can occllr within social groups as well as ht'tvn'en social 
groups, Ic)tlr main types of competition ought to he distinguished: Within
Group Scramble (WGS), Within-Grollp Contt'st (WGC), Between-Group 
Scramble (BGS), and Betwt't'Il-Group Contest (BGC). All f()tIr types of 
competition can be present simultaneously in one species, but my loclls 
here is BGC competition. The main eonditions giving rise to contest 
comp<'lition within as well as between groups are: (a) resources in short 
supply, and (b) the defensibility of access to thost' resources. The f;lctors 
limiting the reproduetive sllccess of males and ft~males tend to be dif1t~r('nt, 
howevcr, due to the strong asymmetry in parental investment. Conse
quently, males and females compete Il)r difIt'rent resources, and the 
competitive and co-operative (alliances, coalitions, bonding) isosexual 
interactions, as well as male-kmale bonds, are expected to reflect these 
diflcrt'nt interests. 

3. Predation pressure largely determines sociality versus solitariness, while 
distribution and monopolizability of food resourct's largely detennine the 
competition regime. Predictable and defendable resources are conducive 
to contest competition within and between groups, while abundant, non
dumped, undef{~ndable food resources are conducive to scramble 
compt'tition (i.e., competition in terms of efficiency of exploitation). 
\Vhen kin-based alliances or ft~males increase access to f<>od patches, 
females are expected to remain in their natal groups and co-operate with 
kin, and to form hierarchies of nepotistic 'matriarchal clan systems'. They 
are also expected, as the resident sex, to be hostile towards (females (1) 
other gToupS, in proportion to the economic defensibility of the home
ranges, and to participate in inter-group conflicts as ferociously as males, 
or even more so. As males may aid females in dominating other groups, 
aggression toward extra-group males is expected to be less sevt'rt' than 
toward extra-group females. Similarly, monogamous species are predicted 
to defend home-ranges aggrt'ssiveJy. 

+. The competition regime largely determines tilt' distribution and 
organization of females. In those species characterized by It'malt' 
dispersal, It~males are t'xpt'cted to avoid agonistic inter-gToup interactions 
and 110t to participate in home-range ddl'nce. The inter-group behaviour 
of males, on the other hand, should primarily involve the deli'nce of 
females against extra-I,,'Toup males. 
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5. The distribution, or~anization, and reproductive competition of males 
are determined largely by the distribution, organization, and mono
polizability of ft~malt·s. When BGC competition is important, group 
mt'mbt'rs are expected to form a large alliance in order to imprO\"C 
their competitiw ability as a group. This generally implies a more relaxed 
and egalitarian \VGC regime; otherwise subordinates might eitht'r 
rdrain from taking risks in inter-group conflicts, or even defect to another 
group. 

In addition to food, males are expected to compett', abow all, over access 
to females. \Vhether this competition takes the 10rm of scramble or contest 
competition is determined principally hy the distribution in space and time of 
oestrus females. If females live in compact groups, access to them can be 
monopolized, which resuits in kmale defenct' polygyny (either one-male 
groups if the females can bt' guarded or Ilt'rded eflective\y, or e\st' multi-male 
groups). If the home-ranges in which the females liw, or the rcsources to 
which they are attractt'd, can be ddt~nded effectiwly, this giws rise to 
resourct' defence polygyny. In these situations, intrascxual selection will 
favour contest vigour and dimorphism in males. If monopolization of females 
is impossible (females actively resisting being monopolized or choosing a 
diversity of mating partners), males may form either a monogamous bond 
with a single female (most often in the f()rm of exclusiw consort relationships 
with a fertile female), or engage in scramble competition polygyny, in which 
case natural selection favours sperm competition. 

The male reproductive competition regime largely determines the 
'politics' of males, the genesis of (opportunistic) coalitions and support 
strategies, co-operation in hunting and inter-group conflict if present, the 
sharing of prey, and the fl.lJ1rtional analogy to human 'fraternal interest 
groups' in chimpanzees. 

Malt' philopatry becomes an option when female contest competition is 
relaxed, and therefore the pressurt' on femalt's to be philopatric is low. This 
situation is expected to facilitate the fc)rmation of preferably kin-based male 
alliances ('fraternities'), which deft'nd access to a territory and to the females 
attracted to it. Such a co-operative rt'source defence polygyny thus depends 
on restraint in within-gToup competition (especially sexual tolerance) in 
combination with co-operation in between-group competition. The 'wars' 
(lethal male raids) betwcen chimpanzee communities may therefore be 
viewed as male reproductiw strategies in which coalitions of males increase 
their territory and tht'ir acccss to females li"ing 011, or lured to, that territory. 

In contrast to the 'matriotic' primate societies structured around female 
coalitions and matrilines, primate communitit's organized around male 
interests 'naturally tend to follow male strategies and, thanks to sexual 
selection, tend to seek powcr with an almost unbounded t'nthusiasm. In a 
nutshell: Patriotism breeds aggression. ~lales have evolved to possess strong 
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appetites Ic)r power because with extraordinary power males can achieve 
extraordinary reproduction.' 1:-) 

\Vrangham, and subsequently van Hoolf and van Schaik, Iii reason that 
coalitions and alliances are expected only where there is a potential Ic)r 
contest competition, be it lelr lelod, felr salety. or for matings. As van Hoolr 
and \'an Schaik put it: 'In contest competition lor limiting resources, primates 
cooperate to impro\"t' their competitiH' ability', 17 while de \Vaal III has argued 
that coalitions of chimpanzee males are more opportunistic and Machia
wIlian, and more purposdlilly competitive and violently aggressive than the 
retaliation- and sympathy-based coalitions of chimpanzee fc.'males. It has also 
flTquently heen pointed out that post-agonistic reconciliation behaviours 
wi/hill a number of primate groups are pre\'alent, but that aller iTlter-groujJ 
conflict (generally more \'iolent and lethal), reconciliation is absolutely non
existent, reflccting the dose to distant kin dimension: 

TIlt' ambiguity ht'twt'en the nccd for a macro-coalition of all males in 
intergroup conflict, and the need lor each male to participate in smaller 
coalitions in intragroup conflict, may have stimulated thc evolution of 
the remarkable strategic manoeuvrability of this species as it requires a 
balancing, at two dim'rent lewis, of the pros and cons of competition 

d ·1'1 an cooperation.' 

Young males of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursio/J.\· tnmeatus) arc even capable 
of 1<')I"Ining 'second-order alliances' or 'supercoalitions' IClr the purpose of 

I· I II I' . I' I I' . I ;() stea IIIg ane sexua y monopo lzmg young ema es rom f1\'a groups." 
In a 1992 paper, Harcourt and de \Vaal drew the I(lllowin~ conclusion 

regarding co-operation and confiict: 'IAlt one level of analysis, the Illllctional 
Ien'I. the leyel of pay-oO;; or consequences of action, the processes occurring 
in animals and humans scem very similar ... all lauthorsl ar~uc that 
indi\'iduals cooperate le)r the mutual ael\'antages that cooperation can hring 
in inter-~roup competition ... .'.-, I In the samc volume, Har('()urt'-):! pointcd 
out that 'Iolnce one animal uses coalitions as a compctitivc strategy, the other 
nH'mhers or the society have to do so too if they an' to competc efl('ctivC\y'; 
and this process is irn'\Trsibk and escalating. Once humans began to use 
social co-operation as a principal means of comp!'lition, so too, argued 
Alexander in Dal7('illi.l"111 ((lid Humall ,Vlain,:,:l they began to compete socially 
not only as indi\'iduals hut in coalilions of e\'('ry imaginable size and \·ariel),. 

The intricacies and complexities inH)h"t'Cj in polyadic coalitions within, 
and Iinct' , stealthy, raiding-type coalitional competition \)!'I\Vcen, groups 
may also hmT established a positi\T Ic'edhack I<~op with social and 
1\ lachimTlIian intelligence, and 'proto-ethnocentrism'."' I 

In order to maximize their mating opportunities, male coalitiolls do not 
attempt to monopolize It'males directly. but indirectly, by means of the 
mOllopolization and 'conquest' or territory. A positiH' li.'edhack loop or 
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escalating intensity would then be estahlished hetween successful conquest of 
territory, elimination or competitor f.,rroups hy means of intimidation or 
\'iolence, and the development of the male 'gangs' into true 'warrior 
coalitions'. The amazing cognitive and am~ctional make-up of the 
chimpanzee might, then, partly be a spin-ofr or this ongoing c\·olution. 

There is an astounding similarity to the situation among humans. The 
clen'lopment of social structures, in which men join in discrete solidarity 
groups (fraternal interest groups), is regarded as a condition that favours the 
development of bellicose tendencit's.~'; Otterhein and Otterhein~(i showed in 
1965 that in humans, fhlding is most likely to den~lop among exogamous 
patrilineal groups with patrilocal post-marital residence. This arrangement 
ensures that closely related males will remain co-resident or live contiguously 
for life, while ft'males are exchanged among \'arious patrilineages or 
patricians. Otterhein and Otterbcin characterized these groups as 'fraternal 
interest groups'. 

U;n;\L\TE EXPIX\"HIO:\S OF CHt"tP.\:'';ZEE '\\''\RF,\RE' 

Chimpanzees, like humans, are conspicuous for their 'hunting and predatory 
behaviour',:;7 and, like humans, they are highly ethnoccntric-cum-xenopho
bic.'iH From ~he individual-I(TcI-o/:'selection point of view, according to 
Bygott's 1979;)~' analysis, the chief advantage of collective territorial defence 
to a male chimpanzee is that he need he involved in very few potentially 
harmful confrontations with competitors fi'om other communities, A group of 
males is a more powerflll deterrcnt to intruders than a single one, since a 
group can inflict a severe or lethal attack with minimal risk to its members. 
There/ore, 'By merely accompanying other males on border patrols (which 
can be combined with foraging), an individual male can help to maintain his 
continucd access to a large numher of fi.·males. This model implies that there 
would be strong selection /()r males to be rapidly aroused to attack strangers, 
particularly males, on sight.' 

Goodall(iO herself explains the chimpanzee proto-warfare in terms of the 
idiosyncratic pattern of chimpanzee territoriality and pre-adaptations 
common in chimpanzees and early humans. Granted that destructin' 
warfare in its typical human form (organized, armed conflict betwecn groups) 
is a cultural de\'e\opment, it nevertheless required pre-adaptations to permit 
its emergence in the first place. The most crucial which Goodall identifies are 
co-operatiw group living, group territoriality, co-operatiw hunting skills, 
weapon usc, and the intellectual ahility to make co-operative plans. Another 
basic pre-adaptation, according to Goodall, was xenophobia: an inherent 
fi.'ar of~ or aversion to, strangers, expressed by aggressiv(, attack. Early 
hominid groups possessing Ihese hehavioural characteristics vv'ould theore
tically haH' been capable or the kind or organized inter-group conllict that 
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could have led to destructive warfare. Chimpanzees not only posses, to a 
greater or lesser extent, the above pre-adaptations, but they show other 
inherent characteristics that would have been helpful to the dawn warriors in 
their primitive battles: 

I. If the early hominid males were inherentlY disposed to find aggression 
attractive, particularly aggression directed against neighbours, as (at least 
some adolescent male) chimpanzees appear to do, this trait would have 
provided a biological basis for the cultural training of warriors. 

2. In humans, cultural evolution permits pseudospeciation (term coined by 
psychiatrist Erikson). In its extreme form, pseudospeciation leads to the 
'dehumanization' of other groups, so that they may almost be regarded as 
members of a different species. This process, along with the ability to use 
weapons for hurting or killing at a distance, frees group members from the 
inhibitions and social sanctions that operate within the group and enables 
acts that would not be tolerated within the group. Thus it is of 
considerable interest to find that the chimpanzees show behaviours that 
bear strong resemblance to, and hence may be precursors to, 
pseudospeciation in humans. First, their sense of group identity is strong; 
they clearly differentiate between in-group and out-group, between 
individuals who 'belong to us' and those who do not. This sense of group 
identity is, Goodall claims, far more sophisticated than mere xenophobia. 
The members of the Kahame chimpanzee community had, before they· 
split, enjoyed close and friendly relations with their aggressors. By 
separating themselves, it is as though they forfeited their 'right' to be 
treated as group members - instead they were treated as strangers. 
Second, the patterns of attack strikingly differ from those utilized in typical 
intra-community aggression. 'The victims are treated more as though they 
were prey animals; they are "dechimpized".' 

Diamond6l wondered why these chimps are such inefficient killers 
compared with humans: 

Chimps' inefficiency as killers reflects their lack of weapons, but it 
remains surprising that they have not learned to kill by strangling, 
although that would be within their capabilities. Not only is each 
individual killing inefficient by our standards, but so is the whole 
course of chimp genocide. It took three years and ten months 
from the first killing of a Kahama chimp to the band's end ... 

Two further aspects of chimpanzee behaviour are of interest in relation to 
the evolution of behaviour associated with human inter-group conflict: 

I. In the chimpanzee, as in humans, cannibalism may follow inter-group 
conflict. 
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2. Chimpanzees appear to possess the cognitin> sophistication which is a 
prerequisite for the genesis of (l11e/()I: they are capable to some extent of 
imputing desires and kelings to others, and they are almost certainly 
capable of If.~e\ings akin to human sympathy and empathy!;:! 

Another category of explanations centres on a cost/bendit analysis of 
chimpanzee proto-warf~\re. Several primatologists (for example l\lanson, 
Peterson, and \Vranghamt' 011<-1' explanations based on the notions of 
'resource alienability' and '(im)balance of power', determining the cost/ 
benefit ratio of the behm'iour: (inter-group) aggressin~ behaviour has come to 
be viewed as a tactical option pursued when assessment indicates that it will 
he cost-dlcctiw, or, in other words, when the benefits sufficiently out' .... eigh 
the inherent costs. The cost of severe aggression by chimpanzees appears to 
be unusually low, hecause, in contrast to the situation in aggression by other 
primates, chimpanzee victims art' immohilized. This prompts the hypothesis 
that lethal attacks are promoted by an imbalance of pO\wr. Specifically, 
unrestrained attacks on opponents arc I~i\'oured merely because their cost is 
low. According to this hypothesis, long-term social bonds facilitate the 
formation of co-operatively attacking subgroups, and variation in subgroup 
size reduces the cost of damaging aggression to altackt'rs with sufficit'nt 
numerical superiority. The hypothesis predicts that (I) the cost to the 
aggressors will be low, (2) attacks will be restricted to occasions of 
overwhelming superiority, (3) potential "ictims will attempt to travel in large 
subgroups, and (4) attacks will occur whenever the opportunity arises. 

In sum. evidence supports two infiuel1ces on inter-group aggression by 
chimpanzees. First, attacks are lethal because where there is sufficient 
imbalance of power, their cost is ncg-ligible. Second, attacks are a male and 
not a li'male activity because males are the philopatric sex. 

The relationship between male philopatry and predominantly male 
participation in inter-group aggression is explicable as /ollows:';-I across 
primate species, male philopatry is closely associated with male-male co
operation.';C) Chimpanzee social organization probably t'voh-cd II'om a system 
in which both sexes were solitary because of the high cost of It'eding 
competition. l\lales then became able to trm·el in pairs, although this was still 
in/i'rior to solitary travel as a fi)\'(tging strategy.fifi But because singletons were 
then necessarily subordinate to pairs in mate competition, selection began to 
f~l\'our male gregariousness. Bonded males compete more dkcti"dy than 
solitaires, so males Icmn bonds whlTlTer the ecological costs of bonding are 
not prohibitive. Wrangham and Peterson's concept of the 'party-gang 
species' /lts this theory.';! 

Theoretically, the ultimate hene/it of inter-group aggression among 
chimpanzees is expected to be increased acccss by aggressi\'(~ males to 
reproductively ,-aluable kmaks, "ia either incorporation of neighbours or 
encroachment on the territory or neighbouring males. 
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Given the chimpanzee evidence, Manson and Wrangham68 propose that 
imbalance of power must have been an important factor favouring the 
evolution of damaging aggression in humans also and that, through 
variability in subgroup size alone, power imbalances may have favoured 
lethal raiding even before the evolution of weapons. Accordingly, Manson 
and Wrangham hypothesize that, among foraging humans, where crucial 
material resources are alienable, inter-group aggression will occur primarily 
over those resources, while where they are not it will occur over women. 

Why does all this not apply to females? Why do females not raid for 
reproductive access to males? Why is coalitional aggression either absent or 
extremely rare in females? As we have seen, coalitions play an important role 
in male chimpanzee politics. To be sure, coalitions are not unknown to, or 
beyond the grasp of, female chimpanzees, but females never seem to form 
coalitions for the purpose of communal violence. Why and whence this 
conspicuous difference between the sexes? Tooby and Cosmides,69 whose 
approach predicts the striking asymmetry that exists between males and 
females in coalitional aggression, suggest some answers, which may be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Coalitional aggression evolved because it allowed participants in such 
coalitions to promote their fitness by gaining access to reproductive 
resources. For males, females are the limiting reproductive resource, and 
the ultimate benefit of multi-male coalitional aggression is increased access 
to females. Males can easily be induced to go to war, despite its lethal 
effects on many of them. Selection will favour participation in the 
coalitional aggression regardless of the mortality among the aggressors 
(within broad limits). 

2. Females, on the other hand, are rarely limited by access to males, so that 
the net reproduction of a coalition of females would drop in direct 
proportion to the number of females killed. In a curious fashion, males 
may be so ready to engage in coalitional aggression because it is 
reproductively 'safer' for them to do so. Females have more to lose, and 
less to gain, and such differences in consequences should be reflected in 
psychological sex differences in attitudes towards coalition formation and 
coalition-based aggression. The theme that females have never gained 
reproductively by coalitional violence also figures prominently in the 
sexual selection theory of the evolution of war developed independently 
by Low and van der Dennen.7o 

All these attempts to explain chimpanzee proto-warfare are, not 
surprisingly, far from being mutually exclusive; rather, they emphasize 
different aspects and facets of the same intriguing puzzle. Virtually all 
theories converge in their final conclusion: the ultimate rationale of male 
raiding is enhanced access to 'nubile' females; and ecological selection 
pressures, sexual selection, and kin selection have fuelled this process. 
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Recently, '''''rang-ham proposed that the imhalance-of:'power hypoth
esis should be complemented with the concept of inter-community 
dominance: 

The Imbalance-of:'PO';wr hypothesis proposes that the flmction of 
unprovoked intercommunity aggression (i.e. deep incursions and 
coalitionary attacks) is intercommunity dominance. By \\Founding or 
killing members of the neighbouring community, males from one 
community increase their relative dominance over the neighbours. 
According to the Imbalance-of:'Power hyvothesis, the proximate benefit 
is an increased probability of winning intercommunity dominance 
contests (non-lethal battles); this tmds to lead to increased fitness of the 
killers through improved access to resources such as food, f(~males, or 
safety. 71 

Boehm':! has systematically enumerated the similarities as well as the 
din(~renccs between chimpanzee and human lAB. Among the differences 
Boehm notes: 

I. Chimpanzees do not seem to han~ anything resembling the blood feud; 
nor do they engage in all-out warfare, in which the mobilized males of one 
group attack another group as a whole, or in which two groups 
deliberately meet on the battlefield. 

2. Communities of humans onen 'manage' such intensive external conflicts 
by making external alliances that balance power, and by ending their wars 
with peace treaties. 

3. Human warriors may be moved to engage in mass combat by a 
combination of patriotic ideology and negative sanctioning of cowards, 
two features of macro-coalitional competition that chimpanzees lack. 

CHL\tI'A:,\ZEE Ht::-\TI:"(; (N,I) :\IE""(" SH:\RI:>.I(;) A:'\I) 'WARFARE' 

or all the 'higher' primates, only human beings and chimpanzees hunt and 
eat meat on a regular basis. Significantly, males do most or all of the hunting. 
For chimpanzees, meat is not only another way to get nutrients like fat and 
protein, but a means to make political bonds and gain access to sexually 
receptive fi.·males. 7:1 Kortlandt suggests that hunting is a form of social display 
in which male chimpanzees show on' and reveal their prm",ess to other 

b f h . 71 mem ers 0 t e commumty. 

From a functional viewpoint, killing monkeys and outsider conspeciflcs 
is primarily extermination of f()oel competitors, \",hile the production of 
meat f()oci is secondary because many other potential prey is spurned. 
From a motiyational \'iewpoint, the killing technique and the response 
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of the onlookers ... show clearly that this is primarily an intimidation
redirection display aiming to impress anyonc it may ('oncern, while the 
meat is only a hy-product .... Furthermore, the sharing of the meat 
after the \'iolence has the characteristics of displacement and 
reassurance hehaviour. Altogether, this is a unique (but all-too-human) 
combination and integration of heroism against outsiders, shO\ving-olr 
l()r insiders and meat production for socialization. . .. Nothing of this 
kind has been reported for the pygmy chimpanzee. 7.-' 

Perhaps, van HoofT7ti speculates, the development of co-ordinated male 
between-group aggression has paved the way for the development of such co
ordinated hunting, not only in chimpanzees hut also in the hominid/human 
evolutionary tn~jectory. Eibl-Eibesfeldt proposed in 197577 that motivation
ally, hunting behaviour in chimpanzees has probably been derived from 
intra-specific aggression. 

In this context, it may be significant that in the pygmy chimpanzee or 
honobo (Pari panisms), who exhibits only mild inter-group antagonism, males 
do not develop strong bonds and are not habitually co-operative hunters. 71! 

Significantly, bonobos neither hunt mOllk~)'s co-operatively nor wage war. 7!1 

Kano made the intriguing suggestion that in the pygmy chimpanzees, the 
'in-group feeling' among females is very strong, and therefore aggressive 
male expansion of territory is not connected with an increase in available 
females, and thus docs not pay on: Wrangham and Peterson suggest that 
kmale power is the secret to male gentleness for intra-group interactions, 
while it is the fc)od distribution that enabled this species to non-violent 
• •• lUI K I -l h d h' . I . mter-group mteractlons. ort anut as ma e t e mterestmg 0 )servatlon 
that the friendliness and peacefulness (as well as the playfulness, 
polymorphic and promiscuous sexual behaviour which functions as 
reassurance and reconciliation, and the absence of monkey hunting) 
among the adult 'gracile chimpanzees' is more or less an accidental by
product of their anatom,~cal and behavioural paedomorphism, or 
juwllilization of the species:.! 

De 'NaalB:l reports that the best predictor of hunting by male 
chimpanzees in Gombe National Park is the presence of oestrous females 
in their travelling party. One motivation for hunting, then, may be to 
increase mating success through sharing meat with fi.~males in exchange fi)r 
sexllal services. n:l 

Food sharing is rather common behaviour in social carnivores (and some 
other species such as vampire bats), hut uncommon in primates beyond the 
mother-ofI~pring dyad. 1\1 eat sharing once dismissed as 'tolerated 
scrounging has regularly been observed in common chimpanzees, 
howc\'C'r, though its 'altruism' has been questioned. Silk,B I for example, 
stated: 
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]A]dult male chimpanzees ("'rang-ham 1977) may share meat only 
hecause it is less costly to share than to deknd access to their kills. ~lalt' 
chimpanzees (l\IcGre\" 1975) and orangutans (Galdikas and Teleki 
19B I) may also clt-rin' bcnefits when they share with adult It>males if 
such acts increase the probahility that sexually re('eptin' females will 
mate with them. Individual selection or sexual selection may have 
/ilHllIred the evolution or I(lod sharing in these contexts.B,-, 

Kuroda reports that bonoho Il~maks are known to receive /()od f)'om 
males immediately 1()lIowing, or e\'l~n in the midst ol~ intercourse. De \Yaal 
also reports meat sharing in the 'l'a'i population of chimpanzees who co-

. I' k d I' . I k d' h . B!) opcrate 111 lUntmg mon 'eys an may even c 1\']( (' tas's urmg unt111g. 
Meat sharing in human 'primitive' societies has ti'equmtly been 

documented, in connection with norms and ideals of manhood and co
operativeness. The Mehinaku of Brazil, lor example, have very outspoken 
ideas about what it is to he a real man: a real man is a good hunter who 
regularly provides meat If II' the people and who shares it altruistically. A real 
man is also a good wrestler and a strong personality. Thc \,,"omen of 
disrespected men decei\'t' their husbands with 'real men'. To cite Gilmore: 
']tlhe sexual norms of the i\lehinaku allow tacitly that a woman deceives a 
bad wrestler. Knowing this, most or these women have adulterous 
relationships while their hushands are sulking helplessly.'117 

The important point is that a bad wrestler probably also makes a bad 
warrior and mediocre hunter, and that the norms of manhood refer to some 
extent to co-operativeness and potential heroism. The other important point 
is, of course, that good hunters (as well as reputed warriors) have more 
women, more choice of women, and! or more direct access to women. This 
may explain why, in human males as in chimps anel bonobos, meat sharing is 
so much 'showing 011', and why so uniyersally meat is traded lor sex. 

As de \VaalllB states: '... the hunter who consistently contributes more 
meat than his fellows may gain prestige and sexual privileges. In a 
Paraguayan hunter-gatherer culture studied by Hillard Kaplan and Kim 
Hill, IfJr instance, successll.1 hunters were reported to have more than their 
share of extra-marital an~lirs. The anthropologists speculate that women may 
have sex with these men to encourage them to stay in the band.' 

Akockll!1 reasoned that the suitt· of occasional bipedalism, tool use, 
incidental hunting, adaptahle and flexible behaviour, co-operation, and 
prolonged inllUlt care and fllmily maintenance, may be a phylogenetically 
ancient pongid package of adaptations modified by the new selection 
pressures associated with the hunting-gathering niche. Hunting large and 
sometimes clangerous animals, repelling non-human predators and driving 
oil' competitiVl' species, should IllVOur indi"iduals capahle or co-operation in 
planning and executing such complex hehm'iours. The great likelihood that 
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mcmhers or a hand were dose relatives vliould havc Ilu,tlwr devated the 
I 

" 
f' 'I' I ' I I . '10 Wilt' lts 0 sOCIa II)' anc mtra lanc co-operatIon.' 

(;ROCP TERRITORI.\L1TY 

Group territoriality, I propose, is the trail d'ulliol/ between, and the communal 
themc in, chimpanzee "lethal male raiding', human pre-industrial ('primitive') 
war, and contemporary state-level warfilrc (not to mention the inter-group 
agonistic behaviour of the social carnivores and 'war making' ants). 

As we have seen, the raiding chimps attempt to extend their territory hy 
encroaching on the territory or neighbouring males, therehy increasing the 
prohability of access to reproductively valuable females. In 'primitive' war, 
territorial intrusion and the defence of territorial integrity rank next to 
n'\Tnge as the main war motives.!)) In contemporary state-level war, 
territorial contiguity and border disputes have been singled out by quite a 
number of researchers as lhl' universal and persistent underlying cause. 
Concerns over territory have been the underlying and f1.ll1damental source of 
conflicts ending in war during at least the last four or five centuries.!):! 
Vasquez summarizes thus: 'Of all the possible issues states can fight over, the 
evidence overwhelmingly indicates that issues involving territory, especially 
.. I .. h' II . . I ,'!'j terntona contIgUIty, are t e mam ones prone to co ectIve VIO encl' ... 
But why would collectivities not he willing to compromise or givc in once 

a territorial issue becomes militarized? Vasquez and Henehan (1999) 
mention several theoretical rationales. One obvious reason would be that 
the territory in CJuestion has some intrinsic value in terms or resources or 
economic utility. A second possibk reason is that the territory is of strategic 
value and hellcc afli'cts national security issues. A third reason liJr territorial 
disputes lies not with the value of the land, but with the people on it; ethnicity 
has been considered a legitimate reason for claiming territory, even if it is not 
in one's possession. Peoples also often construct their identity around 
territory, and because of their historical significance (often associated with a 
previous war) particular pieces of land assume a special symbolic and 
fiercely emotional value (e.g., Kosovo for the Serbs).'l1 

Van der Dennen!)~) propos{'d that there might be a prol(lUnd relation
ship between (the {'\'olution 00 group territoriality anel (the c\'olution (1) 
cthnocentrism: ethnoccntrism exprt'ssed spatially is territoriality; territori
ality, t'xpressed psychologically as strong group identity with clear 
demarcation of in- and out-group, is ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism-cuIll
xenophobia (though not necessarily coterminous, as van dcn Berghe!lli 
correctly pointed out) is a universal trait in socio-territorial animals hecause 
strangers represent a potential threat to the local kin-group's socio
territorial integrity and continuity, and thus ultimately to its inclusive 
litness. Scwral authors han' proposed that it was adaptive, in the hominid 
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evolutionary tr<~jel'tory, to he territorial, ethnoccntric and xel}(~phohic, I()r 
the purpose of pro\('cting the in-gn)Up-and-kin-gnmp interests.')' If re\Tnge 
raiding in human 'primiti\T' warfim' is, illlfl' alia, also a ddt-nce of the 
group identity and an instrumcnt of distriblltive justice (reciprocal 
exchange), then it makes sense thaI the preponderant majority of accounts 
or warline in 'primiti\'e' peoples nJllcerns pelty feuding, and ranks with 

. 'I' I' . 1)11 terntona Ity as t )(' pnmary motl\'Cs.' 

('OY.\I:IY STRCCTl'RES I,Rn.ES OF 1.0Y.\I.TY/CO:\J:\IIDIE:\T/,\I.I.E(;L\:\CE/ 
DE\'()'m):\/S()I.IlHIUIY) 

Kin selection glVCs nse to inter-indi\'idual bonds within and boundaries 
between human kin-groups. The basics and evolutionary rationales of 
ethnocentrism-cum-xcnophobia, in-h'Toup/ out -group dilkrentiation and 
inter-group antagonism, wert' already well understood by Adam Ferguson, 
S D · d S I)!j 'I'h I' I I' I . • penceI', arW1I1, an • umncr.' , e ('\,0 utlOnary t leory 0 ct 11l0Centnsm 
and ethnic loyalty as extended kin nepotism has \wen elaborated by Van den 
Ikrghe and many others. loo Drawing on Sahlins, Alexander offers a 
diagrammatic rqJresentation of the concentric intensity of kin solidarity 
(Figure \ 0.1). This conceptualization is summarized hy Eihl-Eihesfeldt, an 
early theorist ill the lidd: 

In segmentary kinship SOCieties, bonding ideologies thus cail on the 
metaphor or kinship to create fictin' descent rrom mythintJ ancestors 
and creators. Such helie!s bond all as quasi-blood relatives ... , Familial 
ties are, of course, stronger than the ties hetween village members, 
which are in turn stronger than intervillage ties within the one valley. 
The feelings of obligation and loyalty are graded in accordance with an 
. I . d r. '1 I' 101 III write laml y )laS. 

The 'layered' (and fluid), hut always kin-centred, nature of human group
identification or solidarity on the one hand, and aggression or animosity on 
the other, can be gathercd from the following Somali proverb: 'I against my 
brothlT; I and my brother against the l~lInily; 1 and my family against the 
clan; I and my clan against Somalia; I and Somalia against the world.' Social 
Ii/(: is hlrther structured according to the logic of 'The enemies of my enemies 
are my fi'iends; and the lriends of my enemies are my enemies.' 

\ ' I 10') I d I I 'd i' h' . . h 'an lal1en - recent y argue 1 lat t W I ea 0 et 111(' nepotism Illig t 
proyide a coherent theoretical explanation lor the emergence of ethnic 
conflicts across all cultural houndaries. All groups which can be conceived of 
as extended kin-groups may be rd('rred to as 'ethnic groups' in a broad sense 
(tribal, national, linguistic groups, castes and religious communities). 
Evolutionary argumentation leads to the proposition that we can expect 
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J'~~urc' I (), I: This diagram fi'om Sahlins illustnllt's tlw dim'rt't1t t) Vt's of what Iw ('aiit'd 
'social rt'ciprocity' in primith't' cultures, The information in tht' lo\\'t'I' leli quadrant has 
heen addt'd hy Alexander to suggt'st how kin st'it'ction and evolutionary principlt's accord 

\\'ith reciprocity. as pranist'd by human groups. The ini()I'lnation in the lower right 
quadrant has ht'en adclt-d hy me (drmdng hy H, 'Y\,\'t'r and J:\IG \',1\1 dt'r DeIlIlt'Il) 

the canalization of interest conflicts along ethnic lines in all ethnically divided 
societies, It is also plausible to expect that, in conflict situations, ethnic group 
identities will prm'l' to be stronger than other types of group loyalties, As 
'1" I k 10'; 'P I I' fl::I' , f' I 'II IS 1 'O\' 'states: eor elise t't UllC' a II latlOn as one 0 t 1e most acceSSI) e 
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and understandable forms of group solidarity.' This is so, according to 
Vanbanen, because ethnic loyalties are powered hy ethnic nepotism, by our 
evolved disposition to favour kin over non-kin, and close kin over distant 
k· 101 "l'h' I . I I J I .. I'd ( . 111. IS t wory IS strong y supportcc )y t 1e emlJlrIca en ence covenng 
183 contemporary countries). Vanbanen thus Il:>lInd strong empirical support 
lor the h~l)othes('s that: 

I. Significant ethnic divisions tcnd to lead to ethnic conflicts. 
2. The more a society is ethnically di"ided, the more ethnic nepotism tends 

to channel political and other interest conflicts along ethnic lines. 

Ethnic diwrsity is not only a major predictor of low public investment in 
h II ' d I I' I . I' 10", d h . J'I' suc pu ) 1C goo s as sc 100 mg auc 111 rastructure, ' an t e lI1a)1 Ity to 

provide minimum standards of living 11:)1' its least advantaged members 
(Sanderson, Schubert and Tweed, and Vanhanen, all this volume), but it is 
also a m~or predictor of several measures or crime, 100i and all categories of 
violent "collectiw "conllic!. Earlier studies by Rummel (in the 1960s), and 
Haas (1974), found that the heterogeneity in the composition of a population 
is consistently associated with the frequency of wars, military actions and 
foreign conflict casualties. Countries with many dinerent ethnic groups, 
language communities, nationality groups, and religious and racial groups, 
enter wars more often than homogl'llt'ous polities. Rummel (1997) found that 
two simple measures, the number of ethnic groups and the number of 
religious groups a state has, are related to its collective (internal and external) 
violence: the more groups, the more ,·iolence. I07 
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Canadian Welfare Policy and Ethnopolitics: 

Towards an Evolutionary Model 

Palrirk .lames 

How is ethnic dinTsity conJ1(Tted to provision of welfare as a public good in 
Canada? This question might be approached in mallY ways, but the 
emphasis of the present inH'stigation will be on the potential contribution of 
evolutionary theory to an explanation of the contours of welf:m' policy from 
Confederation to the present. The basic conclusion is that evolutionary 
theory can account fi:)r the major points of Iwrsistencc and change in 
Canadian wdfilre policy. 

Canada is an interesting case study fl)J' policy analysis within the context 
of evolutionary theory because of its ethllolinguistic characteristics. As will 
be explained later in more detail, e\'olutionary theorizing attributes great 
importance to the degrec of ethnic hcterogeneity in explaining the level of 
prO\'ision of public goods such as social \\'clf~tn,. Canada started out as a 
dinTse entity and has hecome more so ",ith time, so it represents a nearly 
polar case fi:)r explanation from the standpoint of e\'olutionary theory. 
Canadian diwrsity exists along s(,veral dimensions, The Frcnch/English 
dichotomy has been pre-eminent from Conf(-deration onward. l\Iost of the 
country uses English as its primary language; hO"'t'wr, the prO\'ince of 
Quebec contains a m,~jority of francophones, but also a significant number 
of anglophones and so-called 'allophones', who speak English as a language 
of choice but do not tract' their anccstry hack to the British Isles. 

''''an's of immigration, mOn'O\Tr, han' produced divcrsity heyond the 
mixture of British and French ethnicit\" that exist cd in Canada at th(' time or 
Conft'dcration, For example, East Europeans figun'd most prominently 
among those \\'ho populated the \Vest in the late nineteenth century, which 
reinfc)rced a geographic di\'ision that persists e\Tn today. Although the 
primary basis or the c1em'age is economic an ethnic dimension exists as \\TII. 
In addition, Canada contains an aboriginal population that is distributed 
across the country, both within rescIY<ltiollS and society. In sum, f.'om an 
ethnolinguistic point or \'ie\\", Canada n-presents an interesting mixture or 
influenccs on politics in gcneral and social wdlil\'l' policy in particular. 

\\'hile other substantiw areas ultimately might 1)(' explored, it is essential 
fi:)r present purposes to put some boundari('s 011 the meaning of welfi\I'(' 
policy. Health and inconw-11IainteJl(IIHT policies will receiH' pride or plac(" 
\\"ith some attcntion to education as \\TII .. \ IT\"iew of these m,~jor areas 
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will be sufTicient to show the basic properties of welfare policy in Canada. 
'Vith respect to evolutionary theory, the emphasis will be on application 

of kinship theory to the explanation of persistence and change in welf~tn· 
policy. 1\lore specifically, ethnic nepotism will be used as the key concept in 
accou11ling f()!' the basic characteristics of wellare policy in Canada. I In 
whatever f(lrm it takes, the comparative advantage for evolutionary theory is 
in explaining ultimate rather than proximate causes.2 Thus the analysis will 
concentrate on evolutionary factors as enabling causes rather than as 
explanations for specific events at a given time. 

This study unfolds in l()Ur stages. First, a brief history of Canadian politics 
will convey basic information that is needed to understand the context of 
policy issues. The second stage describes major developments in Canadian 
welfare policy and attempts to sum up basic characteristics. Third, an 
evolutionary perspective is o/ItTed on the points of continuity and change in 
policy as previously outlined. The fourth and final stage offers conclusions 
and recommendations for future research. 

,\ BRIEF HISTORY OF C,\N,\D1AN POLITICS 

Canadian Confederation in 1867 marked both an ending and a beginning. 
The agreement terminated existence as separate entities for some of the 
British colonies north of the border with the United States and initiated a 
process of constitutional development that continues to this day. Contt~dera
tion represented a pragmatic response to political, economic and military 
problems faced by the colonies:1ln particular, with the conclusion of the Civil 
War in the United States, many observers believed that the colonies had to 
choose between integration with each other or eventual absorption by the 
dynamic and expanding power to the south. Thus, Confi:oderation came about 
not as the result of a fully de\"t.~loped way of thinking about a political future 
\vithin a single community, but instead as an expedient way of answering a 
series of pressing questions about how to pursue economic development while 
maintaining autonomy relative to a potential external threat. 

Confederation raised more questions about Canadian identity than it 
answered, because the new entity had been defined largely in opposition to 
something, namely, the United States. Thus, it became easy /or alternative 
histories to arise about the meaning of Confederation. Canada's major 
political fault line became Quebec versus what might be called the Rest of 
Canada (ROC), referring to the other provinces and territories. For those in 
Quebec, Confederation represented a pact between English and French as 
nations. Major changes in the rules of the g'ame, therefore, should require the 
consent of Quebec not just as a province, but also rather as the stalldard
bearer of the French f;lct within Canada. By contrast, those in the ROC 
tended to see Conft'deration in terms of provincial equality. Quebec existed, 
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in their minds, as a province like otl1l'rs rather than as an entity with peer 
status relative to the ROC, 

For many decades, fundamental disagwement about the identity of 
Canada and Quebec's place within it simmered helO\v the surl~lce. Quebec's 
provincial governments tended to he at odds with the kderal government in 
Ottawa, but the conniet took place within certain boundaries. Social and 
political consen·atism, symholized hy the power of tilt' Catholic Church in 
\·irtually all aspects oflift., in Quehec, dkctively prewnted rapid change and, 
to some extent, even economic modernization. The 'best and the brightest' in 
Quebec tended towards careers in profl:ssions such as law, medicine, and the 
Church. An undercurrent of resentment about exclusion li·om positions of 
power in the world of commerce built up and came into the open during the 
'Quiet Revolution', which hegan with the election of the Liberal Party under 
Premier Jean Lesage in 1960. I The Lesage gowrnment and other opinion 
leaders within Quehec began to articulate the desire for mOl"(.' than just 
ethnolinguistic survival. In particular, the idea of special status for Quebec 
within Canada, most notably with respect to control owr legislation afTecting 
language and culture, mO\wl to the foreti·ont of the political agenda. This 
produced an intense struggle Ii))' power hetweell provincial governments in 
Quebec City on the one hand, and It'deritl governments in Ottawa on the 
other, that continues to the presenl.'; 

The idea of Quehec hecoming a separate state in order to solve its 
problems with the ROC gained legitimacy within mainstream opinion in the 
Irancophone province by the 1970s. In 197G the Parti Qu{~becois, which had 
as its mission the ultimate separation or Quebec Irom the ROC, canlt' to 
power and passed a series of policies intended to promote the French 
language and culture. ''''hether in power or not, the Parti Quebl~cois remains 
a major force in provincial politics and continues to promote the concept of 
sovereignty. 

Various constitutional initiatives came out of Ottawa from the 1970s 
onward, each with the intention o/" resolving or at least controlling the 
conflict between the ROC and Quebec, l;vhile keeping the latter in 
Conlederation. In all instances, re-gardless of the decision-making forum, 
the process left at least some participants unhappy about what had happened 
and willing to fight on into the future lor the-ir bdie[~. The Victoria Charter 
(1971), the Constitution Act (19R2), the Meech Lake Accord (19B7), and the 
Charlottetown Accord (1992) all contained provisions to resolve or at least 
control federal/provincial tensions. Despite great eflorts by respective federal 
leaders to build support among elected ofllcials and the mass public, only the 
Constitution Act, which included a Charter of Rights and Freedoms, came 
into law. Even in this instance, hO\"e\,('r, Quehec held out against the Act and 
worked to undermine its anticipated dlects: (a) further development of a 
national identity built on bilingualism and multiculturalism: and (b) limiting 
decentralization of fl~deral power. 
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Later dli)rts designed to appease Quehec and reduce the negative 
aftermath of the Constitution Act (1982), such as the Meech Lake and 
Charlottetown Accords, collapsed under the weight of opposition from 
gc)\'crnments, interest groups, and the public, which fcmud I~tult with various 
provisions in each instance. The consensus of hoth academic and mass 
opinion on the matter of constitutional initiatives is that, taken together, tlwy 
han' not even come dose to resolving underlying and fundamental problems 
related to nationalunity.(; 

By the 1990s, regional tensions had worked their way throughout the 
political system. Two national elections and Quebec's rd(~rendum on 
sO\Treignty in 1995 provide the most dramatic evidenn' of fragmentation 
during the present decade. 

The national ekction in 1997 reinforced existing di\'isions hy reproducing 
the essentially regional parliament that had emerged in 1993. The Liberals, 
under Prime l\linister Jean Chretien, maintained power ''\i'ith a majority built 
largely on support from Ontario and the Maritimes. The Rd(ml1 Party (now 
the Alliance Party), which formed the official opposition, dominated the 
western provinces hut bardy existed elsewhere. The Bloc Q}1(~b(~cois once 
again provided the majority of representatives from Quebec but had non(' in 
the other provinces. The Bloc continues to pursue an agenda dedicated to 
greater sovereignty, if not outright independence, {or Quebec, sometimes co
ordinating with the Alliance in efforts to decentralize f(xleral power. 

Quebec's Parti Qui'becois government held a referendum in 1995 on 
sovereigllty that narrowly missed achieving a m<Uority. The one-point margin 
of victory for the 'No' side in the referendum symbolized just how far the 
process of fragmentation had come over the preceding decades. Sovereignty 
had not even been a legitimate sul~ject in political discourse three decades 
earlier, yet now, a provincial government committed to that cause had 
narrowly missed a mandate to negotiate with the ROC on an equal basis. 
Nor did the narrow defeat tell the full story of how mueh things had changed. 
During the campaign, those opposed to sovereignty had been reduced to 
talking mostly about the economic risks of leaving the ROC. Appeals to 
national unity and any owr-arching sense of Canadian identity became 
conspicuous by their absence from the 'No' side's campaign. 

THE DE\'ELOI';\IE?\T OF CA?\ADI.\N WELFARE POLICY 

Regional disparity is the defining characteristic of Canadian political 
("conomy. The Atlantic provinces Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, 
New Brunswick, and especially Newfoundland -- have lagged behind the rest 
of the country in living standards. While generally better off in economic 
terms, the \Vestern Provinces British Columbia, Saskatchewan, l\lanitoba 
and especially Alberta have a history of resenting what they \"It'w as 
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excessive control over the Canadian economy hy the central provinces of 
Ontario and Quebec. 7 In response to this tension, Canadian gO\Trnments 
have engaged for a very long time in what are known as 'equalization 
payments'. These transfers by the federal government are intended to help 
the poorer provinces pro\'ide public servin"s at levels equivalent to those of 
their wealthier counterparts. The magnitude of the payments is extensive; in 
199+/95, for example, 23 per cent of total ft:deral transu'rs to the prO\·inces 

k I f' f' I" /I too' t 1(' orm 0 equa lzatIon. 
Historically, the Great Depression brought the first major turning-point in 

Canadian social spending. Prior to the difTlcult economic times of the 1930s, 
the ft~deral government had a limited role in social programmes. It provided 
workers' compensation, mothers' pensions, and ft'derallprovincial pensions 
to wterans and the needy among the elderly. The hardships endured by 
millions during the Depression reduccd inhibitions about 'social engineering' 
by the federal government. By 1940, the f{~deral government had assumed 
responsibility for unemploymcnt insurance and federal leadership continued 
in the development of social welfare policies through the mid-1960s." 
Pensions came under concurrent jurisdiction (albeit with provincial 
predominance) in 1951. In 196.J., the Canada/Quebec Pension Plan came 
into being and went into force across all provinces in 1967. In the health-care 
sector, the federal government produced a National Health Grants 
programme in 19+8. The Hospital Insurance and Diagnostic Servin's Act, 
passed in 1957, enunciated four basic principles about coverage: it must be 
comprehensive, universal, portable, and publicly administered, Finally, in 
196+, Ottawa passed the l\ledical Care Act, which came into effect in 1967 
and established public medical care insurance with a 50 per cent cost share 
by the federal government.)() 

Financing of post-secondary education evolved in much the samc way as 
health care. Beginning in 1952, fedcral support for post-secondary education 
took the form of block grants. Each province reccived a sum of money for 
operating costs of post-secondary education 'without any detailed conditions 
or strings attached'. From 1967 until thc end of 1977, the federal grants were 
based on a fiJrmula that pro\'idecl 50 per cent of expenditures. I I 

Two other important federal welfare programmes came into being during 
the I 960s. Introduced in 1966, the Canada Assistance Plan (CAP) established 
that Ottawa would pay 50 per ccnt of expenditures on social assistance to 
people identified by the pnwincl's as being in need. In that same year, the 
Guaranteed Income Supplement translt'rred extra flmds to old age 
pensioners who failed to meet a certain level of income. The supplement 
represented an especially Imtior change because the federal gO\'ernment, in 
efkct, had instituted a negatiw income tax for at least some of its citizens. I:! 

By the late 1970s, social spending by the federal government appeared to 
be out of control. Hospital insurance, l\ledicare, and post-secondary 
education had become so costly that a sense of crisis prevailed in Ottawa. 
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No longer did the federal gowrnment sec it as feasible to support essentially 
open-ended spending programmes through a commitment to cost sharing. 
Thus, in 1977, Ottawa passed the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements 
and Established Programs Financing Act (EPF), which set up tax transf<'Ts 
and a cash transfer connected to the gross national product. In order to limit 
its commitments and discourage drastically increasing provincial outlays that 
had been driving the upward spiral, the ft~deral government under the EPF 
no longer committed to a specific share of the cost of welfare programmes, I:; 

By the mid- to late-1980s, deficit reduction had become a federal priority. 
The provinces, however, disapproved of dl()fts to make significant reductions 
in means-tested programmes and unemployment insurance. In response to 
regional concerns, members of the federal cabinet voiced strenuous 
I ·· d d \. d .. . II B d o )jl'ctlOns an manage to (Iscouragt' any eClSlve actIOns. u getary 

pressures, however, continued to build in the new decade. 
Prime l\linister Jean Chretien's government has taken measures to control 

spending in the last few years, most notably with respect to social sen'ices. 
The Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST) in the 1995 ft~deral budget 
suggested that Ottawa might be mO\'ing toward a reduction in its 
commitment to Medicare, which produced tensions with anxious provincial 
kaders. The CHST merged the EPF and CAP into one block transkr 
programme and ended the practice of requiring availability of services to all 
in need. 1'; These changes, however, had only a marginal overall effect on 
kderal spending and serwd as a reminder of federal reluctance to change 
course dramatically in the face of likely strong opposition fi'om the 
provinces. IIi Policy changes seemed more intent on preventing further 
increases in spending than roIling back entitlements. 

While a full telling of the story of Canadian welf~lre policy would be 
heyond the scope of this exposition, the preceding history is sullicient to bring 
out two main characteristics: relati\'eJy high spending, and the attainment of 
what appears to he a maximum economically feasible Ien~1 of provision. 

First, spending increased significantly owr a rdatin'ly long period and 
rcachedle\T1s that are high by the standards of peer states. Canada's level of 
social spending in the post-'Vorld War II era is wry high in both absolute and 
rdatin' terms, e\Tn 'generolls' in the words of one specialisl. 17 Consider, I())' 
cxample, public expenditure on social programmes as a pe),(Tntage of gross 
domestic product. Canada attained a level of almost 10 per ccnt in 19GO anel 
rose to approximately I g per cent hy 1990. In ('\'Cry one of these years it is 
ahO\T the len-I maintained by the United States and, if anything, the margin 
appears 10 haH' been increasing steadily o\'t~r time. 1B The figures Ii))' 1995, to 
citt' a specific and rl'C('nt example, r('inl(»,(T this dim'rence: Canada and the 
US stand at 23 per cmt and l-l per cmt ofCDP, respectiwly. The Canadian 
IWITl'nlag(' is aho\'(' the a\Trage liJr G-7 countries as well. I!' 

O\'('r the wurse of a halj:,cl'ntury, Canadian social well~l1T spending 
increased to whal dearly had become a supra-optimal Ien'l, at kast in terms 
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of economic efficiency. Consider the breadth and depth of federal activities as 
summarized by l\kl\lillan::!() 

The extent of social progTams is large. Major social expenditures by the 
federal government include those for old age security, unemployment 
insurance, transkrs to the provinces to contribute to the fi.mding of 
social assistance (the Canada AssistanCt' Plan) and the finance of health 
care and post-secondary education (Established Programs Financing), 
and transft'rs to Nati\"(' peoples, farmers, and the fishing industry. There 
is also the child tax credit program, which as of 1993 absorbed and 
superseded the family allowance program. Expenditures on health, 
education and social assistance dominate provincial budgets. The list 
could easily be extended by induding smaller programs and tax 
expenditure measures like those for retirement savings. 

Because of this vast network of spending programmes, respective federal 
governments from the late 1970s onward faced both international and 
domestic pressures to control a rising delicit. By 1994, public sector debt had 
reached 1O0 per cent of GDP and ranked second only to Italy among G-7 
states. Opinion leaders among investment and bond-rating firms openly 
expressed concerns about Canada's credit rating around the same time.:!) 

A second basic characteristic of social policy in Canada is that the long 
process of expansion may be gidng way to a levelling off, with respect to 
expenditures, as a result of reaching some practical upper limits. Taxpayer 
resistance to the pressun:s caused hy increasing social expenditures played an 
important role in electing neo-conser\'ati\'(; governments in the provinces of 
Alberta and Ontario during the 1990s. Welf~tre-related expenditures, which 
accounted for about 50 per cent of overall federal spending, have become 
conspicuous targets for both financial managers and voters.:!~ \Vhile the 
ft~deral government has not dismantled the welfare state by any means, 
pressures to control spending now exceed those that had driven it upward, at 
least for the foreseeable ti.ilure. 

THE E\"OU:TIO:\,\RY I'ERSI'ECTl\'E 0:\ ETH:\()POLITICS ,\:\[) CA;\i\DIA:'\i 
WELFARE POLICY 

Evolutionary theory posits that ethnic nepotism is central to understanding 
the statics and dynamics of welfare policy. Salter (this volume) articulates a 
hasic question: Can evolved mechanisms of ethnocentrism be circumn:nted 
by 'velf~lre institutions? Evolutionary theory anticipates that people will he 
more disposed towards pro\'iding support fl)r those they perceive as kin, 
fictive or otherwise.:n Thus, within the theory, social spending ii)r those who 
appear similar to oneself is justified as a positive act in terms of inclusive 
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fitness. By contrast, the more diverse the society, the less obviolls it is that, on 
average, members of one's own group - reaJ or fictive will he the 
beneficiaries of welfare-related spending. Therefore, from an evolutionary 
perspective, the basic hypothesis is that more ethnically heterogeneous 
societies should fi.·ature lower levels of welfare provision because of the role 
expected for ethnic nepotism in diminishing altruism. 

Salter sums up the results of research on social spending (and altruism 
more generally) as related to ethnic heterogeneity and places it in the larger 
context of evolutionary theory: 'The negative relation between racial 
diversity and contribution to public goods might be a more tenacious 
version of the problem faced by emerging polities, that of inducing f~lInilies 
and dans to extend their loyalty to the civic sphen".'21 

W. Masters and M. McMillan (this volume) also note the consenslis among 
empirical studies that higher levels of diversity ultimately have negative 
consequences for a society's commitment to welfare spending.2'; The findings 
of Schubert and Tweed (this volume) produce an interesting curvilinear effect 
with respect to support for the United Way in a sample oflocalities in the US. 
A threshold eflect appears to exist with respect to the negative effects of 
diversity on charitable donations. Only when a minority reaches 10 per cent 
of the overall population is a further increase in its size associated with a 
decline in altruism as measured by support for the United Way. Two 
propositions will be put forward on the basis of the logic of evolutionary theory 
and rdated research findings about social welfare spending: 

I. General evo/utional)' welfare Irypothesil' (GJiWH): When all significant interact
ing factors are held constant (most notably, political entrepreneurship), 
ethnic diversity beyond a threshold levelleacls to decreases in national per 
capita spending on social welfare that is likely to produce suboptimal 
allocations. 

2. Modified evolutionary welfare l!ytJOthesis (AfE1VH): Interactions between ethnic 
diversity and other factors can lead to either decreases or increast's in 
national per capita spending on social wdf~lre. 

The GE\VH is consistent \""ith the language llsed by Salter21i and other 
expositions on evolutionary theory as related to social welfare. The main 
effect of ethnic diversity, once it reaches a threshold level in which the 
potential for inter-group rivalry has a chance to be perceived, is to diminish a 
society's overall disposition toward welfare spending. The logic of ethnic 
nepotism dictates that the willingness to provide a public good such as 
income-maintenance, education or health care will be greatest when the 
probability is high that real or fictive kin will be the recipients. 

Existing research also supports the intuition behind the MEWH. At least 
one of the above-noted research clesiglls incorporated a series of control 
variables, such as GNP, in order to identify more clearly, to the extent that it 
exists, the impact or ethnic diversity 011 wdfare spending. To go one step 
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beyond that specification, consider the potentially important role of 
interaction effects, which might even have the effect of reversing the 
apparent impact of ethnic diversity on welfare provision. In particular, 
political entrepreneurship might create conditions for rivalry among different 
levels of government. Alternative national projects, paradoxically, might 
produce the highest level of welfare spending seen anywhere. A federal 
government could naturally turn to its spending power in order to create a 
national identity that depends, at least in part, on the provision of public 
goods. Subnational governments, in turn, might have no incentive to oppose 
increments in federal spending if they benefit from such allocations as well. 
Thus, a very diverse country with significant regionalism might be the most 
obvious candidate of all for supra-optimal rather than suboptimal spending 
on social welfare. 

Each of the propositions about ethnicity and welfare spending points to a 
different form of distortion. Consider first the GEWH: unaccompanied by 
political entrepreneurship, ethnic diversity will lead naturally to what in all 
likelihood is a suboptimal allocation on social welfare. Previous research 
designs support the idea that a reduced individual disposition to contribute 
altruistically to the common good is a product of perceived differentiation 
from many members of the community on the basis of kinship. By contrast, 
as put forward by the MEWH, the impact of ethnicity runs in the opposite 
direction when subject to a crucial interaction effect: if political entrepreneurs 
pursue ethnic mobilization, supra-optimal allocations become much more 
likely. In a federal system, for example, rival visions of political community 
may be played out by complementary, yet competing, spending programmes. 
Put differently, an ethnically diverse state with more homogeneous regions 
may be disposed to spend far beyond any economically optimal level as a 
result of tensions between levels of government that are manifested in efforts 
to 'buy favours' through provision of public goods. 

Canada is not an appropriate testing ground for the GEWH. At least one 
significant interaction effect, that of political entrepreneurship with ethnic 
diversity, must be taken into account. As established already, in spite of its 
diversity, Canada experienced significant increases in social welfare spending 
for a very long time. Moreover, that trend continued while the country 
became more diverse through waves of immigration and resettlement. This 
process, however, included an interaction effect, so the GEWH is not 
falsified; instead, it becomes irrelevant. 

With regard to the MEWH, which is relevant to the Canadian case, 
consider the degree to which welfare spending is regarded as an integral part 
of national identity; the summary from Banting is quite authoritative on that 

• 27 pomt: 

In Canada, social programs have been seen primarily as a means of 
integration across territorial lines. Social programs represent one of the 
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few spheres of shared experience for Canadians, an important aspect of 
our lives which is common, irrespective of our language and religion. 
Moreover, the inter-regional transfers underpinning these programs 
have represented an affirmation that - despite geography, economics, 
and demography - we are a single people, with a common set of 
benefits and obligations. 

The connection with earlier themes related to regional disparity and 
national unity in this passage are obvious. Implicit also is a desire to achieve 
differentiation from the United States, most notably through commitment to 
an alternative system of values. Moreover, given the desire to pursue national 
integration through provision of public goods, it is very revealing that the 
federal government carried out its spending strategy with cost-sharing tactics. 
Provincial governments received matching grants and therefore had a long
standing incentive to go along with the federal approach toward public goods 
prOVISIOn. 

Reinforcing the preceding quotation from Banting is a series of strident 
observations from a recent academic exposition about the potential impact of 
social spending limits. Bakker condemns the efforts of Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney's Conservative regime from 1984 to 1992 for 'undermining the 
egalitarian goals of the welfare state and with it the bonds of nationhood and 
citizenship,.28 Mulroney had attempted, with only limited success, to address 
the pressures created by debt-servicing costs through placing limits on some 
kinds of social welfare spending. In looking over the current situation, one in 
which provincial governments seek limits on federal extraction and spending 
powers, Bakker adds that '[t]he threat to our government's ability to tax is a 
threat to Canada's historically generous social welfare and regional assistance 
programs,.29 It is worth pointing out that, despite the strong words used, 
Bakker's exposition is in fact quite restrained in comparison with the rhetoric 
about this subject found in the popular media, past and present. 

Canadian welfare policy tends to suggest that the MEWH is viable. The 
rivalry between political entrepreneurs operating within federal institutions 
may be just the first in a series of interacting factors that need to be identified 
in order to explain cross-national differences in social welfare policy as a 
function of ethnic diversity. Welfare spending increased dramatically in 
Canada until it encountered upper limits based on economic viability. This is 
to be expected, since the federal government would have an incentive to 
believe that the strategy would work, but only at somewhat higher levels of 
welfare provision. In other words, continuing failure to achieve national unity 
could be rationalized as a function of inadequate supply of key public goods 
such as health, income-maintenance, and education. The inability to 
recognize that further increases in spending would ultimately result in 
futility does not distinguish federal leaders from the many other people who 
deal with persistent problems by doing more of what has not worked so far. 
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Given the amount of time and money already invested in national integration 
through welfare spending, the federal government's refusal to abandon the 
strategy until forced into that decision by economic necessity in the 1990s 
actually becomes quite understandable. 

\HiERE DO \\"E (;() FRO;'" HERE? 

co • I P I' . (' I" d' d . f' fl ,In "~oCIa 0 ICy 111 ,ana( a IS IJ1 Isarray an III a state 0 uX.-

Perhaps the best way to complete the connection between evolutionary 
theory and the Canadian experience with social welfare policy is to point out 
once again that the spending strategy failed. This r('sult would seem to be 
consistent with expectations derived fi'om ew)lutionary theory. The conflict 
between Quebec and the ROC persisted in spite of It.'deral eflorts to spend 
the country into a new, over-arching identity based on collective altruism. 
Provincial governments co-operated with exaggerated welf~lre provision for 
many decades because cost sharing with Ottawa made it possible to pile up 
deht and postpone the consequences of fiscal irresponsihility. Only in the last 
decade, when hoth internal and external pressures comhined to indicate that 
an upper boundary on debt accumulation grew imminent, did the federal 
government begin to put limits on new spending. \Vhat, then, are the 
implications of this study for fllture Canadian policy and the evolutionary 
perspective on welfare provision? 

The outlook in the Canadian context is bleak. Decades of overspending 
have not produced a higher degree of national integration. Instead, as might 
be expected, provincial and ft.'deral governments are at odds over how to 
deal with the fall-out from long-term supra-optimal provision of various 
puhlic goods. It almost goes without saying that such conflict is only 
exacerbating regional tensions that already exist. The national parliament is 
now almost fully 'balkanized', vvhich suggests that the process of national 
disintegration is already at, or approaching, the point of irreversibility. It is 
ironic that decades of profligate spending, symbolized by equalization 
payments and a wide range of other ineflicient practices, serve to limit the 
iCderal government's current room for manoeuvre in trying to address 
regional conccrns. 

With respect to evolutionary theory, this study has produccd two 
hypotheses ahout social welfare spending and oflered some impressionistic 
evidence about each of them. \\'hile prior evidence strongly supports the 
idea that ethnic nepotism dampens welfare provision once ethnic diversity 
passes a relatively modest threshold, there is more to the story than this. 
Interaction effects can reverse the apparent impact of a causal factor such 
as ethnic diversity. In particular, the activity of political entrepreneurs 
within the federal structure of Canada appears to have interacted with 
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ethnic diversity to produce an outcome that is truly ironic and perverse. To 
return to Salter's expression of concern about ethnocentrism and Welfilf(' 

prc)\-ision, the problem here is not too little spending but instead too 
much.:11 

The unfortunate expcriences of successive Canadian federal governments 
suggest that constitutional limits on deficit spending may be essential to 
protect against forces that transcend the occasional urge toward 'pump 
priming' as elections approach. As a point of comparison, consider the classic 
story of Charles Ponzi, ",,'ho in 1920 made an estimated $15 million off the 
residents of Boston in the following manner: 

Ponzi claimed to have found a way to profit by speculating in 
international postal reply coupons -, a form of prepaid return postage 
for use in foreign correspondence. After he had paid off his first round 
of investors. .. he scarcely had to repeat his story. All that anyone 
cared about was that he paid 50 percent interest in 70 days. Later, he 
shortened the investment period to 45 days. In no time, the money was 
rolling in. 'At the height of his success, Ponzi had offices from Maine to 
New"jersey.' The problem ... was that there was no actual investment 
going on; the only activity was the shuffiing of money from new 
investors to old. This kind of swindle, borrowing from Peter to pay 
Paul, is also known as a pyramid scheme or -- since 1920 - a Ponzi 

"\', 
scheme.' -

The comparison of welfare spending in Canada with a Ponzi scheme is 
not an exact one, but uncomfortably close to the mark. A steady flow of 
income from the federal government to the provinces, leveraged against 
Canada's future, helped to stabilize a fundamentally divisive union of 
political entities. However, when the pyramid of pay-off.~ could no longer 
continue because of forces beyond the control of the federal government, 
underlying political tensions broke through dramatically to the surf~lce and 
dominated the agenda. 

Consider the long-term resuits of the preceding process. Today, Quebec is 
governed by a re-elected separatist government. The threat of another 
reft'rendum on sovereignty looms large. Talk continues, accompanied by 
little optimism, about renewed constitutional negotiations. In sum, when 
money gets tight, people fight. 

Based on the Canadian experience, throwing money at ethnolinguistic 
tensions is a tempting course of action, but one that is ultimately doomed to 
f~tilure. Ethnolinguistic <.'Onfiicts, it would seem, cannot be resolved through 
pork barrel politics in either the short or long term. The best system, in all 
likelihood, is one in which political leaders avoid group mobilization based 
on ethnicity. Few examples in history, if any, would seem to point in the 
opposite direction from this general conclusion. 
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This chapter was prepared f(», the interdisciplinary symposium entitled 
'Wdfare, Ethnicity and Altruism: Bringing in Evolutionary Theory', held at 
the \-Verner Reimers Foundation, Bad Homburg, 10 13 Fehruary 1999. An 
earlier \'ersion appeared in the seminar series at the Institute for Puhlic Policy 
and Citizenship Studies, Florida International university, 21 January 1999, I 
am grateful to participants at the symposium and seminar series for helpftll 
commentaries, especially Frank Salter, Keith Dougherty, and John Stack. I 
also received useful commentaries from l\lichaei Lusztig and Erick 
Duchesne, 
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Why Welfare States Rise - and Fall: 

Ethnicity, Belief Systems, and Environmental 

Influences on the Support for Public Goods 

Roger D. Jlas/erl' 

I. I:'-:TR( »)l'( :TIO:'-: 

This conierence seeks to apply the concepts and theories of evolutionary 
biology to the analysis of contemporary wdl~lrt' states. This task is more 
di/Iicult than it might seem because the study of human cultures Irom 
the perspective of nco-Darwinian biology necds to satisfy at least thrce 
requisites: 

• First, theories and hyvotlwses derived li-olll nco-Darwinian biology and 
applied to contemporary human societies should be hased on the e"olved 
characteristics of Homo sapiells. Altruistic bchaviour directed to unknown 
and non-reciprocating non-kin is contrary to the generally accepted 
theories and observed social behaviour of primates (and indeed of 
mammals more generally). In so f~lr as the \'\!('lfarc state entails actions or 
transfers that meet the 1()f)l1al definition of altruism, they are problematic 
even when the recipients shan' a cultural identity (he it national, ethnic, or 
religious). 

• Second, an e\'olutionary perspccti\'t~ should be dynamic or historically 
oriented. I "'hether applied to human culture or to the biology of other 
species, e\'olution is a process of change. Static models an' useful as 
heuristic devices to explore the salient "ariahles underlying dynamic 
processes, but the latter should ncvcr be I()rgotten when working out the 
i()rmer. Since the predictions of inclllsin.o fitness theory and the human 
species' t)Vical hehaviours do not "ary within the time-frame of political 
history, this requisite suggests that em·ironmelltal factors should playa 
central role in an e"olutionary approach to the rise and fall of welfare states. 

• Third, a neo-Darwinian approach to the political economy of the modern 
we)[;tre state should be both empirically testable and capable of generating 
novel insights. Economists anel political scientists alike can point to 
problems in securing public support fc)r collectin' goods and redistrihutin
social policies; to explain human selfishness, one need not refer to 
elaborate theories of inclusiw litness. Docs hiology teach us anything new'~ 
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More importantly, without the possihility of empirical test, there is little 
value in evolutionary h),1>otheses (whether they claim to explain 
commonplace ohseryations or to re\'{~al unsuspected relationships), 

\Vhy are these three requisites difIlrult to meet? Consider the proposition 
fixmulated by Frank Salter when setting out the frame of reference for this 
meeting: 'From an evolutionary perspective, one should expect welfare 
systems to be more difficult to den-lop and maintain in ethnically 
heterogeneous societies than in more homogeneous ones.' The substance 
of the statement seems eminently reasonable, if not self-e,·ident. Alas, from 
the perspective of neo-Darwinian biology, virtually en-r), term in Salter's 
statement is theoretically or empirically problematic. 

A 'welfare system' is hut one f(~ature of a modern government or 
centralized state. However, before we can identify the tensions and conflicts 
specific to the welfare state, a broader question needs to be answered. For 
millions of years, primatcs- including our hominid ancestors -- lived in bands 
or extended kin groups rarely numbering over 200 indi,·iduals. Why did 
states arise, and how could they extract and redistribute material resources so 
that non-kin benefited from the coerced or voluntary contributions of their 
fellow-citizens? Before we can explain the constraints and motivations 
underlying the modern we\flue state, it is necessary to give an evolutionary 
account of the rise - and fall - of states as such. 

Similar difficulties surround the other terms of reference. At the 
psychological level, what is 'altruism' -. or, to use a more formal definition, 
helping behaviour directed toward unknown, non-reciprocating non-kin? 
When the beneficiaries of helping are kin, many hiologists contest the term 
'altruism', since the actor is indirectly furthering the propagation of genes 
shared hy descent. Even if this objection is dismissed, is an extension of co
operation to potential genetic competitors possible without a conscious 
intention to benefit the recipient? Is the actor's motivation relevant and if 
so, how does it explain behaviours whose consequences often contradict 
stated intentions'? Also, if welfare is defined as an altruistically motivated 
redistribution of resources, how could such disinterested behaviour emerge in 
a species whose sexual reproduction precludes the hases of co-operation 
found among some haplo-diploid insects? 

Finally, from an evolutionary perspective, what is an 'ethnic' group? 
Clearly, the term does not include every collection of humans described as 
having a common historical or cultural origin: we distinguish ethnic groups 
from religions (Islam, Hinduism, Christianity, and the like) and political 
communities (marked by the existence of common government, geographical 
boundaries, and rules). However, ethnic groups, while perceived as sharing a 
common 'hiological' or genetic kinship of some sort corresponding to a 
culturally defined 'recognition marker', C! are themselves not entities at a level 
defined by contemporary evolutionary biology. 
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Given these conceptual and theoretical problems, it will not he easy to 
address the dynamics of the contemporary welfare state and ethnicity from 
an evolutionaI)' perspective. I will argue, however, that the difficulties are 
reduced by focusing on two apparently unrelatt'd phenomena: first, the 
ecological factors that modify the costs of co-operation and helping 
behm·iour, and second, the psychological factors that modify the expt'ctations 
of benefits to be deriwd from contributions to the centralized state. On this 
basis, I suggest, it should be possible to dew lop empirically testable 
hypotheses about tht' rise and fall of centralized states. 

On this basis, I will argue that opposition to welfare expenditures that 
benefit members of heterogeneous ethnic groups is to a large degree a 
seconda!)· factor, resulting from the underlying processes that shape human 
social institutions rather than an independt'nt 'cause'. In this view, ethnic 
conflict is often a rationalization in response to deeper (and frequently 
unconscious) factors limiting a willing11ess to contribute to collective goods. In 
other words, hostility to ethnic out-groups is a 'socially constructed' cultural 
mechanism for reducing the scope of those benefiting from public policies, 
and not a primordial or 'natural' factor impinging on contemporary politics. 

To state my hypotheses in more detail, I will argue that: 

I. A formal model of the centralized state indicates that some form of 'fi.ctiw 
kinship' seems necessary to support the emergence of coerci\"{> public 
institutions capable of extracting resources and devoting them to either 
collectiw goods or socially redistributin' policies. In so f~lr as ethnic 
categories are historical or social 'constructions', from an evolutionalY 
perspectiw' they need to be explained, and cannot be accepted as 
primarily biological categories. If so, the concept of >ethnicity' as used in 
contemporary politics is a behavioural outcome (and not a cause) of 
changing dispositions to contribute to a centralized nation-state. The 
central issue is thus support Jor the use of governmental authority to 
extract and redistribute resources, and not the ethnic or racial categories 
viewed as undeserving beneficiaries of social policy. 

2. Two key factors underlie tilt' willingness to form and support centralized 
states that extract resources from their members: potential costs arising 
from competition between societies (the threat that foreign societies will 
unleash milita!)· attack or pre-t'mpt access to economic resources), and 
potential benefits arising fi·om co-operation 'vvithin ont"s own society (the 
hope that economic and social change will be mutually beneficial). Both of 
these factors are, among humans, largely based on temporal comparisons 
and expectations. This reinf()rces the argument that, in a contemporal)' 
nation-state, genetic heterogeneity is not itself a major factor in 'causing' 
changes in support for weHilre policies. Rather, hostility to out-groups (be 
they ethnic, religious, linguistic, or cultural) is a rationalization and 
justification of dispositions arising from other sources. 
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3. Changes in the physical, technological, and cultural environment play an 
essential role in assessments of the net benefits that will accrue from 
contributions to a centralized state apparatus. Many critical variables are 
generally ignored in discussions of dispositions to support the welfare state 
and its transfers of resources to less favoured groups. Among these 
variables are: (a) predictability of climate (and the variations in 
agricultural output it entails); (b) rates of technological change (which, if 
too rapid, threaten those sectors of society least suited to adapt to the 
shifting modes of economic and social interaction); (c) demographic 
patterns (and most especially, the proportions of the population above and 
below the age-grades engaged in productive and reproductive activity); (d) 
the extent of geographical mobility within and between societies (which 
provides opportunities for change and a willingness to take higher risks for 
the future); and (e) the religious belief system (which sometimes provides 
transpolitical and typically non-material - alternatives for assessments of 
the future). 

4. The rise of the welfare state in the post-World \-Var II era, as epitomized 
by the acceptance of the 'Great Society' in the United States, coincided 
with a period of relatively favourable climate, highly efficient changes in 
productive technology, and unusual geographical mobility. The baby 
boom created optimistic attitudes toward the future, and many religious 
denominations oriented to this-worldly charity and ecumenical co
operation rather than doctrinal rigidity and evangelical passion. Support 
lor the Great Society was reinforced by the external threat of the Cold 
War competition between East and \Vest, and by the domestic optimism 
that accompanied the development of new markets to serve the many 
novel goods and services. The internal aspect of this dynamic was further 
encouraged by the unprecedented prolongation of individual life 
expectancy. Since 1950, therefore, societies in western Europe and North 
America have been dominated by optimistic assessments of the future that 
provided support for extensions of the welfare state. 

5. The favourable configuration of the last half-century seems at an end. 
Signs of distrust for the distribution of welfare to ethnic outsiders are but 
one of many indications of a major shift in psychological assessments. The 
return of religious enthusiasm --- and with it, hostilities between religious 
communities; the declining respect for political institutions and leaders of 
all persuasions; particularistic challenges to the national government irom 
regional and linguistic, as well as ethnic, groups; the fear of centralized 
bureaucracy: these and other widely observed social responses all promise 
to undercut the capacity of centralized nation-states to engage in 
redistributive welfare policies. 

Each of these five propositions deserves attention. The remainder of this 
paper is organized around them. In Section II of this paper, I will outline a 
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theoretical model of the centralized statc that indicates the conditions in 
which expansion of welf~lre policies can be expected to occur, Then, in 
Section III, I explore the psychological mechanisms underlying changes in 
support for the welf~ln' state, Section IV outlines bridly the reasons to direct 
attention away from ethnic conflict as a primary cause and toward f~lctors in 
til(> physical, technological, and geographic environment of human social 
interaction, Finally, in Section V, I will use this approach to explore the 
exceptionally f~l\'ourable attitudes tmnlrd the welfare state in the post-World 
War II era in the United States (and in post-Victorian society in England), as 
well as the reasons for asserting that we confront an epochal change in deep 
feelings and attitudes about centralized gowrnment and the very concept of a 
welf~lre state, 

II. ,\ BIOLOGIC,\L :\IODEL OF THE CE:\'IK\IJZED STATE 

Despite the cawats noted above, it is bl'coming clear that the emergence of 
centralized states can be explained in terms of evolutionary biology>; 
Although indusiw fitness theory would seem to militate against co-operation 
with non-reciprocating and/or unknown strangers, fictive kinship changes 
the calculus in a significant hut often complex manner, In the simplest case, 
the issue can be illustrated by the matrices of a single-play, two-person 
Prisoners' Dilemma. Typically, the constraints on co-operation are illustrated 
by the ach'antage of thl' dekct strategy in this model. If the two players are 
brothers or parent and oII~pring, however, with a coefficient of relatedness of 
0.5, it will often -, though not always be advantageous to co-operate:' 

The lesson of this comparison is t\vofold. First, perceived kinship 
probably matters a great deal more in social co-operation than has bt'en 
realized in tht' conventional literaturt' in the social sciences, Second, where 
interacting indi\'iduals perct'ivl' they are kin, the implications for behaviour 
depend not only on the cxtt'nt of kinship (the doser the relationship - i,e., the 
higher the coefficient of relatedness-- the greater the incenti\'e to co-operate), 
but also on the ratios of pay-ofts, This last point is subtle, but extremely 
important. 

In the standard ont'-shot Prisoners' Dilt'l11ma, the four outcomes havt' a 
linear relationship that does not dt'pcnd on the ratios between them. The 
outcome is the san1t' wht'thcr joint defection (i.e., the condition of maximum 
punishment) is twice as costly as being the sucker (i,e., co-operating when 
your partner defects) or only slightly 1110re costly. Once kinship is considered, 
this is no longer the case, and rt'lative outcomes can changt' tht' game Irom 
co-operatiw to competitiw and back again. 

'fhese considt'rations arc essential if Olle is to apply c\'olutionary theories 
of social beha\'iour to the societit's and governments ohsen't'd among 
humans. To see why this is so, one nt,t'd only extend co-operative models 
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from artificial two-person situations to the n-persoll case where co-operation 
within the group may be beneficial due to competition between riyal groups. 
In the n-person, between-group situation, pay-oIls fl)r within-group co
operation will be greater if that group is larger than (and Iwnce likely to 
defeat) rival groups seeking to control an environmt'ntal resource, Consider, 
for example, two bands of hunter-gatherers, only one of which can use a 
desirable water-hole. If the larger group is likely to beat the smaller, a 
member of the smaller gToup can benefit by defecting, even ifhis share of the 
larger group's ""innings is smaller than his expected share in the smaller 
group. Hence, both pay-ofr and group size need to be seen as variables, not 
as the constants built into the standard two-person Prisoners' Dilemma we 
hawaII used to illustrate the problem of co-operation and helping. 

Kinship can, of course, play an important role in this regard. If potential 
new members of one's group are seen as kin, accepting them as collaborati\'(:, 
partners would seem to encounter fewer obstacles than if total strangers are 
being recruited, Conwrsely, an unrelated outsider wishing to join a group 
might be well advised to inyent kinship if othn grounds for acceptance are 
lacking. In short, as soon as models of co-operation and competition include 
pl'fcei\'ed kinship between potential or actual partners, we can readily see 
that fictive kinship can have multiple ad\'antages for unrelated or distantly 
related individuals who can thereby increase net gains through co-operation. 

Extensiw data in cultural anthropology confirms the ubiquity of such 
mechanisms among hunter-gatherer and agriculturalist tribes, particularly 
where they are organized in local bands or villages without a centralized 
bureaucracy or state system. lndi\'idual relations of reciprocity are often 
reinforced by accounts tracing membership in a linguistic or cultural group to 
a distant, if not fictional, ancestor. ~lore important, kinship categories create 
a Ilested series of affiliatin' groups, creating options for the identification that 
best satisfies an individual's interest in any momentary encounter. 

The structure involved is clearest in the societies that anthropologists call 
'segmentary lineage systems'. Epitomized by such cultures as the Nuer of the 
Sudan,fi local groups in these societies are structured around a hierarchy of 
supposed descent groups. Nuclear families in a village may enter into conflict 
on some issues, but co-operate against supposedly difrere11l lineages; these 
lineages can, in turn, co-operate if there is a dispute with distant clans. 7 In 
such systems, each level of kinship or ethnic identification needs to be 
understood as a resource, to be called upon or ignored depending on 
cirCUlllstances. 

From the perspecti\T of such societies, as from c\'Olutionary biology more 
generally, centralized societies are diflicult to establish. If segmentary lineage 
systems have leaders, their authority is typically temporary and limited (as 
with the Leopard-skin Chief among the Nuer). Collectiw goods seem to han' 
few benefits, since members of any single kin-group mllst assume that ri\'als 
will seek to pre-empt them. Hence, for the anthropologist as lor the 
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evolutionary biologist, the emergence of states has long been seen as a puzzle, 
if not the most dillicult puzzle in human history. 

Despite extensive archaeological and historical research, the precise 
origins of the first centralized (or so-called 'pristine') states remain shrouded in 
mystery.ll It was long assumed, fl)r example, that the states followed a period 
of urbanization due to the shift from hunting-gathering to agriculture. Oddly 
enough, some recent findings suggest that the earliest urban settlements at the 
confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates antedate the transition to agricultural 
food production. It is easy to see how, once begun, the formation of the first 
states lead to the conquest of neighbouring populations that were unable to 
form similar social structures capable of eflective defence. \Vhether due to 
internal co-operation or external competition, however, there is good 
evidence that individual leadership was onen critical to success. In all 
probability, therefore, state systems first arose through a dynamic interaction 
of benefits from larger-scale economic and social integration within societies, 
competition between societies, and effective leadership.9 

vVhatever the causes of state formation, the archaeological record 
confirms the hypothesis, based on evolutionary theory, that new belief 
systems arose along with new social institutions. Burial sites show an 
increased concern for the well-being of the dead in some after-life. They also 
reveal differential treatment based on social status. Those with wealth and 
power, especially if buried with artefacts and symbols of royal status, , .. 'cre 
interred with material goods (and often with the bodies of servants or 
subordinates), whereas ordinary individuals had a simpler burial. \,Vhile the 
state thus dearly pro\'ided all excess of resources compared with earlier 
epochs of hunter-gatherer existence, it also generated ditlerences of social 
class that seem related to the emergence of highly articulated, future-oriented 
belief systems. Most speciilcally, sacred symbols of animals or gods 
accompany the bodies of those with high status, promising them, in some 
way, future benefits as a reward for their earthly activity. 

From ancient mythology, we know something of the myths and belief.~ of 
many early ci,"ilizations. One characteristic is the increased role of an 
ancestral figure from whom the community is thought to have descended. 
Epitomized by the figure of Abraham in the Hehrew Bible, the belief in a 
heroic or superhuman founder entails a belief in common ancestry and hence 
common kinship within the t'mcrgl'l1t state. Such kinship often does not 
extend to lower classes, \-"hose obedience may haw been based on conquest 
or coercion. However, from the first, it would appear that the state as a 
system of co-operation and coercion is based, in part, on beliefs of common 
ethnic origin. 

For an evolutionary biologist, howe\'er, these belief systems need to be 
explained as behaviour. The emergence ora concept oflife after death, or the 
claim that all members of a society share the blood of a distant founder, 
cannot be treated as a cause without implying the creation ex nihilo of 
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radically new beliefs and behaviours. This follows most especially because the 
models of social behaviour indicate that, without strong benefits, a fictive 
kinship system (especially if socially stratified) entails co-operation with non
kin under circumstances that, over preceding millennia, led to defection and 
conflict. 

The theoretical modeb derived from inclusive fitness theory are thus 
consistent with empirical evidence on one central point. The belief in 
common 'ethnic' or hiologically based bonds underlying the emergence of a 
state is hardly sufficient to explain the causes of centralized states and 
governments. Rather, such bdie(~ are predictable consequences of social co
operation on a broadt'r level than was possihle among hunter-gatherers, 
scavengers, or even incipient agriculturalists. If so, an evolutionary approach 
to the origin of human states points to ethnicity as epiphenomenon or 
secondary factor, lending legitimacy to behaviours whose benefits derive 
from other factors. 

III. THE I'SYCHOLO(;JC.\L FOL::,\])ATIO;-';S OF COLLECTI\'E WELF.\RE 

In studying pristine states and other early political institutions, archaeologists 
and anthropologists have uncovert'd a variety of patterns. No single set of 
empirical circumstances explains all early states. Not only are secondary 
states different from the earliest, or 'pristine', states in each geographic 
region, but any single community seems to go through a series of 
transformations. Sometimes, as with the urban communities of the Anastazi 
in the American south-west, the process of state formation comes to an 
abrupt end prior to the full emergence of centralized political institutions. In 
other cases, what appear to have been simpler, non-militaristic states develop 
more rigid social classes and castes, military forces, and expanded power over 
neighbouring populations. 

It would seem, therefore, that it is impossible to find a single set of 
material factors that explain the willingness of the members of early states to 
pay taxes and contribute to collective goods. Yet the behaviour of our first 
'civilized' ancestors is crucial, for ,,,,·e know they paid taxes- and that 
payment of taxes was a matter of record, suggesting that support for the 
system required formal, impersonal recognition. Indeed, the first 'written' 
records seem to be the receipts for tax payments in the form of crops. This 
archaeological f~lct is worth reflection. 

In face-to-face hunter-gatherer bands, reciprocity is based on reputation, 
friendship, and individual memory. In early states, individuals or kin-groups 
provide or store food in collective granaries. Oflicials responsible for these 
collective goods obviously benefit with power and status. \\,hy, then, would 
the other members of the community contribute taxt's to the welf~tre state? 
Tht' f;lct that their contributions were recorded 011 clay tablets suggests that 
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the infcmnal memory of reciprocal altruism was not suflicient to motivate 
obedience. (Those who doubt the l~lCt need only reread the biblical account 
of .\Ioses in Egypt.) 

It follows that the \\'illingness to contribute to collective \\'elf~lre required, 
from the first. new psychological dispositions. \\'ithout these dispositions, it 
can be wondered whether productiw technology, military strength, or 
political leadership would han' led to the emergence and spread of 
centralized states. III general terms, the benefits of obedience and paymellt 
of taxes. not to mention selTice ill the military, had to exceed the costs of 
these nowl behm'iours, Two specific areas seem most likely to have heen 
important. 

First. it can he hypothesized that the benefits of social co-operation within 
a larger group than the hunter-gatherer band (or even an association of 
hands in a tribe) exceeded the costs. New capacities for the production or 
storage of goods and services must haw arisen. But hO'vv could such 
de\'elopments moti\'ate obedience to a state (especially if its leaders were 
reproductin~ ri\'als) and contributions to the public welfare (tax payments 
that could bene/it indi\'iduals who are not close kin)? Only, it would seem, 
through an extension of psychological expectations to the future. 

Hope in future benefit can justif)' short-term sacrifice or inwstments that 
\\'(lUld otherwise not occur among primates. For those of lower social class, 
obedience to rulers and tax payments entail a relati\'e loss of status in the 
present. As long as absolute conditions allow sun'ival, extension of the time
horizon to consider future henefit allows otherwise costly co-operatiH' 
bdla\'iours to produce a nl'1 hendit. 

i\ second and parallel f;lctor arises li'om between-group competition. If 
dim'rent social groups compete le)r non-di\'isible resources, such as desirable 
land or natural resources. the benefits of le:>rming a state are reinlorced by the 
kar of filture losses to ri\'als. Among hunter-gatherers and small-scale 
agriculturalists, continued skirmishes are often necessary to protect crops and 
fields. \\,hik some cultural anthropologists would like to picture early 
humans as living in a pacific 'statl' of nature' like that imagined by Rousseau. 
the natin:s of Hispaniola killed the sailors whom Columbus left behind after 
his first \'oyage. EH'n amongst themse\H's. the aborigines of the :"Jew 'Vorld 
t'ngaged in between-group \'iolence helem' contact with Europeans. as is clear 
from Amerigo Vespucci's report or his first contacts with the peoples on the 
continent \\'hich ultimately took his name. Once states hegin to fe:mn, 
there/e>n', the practices of bl'twcen-group conflict generate new benefits for 
social co-operation and nt'\\' It-ars of the costs of I~lilurl' to do so. 

\\'hen social classes took feJrm. the emergence of warriors created both a 
prohlem (since they had to be supported by the tax payments of the 
producing classes) and a pott'lltial bendit (since they could not only protcct 
the emerging state li'om ri\'als, hut conquer other populations and el1s\;l\T 
them). The oll\'ious moti\'ational basis lex assessing such changes would han' 
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been the extension of the calculus of cost and henefit into tl1t' future, Support 
for {-lites, ohedience to their rules, and payment of taxes could be accepted if 
future benefits outweigh present costs; and since the future benefits accrue to 
a large number of unrelated, unknown individuals, the ideologies of the state 
typically entail some form of fictive kinship. 

Elsewhere, I haw developed in detail the model on which this argument 
rests. It is based on two concepts. First, the emergence of a parallel 
assessment of ftllure as well as present costs and benefits from social 
interaction (or what, following ~lichael McGuire, I haw called the ratio of 
the "'alue of the future' to the 'value of the present'). Symbolized as VflVp, 
this ratio can be used to de\·e1op models that explain the contribution to 
collective welfare, including payments that enhance the henefit of 
reproductive rivals. Second, the crystallization of some form of fieriw 
kinship, defining members of the group most likely to benefit from the 
emerging state as kin .- or at least as 'naturally' different from all outsiders, 
and hence, dlectively, as something similar to distant relatiws. 

While the hostility to out-groups - however they might be defined - is 
characteristic of hunter-gatherers or agriculturalists without centralized 
states, the emergence of a centralized state pro\·ides a strong reason for 
enlarging the scope of fictive kin-groups and increasing the hostility to those 
outside them. Hence, states expanded the scale of a population whose 
common identity is supposed to derive from genetic or biological origins. 
What we call an 'ethnic' group is to a large degree the product of states and 
the social cOll\'entions, which they create or foster, not an independent 
cause. 

This account of the emergence of belief systems defining larger kinship 
groups is consistt'nt with the data linking linguistic and gmetic relatedness. As 
Cavalli-Sforza has shown, the evidence contradicts thl' pn'\'ailing model of 
cultural evolution based on information diffusion and imitation cutting across 
genetically diverse groups. Gene frequencies tend to (>rill clint's that provide 
a gt'ographic record of population flO\ .. ,s and cultural conquests. Humans 
moved, created social systems, and either replaced or intermarried with 
indigenous populations.1O The resulting patterns do not coincide with the 
contemporary definitions of 'ethnic groups', so we must admit that the belief 
systems dominating our own perceptions of the world are as much a 
reflection of political history as were the ancestral cults of the early Sumerians 
and Egyptians. 

IY. Er\YIRO;\";\!E;\"'L\I., TECHNOLOGICAL Al\"D ClTITR,\L FACTORS 
SUPPORTL\;(; THE WEI.FARE STATE 

The preceding analysis has sought to establish a negati\'e proposition: the 
populations that are today dt'fined as 'ethnic' groups are neither 
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homogeneous natural entities nor independent causes of political en'nts. This 
assertion will strike most social scientists as simply incomprehensible. 'Norse, 
it poses a deeper problem. If collflicts OWl' ethnicity do 1I0t shape the 
distribution of bend its in a welfare state, why do leaders, voters, and scholars 
assume they are so important? And, from a theoretical point of view, if 
welf~tre states have generated a belief in Ilctive kinship groups since the 
emergence of the first centralized gowrnments, what is it that causes the 
development and controH'rsy owr the scope of the in-group viewed as the 
lq,ritimate beneficiaries of colkctin:, goods? 

The answer must be consistent with the second prerequisite of an 
evolutionary analysis of human politics noted abon: ... namely, the need to 
capture the dynamic or historical dimension of state systems, which repeatedly 
have formed, expanded, entered into conflict, and collapsed. Ethnic identities 
tend to be perceiwd as qualitative, fixed attributes. Hence, ethnicity hardly 
explains why diverse populations were melded together to form states, whether 
we have in mind the earliest empires on the' figris, Euphrates, and Nile or more 
modern societies like Great Britain, France, and Russia. 

Many fiH'tors need to be considered. AsJared Diamond has shown in his 
magisterial Guns, GerlllJ alld Steel, II the physical environmcnt and the 
sequences of its exploitation by early hominids were factors of overwhelming 
importance that have been generally ignored hy historians and social 
scientists who seek to explain the origins of political institutions. Although 
Diamond's extraordinary analysis has enriched the foregoing discussion of 
the origins of the centralized state, his principal foclls is the sequence of 
events leading to the progTt'ssi\"(' dtTdopmcnt of states in the Fertile 
Cresccnt, along the Nile, in Asia, and only later in Europe and the Americas. 
As our topic concerns shorter temporal spans, particularly in the recent 
history of the welfare state, Diamond's main contrihution concerns the kinds 
of variables he demonstrated as of unsuspected importance to political and 
social organization. Of these, I will stress five climate, technology, 
demography, geographical mohility, and religious belief: All, I will argue, 
have had eflects on a critical interwning \'ariable the price of consumable 
goods I::! - as well as a direct causal impact on the disposition to contribute to 
collective benefits. 

(;{imate 

It will at first seem ahsurd to suggest that \'anatIOlIS in climate might be 
independent causal factors in the rise and f;tll of centralized states. In fact, the 
evidence suggests that the economic, social, and political conditions 
throughout recorded history haW' been influenced by the weather and the 
broader ecological changes it can trigger. 

Some consequences of climate change are at this stage speculative. For 
example, it has been suggested that a secular tendency to global warming is 
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responsible for the global decline in sperm counts that has been noticcd by 
some biologists. It is known. at the individualle\'e1, that heat can reduce male 
ft>cundity: hence, French aristocrats had the custom of taking a hot bath 
bef()re consorting with their mistresses. If an association between global 
temperatures and male sperm counts were to be confirmed, it would han~ 
direct implications for political institutions. 

During periods of cold weather, with poor crop yields and potential food 
shortages, increases in the birth rate \vould flIrt her exacerbate between-group 
violence. COIl\Trsdy, periods of warmer weather around the globe would 
expand the amount of arable land and thereby increase I()od supplies while 
reducing population pressure. Between-group conflict might thus be reduced, 
and dispositions to share (at least within an extended, fictin' kin-group 
enhanced) as temperatures move 1rom colder to wanner, but after a point, 
Ii.mher increases in wealth and declines in population grmvth might lead to 
increased selfishness and a reduced disposition to contribute to collective 
goods. 

As noted, the hypothesis or a link between weather and sperm count is 
highly speculative. A more general feature of climate is probably easier to 
document. Periods of environmental instability occur from time to time. 
\'ears with killing fi'ost in the summer or prolonged heat waves during the 
winter have unpredictable eflects on crops and economic activity. 
Conversely, periods of a more stable environment l~lCilitate year-to-year 
planning and therewith enhance social stability. 

Above, it was suggested that estimates of the relatin~ \'alue of the future 
and the present (the ratio VflVp ) may provide an important insight into the 
disposition to co-operate with central governing authorities and contribute 
taxes to support public welf~lre. Periods of changeable, unstahle weather will 
- all else being equal -- reduce the value of the future more than the value of 

the presellt. That in turn would he expected to reduce the disposition to 
support welfare transfer payments to those who are less I(")rtunate. And, as we 
shall see below, there is suggestive evidence li'om long 'wa\'es' of economic 
change that - among other things- supports this hypothesis with data from 
societies widely dispersed in space and time. 

It should be added that instability or unpredictahility fi'om oue year (or 
even one mouth) to another is quite difll'rent from secular changes in average 
temperature len'ls. This point may be of particular importance gin~n the 
contron'rsies O\'er global warming. According to some scientists, human 
activity is responsible for a 'greenhouse' effect and dangerous increases in 
average global temperature. Others have criticized this view, using long-term 
models of the earth's climate to suggest that, if anything, the trend may be 
toward global cooling. In assessing these debates, perhaps too little attention 
has been given to the possibility that both sides are partially correct .... with the 
result that O\'erall patterns will be marked by increased instability rather than 
by a linear trend towards either warming or cooling. 
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Whatewr the future holds in store, this analysis can be applied fruitfully 
to the origins of the modern state system. Particularly after the wars of 
religion in the middle of the scventc(')lth century, western Europe \vas 
favoured by a period of relatiH'ly mild and predictable weather. Crop yields 
increased. Agricultural surpluses came to exist. Obviously, such changes 
make it easier to develop a wt'II~II"l' state by reducing the cost of resources to 
ensure that the least fiwoured memhers of society are supported by 
governmental transfers o/" wealth. 

If global weather becomes colder, crop f~lilures could threaten the 
productive surpluses on which welfare economies rest. Perhaps more 
relevant, an unpredictable climate either associated \-"ith more severe 
storm patterns or merely seasonal changes of reduced regularity .- would 
make it harder to insure the wcalth on which contemporary welfare societies 
rest. 

Tedmofogiraf Change 

Whatever the uncertainty about possible changes in global climate and their 
impact on human social behm'iour, there is little doubt that technologies are 
rapidly transforming the costs and benefits o/" many human practices. 
Traditionally, howen'r, the impact or technology has focused on what Karl 
Marx called the 'mode of production'. For example, large-scale heavy 
industry has progressively declined as a central filctor in ad\'anced industrial 
societies like the United States. Many political and social institutions are 
necessarily influenced hy such a transformation. To cite hut ont> t>xample, the 
political influenct> of industrial lahour unions has declined substantially in 
recent years; a decline that has greatly weakened support for many aspects of 
the welfare state. 

In addition to these ol)\'ious efli.~cts of productive technology, however, 
arc less noted but equally significant transfonnations in military and 
communications technology. Elsewhere, I have argued that techniques of 
communicating force (the fi)tllldation of military power) have a subtle 
relationship with technologies of communicating infcmnation (the foundation 
of political influence). Unlike productive technology, military and commu
nication techniques hoth seem to have characteristic em'cts on the scope and 
stability of states and political systems. Obvious in the case of military 
technology - one need only think o/" the rcn)lutionary implications of the 
invention of cannon and otl1('r firearms .. these effects concern the balance 
between offensive and deft-nsivc capabilities and, therewith, directly trans
fi:mn the shape of a viable community. 

Usually, a technological change in military or communicatin- practices 
\viII shift the benefits of aggressive or defensi\'e states in a marginal way, at 
best. In contrast, at certain critical moments in history, the technologies of 
communicating infimnation and ddiwring physical violence undergo 
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opposite transformational change. \\-'I1('n this occurs, I haw suggested, the 
scale of viable political units may be abruptly changed. 

1\ly analysis of the simultaneous reversal of offensive! def(~nsi\"e advaIHage 
in technologies of ci\'ilian communication and military force can he 
summarized as f()IIO\\·s. 1:1 Broadly speaking, the medieval period was marked 
by military technologies (the high-walled fortress, full hody armour, the 
horse, and hence the aristocratic \varrior) that f~l\'oured the defence, and 
communicative tedlllologi('s (highly selective literacy, hand-copied messages, 
religious preaching) that fil\'oured the offence. Under such circumstances, 
viable political institutions normally had a limited and variable political 
scope, depending on the ability of individual leaders. On the one hand, large
scale states had dilliculty defending a long frontier without an exorbitantly 
expensive standing army. On the other, centralized rulers were vulnerable to 
revolt by ambitious nobles, some of whom may have possessed greater 
hravery and warrior skills than the king. In addition, communicati\"{~ 

technologies allowed the Pope, not to mention other political rivals, to f()("us 
messages on vulnerable sectors of a rival society and thereby deny rulers 
unquestioned legitimacy. 

In the fifteenth century, a double technological re\'ersal took place. 
GunpO\,vder, cannon, muskets, and numerous other engines of war abruptly 
re\"t'rsed the implications of military technology by now f~lvouring the 
ofknce. A king, armed with cannon, could now destroy previously 
impregnable castles (as symbolized by Louis XlV's capture and demolition 
of the Protestant stronghold of Les Baux in southern France). At the same 
lime, however, the printing press revolutionized the technology of 
communicating information, giving unprecedented ideological advantages 
to the defi.-nsive community. Now, /()r the first time, enormous 'national' 
populations could be presented with identical texts, making it possible to 
create a state in control of such a large t('rritOJ)' that enemy cannon could 
never approach the royal seat of power. 

At the end of the fifteenth century, 1\lachiawlli and Leonardo da Vinci 
sel'm to have bccn the first thinkers to become aware of this double 
transl())matiol1 and its dkcts on poweLl I As l\1achiavelli put it (with 
characteristic pungency), gi\Tn tlw trans/(>rmations in militaJ)' technology, 
'e\'('11 a pimp' could he a good soldier. If motivation could be prO\'idec\ by a 
common set ofprincipks, the resuiting armies could defend a royal castle like 
Versailles or FOlltainebleau, in which thick walls were replaced hy windows, 
gardells, and the amenities of a court liJt- occupying the high aristocracy. In 
place of li'uchtl contests I()r power. the emcrgellce of printing led to the 
1(»")l1ation of ("('lItralizec\ hureaucracit,s aneljuelicial systems anel ultimately 

dectoral politics bas('d on legitimizec\ competition I()r po\\"('r. 
In I('udal Europl', what \\T think of as the \Vell~tn, state was impossible. 

The pril1l'ipal sOlll'("e of weaith was al1 aristo<Tacy that continually challenged 
thl' powl'r of the kings of France, England, and othtT m(~ior states. :\IIY 
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attempt to tax centres of wealth Ii))' tht' purpose of income redistribution was 
not only limited by til(> productiw technology of the epoch, hut above all by 
the certainty of self-interested rebellion by the nobility (and, in all probability, 
the Church). With the almost simultaneous development of printing and 
cannon, centralized monarchies everywhere gained immensely in power and 
scope. Isolated noblemen could no longer resist kings who took on the role of 
'national' leaders, supported by larger armies unified by political teachings 
that were disseminated by the printed word. 

111 the ~liddle Ages, aid to the poor and destitute took the fc)rm of charity 
and It'udal obligation. Vassals \\"ho could prO\'ide sen'ices to a lord or nohle 
could expect protection and assistance in return- a relationship easily 
explained in terms of reciprocal altruism. The Church (and especially 
monasteries) prO\'ided a supplementary source of charity, presumably 
motinlted by a belief in di\'ine n'\vards in the afterlift·. The modern welfare 
state was only concei\'able after such institutions were swept away by the 
emergence of a centralized, bureaucratic state on the scale of a modern 
nation, itself a creation based on common language more than ethnicity or 
e\'el1 customs. 

The characteristics of the modern state system as it developed after the 
se\"enteenth century differed fundamentally from medieval society. Military 
po\\"er organized by a central government could now overcome physical 
resistance by individual nobles and their supporters (or, lor that matter, local 
groups of diflt~rent language, religion, or ethnicity). 'Vithin that government's 
sphere of control, shared bt"lids, spread by printing combined with 
widespread litt"racy, transformed thl:" base of power Irom the ft'udal ('lite to 
the middle class, and ultimately to the entire citizenry. In such a system, the 
promise of welfare support Itlr those least fortunate in the affairs of liIe can 
den'lop as a mechanism for guaranteeing mass support. 

The technologies of warfare and communication continued to change 
after the early fifteenth century, but most innovations did little to alter the 
fundamental character of the system. In the nineteenth century, railroads 
expanded communication, extending Il.lrther the homogeneity of attitudes 
and information disseminated through printing (and thus reinforcing the 
tendency of information and communication technologies to f:l\'our the 
defence); in the twentieth century, automobiles, radio, and network television 
continued the same trend. Conn'rsely, O\Tr the last two centuries, most 
ad\"CUlces in military technology continued to fanmr the ollence, including 
ocean-going steamships, tanks, and other devices based on the internal 
combustion engine. and air power. 'Vhile the net balance of these forces 
sometimes fm·oured the defence (trench warfare in ,,, orId \Var I) and 
sometimes the om'nce (air and sea power in \Vorld \Var II), the dynamic 
relationship between types of technology and power remained broadly 
similar. 
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Over the last two generations. this situation seems to he changing 
fundamentally.!:; Computers, the higgest change in the communication of 
ideas since printing, fractun' social communities instead of uniting them. 
Cable television, CD-ROMs, and fax machines have similar em'cts, making 
it more and more likely that diverse segments of society live ill difIerellt 
perc:eptual worlds with incompatible helief systems. In competition hetween 
societies, such trends necessarily favour the ofIt~nce because they can be used 
to create dissension within a target society. 

Conversely, military technology has moved to a new phase, in which 
weapons of mass destruction art' too dangerous to use in an offensive mode. 
A-; the Israelis have shown, as long as a second strike remains plausihle, 
nuclear weapons are the ultimate trump, guaranteeing the invulnerability of 
their possessors. Indeed, as the Gulf\Var and subsequent attempts to topple 
Saddam Hussein haw shown, massive offensive military capabilities are 
increasingly difficult to use, and when used, difficult to convert into decisive 
advantage. Hence, military technology tends to favour the defence, as it did 
in the medieval epoch. 

The double reversal of offensive/defensive capability suggests that we 
may be returning to a situation comparable with that of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries, if not the middle ages. Cross-cutting cleavages within 
state systems limit the ability of a central government to demand 
unquestioning obedience and engage in transfers of wealth to secure 
universal political support. l\1ilitarily weak societies can, none the less, 
threaten more powerful rivals by the astute use of information (in the form of 
rhetoric, deception, and infiltration into the relatively open communicative 
systems of a fully computerized economy). 

Whether or not one accepts this interpretation of the em'cts of technology 
on political institutions, the broader issue should be obvious. The mode of 
producing goods and services, long stressed by Marx and his followers, is f~lr 
from the only technological Hlctor that constrains the capacity of a political 
system to generate and support welfare policies that benefit the unfortunate. 
And when pO\\'crful social groups seek to avoid paying fc.lr costly welfare 
programmes, hostility to ethnic out-groups can be an efit'ctive ideological 
justification. 

Delllogra/J/9' 

Populations difI(~r in structure. Sometimes the birth-rate falls, reducing the 
proportion of the society under reproductive age. Conversely, the 
prolongation of li{(~ expectancy can increase the ratio of the aged to those 
active in the labour fc)rce. In some communities, the sex ratio is inAlI('nced by 
customs (such as elimination of ft'males through selective abortion) or hy 
warl:m' (with tht' attendant disproportion of male deaths). 
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Population structures obviously influence the expectation and support for 
the welfalT state. Since birth rates, life expectancies, and sex ratios can vary 
independently, the demographic characteristics influencing attitudes towards 
the future and commitments to social well:1re are not limited to overall rates 
of population growth. Ewn so, whereas climate and technology are usually 
ignored in discussions of the wdl~lft, state, many economists are acutely 
aware of the implications of demographic structure and change. Hence a 
briefer treatment of this I~l("tor should sulnee. 

It is usually assumed that if I:unily size is at or below the rate of a stable 
population (usually just over two per adult), social attitudes are more likely to 
be risk-averse. Biologists speak of K-strategy; the pattern in \vhich inn'stment 
in each young member of the species is increased. The converse structure, 
with a high birth rate and large I:lmilies, corresponds to an r-strateg)' in 
biology and is often accompanied by higher risk-taking behaviours, especially 
among males who must compt'te with each other for scarce resources or 
status. 

Similar elft'cts can arise at the other end of the age pyramid. When life 
expectancy increases and the aged form a higher percentage of the total 
population, it seems obvious that social attitudes will favour stability and 
certainty, avoiding risk and radical change. Conversely, high mortality rates 
are associated with greater risk-taking and a willingness to ascribe high value 
to desired future outcomes. 

\\'here sex ratios are strongly skewed towards males, greater male-male 
competition for mates and higher risk-taking is usually observed. Conflicts 
hetween groups hccomt' more likely, since males may have a particular 
inccnti\'e to seek resources .. and perhaps even mates ... through the deft~at or 
conquest of rival communities. A predominance of It'males, on the other 
hand, will t}Vically orient social choice toward K-strategies. 

Since such considerations intt'ract with each other, demographic structures 
can have apparently contradictory clu'cts on attitudes and beha\·iour. Often, 
perccptions depend on the rate of change Irom one generation to another 
rather than on the absolute age and sex structure of the population. And while 
I~l("tors in/lut'ncing demography ollen also directly impinge on political and 
social attitudes, the rdatin'ly slow change of demographic age structures It)rms 
an el1\'ironmental constraint It)r short-term public policies. 

(;fogm/Jhi(([/ .Ilobili{l' 

Throughout history, humans han' 1ll00Td whelllTer opport1l111tIeS tt)r a 
better lilt, seemed greater than the risks of uprooting oneself and moving. 
Essential to the hunter-gatherer way of life, geographical mobility persisted 
and e\Tn took on greater importance in agricultural societies depending on 
li.'rtile. well-watered lam\. Sometimes entin' societies 1110\'t', as when l\loses 
led the choscn people to the Promised Land. Al other times, especially when 
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there is an excess of young males, mohility occurs as a risk-taking strategy by 
individuals. 

Population genetics and linguistic analysis have shown that the structure 
of the human species' gene pool is shaped by the historical patterns of 
geogTaphical mobility. The overlap between linguistic communities and 
I I . . Iii I d . d . I s utrec genetIc mutatlOlIs suggests t lat, to a egree, perceive SOrIa 

diflcrences in language and culture may reflect differential relatedness. 
However, the groups so defined correspond very weakly to the ethnic or 
religious groups that are politically defined as heterogeneous or problematic. 
And dominant social classes which perceive themselves as ethnically 
homogeneous are, most often, the result of an amalgamation of quite diverse 
linguistic and genetic subpopulations. 

Opportunities for migration depend on historical accidents and 
contingencjes. When Europeans first arrived in the New World, as 
Diamond ll points out, they did not 'discover' uninhabited territories (as 
had been the case millennia earlier, when the first Asian migrants crossed the 
land-bridge into what is now Alaska). However, the uneven pace of political, 
technological, and cultural development gave the Europeans weapons and 
social organization that made the defeat of the indigenous 'Indian' 
populations inevitable. As soon as this was evident, migration to the New 
\Vorld became an opportunity to exploit valuable lands and resources. 

l\:ligration also reflects characteristics of the individuals and groups who 
seek improved lives by moving. The Spanish territories in Central and South 
America were exploited and settled in a very different manner than English 
or French settlements in North America. For instance, Queen Isabella 
originally sought to exclude emigration and settlement by anyone who was 
not a Castillian - including subjects of her husband, King Ferdinand of 
Aragon. The English, in contrast, allowed and even encouraged emigration 
by religious minorities and social outcasts who otherwise challenged the status 
quo in the mother country. 

For demographic reasons, today's welfare states are more likely to be 
recipients of immigrants from poorer societies than sources of out-migration. 
Foreign labourers, however, are less likely than citizens to expect, demand, or 
receive social welfare from their host government. This acceptance of 
conditions that strike other citizens as harsh reRects the immigrants' 
perception of greater socio-economic opportunity as well as the likelihood 
that they have risk-taking personalities. 

As this illustration suggests, when migration within or between societies is 
a ready option, the demand for social welfare is reduced. On the one hand, 
migration serves as a safety-valve for individuals and groups that might 
otherwise challenge the dominant power structure. On the other, those 
whose mobility is rewarded by economic and social success often share their 
gains with dose kin, providing a form of welfare not mediated by systems of 
governmental taxation and legislated entitlement. 



Therc is great irony III the rok or migration in contcmporary wcll;If(' 
states. Particularly in wcstern Europe, immigrant lahour has bcen a target I(')\' 
xcnophohic hostility. Oddly enough, hm\TnT, such nationalist mO\"("n1t'nts as 
Jean-l\larie LcPen's Front .'oiationak ill France han' the dkct of protecting 
the well;uT claims or citizcns li'om challenge. \VIlt'reas those who contest 
policies of taxation and puhlic l'xlwnditure in the United States ollt'n 
challenge \\'l'If;UT in general. the explicit hostility to /()reign workers can he 
an ahernatin'. Hence, in this case, ethnic di\Trsity (in the f(>rIn of migrant 
lahour) may actually protect \n·Il;lre l'ntitiements that might otherwise he 
challenged hy enyious Imwr-middlc-c1ass n)\ITS. 

Rf/~~i(}l1\ iMid' .~·J',\lflI/S 

Religion prm'ides connvts and hclids that prof(Hlndly shape attitudes 
towards lik, death, and time. Where theological doctrines include strongly 
held hdids in the afit-r1ill' and incli\'iclual salyation, the \'alue of tht' Illlun' is 
not limited to the assessed opportunitil's during one's o\\'n li/t,time or that of 
ollspring and descendants, E\'('n though world rdigions likl~ Christianity and 
Buddhism arc \Try long lasting, changing hdicls can deeply influence the 
way hdievtTs inn'st in ITSOlllTes and in social commitments. 

Salter has noted that today, ethnic heterogeneity poses a challenge to the 
welf~lrl' state. Howt'H'r, prior to World \\'ar II. ethnic di\'isions wert' eitlH'r 
less oln'ious than religious pn:judice or confused with it. Anti-Semitism was 
\'indent not only in Nazi Germany, but in the United States and other 
countries of western Europc. Anwrican Protestants were scarcdy It'ss 
outspoken in their hostility to Catholics than to Jews. \Vhaten'r tht' genetic 
and social \"Clriations \vithin these religious communities and they could 
generate contiicts at another le\'d the dominant society's hostility to 
religious out-groups was especially typical among those who were opposcd to 
egalitarian \\Tlf~m' policies. 

Aller \\'orId War II, rdig'ious toleration came to replace openly stated 
rules or prekrenct' and exclusion. In place of" legally cnforceable rules of 
l~xclusion li'om public accommodations or quotas in uni\'('rsities, ecunH'nical 
religious heliefs \\'tTe ('()mi>ined with egalitarian social rules. We IC.>rget too 
easily that, when an international (,(lIIl(TenCe was organized to plan the 
1I10111'tary system linking the \'ictors in World War 11, it took place at Brel\on 
\Yoods becaust' this huge resort hotd was one or the only establishments of 
sullicient size and character that would accept.Jews like Henry l\Jorgenthau, 
President ROOS{,H'it's Secrctary of the Treasury. 

It would, of course, be a mistake 10 assume that religious helief was 
unillHmly hostile to the expansion of the \\'dl~lrc state. The ci\'il rights 
11100'Cment in the United Statl's was supported and ollen \cd hy dedicated 
hdiewrs (of whom the RnTI"l'nd l'Iartin Luther King Senior is the most 
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obvious). Nor is there any simple correspondence between other-worldly 
orientations and political activism, as the career of Gandhi illustrates. 

In recent years, moreover, religious heterogeneity has often taken on a 
global dimension. To cite Benjamin Barber's work, we often witness the 
conflict of Jihad versus MacWorld. The beliefs of Islamic fundamentalists 
vary widely among themselves, not to mention their differences from 
Christian fundamentalists and evangelicals. It is not intuitively obvious how 
to classify the way the Taliban of Afghanistan, the Shi'ia of Iran, or the 
Muslims of Kosovo relate to the welfare state as it is known in western 
Europe. Nor is it clear that what outsiders view as ethnicity should, rather, be 
understood as religious sects and doctrines. 

For all the reasons outlined above, an evolutionary approach to human 
history and politics reveals that ethnicity is an exceptionally slippery concept. 
Many factors influence the willingness to support a redistributive welfare 
state, but from the perspective of neo-Darwinian biology, these influences 
should be mediated through assessments of cost and benefit. 

On theoretical grounds, I have argued that co-operation with strangers 
becomes possible because, due to their large neo-cortex and capacity for 
linguistic communication and abstract thought, humans engage in a more 
complex cost/benefit calculus than other animals. Whereas the social 
behaviour of other species entails little more than responses to the current 
environment, human behaviour reflects simultaneous assessments of the 
future as well as of the present. In cost-benefit terms, I have therefore 
suggested that the ratio of the value of the future to that of the present (Vf/ 
Vp) might be used to analyse dispositions to co-operate and compete. It is to 
this economic dimension of human civilization that we must now turn. 

V. CONCLUSION: THE PRESENT HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

It may seem odd that, in the above account of factors that contribute to the 
success of a welfare state, little has been said about economics. This is 
because, from an evolutionary perspective, the dispositions to produce, trade, 
and acquire goods in a market economy are - like the submissive behaviour 
towards leaders or the willingness to die in defence of the state - behaviours 
to be explained and not independent causal factors. Just as obedience to 
governments and payment of taxes are an evolutionary novelty that seems 
hard to explain on strict neo-Darwinian grounds, the market economy entails 
trusting strangers and having faith in that artificial measure of value known as 
money, neither of which is consistent with a strict interpretation of inclusive 
fitness theory. 

To explain the emergence of the modern welfare state, it is therefore 
necessary to focus on the empirical facts of Western civilization from a 
perspective that emphasizes the costs and benefits of social co-operation. 



2GB II 'flare, E'tlllliri!J' and AltruislII 

Fortunately, much is known about the economic correlates of European 
history. The account that follows will rest primarily on the work of David 
Hackett Fischer, \\"hose magisterial The Great Wavew brings together an 
astonishing array of data on the economic and social considerations that have 
structured \\' estern socio-economic and political history since the Middle 
Ages. Although Fischer's analysis may well be in error - or at least 
incomplete - no discussion of the evolution of the welfare state can ignore the 
data that he puts at our disposal. 

Fischer argues that 'Vestern socio-political history reflects a series of 
alternating 'waves' of inflation (which coincide with epochs of rapid 
population growth, social and military conflict, declining real wages, 
increased socio-economic inequality, and poor climate) and of economic 
stability. His overall thesis is summarized in Table 12.1. 

As Fischer's historical account reminds us, the institutions of a centralized 
state in the modern sense did not exist befcwe the fifteenth century, when the 
process of 'state-building' characterized what has been called the late 
'l'vledieval Renaissance'. Before that time, the poor received charity, 
especially through feudal lords (whose protection of \'assals was based on 
complex relations of reciprocity) and monasteries or other Church 
institutions. Even in the early modern state, formal arrangements for 
transferring resources to the poor were not well developed by governments. 
As late as 1693, in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution of 1689, we find 
John Locke, a leading political adviser and theorist, advising leaders against 
policies that provide welfare assistance to the poor. 

Although centralized states first emerged in periods of relative price 
stability, during which social inequality appeared to be declining and 
population was stable, welfare policies were an eighteenth-century innovation 
in response to rapidly increasing prices and population pressure, which 
formed a 'price revolution' otherwise similar to inflationary waves in the 
thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. Fischer summarizes the eighteenth 
century context as follows: 

The result of this decline in real wages in the eighteenth century was 
different from earlier price-revolutions. It caused much suffering among 
the poor, but no epidemic famines as in the fourteenth century and no 
decline of population as in the seventeenth. Here is a striking paradox 
in the history of price-revolutions. As one of these great waves followed 
another, rates of inflation incrcased but human suflering diminished. 
How could this have been the case? 

One important factor, beloved of classical economists, was the 
expansion and integration of world markets. Another was the 
improvement of income per capita, 'vvhich meant that fewer people 
were living near the edge. A third was the growth of welfare that, 
however limited, helped to prevent starvation. The price of all these 
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improvcments "vas acceleration in rates of inflation, and diminution of 
its cruellest consequences. 

A case in point was the history of well~lre. In 1795, the justices of 
Britain's Berkshire County met at the Pelican Inn in Speenhamland, 
and agreed to make a change in their system of poor-relief. They 
ordered that 'subsidies in aid of wages would be granted in accordance 
with a scale dependent upon the price of bread, so that a minimum 
. I Id I I I . . I' I' " \') lI1come s lOU )t' assurec to t H~ poor Irrespective 0 t wlr earnmgs .. 

This system, which persisted in England until 1834, is the forerunner of 
the contemporary welfare state. But why did it emerge, particularly if an 
increase in per capita incomes and the institution of a world market reduced 
the vulnerability of the poor in a single area of Europe? Fischer's answer is 
that the 'great waves' of \\' estern histOl)7, and the socio-political institutions 
they spawned, resulted from a complex of social f~lCtors interacting in suhtle 
and sometimes puzzling ways. 

This approach may not seem entirely satisf~l("tory, hut it surely resemhles 
tht' complexity of e"olutionary theory (particularly as it was formalized by 
Sewall ''''right, whose emphasis on multiple len-Is of causation a\'oids the 
reductionism so characteristic of f~lshionable models today). It also qualifies, 
at least in a negative sense, many of the arguments that are oflered today 
ahout the fl.lture of the welfare state. Lct me conclude by focusing on the issue 
of ethnicity, and my claim that it is a secondary factor or rationalization for a 
desire to restrict social co-operation hased on such other factors as dimate, 
technological change, demography, geography, and religion. 

As Salter:!o notes, Brown and Hero and Tolhert (among others) have 
claimed that hostility to ethnic minorities is a m,~jor factor in the provision of 
social we)f;lre benefits. Characteristically, such studies look at a single 
measure of the ethnic heterogeneity as a predictor of a single measure of 
welfare expenditures. If we take a broader "iew, however, it becomes 
apparent that hostility to one or more minorities whether consciously 
expressed or implicit - is itself parI ofa highly complex structure of responses. 
That is, the data suggest that cthnocentrism is a rationalization f()r the desire 
to reduce the scope of unknown non-kin who will benefit from contributions 
to the collecti'T good, and not an independent 'cause' of political beha,·iour. 

In Tables 12.2a 12.2b, I pres('nt a multiple regression model to explain 
the prO\'ision offive difll'lTnt kinds of"puhlic goods in all counties in the United 
States reporting 1991 data (l\! = 2,971). Three of these public goods are 
services representing the social owrheads of a ci"ilized society - sewers per 
capita, public water supplies per capita, and police per capita (Tahle 12.2a). 
As ('\'idence of the provision of public welfare, the same model is then used to 
predict \-velfare assistance, measured hoth hy the total expenditure per capita 
and the percentage of tht" population receiving benefits (Table 12.2b). 
Although social owrheads may seClll inappropriate since, in rural areas, 
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AlcoholislII II.S II.S II.S. -0'(JB5 L!ll 0.0001 
Property Crillll' 0.111 5.92 n.()On I 0.2(i7 IUl 0.000 I 
PCI Whitt· II.S. n.s. n.s. O,()(i I 2.:l6 O.OIB3 
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% Bla('k Poor --o.o:n 1.95 0.051:1 fUm I.GB 0.09:H 
% Hispanic Poor n.s. I1.S. n.s. I1.S. n.s. n.s. 
AC!juSh'd R ~ 0.21;3 n.2% 
F-It'st 71.GI lH.13 
]l o.oon I 0.0001 
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homes largely rely on individual septic systems and private wells, urbanization 
is directly measured by including population density as one of the independent 
\·ariables. Using these rq..,rression models, theref(lft" we can assess the extent to 
\ .... hich a range of public goods, as well as welfare assistance, might be reduced 
where the population includes more blacks or Hispanics, lower overall 
education, higher inGmt death rates, more uncmployment, more alcoholism, 
more property crime, and either ethnic wealth or ethnic poverty. 

To {;lcilitate comparisons, standardized coefficients are reported. As 
Tables 12.2a and 12.2h show, this way of analysing the problem indicates that 
hostility towards blacks is probably a f~lctor predicting lower lew'ls of all public 
services, since there alT main cm'cts f()r the proportion of blacks in the 
population [or {our of the fi\'(' dependent variables. In contrast, counties with 
more Hispanics also have significantly higher rates of sewage facilities and 
police protection, and while their per capitalle\T1 ofwe\fare payments is lower, 
there are significantly higher numbers recei\'ing benefits in counties with more 
Hispanic poor (as well as counties with more Hispanics with high incomes). 

While the data dearly show a bias against providing collective goods in 
areas with higher percentages of blacks in the population, the n~grcss\On 
modds also show the f()llowing: 
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I. The prm'ision of both social intl'astrtlcture and overall expenditures on 
well;lre are strongly correlated with overall poverty (with standardized 
coefficients that are Irom two to fi\"{~ times greater than those lor 
percentage of blacks in the population). 

2. :\IaIlY other factors cOllle into play (induding educational InTis, 
population density, rates of crime, and - fi)!' both measures of ",,-dian' 
rates of inl~lI1t death). 

:{. Hostility to blacks is obviously more serious than hostility to Hispanics, 
and extends to the underprovision of such public goods as sewers and 
police to counties with high average incomes in the black population. 

-1-. The percentage of the Hispanic population that is below the poverty line 
is not a significant predictor li)r any of the five independent variables, 
whereas the percentage of blacks who are poor is positively associated 
with the number of wdf~lre recipients and negatively associated with the 
average payment (indicating lower per recipient payments to hlacks than 
to other groups). 

5. The percentage of the whit(' population that is poor is also a ('orrdate of 
lower welfare expenditures and fewer individuals receiving them, as ' .... ell 
as lewer sewers per capita and fewer police per capita, suggesting that the 
negatin~ lactors on providing public goods include ,'isibly poor people as 
such, not merely poor members of minorities. 

These I-indings are consistent with the notion that the hostility to an Ollt
group is a secondary rationalization for resistance to allocating ,'aluable 
resources to the centralized state. In the American case, black skin is the most 

I·, . . k ' f '} I d'} I sa Icnt recogmtlon mar er 0 an out-group WIt 1 ow power an status.-
This suggests that it may be the ease with which to identify a target of 
hostility, and not the mere existence of ethnic-ity, that triggers hostility when 
citizens seek to restrict the provision of public goods. Were it otherwise, ont' 
would not expect such selective differences between Hispanics and blacks as 
correlates of the underprovision of the social benefits financed by taxpayers. 

As this analysis considers actual expenditures (not stated attitudes or 
motivations), it probably traces rather accurately the extent to which racism 
is actually weaker than overall need. This is shown in Tables 12.2a and 12.2b 
by the size of the standardized coeJIicients, which are much higher lor overall 
need (the percentage of the entire population living in poverty), or such signs 
of social decay as the rates of property crime, than for the measures of 
ethnicity and ethnic poverty. At a time of gTeat wealth and prosperity in the 
United States, racial hostility has declined markedly from the openly 
segregationist norms that prevailed from reconstruction to the civil rights 
movement of the I 960s. 

Such an interpretation is consistent with the role of ethnic or racial 
hostility during the price cycles in Western history that led to the 
establishment of the modern welfare state. As Fischer notes, pogroms 
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directed against .Jews were t)Vical during the pre-modern price revolutions, 
when rapid inflation led to impowrishment, deeper social inequality, and a 
sense that societies were out of control. The persistence of anti-Semitism in 
toelay's Russia (where relatiwly II'\\' Jews remain), comhined with its rdati\"(~ 
decline (at least lor the present) in the United States, suggests that target 
groups arc identified as a matter of saliency or political convenience. It seems 
that ethnic minorities are characteristic targets fC)I' those seeking to justify a 
reduction of welfare expenditures filr multiple reasons;:!:! and if no suitable 
target is at hand, it would seem that an out-group can and wiII he invented. 
Religious groups, linguistic minorities, newly arri\'ed settlers a surpnsmg 
array of attributes can bccome the lightning rod for lears and the desire to 
reduce the scope of the population sharing the benefits of public policy. It 
could hardly be otherwise, sinc(' the citizen hody is, to hegin with, an artificial 
or fictive kinship-group from the perspective of evolutionary biology. 

CODA: THE n"ITRE OF THE \\,ELL\RE S'L\TE 

'I definitely describe myself as a European .... I may get sentimental when 
they play the l\larseillaise, but filr all the practical things, I see myself as a 
citizen of Europe. I like the lilt' style in France, but I don't make my living 
there.' 

French banker living in London?" 

'Both sides have gone looking filr trouble and they have found it. If the two 
sides are unwilling to live lip to their agreements, 2,000, 3,000 or 4,000 
unarmed verifiers cannot frustrate their attempts to go after each other.' 

Diplomatic Monitor in hoso1!O'2 J 

Prognostication is not the saml' as scientific t'xplanation, especially when 
discussing human politics. While the f()f('going analysis has obvious 
implications for the future, it is tht're/c))T fitting to set them apart from the 
substance of the argument. 

l\ly analysis suggests two apparently ('{)ntradictory hypotheses: tirst, the 
centralized nation-states, which were lirst cOllceiwd during the Medieval 
Renaissance (1400 - 1470) and took IClrm during the Price Revolution of the 
sixteenth century (1490 --1(50), an' radically changing. If so, it would seem 
that support f()r the traditional wdlitre state may he undercut by the 
paradoxical combination of emerging political and economic units on a 
continental scale and rcsurgent loyalties toward more parochial socio-cultural 
regions and identities. Evidmce or prof(lUnd changes in the willingness to pay 
filr traditional social welfare policies is ubiquitous most notably in the stated 
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goal of substituting 'workfare' for 'welfare,' endorsed by American politicians 
on the Left as well as the Right. 

Second, however, is a contrary trend, symbolized by the equally 
ubiquitous notion of 'human rights' and perhaps reflecting the possibility 
that we are entering another 'equilibrium' phase in Western history. If 
climates become warmer, population growth remains in check, and prices 
stabilize, Fischer's historical analysis suggests a period of reduced social 
inequality and greater dispositions to assist the less fortunate. 

The outcome of these countervailing forces may well be the emergence of 
complex social systems more like those of the Medieval Renaissance than the 
nation-states of recent history. For example, between 1500 and 1975, the 
technologies of mass communication (printing, newspapers, state-supported 
postal services, and later radio and television) had the effect of progressively 
facilitating the dissemination of identical messages to the population of an 
entire nation-state. Computers, the Internet, fax, and CD-ROMs, fore
shadowed by the telephone and automobile, lead to diverse and plural 
information systems and perceptual communities. Increasingly, those in one 
subcultural community receive largely different information from local 
neighbours with a different focus of interest. 

This shift is symbolized in the United States by the decline in audiences 
watching the principal network television stations - and in Europe by the 
success of such continental or global networks as Skychannel and CNN. In 
economically fragile societies, these changes have substantially weakened 
many central governments that are not willing to use openly repressive 
methods to maintain control over their citizens. As a result, economic and 
cultural interaction have become a principal offensive mechanism for 
undermining regimes whose behaviour is contrary to the norms of legal and 
social behaviour preferred by western Europeans and Americans. Indeed, far 
from punishing rulers like Quaddafi and Saddam, economic sanctions seem 
to help them considerably. 

Changes in military technology are also significant factors in altering the 
scale and character of political systems. 25 Nuclear weapons and other means 
of mass destruction provide a formidable second-strike defence, but they can 
hardly be used by a superpower in an offensive first-strike. At the same time, 
the miniaturization of weapons, including those using chemical or biological 
means of destruction, makes it possible for a secondary power to greatly 
increase the costs of attempts to expand centralized control. The limited 
ability of the United States to control the behaviour of Iraq and North Korea 
shows the primarily defensive utility of our immensely powerful military 
arsenal. 

In the military sphere, these changes suggest a diffusion of power is likely. 
The United States, in a position of hegemony over the last generation, is 
more likely to become primus inter pares in a multipolar world. Recently, for 
example, Russia has suggested to India and China that the triad become a 
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pole of influence balancing the US and Europe. As in post-Napoleonic 
Europe under the Congress of Vienna, we might there/c)re see the emergence 
of a balance-of-power system. Although a hroader distribution of power will 
doubtless distress those who have benefited fi'om America's world hegemony. 
and would not prevent short-term shocks and conflicts, such a multipolar 
world \\"ould he less likely to explode into global waJi~lre and major 
catastrophe. 

In a domestic sphere, the filture \vill probably depend more directly on 
the f~lctorS emphasized in Fischer's account of the 'great waves' of \Vestern 
history. It is possible that the combination of increased agricultural output, 
improved economic planning, and better health care will lead to stabilization 
of both the world price system and the world's rate of population growth. 
Under these circumstances, industrialized societies will continue to provide a 
welfilre safety net, albeit perhaps on a more selecti"e basis. Charity or local 
beneficence would become more important, tog'ether with targeted concern 
within diverse religious or ethnic groups for the well-being of their own 
members. 

Writing in the mid-1990s, Fischer could not be sure whether we face a 
global crisis or haw entered a new equilibrium. \Vith a ft'w additional years 
of hindsight, the evidence for the latter is a little stronger. Prices remain 
stable. Population gTowth has continued to slow. Crime and drug usage have 
continued the small but steady declines that started around 1990. Shocks to 
the system that might han' triggered global catastrophe have been absorbed. 
Whether associated with global warming (a characteristic of prior epochs of 
equilibrium) or technological master)" or the worst impacts of environmental 
unpredictability, is it possible we will avoid the catastrophes of global warfare, 
depression, and disease? 

Given currt'nt trends, ont' can predict that if "ve are on the eve of a 
t"wnty-first century Equilibrium, this finure will look very different from the 
political and social lift> based on the nation-state as it has developed sinct' 
1750. On an optimistic interpretation, there will probably be more frequent 
localized violence and less frequent global wariare, more diverse systems flJr 
providing welf~lre and fewer marked lines of the class warfare described by 
~larx. Or, to put it in a paradoxical phrase, the future of the welfare state 
might turn out to be more human welfare and less centralized state. 

:,\(rn:s 

I. '~.-tost theories of social cvolution han- hct'n n'ndered \-irtually meaningless hy their 
fililure to specif}- mechanisms accounting fllr mOH'nwnt /i'om one slage to another. 
Indeed. then> are good reasons lilr helit>ving thaI limitations necessarily bound any 
tiwory of social evolution', quoted from.J.A. Hall (ed.), Slalr..- illllist()~T (Oxlclrd: Basil 
Blackwell, I !l86). pp. 20 21. 
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2. R.P. Shaw and Y. Wong, (:l'Ill'lic Sefd~ of II arlilre: Hmlutilill . . Vatiollali.'11/ alld Patriotism 
(Boston: Unwin & Hyman, I ~B!)). From an ethological perspectiw, 'recognition 
markers' are any phenotypical trait ohselyers can learn to treat as a just lHlticeabk 
dint-rence hetween carriers and non-carriers. This can include language, dress, and 
accent as wl'lI as physiological lraits with supposed genetic heritahility. In general, 
ethnic identilications are less indusin' than the 'races' and species that biologists 
distinguish among other animals yet they are more inclusiw than many of the 
human populations identified by geneticists and linguists (see L.L. Cm'alli-Sforza 
and F. C""alli-Sli)\'za, 7711' Great Humall Dia.ljlllras [Reading: Addison Wesley, 1995J). 
:\101'1'0\"('1', e\"en when conflated with 'race' (as was the case before I~H5fill'Jews in 
Nazi Germany or fill' 'hlacks' in the United States), t'lllllic groups haw constantly 
changing houndaries and identities. In the United States, for example, the term 
'Negro' once meant something rather different Ii'om 'Ali'ican-American' as used 
today. Prior to the success of the civil rights mowmellt, not only were so-called 
racially mixed indh'iduals more likely to be included (e\"('n it on phenotypic 
grounds, thl'Y wert' ahle to and sougllt to 'pass' as whites), hut black Afi'icans 
\\"ere not always included among 'Negroes'. Indeed, the current anathl'ma on the 
use of the term 'Negro' symholizes dearly the dint-renee hetween hiological 
terminology and the concept of ethnic identity. To imagine the contrary, one needs 
to imagine a hiologist heing condemned IiII' moral insensith'ity and li)\Ted to resign a 
tenured position hecause he described a skull as belonging to Hllmo m'dl/.I when the 
dominant \'iew assigned it to AustralojJitlte(llJ 1!/i-icaIlUS. 

3. Shaw and Wong. (;melic Seed,' l!l II a!/are; R.D. :\Iasters, 'World Politics as Primitin' 
Political System: II filM Politics. XVI (July 19H3), pp. 595 () 19; R.D. :\Iaslt'rs, 'On 
the En)lution of Political Communities: The Paradox of Eastern and Western 
Europe in the I 990s', in ~I.T. l\kGuire (eel.), Humall ..vature alld tlte .\nl' EUrojif 
(Boulder: West\'iew, 1993), pp. 99 130. 

'k R.n. :\Iasters, 77lf Sature l!lPolitif.l (New Hawn: Yale Uniwrsity Press. 19B9), Figure 
5.2. 

5. :\Iasters, 'Tlie. \(ltllfl' qjPofiticJ, Figures 5.2 5.5. This explains why siblings who will co
operate when either one is threatened by an outsider will light hetween themse!ws 
()\'er tri\·ia. 

G. :\1. Fortes and E.E. E\'<lns-Pritchard (eds) . . !/ii((/II Politira/ .~·)'stI'II/S (London: Oxford 
U niwrsity Press, 19+0). 

7. :\1. Barkun, l"{Il,' Icit/lOut .~allc/iolls (New Hawn: 'Vale Uniwrsity Press, I ~)(;:~): R.D. 
~Iastt'rs, 'World Politics as Primiliw Political System', "fJlid Politics, XYI (J lily 
19H:~), pp. 595 619. 

H. Hall, States ill Hi.\10~1': J Diamond, G//IIS. Germs alld ,S~erf (Nt'w York: W.\\'. Norton, 
1997). 

9. :\ lasters, 77lf .. \atllrl' of Politics. 
10. Cayalli-SI()\'za and Cavalli-Sforza, 1711' (;rrat Huml/II J)i(/.ljJom.~. 

I I. Diamond, GilliS, (;fI71lJ alld S~('fl. 
12. D.H. Fischer. 7711' Grmt flal'e (New York: Oxf()rd Uniwrsity Press, 1996). 
I :~. For a fuller statement. see R.D. :\Iastcrs, ':\Iachiawl, Leonard da Vinci, et 

l'elllcrgence dl~ la lllodernitt-', .Irchil'fI de Philo.ml/hie d dl' Droit, + I (1997), pp. + I:~ 43. 
1·+. :\Iast('rs, ':\Iachiawl'. 
15. J Adallls, 7711' .. \i'l/ f I (JIM f I ar: COII/jil/tns .Ire tIll' fl fajiollJ aud thl' hontlille is b'I'!l'l('here 

(New York: Silllon & Schustl'l", I 99B). 
16. (:a\'alli-SI(Jrza and Ca\'alli-Sf()\,za, 7711' (;rrat HlllI/all Di(J.Ij}()m.~. 

I 7. Diamond, (;/11/.1', (;('11IIJ alld Steel. 
I B. Fischer, 1711' (;rmt Wart'. 
19. Ihid .. p. 132. 
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20. F. Saltt'r. 'Symposium . Llr~t't Paper', quo,,·d in Chaptt'r I of this VOhllllt'. 
21. Shaw and \ "ong, (;fIIPlif SIW/l '!f J I (I!jim'. 
22. Ibid. 
2:t A. Stanley, 'For Ambitious Entrt'prt'nt'urs, All Europe isJust One Nation', .,\-ne Jillk 

TiIllP.\'. 2+ December 199B. p. A I (quoting Jt',\ll-~Iarc Routiers, 26, who learned 
English in Australia). 

2 L ~'l. O'Connor, 'Attack by Serhs Shatters a Cease-Fire in Kos()Yo',. \flC Jillk 7illlf.l", 2:) 
December 199B, p. A-I (quoting \\'illiam Walker, :\nwrkan diplomat in charge of 
the monitoring mission in KosO\'o ff)r the Organization lor Security and (:0-

operation in Europe). The sanlt' report goes on to quote a British major-general. 
John Dre\\'ienkit'wicz. \\·ho is the deputy head of tilt' monitoring mission: '\\'hy 
should we put the liws of our young men in danger to hdp people who have not 
kept their solrmn agrt'enlents? The statt's contributing ffllTt'S \\·ill not set' them 
caught in a meat grinder. They will pull out inswacl.' (ibid.) 

25. Adams, 711p ,\exi World 11(/1'. 
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Ethnicity, the Problem of Differential Altruism, 

and International l\1ulticulturalism 

lrmiius Elbl-Eibe4etdt 

At the Ringherg Castle meeting on 'Indoctrinahility, Ideology and \Varf~lre' 
held in January 1995, I presented a paper titled 'Us and the Others', in which 
I discussed the phylogenetic roots of ethnonationalism, an ideology 
characterized by difkrential altruism, a form of exclusin:ness graded by 
distance. I It finds its first manifestation in the mutual individual mother-child 
bond. Within 12 hours of birth a baby recognizes its mother's smell and 
when only three days old its mother's voice. At the age of six to eight months, 
the well-known fear of strangers dewlops and can be readily observed. This 
childhood xenophobia is superimposed upon positive signs for readiness of 
contact such as smiling, indicating a dear ambivalence caused by the 
simultaneous arousal of two motivational systems: one responsible for pro
social, the other for agonal behaviours, depending partly on experience. The 
phenomenon, however, is universally encountered, since it is rooted in 
phylogenetic ally evolved social dispositions. 

Personal acquaintance reduces the fear and shifts the balance from 
mistrust towards trust. The English language aptly speaks of 'familiarization'. 
This process also allows persons not belonging to the family to become quasi
f~tmily members adopted into all extended familial relationship. Traditional 
societies of hunters and gatherers live in such afliliative groups where 
everyone knows each other and where trust and pro-social relations prevail, 
persons of esteem being those who demonstrate pro-social engagement by 
their ability to comfort group members in distress, intervene as peacemakers 
in conflicts, and who are gt>nerous sharers. In addition, special skills slich as 
speakers for the group, healers or war leaders count; but it is the pro-social 
competencies which cOllnt most. To lose social competence is to lose social 
status. Repressive dominance is not allowed to express itself within the group 
except in highly ritualized form, such as in song duels by which an insulted 
Eskimo can vent his fi·ustrations. A bushman who tries to put himself abovt> 
others by hoasting about his succt>ss as a hunter is ostracized by his fellow 
group members. Repression in the form of collective aggression is permissible 
when directed against members of other groups. It was Bigelow:Z who 
hypothesized that this fierce inter-group competition enhanced the evolution 
of the human brain, whose size tripled from Australopithf,(us to Homo sapiens 
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within the last million years. Counted in numbers of generations (-1-0- 50,0(0), 
this is a rapid change. 

Compt'tition also enhanced the pro-social abilities needed to forge inter
group alliances as well as fl»" maintaining in-group solidarity, or what might 
be called 'pro-social intelligence' the skill to manipulate others 
instrumentally. 

Since those groups that wcre able to recruit more males for defence and 
attack were certainly better adapted for forceful competition, there was 
strong selection pressure to\\'ards large group formation. \\' ar as a 
strategically planned form of collective aggression fought with weapons and 
ideologically backed by indoctrination with a war ethos is a result of cultural 
e\'olution. It takes advantage of existing innate dispositions, which are tapped 
and culturally enhanced and modified, thus reinforcing group solidarity as 
well as demarcation from other groups. Identification \,ia symbols and the 
reference to common descent are important techniques by which members of 
larger groups, such as ethnic nations, create feelings of belonging. It is 
interesting to note in this context that the 'sacred symbols' and the hymns 
induce the well-known feelings of being touched. The sacred awe is 
accompanied by a shudder, caused by the contraction of the minute AIus(uli 
eredores /Jilorum; these cause the erection of our body hair, particularly of the 
back and the outer side of our anns. \Ve fluff: so to speak, our rudimentary 
fur in a sort of collective aggressi\'e display in symbolic collective defence. 

Historically, ethnic groups such as tribes or ethnic nations have followed 
the palaeolithic pattern of the small individualized groups. They have defined 
themselves as solidarity groups, demarcated from others and competing with 
others for land and other limited resources. As in the case of the primitive 
raiding strategy, organized inter-group conflict continued for most of history 
to aim at the destruction or subordination of competing groups, Those which 
were more efficient in their social techniques to unite people into larger 
groups thus recruiting more males for attack and deft~nce -- had an 
advantage owr others less efficient in this respect. 

Ethnic groups grew naturally by propagation, by alliance formation 
between mostly closely related tribes, and by forceful amalgamation of tribes. 
Sometimes even less closely related tribes were incorporated by conquest, for 
example as slaws, If the sul~jugated differed not only culturally but also in 
their physical anthropology, assimilation met difficulties, Sometimes, 
different casts de\'e1oped or segregation of minorities occurred. 

Recently, it has become fashionable to call an ethnic group or a nation a 
("onstruct. This has a large ekment of truth, since anonymous groups 
numbering in the millions are novel from an evolutionary perspective, and 
the identities of such groups are, to an extent, constructed by their £>lites, who 
emphasize and embellish certain myths. and attempt to include or exclude 
out-groups to achien' a \'ariety of political and economic goals. As I argued 
as early as 1970 in the German edition of I.iJi'1' and Hate,:; modern nations are 
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partly built on constructed public rituals that use symbols of bonding and 
aggression; but the extreme constructionist position holds that there is /lothing 
but emhellishment and manipulation to ethnicity, One suspects that this view 
is motivated by a hem'volent humanitarian intent to get hack to cultural 
relativism, at least in this realm, By declaring the troublesome phenomenon 
of ethnicity to be merely a construction, \\:e raise the prospect of getting rid of 
it through deconstruction, the argument being that since ethnicit), is only 
fictive kinship, it is nothing to get excited about, and certainly no good reason 
to cause any harm. 

Nen'rtheless, fictin' kinship as such is a reality. After all, many Kurds, 
Armenians, Turks, and many others are prepared to sacrifice their lives in 
order to presen'e their 'fictive' identity. So it is certainly not fictive in its 
effects! Pretending that ethnicity is infinitely malleable does not make it putty 
in our hands. 

Despite some fictive elements, ethnicity has objective characteristics. 
Indeed, if we look at traditional tribal populations, they are usually fairly 
homogenous, after having grown to a larger size fi'om a smaller population. 
The Bushmen or San of the central Kalahari are clearly distinguished from 
their neighbouring Bantus, not only culturally but also in many genetically 
determined, morphological characteristics, even though they had contact 
with Bantus for many hundreds of years. 

Many tribal groups represent a unity culturally, socially, historically, and 
genetically, as well as by their own perceptions. Of course, nowadays one 
would rarely find a racially pure group. However, statistically, even modern 
ethnic nations represent gene pools distinguished from others since people 
preferentially marry within their language group. CavaIli-Sforza's investiga
tions in this context are quite impressive. 

In modern nations, the symhols that sen'c to unif)" the gTOUp are not 
arhitrary but draw on a phylogenetically evoln'd repertoire emphasizing 
kinship and f~lmiliarity. Since iJJve and Hale advanced this argument, much 
evidence has accumulated for the central role of kinship symbols in patriotic 
and nationalist r1wtoric. ' However powerful these innate releasers are, they 
cannot paper owr significant ethnic diflerences, as the history of multiracial 
societies attests. Even in countries with a common language and culture, such 
as the United States prior to the recent wave of !viexican immigrants, we find 
a great deal of \'oluntarily segregated neighbourhoods, assortative marriage, 
and ethnic politics.:; Humans have their individual critical faculties and are 
not easily cOl1\"inced that groups that look and behave very diflerently are of 
common descent. This is the critical issue on which extreme fictive kinship 
theory prows inadequate. 

It is true that modern nations such as the traditional ethnic ones of Europe 
are composed of people of dillerent origins. l\lediterraneans, Northern 
Europeans, and Eastern Europeans are amalgamated, to varying degrees. 
Still. European countries are stilI based on the m,~jority nationality or closely 
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related group of nationalities that IlHlllclccl them, so that statistically, the 
Greek population is certainly difli.'rent from the Scandinavian one. In time, 
these differences might disappear, even if the cultural differences and the 
languages sun'in·. \Ve simply do not know, since selection also takes place at the 
individuallevd and the individual fitness of northern Europeans might be less 
in the highly sunny Mediterranean environment. In any case, intra-European 
immigration usually has little efIt'ct on social cohesion, on the efficiency of 
kinship ideologics, because the ethnic populations of Europe are genetically 
very dose to each other resulting in assimilation within one or two generations, 
The only obstacle to successful intra-European assimilation occurs when 
immigrants are slow to identify with the culture of the country of their choice. 
So far, this has not been a large problem, both because of genetic relatedness 
and because of the limited scale of migration, 

From this theoretical perspective. anonymous, multi-ethnic societies 
numbering in the millions arc expected to be more prone to conflict and less 
altruistic to low-status individuals. Since almost everyone is unfamiliar with 
everyone else in modern societies, we cannot rely on personal familiarity to 
engender sympathy, but instead on group-markers such as language, shared 
customs and culture, and signs of shared des,ent. The weight of evidence 
accumulating on the subject of ethnicity and we!fllre, as reviewed in this 
symposium, indicates that multi-ethnic societies are less caring, and this result 
is to be expected from an ethologi,al perspective. Humans are not 
indiscriminate in apportioning altruism, and neither should they be expected 
to as products of natural selection. There is a universal grammar of human 
affiliation; a set of rules governing tlw release and direction of altruism. 

\Vhat lessons are there to learn? \Vith six billion human beings crowded 
on the planet, it is a reasonable hope that we can construct societies that 
stabilize growth, minimize conflict, and maximize pro-social behaviour. The 
evidence before us indicates that the ethological grammar of affiliation also 
applies at the level of whole societies, and that a world of optimal growth, 
peace, and altruism must be multicultural, with the various ethnicities 
respecting each other's right to exist. However, there is also a grammar of 
competition and hostility. A balanced understanding of human nature 
cautions us that multiculturalism is better constructed and maintained 
internationally, and not within societies. 

International multiculturalism has many ad"antages over the intra-state 
kind with which the West has bcen experimenting lor the last two or three 
decades. E,"en proponents of the latter kind must admit that it amounts to a 
'bold experiment';fi the question is, whether millions of people and their 
ancient and diverse heritages should b(' made guinea-pigs when there is good 
reason to predict that the experiment will fail. Apart from the loss of public 
altruism as expressed in the decline of welfare, multicultural societies are 
fi'equently torn apart by ethnic discord in the political and ('wnomic realms. 
Ethnic federalism decentralized gO\Trnment with effective local self-rule 
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demarcated at ethnic boundaries ... can solve the problem, as we see with 
Switzerland. This, however, accords with the general principle that when 
humans are given democratic choice, they choose to opt out of multi-ethnic 
states and form a 'truer union' in a relatively homogeneous nation-state in 
which their own ethnic group is the mcUority. This pattern is clear from the 
historical relationship between the spread of democracy and nation 
formation, and has recently received formal statistical support. 7 Ao; more 
societies bccome democratic, we can expect a proliferation of ethnic 
federations and nation-states, and this should be encouraged if onc values 
cultural diversity. 

In addition to these benefits, homogeneous societies are more likely to 
provide for the identity needs of the population, especially youth, whose 
identity is still fc)rming. Hiram Caton observed at our Ringberg conference 
'the positive effect that the acquisition of a strong group identity has on 
people. It instils pride, energy, commitment, a sense of power and well-heing, 
and operational competence. ,/I Caton was referring to many different kinds of 
groups, not just ethnic groups. However, like family, ethnicity is a basic form 
of identity that takes precedence over most others. Humans are evolved to 
think about the world using categories of descent groups, and there appears 
to be an innate tendency to develop such a perspective, as demonstrated by 
Lawrence Hirschfeld's!' ingenious psychological experiments with young 
children (luckily for the children, these experiments were not bold). A great 
deal of social psychological research, also involving considerable ingenuity, 
shows a universal tendency to place ourselves in a group and to value it above 
others. The nation-state should be more conducive to adaptive group identity 
than multicultural states. 

The disadvantages of intra-state multiculturalism are as clear as the 
advantages of the international variety. \\Then immigrants come in large 
numhers from distantly related ethnic groups, minorities stick to their 
ethnicity and compete with the autochthonous populations for scarce 
resources such as housing, jobs, and social welfare. This results in inter-ethnic 
competition, threatening internal peace. It also complicates international 
relations. Let me give two German examples. In 1998, the Turkish 
government tried to influence ethnic Turks of German citizenship to vote for 
a particular political party. Now the Kurds in Germany already act as a 
pressure gToup, so efli.~l"ti\'e that the German government, who were seeking 
to arrest an indi\'idual for murder, withdrew their claim when he was 
arrested in Italy, due to the fear that Kurdish activists would cause trouhle if 
they did not. The USA has experien('(~d similar difficulties. 

Another prohlem with intra-state multiculturalism is caused by difli:'r
entia) birth-rates. Particularly when combined with high lewIs of immigra
tion, there ("<Ill be a dramatic shift in the ethnic composition of the 
population. From an evolutionary perspective this runs counter to the 
interests of the original group. 
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Intra-state multiculturalism has the added disad\'antage of dissoh'ing the 
constituent cultures in a common, typically impowrished, commercialized 
culture. Alier generations of political, economic, and psychological discord, a 
new homogeneity begins to emerge, as people intermarry and acculturate. 
One might argue that this is a high price to pay for a limited period of local 
diversity. Also, it is a disaster fi'om the multiculturalist perspective, since the 
end result is the grey monotony of shallow commercialism, or at best, of one 
ethnic group's cultural dominance over sewral others. 

Let me now apply this perspective to Europe, which has special 
significance for me as a European. There is no percei\'able interest of nature 
in preserving Europeans or en'n mankind or life on our planet; but 
presen'ing ethnic identity culturally and anthropologically is a human 
right. When people are deprived of their right to speak their language, 
presen'e their customs, and control their affairs, we speak of ethnocide. 
Genocide refers to the genetic extinction of a population. This need not 
necessarily entail force/ttl eradication. Spacing can also occur by transmib'Ta
tion and diflerential reproduction as it happens with dear political intent in 
some countries in tropical Asia. 

Like any ethnic group, the European ethnicities also pursue a legitimate 
se\f~interest to sun'in' and ftmher develop -, both as ethnicities and as 
Europeans. At the moment, we are experiencing the strange situation in 
which some of our politicians are c\ogmatically fixated on the misunder
stood humanitarian principle of egalitarianism, As a result, they seek to 
persuade whole populations to open the gates to unrestricted immigration. 
This amounts to persuasion to ethnosuicic\e, The success of this kind of 
political ad\'()('acy is based on ('\'olved nurturing motivations which are 
highly adapti\'e within the group and, indeed, within the context of all face
to-face, small-group community lift>. Howe\'er, in an exaggerated 10rm, this 
salutary motivc becomes 'c()mpulsi\'(~ altruism' that attempts to nurture 
people everywhere, heedless of economic and political context. This 
compulsion seems to be pronounced in \ Vestern populations, and has done 
and is doing much harm in disrupting social and economic patterns in the 
den>loping world. \0 It has already caused great difficulties for some 
European nations and threatens internal peace as well as our \Vestern 
democratic system. 

Similar d('wlopments are seen in the English-speaking countries. The 
world-\\'ide population of Europcan-c\erin>d people is dwindling. At the 
beginning of the twentieth ('l>lllury. this population amounted to about one 
third of the world population. Today it is about one tt'llth. The cause is that 
some non-European populations increase much f~\ster than the European 
population. According to gO\Trnment projections, the EurolJean-dtTiwd 
population of the United Stall's will be in the minority by 20GO I (sec Figure 
13.1), Sincc Western ci\'ilization has contrihuted so much to the world in 
sciellce. technology, ecollomy. art. and in the promotion of concern for 
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Figure 13.1: Projected US ethnic populations to 205012 

human rights and democracy, I doubt whether it would be profitable for the 
world community if we, for ideological reasons, favoured our own eclipse. 

The survival of a multicultural world community should be one of the 
prime political goals of the world community. This survival is less at risk if we 
allow for federations offairly homogenous ethnicities, provided of course that 
each of these adapts its population to the carrying capacity of its own 
country, and if each agrees upon an ecologically sensitive survival ethos that 
takes into consideration the fate of future generations. 
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Affirmative Action: 

Towards a Sociobiologically Informed 

Social Policy 

Pierre L. van den Berghe 

The ideas and predictions presented here are derived from an analytical 
approach to human behaviour first developed by animal behaviourists and 
generally labelled 'sociobiology' or 'behavioural ecology'. 1 The basic 
assumption of this evolutionary model of behaviour is that all organisms 
are selected to behave in ways that maximize their fitness or reproductive 
success. In the case of social organisms, they do so in three principal ways. 

1. Nepotism, i.e., favouring kin over non-kin, and close kin over distant kin, 
according to a simple formula of inclusive fitness maximization2 that 
predicts nepotistic behaviour if the ratio of benefits to costs of the 
nepotistic act is greater than the reciprocal of the coefficient of relatedness 
(r). (The latter is the proportion of genes shared by common descent 
between ego and alter, e.g., 0.5 between parent and offspring is a diploid 
species, 0.25 between half-siblings, 0.125 between first cousins, etc.) 

2. Reciprocity (or mutualism), i.e., engaging in mutually beneficial co-operative 
behaviour, but only so long as the beneficent behaviour is reciprocated.3 

3. Coercion (or parasitism), i.e., compelling an organism to behave in ways 
detrimental to its fitness. In the human case, this is done overwhelmingly 
through the use of violence or the threat thereof. 4 

All three mechanisms of inclusive fitness maximization have been 
demonstrated to operate widely in human societies.5 Indeed, while human 
societies have a few unique or near-unique features, such as the transmission 
of much complex information through symbolic language, human modes of 
sociality differ more from those of other species in degree of complexity than 
in kind. 

One notable human elaboration of nepotism is its extension to very large 
communities running into millions of individuals, that we call 'races' or 
'ethnies,.6 Racial or ethnic groups are seen primarily as descent groups, with 
real or at least putative common ancestry. We tend to favour fellow ethnics or 
members of 'racial' groups because we believe that we share a common 
heritage with them. Indeed, we frequently use kin terms in reference to them, 
such as 'brother' and 'sister', and refer to our common nursing ground as the 
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'/~ltherland' or the 'motherland'. The mmifn o[ common ethnicity can be 
both genetic (such as skin colour, facial [eatures, hair texture, etc) or cultural 
(such as language, religion, cuisine, nationalist symbols, and so on), but, in 
hoth cases, the markers are choscn in terms of their accuracy, ease, and 
reliability in distinguishing memhers of a given descent group [rom outsiders. 
(Oftcn, between neighbouring ethnies that look much alike, cultural markers 
such as dialect, accent, style of dress, etc. are more accurate discriminators 
than physical katures.) Ethnic boundaries arc both created and maintained 
by ethnic endogamy, which does in fact create multiple ties of kinship 
between fellow ethnics, and conversely, ethnies can dissolve if endogamy 
breaks down. 

SOCI.\L POLICY :\:\J) :\EI'OTIS~I 

The crucial importance of the linkage between social policy and the socio
biology of nepotism is readily apparent. All states are in the business of using 
violence or the threat o[ violence to reallocate resources away from the 
primary producers and toward others; in the first instance towards those who 
control til(' coercive apparatus we call the state. 'l\10dern' states that claim to 
be democratic, however, also purport to redistribute resources between 
categories of citizens according to certain stated principles, such as 
'progressi\'e' taxation, child allowances, retirement benefits, medical cover
age, veterans' pensions, and many others. Those stated principles governing 
the reallocation of resources are the core of a state's 'social policies', and 
thcse social policies, in turn, whether actually implemented or not, a£lcct the 
interests o[both individuals and numerous kinds of collectivities that make up 
the state: nunily groups, social classes, age groups, ethnic groups, and others. 
In short, social policies alTect the calculus of individuals seeking to maximize 
their inclusive fitness. Oltcn, social policies openly clash with nepotism, or 
differentially a£lixt the interests of different groups of citizens, in ways that we 
shall analyse presently. 

1\\1 states face a problem oflegitimacy. They try to convince their subjects 
that states benefit not only those who control them, which is obvious enough, 
hut the society at large, which is f~lr less evident. Large, moclern bureaucratic 
states that rule on~r millions of people in urbanized, industrialized societies 
t~lce an even greater problem of legitimacy than smaller, pre-modern states, 
because power is impersonally exercised by bureaucrats who have virt ually 
no ties with any hut a kw of their subjects. l\lodern bureaucratic states, 
therefore, claim to act hy a set of rules that forbid those bureaucrats to 
behavc naturally, that is, to use their power to enrich themselves, their 
rclatin~s, and their friends at the expense of the rest of society. Bureaucracics, 
in short, pass universalistic codes of conduct stating that ci\'il servants must 
apply the law without f;lvour, treat all equally, and decline all attempts at 
hrihery or suhornation. 
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TilE IH"RE,\l'CR.\TIC CODE 

Since such a code ofbehm'iour ob\'iously \'iolates the principles ofself:'interest, 
nepotism, and reciprocity that regulate the daily conduct of normal people in 
ci\'il society, bureaucrats arc seldom trusted to behave selflessly and 
impartially, and, indeed, that mistrust is often amply vindicated, In numerous 
states, the ruling class behan'S as an almost pure kleptocracy: state power is 
used to extort resources Il'om pri\'ate citizens, and to enrich oneself and one's 
relatives and cronies, Among the most glaring examples of recent kleptocntcies 
are j\lobutu's Congo, Om'alier's Haiti, l\larcos' Philippines, Suharto's 
Indonesia, and quite a Ihv more. While in many states, the kleptocratic 
propensities of ci\'j] 'sen'ants' (a pious misnomer!) are somewhat curbed, some 
lewl of corruption is nearly uhiquitous in modern bureaucracies. 

The norms of universalism, impartiality, and equality can only be 
maintained under conditions of constant vigilance because they simply g'O 
against the grain of natural social hehaviour, not only of humans, but of other 
social animals as well. 7 In short, the hureaucratic code of conduct is a social 
contract in which the self-interests of each are sought by curbing the 
nepotism and reciprocal l~l\'()Uritism of all (except, of course, one's o\'in, if 
one can get away with it). The bureaucratic code is, thus, an attempt at 
policing the distribution of social rewards in large, impersonal societies that 
face serious 'lI'ee rider' problems. 

While the bureaucratic code is frequently violated, and while individuals 
are often powerless to enforce it against those in power, it is nevertheless a 
sulliciently expedient neutralizer of special interests to have been extended 
beyond the relations of the state and its citizens, to private bureaucracies such 
as in business and education, and indeed to relations u'ithin these bureau
cracies (as in rules for promotion, salary increase, office space, and other 
social rewards). Sure, ministl'rs steal, business people embezzle, and students 
cheat, but they are less likely to do so if the risk of detection is high and the 
punishment swift. In the ahsence of detection of, and sanctions against, 
violations of the code, the latter instantaneously breaks down because it is so 
unnatural. The entire fabric of normal social life is made of special 
relationships between spouses, betwcen kinsmen, between school pals, 
between army buddies, in short, behw'en individuals linked by either genetic 
relationship or mutual choice. 

It should also he noted that the hureaucratic code is not a certain formula 
to avoid accusations of bias. Indeed, the supposedly uniwrsalistic criteria fi:>r 
distributing resources are largely chosen by those in power, and are thus open 
to the criticism that they indirectly 1~I\,our certain groups at the expense of 
others. Take merit as measured by (('st per/imnance. "'hile the tcst may be 
ostensibly 'ol~je('tin>', it is administered ill a language not equally l~lJniliar to 
all takers, and measures knowledge not equally likely to be acquired by all. 
Tests, ill short, can he, and oftell are, culturally hiased. Predictably, they will 
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he litvoured by groups expecting to do relatively well on them, and opposed 
hy groups expecting low scores, 

Or take means-tested welbre programmes such as food stamps or aid to 

fitmilies with dependent childrcn in the United States. If certain groups (e.g., 
blacks) are widely percei\'l~d to be disproportionately recipients of such state 
support, these programmes are likely to be opposed or curtailed by groups 
that assess themselves to be unlikely beneficiaries (e.g., middle-class whites). 

Even ostensibly universalistic rules are, thus, subject to a nepotistic 
cakulus of who benefits most by whatever criteria are used, and however 
impartially they are applied. 'l'he criteria themselves then become the target 
of criticism, hut the strategy of attack is generally to modify the criteria so as 
to make them less discriminatory and more inclusive, rather than to suspend 
any pretence of universalism and exempt or give special treatment to certain 
groups, as is e10ne in the United States under 'affirmative action'. I would 
predict, fc)r instance, that easing everybody's admission standards to a 
university would generate less opposition than doing so unequally for 
e1ifJercnt racial groups, now a common practice at most US colleges and 
universitit's. (Academics, especially at (,lite institutions, are the exception: 
most are happy with a combination of continued elitism and reverse racial 
discrimination.) 

The unnatural social contract of the bureaucratic code entails corollaries 
that enable one to predict accurately the degree of acceptance or r~jection of 
policies, especially policies concerning the allocation anel redistribution of 
social rcsources (such as education, income, health services, childcare, and 
welfare): 

I. Social policies based on univcrsalistic criteria such as test per/c)rmance and 
diplomas are supported by those who expect to do well by these criteria 
and opposed hy those who expect to do poorly. Thus, the academically 
challenged are more likdy to favour open admissions in universities. 

2. Social policies based on universalistic criteria are supported to the extent 
that their potential beneficiaries are perceived as people like oneself (e.g., 
on the basis of ract', t'thnicity. class, or religion), and opposed to the cxtent 
that their beneficiaries arc seen as unlike oneself: Thus, the irreligious and 
members of minority religions are more likely to support a strict 
separation of church and state than memhers of dominant religions. 

:1. Social policies based on particularistic criteria such as ethnicity, race, 
language, gender, or age are accepted or njected depending on whcther 
0I1t' f,,'ds included or excluded hy these criteria. 

THE POLITICS OF .\FFIIUL\TI\·E .\CTIO:'\ 

Let liS 110"· apply our predictions to a set of policies, generally called 
'allirmativt' action', that would f~t11 undt'r the third category abo\'('. 
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Aflirmativt> action (hereafter. A1\) policies art> purportedly designed, 
according to some concept of equity, to achinT eqllali!J) (!ire.I'lt/ls or proportional 
re/JlY!sentation betwcen categories of people who are initially unequal according to 

some indices. and to do so by applying dijJi>rl'lltialcriteria of selection to these 
dim~rent categories of persons. Ai\, in short, is a set of policies allegedly 
designed to achiew, in the name of equity. group equality of results through 
group inequality of treatment. 

1\1\ policies ha\'e sewral interesting properties that make them highly 
contentious and fraught with conflict: 

I. They depart fi'om the bureaucratic code of equal treatment of indiz,idllals 
according to universalistic principlt's such as rights, merit, seniority, 
ability, education, qualification, or economic needs, and add or substitute 
grouJ) affiliation as a criterion for /II/equal treatment. AA justifies inequality 
of treatment by inequality of social situation, and defines the latter by 
membership in a social category. 

2. A1\ generally coexists \\"ith a bureaucratic code of equal, uniwrsalistic 
treatment of indi\"iduals with which it clashes, leading to numerous 
jurisdictional disputes as to scope of applicability of each of these 
conflicting principles. ,\s George Orwell satirized the contradiction in 
Animal Fm1ll, 'all animals are equal, but some are more equal than others.' 

3. The definition of the social categories to which A1\ applies is often 
arbitrary, ambiguous, manipulable, debatable, or more than one of the 
abo\"l:. Thus, the wry definition of the categories creates politics of 
contentiousness, competition and conflict. 

Let us now specify how these conflicts and contradictions unfold, and how 
people can be expected to align themselws, based on the expectation that 
organisms behave self-sen"ingly, using nepotism, reciprocity, and coercion to 
maximize their individual inclusive fitness. 

Obviously, attitudes towards AA can be expected to vary widely, 
depending on how they are percein'd to affect one's own opportunities and 
those of one's kin, spouses, and others with whose welfare one's own interests 
are tied. The consequences of, and reactions to, AA vary in at least two 
important dimensions. The first is the nature of the criterion used to qualify 
for Ai\. The second has to do with whether the principal enforcers of 1\A 
belong to the same or to a diOi..'n'nt social category from the beneficiaries. 

CRITERI.\ FOR ,\FFIIUI.\TI\'E ,\eTlo:\" 

,\ multiplicity of criteria han' heen used to determine categorical 
qualification for A1\, some widely accepted as equitable. others widdy 
resented. Highest on the scale of social acceptahility of AA criteria have been 
categories that are most /ll/relall'll to des(,fIll grolll}.\'. These inclucle preferences f()J' 
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war veterans, especially when the wars were fought under a system of 
universal male military service. War veterans, presumably drawn from all 
races, ethnic groups, and social classes under an involuntary draft system, are 
widely seen as justly deserving compensation for time 'wasted', or handicaps 
acquired, while in armed service. With a volunteer, mercenary army, 
however, social support for such preferences can be expected to be much 
lower because the beneficiaries of the policy would extend to much narrower 
social categories. 

Another form of AA that receives wide social support is preference for, or 
allocation of social resources to, certain age categories, such as child support, 
pre-natal care, day care, public schools, and various forms of senior 
discounts, tax exemptions, and the like. Age preferences are especially 
un controversial if they are not means tested, that is, potentially benefit oneself 
or one's kin at some stage of their life cycle. It is easy, for instance, for a forty
year-old to support age-based social security, because most forty-year-olds 
expect to benefit from it at the age of65, or to support public schools because 
most adults have children or grandchildren who are actual or potential 
beneficiaries. Any conditions, however, that reduce the actuality or the 
expectation of universality in the allocation of the benefit quickly reduce the 
basis of social support. Such conditions include growth in the proportion of 
childless adults, flight of the middle class from deteriorating public schools, or 
projections of future bankruptcy for age-based social security. 

The case of social security in the United States is a good example of a 
widely popular programme, even though it is, in fact, a slow-motion pyramid 
scheme. So long as most recipients ended up getting more out of the system 
than they put into it, which was the case for a half century or so, social 
security was largely unopposed. Now that this unsustainable pay-as-you-earn 
system will have to be modified, opponents multiply, and support for 
independently funded retirement accounts escalates. 

Yet another AA criterion that is fairly high on the scale of acceptability, 
though not as high as age, is gender preference. Unlike age categories, to 
which most people can realistically aspire, sex is ascribed at conception and 
virtually unchangeable. Therefore, many women have resented preferences 
for men in the past, as many men currently resent AA for women. Sex, 
however, has the winning property of closely proportional representation 
across other social categories, such as class, ethnicity, race, and age (except 
for the old, who are disproportionately female). Therefore, opposition to 
gender-based AA is greatly mitigated by the fact that the vast majority of 
people in the 'unpreferred' category have children or spouses who are actual 
or potential beneficiaries. 

This is obviously true under current AA policies of favouring women to 
compensate for past sex discrimination against them. In fact, the widespread 
assumption of both men· and women is that both sexes, while strikingly 
different in some respects, are approximately equal in most abilities (or that, if 
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some abilities are somewhat sex-linked, the advantages are not one sickd, 
e.g., men are better at some things, such as spatial perception and muscular 
strength, and women at others, such as verbal ability and acuity of sllwll). 
:\[oreowr, both sexes generally agree that men and women should be 
rewarded equally a("("ording to their abilities. Gender-based AA is generally 
percein'd as, in (;I("t, eradicating a real gender bias against women, rather 
than gi\'ing less-qualified women a more than equal chance (except in a lew 
cases, such as fire-fighting or the military, where strength requirements haw 
sometimes been lowered for women below those expected of men). There is 
also e\'idenceB that, insofar as AA in the Cnited States has been successful, its 
beneficiaries han' been mostly women rather than racial or ethnic minorities. 
These results are probahly not unrelated to the much wider acceptability of 
gender-based AA, compared with race- or ethnic-based A.A. 

What is perhaps most striking about gender-based AA is not only its wide 
acceptability, but its continued coexistence with an older and some\vhat 
contradictory model that men and women, though of equall{'orth, should, in 
some respects, be treated diljerenl(r, because they are, in fact, different. Very 
few, if any, feminists \\'ould consistently advocate a totally gender-blind 
unisex society. For instance, what ft'minists have argued that gender 
segregation (and gender testing) should be abolished in all Olympic and other 
competitin' sport events? How many han' branded as iniquitous the f~lct that 
young men han' to pay higher automobile insurance premiums than young 
\\'omcn, or that men should pay higher life insurance premiums than women 
of the same age? 

It is, of course, unremarkable that li.-millist womell should accept 
continued gender discrimination when that discrimination fm'ours women, as 
in the examples just cited, hut it is also the case that a great many women 
continue to f;l\"our a sexual diyision oflabour in the household, in which men 
and women contribute and co-operate in strikingly difftTt'nt ways to produce 
successful ofIspring, and continue to socialize these olEpring to perform 
strikingly diflerentiated gender roles. 

The model presented here, howen-r, predicts which women are likely to 
find themsein-s on which side of this ideological diyide. \Ve predict that 
younger, more educated, single, childless women are more likely to adopt the 
'equal-period' model of gender relations, while women having the opposite 
characteristics are more likely to emhran' the 'equal-but-different' model. 
Furthermore, \H' would predict that the sex of a parent's childrcn would be a 
predictor of hoth a parent's ideological stance and of his or her socializing 
practice. Parents of only hoys mHlld he more likely to opt f<w the traditional 
model; parents of only girls \\'Ould adopt the more unisex model; and parents 
of children of both sexes would be more ideologically inconsistent and would 
tmel to mist' their boys to be boys, and their girls to he liberated. 

Going dO\m tht' scale of acCt'ptability of A\ criteria, \H' find some 
prdtTences in admission "'idcly practised by institutions such as colleges anel 
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unin'rsities, fl.>r such social categories as athletes or children of alumni. These 
/<mlls of AA \vere rampant long before they were labelled as such, and 
indeed, are frequently used as precedents by current advocates of racial or 
ethnic Ai\. Support for them, howewr, was far 11'om unanimous, though, 
once more, dearly predictahle. Athletic prefe:'[('nces are 1110st hlatant at state 
institutions where spectator sports are the circuses of academe, supposedly 
essential to school spirit and alumni loyalty and donations. They have long 
been opposed, however, by the faculty who have to suffer the consequences 
of trying to educate tilt' ineducahle and tolerate the intolerahle. As for the 
'legacies', as children of alumni are called, this fi)rl11 of 1\1\ has been 
surreptitiously practised primarily by crawn and greedy administrators of 
private schools, and largely restricted to the children of rich and gennoll.1 
alumni, (wer the disgusted disapproval of both students and filw\ty, in the 
belief that only by fcl\'ouring 'legacies' do rich schools stay rich. 

\Ve come at last to the 1110st controversial forms of 1\1\, namely those 
hased on race or ethnicity, which almost invariably provoke serious conflicts, 
bring, at best, mixed results and sometimes elicit vicious backlashes. Both 
race and ethnicity, of course, do run in families and categorically include or 
exclude one's kin, one's spouse where endogamy is prevalent, and en'n most 
of one's friends and acquaintances, since racially or ethnically pluralistic 
societies also tend to be socially and spatially fragmented. Of the t",·o criteria 

race and ethnicity . the lormer is even more invidious and resented since 
physical appearance has a large genetic component and is least changeable. 
One can, gin'n a few years or a generation, learn a new language and 
assimilate to another ethnic group. Besides, ethnicity is not intrinsically 
im'idious and stratified in the way that race is. In societies where physical 
appearance is a basis of group formation, these groups are in\'Clriahly 
stratified, and one or more of them is stigmatized. Ethnically pluralistic 
societies, on the otlwr hand, can he stratified as well, and some ethnic groups 
can be stigmatized (e.g., Gypsies or Romanies in Europe), but ethnic 
distinctions are not necessarily im'idious (e.g., hctween French, German, and 
Italian Swiss). 

Thus, because race or ethnic A.A categorically includes or excludes large 
categories of people which correspond not only to mort' or less endogamous 
descent groups, but also to social communities of friends, associates, and 
neighbours, it invariably heightens consciousness of belonging to these 
gT()Ups, reinforces gTOUp boundaries, and exacerbates inter-group conflicts. 
In short, race or ethnic Ai\. is inherently polarizing. 

E:'\FOR(:ERS OF AFFlR:\I:HI\,E .\(:'1'10:'\ 

The consequences of, and reactions to, A1\ "ary not only according to the 
criteria of qualification Il)r AA, but also by whom the enforcers of A1\ an'. 
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The lundamental distinction here is whether 1\1\ is principally imposed and 
enforced by people who helong to the same social categories as its 
beneficiaries, or \vhether enforcers and beneficiaries belong to different 
groups. The first case is the most straightforward and the least problematic, 
and we shall begin with it. 

There are a number of societies, often post-colonial ones, where an 
ethnic, linguistic, or religious group is numerically and politically dominant, 
but economically and! or educationally 'underprivileged' compared to 
demographic minorities. Examples of privileged minorities in post-colonial 
societies are whites in South Afi'ica, east Indians in Kenya, Tanzania, and 
uganda, Tamils in Sri Lanka, and Chillese in l\lalaysia and Indonesia. 
Such groups have often been delegitimized by politically dominant 
majorities as being f()reign interlopers, even after centuries of presence in 
their respective countries. The indigenous 'sons of the soil' often use their 
political pO\ver to implement 1\A in fanHlr of their own group in the 
redistribution of such resources as land ownership, trading licences, places 
in universities and the civil service, and countless other goods and favours 
under state control. The ol~j('ct is to exclude the despised 'I()reign' groups, 
in extreme cases through gellocidal massacres, expulsion, and expropria
tion, but more frequently through kss drastic measures such as systematic 
hiring preferences, double standards of admission to universities, and ethnic 
restrictions on certain types of businesses. The most common rationale for 
justifying such ethnic AA is the equity of proportional ethnic representation, 
but the result is gross ethnic discrimination, often accompanied by blatant 
intimidation and extortion. Not uncommonly, "iolent dashes (as currently 
against the Chinese in Indonesia) or civil wars (as for OWl' a decade in Sri 
Lanka) result. 

Despite such dir(, consequences, such A1\ poli('ies, imposed by the ruling 
elite of a politically and demographically dominant gTOUp against economic
ally or educationally pri\'ileged ethnic minorities, are highly predictable 
because they serve the interests of the enf()rcers in at least two different ways. 
First, they eliminate or, at least, reduce ethnic competition for eJite positions 
in education, government, and the ('conomy lor members of the political (~Iite 
who have the 'right' ethnic qualifications. Such ethnic 1\A is directly sdf
selying for the 'indigenous' (:Iil(' that controls government. Second, such 
discriminatOl), ethnic 1\A against privileged minorities is generally quite 
popular among the masses of the politically dominant ethnic majority, even 
though they rarely benefit individually from the policies. Only the political 
elite benefits materially, educationally, and politically, but the masses achieve 
the psychic reward of r(,veng(, against hated minorities and of seeing fellow 
ethnics accede to top positions. Besides their populist appeal to the basest 
pn:judices, such ethnic AA also serves the purpose of deflecting popular 
discontent onto scapegoats and distracting attention from a country's more 
deep-seated and intractable problems. 
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Howewr, there is a more puzzling form of ethnic and racial AA, namely 
one imposed hy the political, social, and economic elite of a dominant 
mctiority group, ostensibly to benefit not itself hut undcrprh'ileged minorities. 
Such is the case, for instance, in the United States and Canada, and this form 
of AA is usually explained in terms of guilt atonement and redress for past 
il~ustice. At first hlush, guilt atonement AA runs inconsistent with the 'selfish 
maximizer' model that has been used thus far to explain the reactions to, and 
consequences of: Ai\. Instead of self-serving policies, we haw hen.' the 
appearance of henevolence of the pri\'ileged and powerfitl towards the 
'wretched of the earth', to use Frantz Fanon's phrase.!I As always, for a socio
biologist, the appearance of altruism begs for closer scrutiny. \Ve must, 
therefore, look more closely at who implements the policy, who henefits fi:om 
it, and who pays the cost of it. We shall focus the analysis on CS race- or 
ethnic-based 1\A as practised since the early 1970s. 

Certain groups, categorically defined by race or ethnicity, especially 
'African Americans', 'Hispanics', and 'Native Americans', deemed to lU\\'e 
been the victims of rat"ism and discrimination in the past, are no\\' defined, 
collectively and categorically, as worthy recipients of compensatory benign 
discrimination such as preferential hiring, gO\'eOlment contract allocation. 
admission to colleges and universities, and the like. Proponents of such AA 
emphatically deny that they seek to establish racial or ethnic quotas, but, in fact, 
racial or ethnic proportionality arguments are constantly im'oked, and double 
standards are blatantly applied to whites and 'people of colour' (a generic racial 
label often applied to all 'disadvantaged' groups, whether ethnic or racial). 

Besides the need to 'level the playing field', and to achie\'e proportional 
representation by race and ethnicity in all occupational, educational, and 
political niches of American society, other justifications for such lV\ haw 
bcen the celebration of divcrsity (defined principally in teOllS of skin 
pigmentation) and 'role modelling' (based on the theory that the under
privileged, and especially the youth among them, must be ahle to admire 
exemplars who look like them). In the ideal proportional representation 
society every constituent body, from the ft'deml cabinet and Congress. to 
college faculties, television announcers, discussion pands, actors in adver
tisements, and boards of directors of corporations, must be reshaped to 'look 
like America', to use Bill Clinton's phrase describing the window-dressing of 
his cabinet. 

Let us now answer the key questions necessary to explain this aberrant 
case of apparent altmism. 

I. Who are the enforcers of this AA? Clearly, they are the political, 
educational, and business elites that control dominant institutions in 
American society, such as various organs of government, higher 
education, and private corporations, These Hites are still made up 
principally of older white males, but now with a window-dressing 
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admixture of 'others', It is worth noting, however, that, since the enforcers 
arc already the incumbents of secure high-len~l positions well sheltered 
from the slings of outrageous fortune hy tenure, seniority, stock options, 
and other hallowed cushions of {,lite status, they barely, if ('ver, must pay 
the costs of A\, 771l'irjohs are scarcdy ever on the line, Thus, they can 
well afford to push such unpopular policies in contemptuous disregard of 
their respective constituencies: voters, employees, stockholders, union 
members, students, and so on. If such AA is moti\'ated by guilt
atonement, it is done on the cheap hy {'lites who are well sheltered from 
paying the cost of their policy. They are not altruists, though they like to 
masquerade as such. 

2. \Vho are the heneficiaries of such A,\? The\" are clearlv not those whom 
William \Vilson I () has called the 'truly disad~'antaged', in reference to the 
hlack underdass in America. Rather, the recipients of 'rewrse 
discrimination' have o\Trwheimingly been those 'people of colour' """ho 
were already middle class and well educated, and who, there/()re, already 
shared some of the status characteristics of those who sought to co-opt 
them for entry into the newly 'din'rsified' (·lite. History has shown that the 
most resilient Hites have heen those who have successfully co-opted 
outsiders. In large part, this kind orAA has heen an Ciite co-optation tactic. 

3. Who pays the cost of this AA! First it must be stressed that since this M 
has had quite a limited em'ct and has heen mostly of the nature of 
window-dressing tokenism, the total cost has not been as hip;h as many 
people have assumed. It may haw marp;inally raised the le"el of 
inefficiency and incomp(,tcnce in organizations already riddled with such, 
but the aggregate effect of AA is hardy measurable, hoth fin' its 
proponents who seek to demonstrate its henefits, and fl)], its opponents 
who attempt to documcnt its ddt'Cls. Practically, the structure of 
American institutions has been left remarkahly unchanged by AA, which 
cynics might argue, was the wry iI/tent of tilt' policy. If anything, race and 
ethnic M has reinforced racial and ethnic consciousness and boundaries 
in American society. The CS remains as race-obsessed as ('ver and M 
ensures the perpetuation or the chasm. Plus ~'a change, plus c;a reste la 
meme chose. 

Nonetheless, somc hetter qualified, more meritorious, or more senior 
people of the 'wrong' group do not p;et hired, promoted, or admitted because 
of Ai\. They tend to fall into one or more of the following categories: younp;, 
white, male, working-class, Jcwish, or Asian-American. Indeed, some of the 
'racial' minorities, notahly Asian Americans, have been the victims of 
restrictive quotas at exclusivc institutions as the University of California for 
instance, on thc rationale that they were 'too successful'. (This is a sinister 
replay of surreptitious anti:Jewish quotas in the h-y League hef<:m' World 
War II.) 
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l\Iore importantly, many of these people who would not han~ heen hired, 
promoted, or admitted even without AA, understandahly assume that they 
'lost out' to an AA candidate because they read or hear about a number of 
such AA candidates who got hired, promoted, or admitted with lower 
qualifications than theirs. Tht' gap in racial admission standards in such elite 
institutions as, say, Harvard Business School, Yale Law School, or Johns 
Hopkins ,Medical School is so large that many v\:hites have qualifications \vell 
helow the 'general' admission standard, hut well above some of the 'minority' 
admits. For example, a score 01'80 per cent ensures njection if you arc white, 
hut admission if you are black. Needless to say, this creates widespread anger 
even though the actual cost of AA to indi\'idual whites is reiativt'ly small, or 
primarily psychic. 

Nathan Glazer, II a /()rnHT opponent of AA, has recently reversed his 
position and now advocates a guilt-atonement model ofAA lor blacks, on the 
simple ground that race-blind admissions at aite colleges and universities 
would result in only a I or 2 per cent hlack representation. This, says Glazer, 
is simply unacceptable. \Vhy, one may ask, would this outcome he any more 
unacceptable than the h'TOSS under-representation of whites in that other kind 
of highly ditist and meritocratic institution, the National Basketball 
Association? The evidence is not, as Nathan Glazer condescendingly 
suggests, that blacks cannot 'make the grade' without AA, but ratlwr the 
opposite. Namely, in those highly competitive fields where blacks haw 
excelled, such as sports, music, and entertainment, they han~ done so 
conspicuously without AA. \Vhere they have done poorly, say in mathematics 
or nuclear physics, /\,-\ did not help. 

(:( ):\( :1.l:SIC ):\s 

\Ve ha\'l~ re\'iewed a wick array of 1\A polices as special cases of policies hy 
which states allocate scarce resources according to certain principles. Like 
much else about human behaviour, the politics of social policy arc best 
understood within the theoretical framework of behavioural ecology, i.e., 
individuals can be expected to evaluate social policies by how much these 
policies contribute to maximizing their individual inclusive fitness and by 
how well they restrict the fitness of competitors. 
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The Evolutionary Deficit in Mainstream Political 

Theory of Vvelfare and Ethnicity 

Frallk SallfT 

In this chapter, I review the use of t'\'olutionary theory by major political 
theorists writing on welf~lre and ethnicity. I find much content that is 
consistent with the findings of this volume, namely assertions that ethnic 
diversity undermines weltillT. Furthermore, these thinkers are repeatedly 
drawn to discussion of kinship, a concept central to sociobiolob'Y'. The wellilre 
state is likened to a big 1~lInily dependent on fl~elings of relatedness. Yet these 
claims lack all but anecdotal support and make no use of evolutionary theory 
or other biological concepts. ~Iost reft-rences to kinship and welfare can be 
traced back to the intuition of one influ('\ltial theorist: !\iichad Walzer. The 
connection between society and biology is left hegging. This empirical and 
theoretical neglect may haw contributed to confi.lsed policy analysis, which I 
also remark. 

While Darwinian theory has made inroads into the social sciences, 
mainstream political theory and in particular the analysis of welfare remains 
largely divorced from biology. For example, O'Brien and Penna I examine 
seven approaches to wdl~If(' theory without mentioning modern biological 
theory or the main disciplines that connect it with social phenomena: ethology, 
anthropology, and psychology.:? Altruism, kinship, fitness, and reciprocity are 
not indexed. Biology, including l'\'olutionary theOl)', is also conspicuously 
ahsent from the works of leading political theorists Bill Jordan, Michael 
'''alzer, and David l\liIler;:1 leading social theorists whose writings deal with 
state welfare. Yet evolutionary conet'pts are hegged by the last two scholars in 
their making of a common-sense analogy between family and welf~lre state, as 
discussed below. Due to lack or examples this chapter cannot discuss the use of 
modern evolutionary concepts in mainstream political theory. Rather, I 
discuss a few places in which that theory approaches the threshold of biology 
and the associated confusions in policy analysis that perhaps ine\'itably result 
when theorists a\'oid scientific concepts and data in fa\'our of vague analogy. 

A topical place to situate the discussion is the debate over the welfilre 
policies enacted in the I 990s in the United States and the United Kingdom 
by centre-Iefl gon-rnments. A lIsc/tll tour of the debate is conducted by Bill 
Jordan in his recent book, Tlte Ai'lC' Politics (!l Ilel/are: Social ]ustice i/l a Global 
CO/ltex/.jordan's text is a suitable ol~j('ct or n'\'iew fc))' this purpose because he 
relies on leading theorists or well~lre. I use Jordan's analysis as a base of 
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olwrations from which to reconnoitre related issues in his text. A m,~jor 
detour scouts out the ideas of Michael Walzer, during which I discuss sewral 
theorists \"ho agree with and criticize his ideas. 

Jordan leads with the argument that the Clinton-Blair approach to 
wdfilre is best seen as a response to the rise of international capitalism since 
the I 980s. '''-,'ealthy and proft>ssional individuals can choose to mow their 
capital, skills, and households around the world, as can many individuals 
from poor societies who are willing to fi)rgo citizenship rights in order to 
benefit from black (unregulated) market employment in wealthy countries. 
The result is that welfare states are losing their ability to l'11f()rce 
contributions from wealthy taxpayers and from industry, and instead must 
compete with other countries to attract investment and skilled migration. 

This is the reason, Jordan argues, that Clinton in the United States and 
Blair in the United Kingdom introduced welfare policies that break with the 
traditional social democratic goals of wealth equalization achieved through 
monetary grants. Instead, the new orthodoxy, as Jordan refers to it, 
emphasizes reform of labour markets by ensuring equal opportunities and 
a\·ailability of life-long learning. Associated measures include the author
itative enforcement of standards of discipline and work, as well as tough 
means testing of benefits. The hope is that these measures will increase 
national wealth by saving expenditure on benefits and getting the long-term 
unemployed back to work. The welfare aim is to optimize the well-being of 
disadvantaged groups by avoiding the harm of inflicting dependency and 
maladaptive life-styles that are fostered by monetary benefits. 

Jordan argues that the Clinton-Blair approach to welfare entails national 
mobilization based on a moralizing rhetoric that draws on the obligations 
and rights of the f~tmily, neighbourhood, and community, and applies these 
oblig-ations and rig-hts to the whole society. 1 Interestingly, this rhetoric does 
not make ust' of prohably the most powerful primordial virtue: that of filial 
piety (or familial solidarity). Numerous studies in anthropolo~'Y and 
psychology find that kinship tics are strong- and lasting, and usually rellect 
genetic relatedness or the fiunily, dan, or ethnic group.·-' Jordan dot'S not 
make a point of this, although towards the ("nd of his book he makes the 
1()lIowing ohservation: 

\\'e1fiuT stales are concein'd as dosed systems, with houndaries that 
distinguish members (supposed to be hoth contrihutors to and 
heneficiaries from collectiw goods) f'·om non-members. Distrilmtin' 
justice requires some moral basis or kinship or kllow-ft'ding, or some 
otlwr grounds feu· fil\"ouring the daims of some and excluding others, in 
the di\·ision and sharing of the resources or the membership group." 

The authority to whom.Jordan attrihutes this vicw is l\Iichael Walzer, 7 a 
m,~jor thcorist and deft-neler or ethnic pluralism. Neither Jordan nor \Valzer 
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has a theory of why kinship and ethnic identity ('xert stich strong loyalty, or 
are so persistent as social categories. Neither considers the evolutionary 
origins of kinship and communal ties, and therefore both f~lil to ask certain 
questions about the connection bct\veen shared ethnic identity and welfare 
rights. As Jordan notes, however, 'Ibloth migration and transnational 
allegiance to ethnic or religious groups make it hard to reach consensus on 
distributive justice,.11 There would appear to be a need for a theory that 
connects the motive power of kinship and ethnicity to the politics of trust and 
altruism as found in the wdl~lre state. 

Since Walzer is Jordan \ sole link to kinship, a core concept in ethnic 
nepotism theory, [ shall pause to enlarge on \Valzer's ideas about kinship and 
wdf<lre. The discussion leads into the work of other leading theorists of 
welfare, Gary Freeman, Brian Barry, Anthony Giddens, and Peter Schuck, 
beum' returning to Jordan. Despite lack of biological and psychological 
theory, Walzer recognizes some connection between a sense of community 
and a sense of welfare obligation. He argues that countries do not have the 
right to deny entry to rclilgecs escaping persecution, but do have the right to 
stop economic migrants when this would undermine welfare sentiment: 'The 
idea of distributiw justice presupposes a bounded world within which 
distributions take place: a group of people committed to dividing, 
exchanging, and sharing social goods, first of all among themselves. . .. 
The primary good that we distribute to one another is membership in some 
community.") He quotes the nineteenth-century political philosopher, Henry 
Sidgwick, II) to the same dfect: immigration can be restricted moralJy when it 
would reduce the govt'Tnment's dlixts to maintain adequate living standards 
of the people, espccialJy the poor. 1 ) 

\\!alzer has some relevant things to say in connecting welfare and kinship. 
The strongest state of welfare is the f~lmily. 'ITlhe family is a kind of welfare 
state, which guarantees to all its members some modicum oflove, friendship, 
generosity, and so on, and which taxes its members for the sake of the 

L' '1' I I . ). 11 d' . I ,I') L' h '(' . guarantee. ramI Ia ove IS rae Ka y uncon ltIona.... - .'urt er: 7ettmg 
and spending belongs to tht' sphere of money and commodities, and is 
governed by the principles of ... freedom. But the distribution of the family 
estate belongs to another sphere the sphere of kinship which is governed 
by principles of mutuality and obligation.' I:! Walzer devotes a whole chapter 
to developing his theory of distribution based on 'kinship and love'. He 
reports from anthropology that important distributions are carried out within 
the family and within alJiances of f~lInilies. He notes the variation in types of 
f~lmilial distribution, including d()wri(~s, gifts, inheritances, alimony, and 
many other types of 'mutual aid'. \Yalzer concludes that these benefits are 
motivated by uniwrsal rules of kinship thaI are deep hut not permanent, 
since kinship loyalty is culturally determined. Note that this cultural 
determinism is simply asserted, with no support from psychological or 
biological theory of kinship motivation. Yet any theory of human kinship 
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motivation that would dismiss instinct as a contributing factor must explain 
why humans share the kinship altruism found across all social species, from 
termites to naked mole rats, and why, despite great cultural variation, kinship 
is central to human social organization everywhere. 

Walzer continues his argument by noting that ethnic groups behave 
something like families. For example, people prefer to take immigrants from 
those they recognize as 'national or ethnic "relatives"', 14 and although 
people will accept and tolerate refugees from strange ethnic groups or adopt 
children from other families, 'our more spontaneous beneficence is directed 
at our own kith and kin' (ibid.). Both Walzer l5 and Miller l6 recognize the 
family as the original social locus of intensive solidarity and redistribution. 
Both authors defend some types of nationalism as means for preserving a 
welfarist society, partly justifYing this position on the analogy between nation 
and family. Walzer l7 notes the ethnic fragmentation of the United States, 
and draws a negative analogy with the family. 

[I]he United States isn't a patrie. Americans have never spoken of their 
country as a fatherland (or a motherland). The kind of natural or 
organic loyalty that we (rightly or wrongly) recognize in families doesn't 
seem to be a feature of our politics .... [I]he United States isn't a 
'homeland' (where a national family might dwell), not, at least, as other 
countries are, in casual conversation and unreflective feeling. It is a 

f ·· 18 country 0 Immigrants. 

Walzer, however, does not draw the logical conclusion that securing 
welfare rights will be more difficult in such multi-ethnic societies as the 
United States, which lack 'natural or organic loyalty', compared with those 
that do possess such feeling. This conclusion is not reached despite his 
observation that the family metaphor is applied to the United States by 
politicians urging citizens to take more seriously their 'mutual responsibilities 
and welfarist obligations,.19 Elsewhere, and much earlier in his career, 
Walzer noted that citizens are expected to give some degree of 'commitment 
or loyalty'. 20 Even at this early phase of his thinking, he added the perceptive 
question, 'but to what?' Not to la patrie, not to a fatherland or a motherland, 
not to a nation, since the United States is not a nation but an ethnically 
diverse land of immigrants. Old World commitments to country are not to be 
asked or expected of United States citizens. Yet, for society to be viable, 
<;itizens must be willing to defend their country, even give their lives in doing 
so. They must obey the law, and show basic civility to fellow citizens. And in 
a multi-ethnic democracy, it is necessary that citizens practise tolerance and 
participate in the political process. Walzer detects something missing in the 
ideal liberal state, which offers few emotional rewards by virtue of not being a 
homeland; not a nation. He thinks that the desire for warmth and intimacy in 
public life is dangerous, since it is incompatible with liberalism. It would be 
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dangerous to attempt to build 'social cohesion and political enthusiasm' using 
state power. Nevertheless, \\'alz('r admits that 'the hard truth about 
individualism, secularism, and toleration is that they make solidarity very 
dillicult'.:! I It also appears to be difIicult to exact liheral ideals, such as a high 
rate of political participation in the liml1 of voting, in a fragmented society.:!:! 
Two decades later, \'Valzer still had not made the connection between this 
insight and the American problem with wdfare. nor had he developed a 
theOl)' of human solidarity that might generate testable hypotheses about 
well~m' behaviour. Instead, he argucd that state power was bound to increase 
in the United States as 'a necessarv and natural antidote to liberal 
disintegration',:l:l and that allegiance tc; society must he a narrow political 
allegiance divorced from ethnic and spiritual sentiments. Narrow indeed: 
\Valzer is unsure whether a community of patriots can be sustained by 
politics alone. He recogl1izes the dysfunctions of pluralism, evt'n according to 
its own standards, and asks: 'I H low can a common citizenship develop if 
there is no other commonality no ethnic solidarity, no established religion, 
no unified cultural tradition! .. , Gi\,('11 liberal society and culture, certain 
sorts of dedication may well lie heyond our reach'/' and if so, state power 
will naturally grow to counteract 'liberal disintegration'. \Valzer avoids 
pessimism by reafIirming his bdid' in the desirability and possibility (though 
hardly the prohability) of raising political participation and commitment 
within a pluralist state. 

The American political scicntist, Gary Freeman,:!'-' is one analyst who has 
explicitly recognized ethnic diwrsity as a threat to wei litre rights. His analysis 
makes Iwa\'y use of \Valzcr's S/lIII'I,(,.I" ,!/}u.I"tic{'. Freeman notes that welf~lr(' 
rights arose in the context of 'particular national states', culminating in the 
dcwlopmcnt of civil, political. and social rights. With Walzer, Freeman 
argues that the wc)fitrt, state 'requires Ii))' its moral base some aspect of 
kinship or fellow feeling ... a selJse or solidarity that comes from common 
membership in some human conlllHlIlity,;:!I; and like \\'alzer, he maintains 
that pn'sclYation of a generous \n'If;IIT state entails limitilJg access to its 
benefits.:!7 Freeman, however. completes the logic. 'The openness of national 
economies poses enormous challclJg('s to the \'iahility and character of 
welfare states.':!:: Pre-empting Faist/I) Freeman ()hSerH~s that large-scale 
immigratiolJ creates opportunities lilr nationalist politicians to appeal \0 local 
ethnic sl'ntiment to either restrict immigration or welliuT rights.:lfI In Europe, 
the result has heel1 the 'Americanization ohn'lf;tn' politics', as nati\'t' workers 
'organize to resist the im'ackrs' and natiolJalist politicians exploit the rising 
tl'llsion. Like Faist, he helil'H's that immigration is a problem lix the Len. 
since it has eroded the gentTal norl11atin' consensus on which the \\"ell;lre 
state is based. 'The inject ion of race into European \\TIf~lre politics ... hocks 
ill Ii))' the I'uture of the wdlilJ'(' state in a time of seHTe fiscal stress":; I 

Pluralists and l'tlmonationalists alike acknowkdg(' the con11l'Ction 
hetween wdlitre and the solidarity of the group within \\'hich wealth is to 
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be redistributed. The connection is given back-handed recognition by critics 
of welfitre who argue from indi"idualism or from the position of particular 
group interests. The implicit and sometimes explicit message is that since a 
duty to share does not ('xist, the indi"idual or pn'ferred group should 'look 
out li)r itself. Radical individualism in the Anglo-American tradition is 
suspicious of any dependenn' on gon'rnment. In this view. the notion that 
people haw a right to food, shelter, health care. retirement income, and 
other benefits is injurious to the value of independence; wdlitre rights are 
incompatible with freedom, justice, and benevolence, and damage the 

" " 1~ weI/are of those they make dependcnt on government.' -
\Valzer's qualified nationalism is criticized from a cosmopolitan 

perspective by the scnior political theorist Brian Barry/I who seeks to 
formulate ways of maximizing redistribution from rich to poor within and 
especially hetween countries. Barry attempts an ethical analysis of types of 

. I' I' d . . \\' I ,'11 11\1'11' 'n natlona Ism, anc 11l omg so pays some attentIon to "a zer s' anc 1· I er s' . 
emphasis on the f~tmily as the proto-welfitre state. He rejects this approach to 
understanding the prerequisites of redistribution. Barry considers the nation
f~l1nily analogy to be 'dangerous', while conceding that fitmily members have 
more ohligations to one another than to non-family members.:I(; His criticism 
is hased on heavy use of moral concepts and dlective\y no use of empirical 
concepts. For example, rather than describing actual behaviour of national 
solidarity and peoples' sense of loyalty to their nations, he seeks to evaluate 
such feelings a priori: 'ITJhcre is nothing ahout common nationality as such 
that can make contact with any morally compelling basis for ascribing special 

. . ,'{7 r ~ •• • • , 

oblIgatIons.· 1 he a pnon moral assertIon IS ccntral to Barry s argument. 
Like \Valzer, he oflt~rs no theory of the nature or origin of the st'llse offitmilial 
obligations, and their connections to national obligations. This is not 
surprising because he has no theory or even definition of ~tmily and nation. 
Barry's statement that there is no natural reason li)r biological parents to be 

f" d I' . 'm k I pre ('rre as t 1C prnne care-givers' rna TS no attempt to 111eet t 1(' 

countervailing e"idence from studies of child abuse,:I'I the greater nurture 
in general shown by natural as opposed to step-parents, the persistence of 
parental bonds in the fiKt' of radical child-rearing strategies such as 
communal cri-dws, III or the explanation of thes(~ beh,wiours provided by kin 
selection theory. By comparison, tlw biologically inf()rmed wellan' ethics of 
Westermarck II or Eibl-Eibesfeldt l:l begin with empirical analysis of fitmily 
relations, guided there by extensive field observations and evolutionary 
theory. 

Radical detachment from biology is common in political philosophy, 
especially on the Left. Anthony GiddC11s 1:\ is a leading political theorist of 
Clinton and Blair's 'Third 'Vay' towards, or away from, state wdfitre. 
Giddens has no d(·finition of ethnicity, nor a theory of ethnic behaviour, 
though he is aware of ethnic solidarity and conflict. II Separately, he also 
discusses some mailers related to reproduction; hut Ill' does 1I0t link the two 
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issues, Nor does he ohserve or analyst' the relationship between ethnic 
din'rsity and wdf~tre. Indeed, he oll('rs no theory of the cause or origins of 
ethnic phenomena in general, and as a result has little of substance to say 
ahout ethnicitv and altruism. This is not to dismiss values identified with the 
Left, hut rath(:r to criticize the anti-hiolol-,'Y tradition in Left political thcory. 1.-, 

~lany decades aftcr the di'hiirle or Lysmkoism in the Soviet Union and 150 
years aHer Darwin 's (),~~ill (!l thf .V'fCifS, the idcological niche of a biological 
humanism remains undeveloped. Peter Singer, a leftist political philosopher, 
argues that the Len is not hound to ahjun' knowledgc of human nature, and 
urges fdlow radicals to inject into their policies some realism ahout humans 
as an evolved species. It; 

Biological humanism has yet to he compreht'11ded in practice e\'en by the 
left wing of the ecolol-,'Y movement. How else can one explain the f<tilure of 
America's Sierra Cluh, a leading nature-conservation organization, to take a 
position on the massi\'e immigration that has made the United States' 
population among the f~tstest growing of industrial countries? And what other 
explanation exists for the policy of Germany's Green Party to introduce 
large-scale continuous immigration to Germany in order to maintain the 
population level and thus keep the economy strong? 17 Germany is one of the 
world's most densely populated nations with attendant chronic problems of 
crowding, pollution, and environmental stress. Since the late nineteenth 
century it has also been a relatively generous w('ll~lf(' state, something 
fa\'oured hy the Left. Yet the Greens hehan~ as if immigration has no 
negati\'{' impact on ecology or welfare. Elsewhere, tht' Grt'ens behave in a 
manner consistellt with environmental ('oncerns, adnlCating policies that 
would benefit the environment at the cxpense or the economy. One of their 
policies has been to raise lhc petrol tax until owning petrol-fuelled cars 
becomes prohibitively expensiw. As a party of the Lefl, the Greens also 
support the maintenance of wt'alth rcdistrihution and carl' f(x the under
privileged. Yet in the area of immigration, they propose a policy arguably at 
odds with these lattn values and limdanwntally at odds with their ('ore value 
of cons(')Yation. Ecologically minded intellectuals are not unif(lfInly 
insensitiv(, to human social ccology. For cxample, thc Australian poet-cum
ecologist-acti\'ist, Mark O'Connor. links ..Iarge-scale immigration with thc 
destruction of Australia's li'agile ('cology. I" 

'Valzer continues the I;ullily 1lH'laphor or the state, descrihing the 
situation where immigrants remain unnaturalizcd: 'Then the state is like a 
I~lmily '.vith lin'-in se)yants.' I!I Th('s(' remarks art' intuiti\'(~, lacking a f()rmal 
theory cOI1lH'cting the sphere or kinship \\-ith the sphne or (,(bnicity. Perhaps 
intuition is how, despitc his dnl\\-ing parall('ls \)('t\\"('en natiol1 and f~unily, 
'''alzer rcmains strongly cOl1unitted to gClHTous wdlitre in multi-ethnic 
statt's: 'ITlhe citizens of a model'll industrial democracy O\\T a great deal to 
ont' another ... I q\Try political community must attend to thc nt'eds of its 
nH'I11\)t'rs as they collecti\Tly understand those necds ... I according to the 
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principles I that the goods that are distrihuted must be distributed in 
proportion to need; and that the distr:.ihution must recognize and uphold the 
underlying equality of membership,"'o At the same time, Walzer acknowl
edges that the United States, compared with other Western societies, 
maintains one of the 'shabbier' welfilre systems, Why? Ethnic and racial 
diversity are not cited as possible causes, though part of the reason, hc thinks, 
is that somc ethnic and religious groups run their own welfare programmes. 
Another explanation he canvasses is the popular American ideology of self
reliance and entrcpreneurship. 

Walzer admonishes his fellow Amcrkans to support generous welfare 
despite his being aware, as wc have seen, of the implications of multi
ethnicity fc)r the welfare ethic at the statc level. To recapitulate with dint'rent 
quotes: Walzer sympathizes with the view that unlike traditional nations, 
America is ethnically 'anonymous'. 'There is no country called America. ,:, I 
The United States is not like a family; it is not a patrie. With some 
qualification, Walzer agrees with Kallen's view, enunciated in the early 
twenticth century,;;:? that the United States Lo; not a nation-state ofa particular 
(i.e., ethnic) kind. The primary political commitment in the United States is 
to protect individual freedoms; a commitment that is consistent with feelings 
of gratitude, loyalty, and even patriotism of a certain kind, 'but it doesn't 
make for fellowship,.,,:l \Valzer's intuition strays from his theory, since as wc 
have seen, he (and Jordan) argues that kinship or some other sense of fellow
feeling is a necessary psychological underpinning of distributive justice. 

It would seem that despite admonitions, Walzer all but recognizes and 
accepts as inevitable the depressed state of welfare in multi-ethnic states: 
'Americans are communal in their private affairs, individualistic in their 
politics, Civil society is a collection of groups; the state is an organization of 
individual citizens. ... For support and comfort and a sense of belonging, 
men and women look to their groups; for freedom and mobility, they look to 
the state. ,:H If ethnic and religious groups, like families, offer org-dnic mutual 
aid, then the political community will offer welfare in a less spontaneous, less 
generous manner. In \Valzer's theory, that would seem to be an inevitable 
c.orollary of multiculturalism. 

Walzcr's positions on diversity and welfare are contradictory. On the one 
hand, he seems to be claiming that nations offer their citizens welfare to the 
extent that they rcsemble families, being thus motivated to provide mutual 
aid to their members. In this sense, he maintains, the United States is not a 
nation but a multi-ethnic state, implying that a nation is a politically 
organizcd ethnic group. However, \'Valzer does believe that some cultural 
and political identity is possessed by the United States, found in shared 
cultural artef~lcts, songs and dances, and style of life, and also in an idea of 
America.:;:; (Even Walzer cannot resist calling the United States 'America'.) 
There are more and more 'native Americans'; those who have ancestral 
memories hased within American territory. However, this American 
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nationality is dim'rent by not being exciusiw'; it does not belong to ont> ethnic 
group. Here, Walzer secllls to (h-ili II-om the logic of his argument by 
accepting that the United Statl's is still a nation, albeit an ethnically diverse 
one and thus lacking status as a /la/ri/,. Hc thus n:jects the \'iew that a nation is 
necessarily a politicized ethnic group, allO\\'ing him to get hack on his original 
track that America is not a people but an idea. His use of the non-analytic 
term 'destiny' in the Ic)llowing quotation indicates Illrthcr recourse to 
intuition: 

It isn't inconcei\'ahk that America will one day become an American 
nation-state, the many giving way to the one, but that is not what it is 
now; nor is that its destiny. Amcrica has no singular national destiny ,
and to be an 'American' is, finally, to know that and to be mort> or less 
content with it.,-)~i . 

\Valzer's confused analysis of the cOl1lll,ction between welfare and 
ethnicity is not an isolated case. For example, Schuck~)7 discusses policy 
options for maintaining Americans' WeHalT standards and cohesion in the 
face of massive Third World immigration. He begins with the proposition 
that community is the central concept of politics. It lollmvs, Schuck states, 
that immigration law is a leading instrument fIX shaping a political society. 
Immigration law is, or should he, an answer to the questions that all societies 
must ask themselves: "Vhat are we? What do 'vve wish to hecome? Which 
individuals can help us to reach that goal? And most fundamentally: Which 
individuals constitute the '\vc" who shall dccide these questions?' Schuck 
answers with the view that the United States is a concept, not a people, or 
rather that if there is an American peoplehood, it is defined by adherence to a 
set of ideals, namely indi\'idual rights and equal opportunity. Yet even this 
detribalized notion of nationhood tends towards closure against indiscrimi
nate immigration in the interests of maintaining a decent standard of welfare: 

Despite the aggressive, destructiw jingoism to which national closure 
can occasionally lead, the idea of a national community makes the 
triumph of social justice and individual freedom more likely_ Hewing 
ordained an activist wdf~lr{' state that increasingly defines liberty in 
terms of positive, gOH>rnment-crcated legal entitlements to at least 
minimal levels of indi\'idual secmity and \Veil-being, the nation cannot 
possibly c~xtend these cwr-expanding claims against itself to mankind in 
general.')'\ 

Schuck goes on to point out the occasional need lor intense national 
solidarity in times ofemcrgellcy, such as ddl'Ill'l', and the day-to-day need li)r 
a sense of commllllity. Excessin'ly liberal immigration policy does not 
produce solidarity .. Both Iht' ulli\'(')"sal hrotherhood of man el~ioying natural 
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rights and the society of strangers linked by little mOrt' than the market are 
too impractical and alienating, anel represent too ill1po\'eri~lwd a view of 
what our social: psychological, and political natures require, to fi.llly realize 
our humanity':'" He notes \Valzer's concurrence with this view. \Vhether 
empirically true or not, so far the analysis is coherent. Schuck now turns to 
expressing these principles as immigration policies: Who should 1)(' chosen as 
immigrants? 

A sense of national community is greatly enhanced by a common 
langlmge, Schuck thinks, as is keeping immigration small. liO Other f~lCtors 
include a skills criterion that facilitates integration into a post-industrial 
economy. These measures are not enough, Schuck warns, to prevent social 
fragmentation due to ethnic conflict, especially in a liberal state that 
encourages retention and celebration of identity (multiculturalism). Interest
ingly, Schuck breaks with his own analysis by rejecting the building of ethnic 
homogeneity as a means for ensuring long-term national cohesion. Not 
analysis but values, modern American values, rule out selection by race, 
Schuck believes. lil Yet for much of its modern history, from IB80 to 1965, 
America was ruled by, or preserved, values which Schuck considers Ull

American. During those years, Congress deliberately undertook to forge all 
American identity by restricting immigration on ethnic criteria. Schuck ofkrs 
no theoretical criticism of these measures, perhaps because they accord with 
his own analysis of community-building. However, he is highly critical of the 
motiws activating these restrictions: 'class-based opposition to foreign labor, 
racist animosity towards Asiatics, xenophobic hysteria, religious bigotry, and 
repression of radical movements in wl.lich new immigrants from exotic 
cultural backgrounds were prominent,.h:! The contrast between Schuck's 
social analysis and moral intuition could not be starker. Although he defends 
national exclusivity as a means for protecting a dignified standard of living 
and building a sense of community, he rejects the restriction of immigants 
from different ethnic backgrounds who competed for jobs and small-husiness 
niches in nineteenth century America. \Nould it not he consistent with 
Schuck's own principles to limit the entry of those likely to hurt a large 
segment of the population? Also, it is diflicult to see why an exponent of a 
liberal welfare state should be critical of attempts to keep communists 
('radical movements') out of the country. \Vould America's welfare, 
freedoms, or cohesion have been enhanced by an infusion of activists whose 
ideology caused so much death and destruction in the Old \""orld? Finally, it 
is odd to find someone who stresses the virtues of community, also 
pathologizing the pre/i.'rence for one's own ethnic group and religion with 
phrasf's such as 'xenophic hysteria' and 'religious bigotry'. If people are 
thirsty fix a sense of community as Schuck claims, if we nc('d a community 
'to fully realize our humanity', ""'hy is this impulse not valid as a motivation 
fi)r restricting immigTatioll? Recall that in Schuck's view, immigration is an 
anS\\Tr to the vital question, '\Yhat are we;>' 
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Let us return to Jordan, who gues on to agree with Thomas Faist about 
the hazards posed to well~lre rights hy large-scale immigration leading to 
ethnic pluralism. Faist concludes that 'the current ethnicization and 
racialization of European welfare states indicate that ethnic heterogeneity 
\vill probably be accompanied hy further diminution of redistributiw and 
regulatory activities of welfare states,.!;:l The mechanism of welfare decline, 
Faist believes, is resurgent nationalist-populist policies, in which nationalist 
politicians mobilize voter support fI)r exclusionist or reduced welfare policies 
on the grounds that foreigners free ride on the contributions and 
infrastructure of the host society. Jordan gives essentially the same \'iew, 
but adds the point that there is more than a kernel of truth to accusations of 
free riding by illegal and \egal immigrants. They do in fact use some welfare 
provisions, such as health services, and \vhen they gain legal status they claim 
entitlements from funds to which they haw not contributed.!; I He then gives 
an assessment similar to Faist's, with the same qualification that nationalist 
concerns are not 'real issues': 

The politics of welfare must somehow address the issues raised by 
[immigrant free riding], because ordinary voters are aware of many of 
the issues, and because authoritarian nationalistic parties constantly 
play upon them with alarmist propaganda, dwelling on the threat to 
national culture and racial purity, the loss of national identity, 
congestion of welfare goods to the disadvantage of citizens ... and 
the links between race and immigTation and perceived problems of 
rising disorder and crime.li:; 

Incidentally, Jordan does not see ethnic \'alues as illegitimate for 
minorities. Nor does he accuse minority ethnic loyalists of authoritarianism, 
populism, or paranoia. Indeed, he notes that liberal theory recognizes special 
rights for minorities to protect their cultural identities.!i!; Jordan himself sees 
ethnic pride as a basic good when expressed within the limits of 
reasonableness, and notes that this entails the retention of cultural identity. 
'Cultural identity as a source for self:'respect must be affirmed, valued and 
honoured, and this can only be made possible by protecting it from rules 
enforcing public conformity.,!;7 He then describes ethnic affairs in the modern 
Western liberal state as dominated by an official culture: that of the majority. 
Even states not claiming a particular national identity do, in tact, privilege the 

. . 'd' d . I f l'fi ' 611 J d h majorIty I entIty, an 'protect natlOna ways 0 Ie. or an suggests t at 
social justice in the multicultural state requires that equal recognition be given 
to all identities, and that these be equally celehrated regardless of relative 
population size. Democracy would thus seem to be an intrinsic problem for 
this pure brand of multiculturalism. E\'(~n the most liberal, pluralistic societies, 
states that enforce equal opportunity and affirmative action f()r disadvantaged 
minorities, that haw abolished ethnicity as an immigration criterion, 
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nevcrtheless are opprcssiw ethnic regimes serving the pn:judiccs of the 
Im~ority, in Jordan 's view. Even thc United States oppresses minority ethnic 
cultures, Jordan heli(Tes. despite the 1~lct that, according to official 
projections, its lounding European-descended population is headed lor 
minority status by the middle of the twenty-first century,(;~) and even though 
the country's president from 1992 to 2000 urged white Americans to accept 
thcir coming minority status. 7°Jordan's analysis sets up a stringent standard of 
ethnic f~lirness in multi-ethnic states; it is no wonder that he does not recognize 
the legitimacy of protecting m<~ority ethnic sensitivities or interests,7I fc)r 
example. through restrictive immigration. Yet he also makes clear that 
immigration poscs serious threats to social justice. The first threat is the 
f)·agmentation of welfare states, the second is the prolifi.'ration of 'narrower 
mutualities', and the third is increasing social exclusion. 

Jordan criticizes the new orthodoxy on welfare as being too authoritarian. 
as costing too much in liberties as a means of enforcing discipline of potential 
free riders such as single mothers and long-term unemployed. Loss ofiiherties 
is a severe cost in liberal political theory, yet Jordan does not helieve this 
moralizing liberal authoritarianism is as unacceptable as a policy that 
preserved these freedoms by limiting immigration. One must inler that 
Jordan considers limiting fi'eedom as negotiable but not serving m,~ority 
ethnic interests, since he rejects without argument policies that would 
maintain welfare by consen·ing the sense of national kinship: policies he 
deems xenophobic. 

Jordan notes early in his account that the new orthodoxy is limited, for 
the time being at least, to two Anglo-Saxon countries: Britain and the United 
States. Also, 'Anglo-Saxon countries have the highest rates of poverty and 
inequality, and insecurity of employment, along with evidence of social 
conliict (such as rising expenditure on criminal en/c)rcement),.7:! Anglo-Saxon 
countries also stand ill shaJV contrast to other industrialized \Vestern natiollS 
that have relatively low rates of incquality and social conflict comhined with 
generous welfare provisions, such as Germany, Sweden. and Austria. 
Britain's welfare state has traditionally been more generous than that of the 
Cnited States, yet the share of British GDP spent on income maintenance in 
I 99(i was 21.5 per cent, compared with 37.6 per cent in Sweden. Britain's 
expenditure exceeded only those of Portugal, Spain, Greece, and Irdand. 7:1 

It appears as though the Clinton-Blair policy on welf<tn~ contains, as an 
esst'ntial dement. appeasements of the m,~ority ethnic group; the h'TOUP 
prO\·iding most of the tax ITVt'nUl'S limding weIf<lre. The policy entails 
moralistic, communitarian rhetoric that targets the social patterns of non
white minorities. For example, Jordan notes the repeated emphasis in both 
the UK and the US on reining hack on benefits to teenage single mothers, a 
category in which racial minorities are on'r-rcpresentt'd. Stress is laid on sell:' 
discipline. on countering li'('(' riders by putting (',·cryont' back to work. and 
on combating crime with policies such as prolonged imprisonment and 'zero 
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tolerance' that run COlllltt'l' to post-World \Var II liberalism. Extraordinarily 
lor libtTal leaders, Clinton and Blair adyocate the acceptance of unequal 
outcomes, justifying it with the enf())'('('Il1ent of equal opportunities (though 
the widespread practice of alfirmatiw action, amounting to a continuing 
push f<Jr equal outcomes, has not heen condemncd by these leaders). All these 
measures lit a pattern of appeasement of the white middle and working 
classes, as a cost of retaining some kind of well:lr(~ system. And,Jordan notes, 
it works especially well in attracting support from blue-collar workers; those 
with incomes just ahove the we)f;\re threshold, who resent those who free ride 
on their hard work, stable I~\mily li/(:, and abstinence from wdf~\I'('. Another 
disafl(~ctt'd group attracted by the new, tough policies is fundamentalist 
Christian groups who raise the moral criticism that welfare provisions 
encourage corrupt life-styles. The policies apply especially to young, single, 
black mothers, th(' objcct of criticism from both groups. 7 I Appealing to these 
groups holds the danger,Jordan thinks, that "a moral majority might as in 
parts of the USA - turn its wrath against racial minorities.'7.> The worst 
possible outcome of the new orthodoxy on welfare would be the 
fragmentation of any sensc of community within developed countries, and 
the emergence of grotesque inequalities. Yet he and the new liberals he 
criticizes resist all policies tending to increase ethnic homogeneity, the 
ingredient that high-welfare states possess, and low-welfare states do not. 

At the heart of Jordan's critique of the new Anglo-Saxon welfare policy is 
his itemization of its unacceptable costs, mainly the loss of benefits and 
liberties. He criticizes the Clinton-Blair approach for being moralistic and 
authoritarian ill pressuring' \\,1'1I~lrt, recipients to submit to stringent means 
testing and training programme~, and thel1 ollt'ring only limited or reduced 
benefits. 71; It is also 'an authoritarian, communitarian route to social justice, 
paying a high price in terms of traditional liberal rights and social 
protections,.1/ These costs apply only in Anglo-Saxon countries, where 
ethnic di\'t'rsity is the highest among the developed nations. In Continental 
Europe, costs are not incurred in terms of/wlldits or rights to citizens, which 
remain relatively high. Rather tht' costs fall on non-citizens who want to share 
in the generous benefits but are exciuckd by the system through curbs placed 
on eligibility for citizt'llship and immigration. As noted earlier, Jordan 
considers this second set of costs to be unacceptable, and rt:iects ethnic 
exclusion out of hand. His message is dear: immigration should be non
discriminatory whatever its impact on welfare rights. Jordan is, however, less 
repulsed by the se('ond set of costs, that is, costs to the home society. He is 
unhappy about the reduction oflwnclits and freedoms within the UK and the 
US, but considers the matter neg'Otiable, devoting a book-length discussion to 
it. Apparently, he considers equality and fiw'c1om less important within states 
than Ilt'tw('('n states, but olkrs no argument for making this distinction. 

Jordan concludes hy ach'ocating the broadening of \\'ell;\I'{' entitlements to 
the whole world based on the C()I\(Tpt ofhulllan rights. The main problem he 
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recognizes in this prqject is achieving legitimacy in a continuing age of 
political nationalism. He criticizes liberalism for not having a theory of 
political boundaries (a shortcoming that \Valzer, among others, has tried to 
remedy within the context of ethnic diversity). Although Jordan is aware of 
\Valzer's concession to membership criteria, he still maintains that liheralism 
has failed to come up with a viable doctrine for legitimizing redistribution. 
'Blood and soil' nationalism does have a powelful theo~ of boundaries, 
Jordan notes, but liberalism (and he) rejects this ideology. II Liberalism has 
om'red a set of slog'ans in place of coherent theory, such as 'diversity within 
unity', celebration of minority hut not majority identities, and selective 
enforcement of (minority) group rights. Jordan rejects these particularisms 
and the new orthodoxy's assault on benefits and freedoms. He believes that 
liberalism still entails the provision of a 'common set of freedoms'. 'All must 
accept the constitutional settlement that guarantees their freedoms, and the 
neutrality of th! impartial state, keeping their particular differenct~s for the 

. I ,/ll 'l'h . h' I' hI' pnvate rea m.·· e exception to t IS ru e IS t at t Ie state mter\'enes to 
defend minority a .. pirations and rights. This is not Jordan's position, and he 
points to some ofits contradictions; but he does admit that his own suggestion 
of universal human rights as an alternative dO<~trine (for legitimizing 
redistribution internationally) is also unviable because some boundary claims 

• f" .• I fi I' . 1111 '1'1 I kid agamst orelgners recelvmg )ene ts arc egltlmate. lUS Ie ac 'now e ges 
'a seemingly unresolvabk dilemma over the ideals for socialjustic.e between 
memhers of a national or transnational [e.g., the European Union[ polity 
prescribed by human rights, and the rules governing mobility hetween such 

I·· I ., III H' d h' f' h d f' I' po lt1ca umts. IS repeate emp aSls 0 t e angers 0 natlOna Ism 
indicates that he doubts that universal human right<; have the same ahility to 
legitimize political systems as does that ideology. Nationalism is persistent 
and powerful, a'i evidenced by the break-up of the Soviet Union along ethnic 
lines and the civil war in the Balkans. Even modern liberals such as Clinton 
and Blair have used nationalist rhetoric to mohilize support lor their welfare 
programmes. All citizens are urged to participate in national revival, and 
those who resist the call are 'authoritatively required by authoritarian means 
to do so' .Il:! Jordan thus cannot see his way out of the Clinton-Blair doctrine 
of social justice within a national framework. His problem seems to be a 
doctrinaire emhrace of ethnic diversity comhined with limited knowledge of 
the link hetween diversity and welfare. A'i the empirical chapters in this book 
overwhelmingly indicate, ethnic homogeneity facilitates welfare rights 
without added coercion, surely a combination desirahle to liberals. 

The same doctrinaire attachment to diversity is evident in current debates 
about the dt'dine in social capital within the United States. As discussed in 
Chapter I, a SUlyey of :~O,OOO Americans in 40 communities relea'ied in 
March 2001 f(mnd that when different cities are compared across th(~ United 
States, ethnic diversity emerges as a major predictor of depressed community 
trust, grt'ater social isolation, less participation in politics (including voting), 
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and 1i.'\\,lT social contacts across class lilll's.:::l The survey adds ethnic diversity 
to the list of possible causes pn'\'iously cited by the su~'ey leader, Putnam,B'1 
as contributing to the decline in America's social capital greater tele\'ision 
\'iewing, f~lll1ily breakdown, more women in the work-fl))Te, and residential 
mohility. Putnam, a Haryard profl~ssor of government, argues that social 
capital is precious because it makcs democratic institutions responsin' to 
popular needs, aids economic dc\'('lopment, improves the quality of 
education, counteracts crime thus making public spaces sali.· for the an'rage 
citizen, and improves psychological and physical well-being. However, 
Putnam and the SUITCY authors n~jl'ct without discussion one method fc)r 
bolstering social capital indicated by their own research limiting ethnic 
diversity, fiJr example by controlling immigration. So absolute is their 
rcjection of diwrsity-mitigation as a policy instrument that they cast doubt on 
the efficacy of religion as a means of rebuilding civic engagement, on the 
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religious communities in the United States to be rare bastions of pre-19G5 
civic health. It secms not to hmT OCCUlTed to Putnam, or to Jordan, that loss 
of social capital might he an im"'itabk cost of getting the sort of tolerance 
needed to make diverse societies viable. In other words, to induce people to 
be indifkrcnt about their ethnic em'ironment or to prefer diwrsity, it might 
be necessary to create an atomized, discontcnt('d, uncaring, divided, conflict
prone, distrustful, and politically passiw society such as the Unitcd States is 
rapidly becoming. And the n'\'l'rse might be true. Building communities that 
are cohesiw, contented, caring, inclusiH'. pea('t'lill, trusting, and politically 
engaged might entail a r('surgence of th(' ('ollselYatin' \'alues which they so 
much dislike. especially ethnocentrism. Ethnocentrism is, after all, double-

"I' edged." ) 
One possible reason Ii)!' Putnam and colleagues embracing diversity 

despite the manifest and multiple social ills associated with it is that diwrsity 
of1('rs benefits of great value. Indced, if this is not the case, then their blank 
opposition to diwrsit), mitig<llion is without rational basis. Putnam and his 
group attribute two \'alucs to din'rsity. The lirst is a sup('r/icial sort of 
tolerance. Residents of ethnically mixed neighbourhoods claim they have 
more friendships with people of colour and with homosexuals,::7 and are 
simultaneously more conscious of ethnic distinctions. Howcver, the Sll)"\'('Y 

indicates that these rcspondents do not im'itc non-whites into their homes 
any more than do residents of rclatiwly white homogeneous areas.HB The 
alleged greater tolerance of dinTse cities is hased on nothing more than the 
mere claim of greater cross-racial fi'iendships, while in the morc 
homogeneous areas, people arc less aware of (,thnicity. ha\'c more friends, 
interact with their neighbours, and are more likely to volunteer Ii)}' 
community projects. It is reasollabk to conclude that the tolerance praised 
hy Putnam is superficial and probably amounts to general social indifkrence 
rather than a positi\'(' embracc of di\'('rsity. The second \'alue of diversity is 
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d h · I f' f I'f' I . . I . 1\'1 more own to cart , 111 t le orm 0 1 (,-stye vanety, mam y 111 Clns1l1C .. 
Since minimizing diversity is not considered as a solution, one must assume 
that these two values are considered more precious by Putnam and 
colleagues than is social capital, even though it was concern fl)!, the latter that 
inspired their research eflor!. Why the attachment to diversity if it causes so 
much harm and such little henefit? 

Let me conclude this section by discussing one minor and one m,~jor flaw 
in Jordan's analysis of welfare. He describes the traditional Continental 
European model of social security as a form of social insurance that 
redistributes money within income categories, thus maintaining the hierarchy 
of social status groups in retirement. That is, high-income earners pay greater 
premiums during their ·,vorking lives and receive more in retirement. The 
Anglo-Saxon model was dim'rent, with low rates of social insurance benefits. 
This has meant that public assistance has continued to be important in social 
policy, with the poor being paid out of consolidated revenue.!)() This is not 
quite accurate. In fact, the Central European model includes generous 
monetary provisions for those who fall through the safety net of the user-pays 
social security and medical insurance schemes. 

One problem with Jordan's analysis is that he does not distinguish state 
and nation. At no point does he define a nation. If a nation is defined as a 
politicized ethnic group, then citizenship carries different meanings 
depending on ethnic make-up. Multi-ethnic 'Anglo-Saxon' states resemble 
nations less and less as their core ethnic group declines in influence and 
relative numbers, while assimilationist states are in the process of 
continuously forging a nation. Citizenship in multicultural states can be 
stripped of any identity linking ethnic and state, while in nation-states, such 
identity is widespread and rooted in the history of the founding culture. 
''''ithout a concept of nation it is little wonder that, as noted earlier, Jordan 
cannot explain the connection between public altruism as expressed in 
generous welfare, and 'kinship or fellow-feeling, or some other ground for 
favouring the claims of some and excluding others,.!11 He has some inkling 
that such a connection exists, but has no theory in which to embed this 
insight (as noted above, gained from Walzer). In partic.ular, his concepts for 
dealing with ethnicity and nationality are deficient, and he has no theory of 
altruism; surely a concept useful to the analysis of democratic redistribution. 
Indeed, the term is not indexed in his book. Without these concepts it is 
difficult to go beyond the initial observation to ask wI!)' kinship or fellow
f('ding is needed to dicit altruism. 

(:( );\( :I.l;SH)1\ 

In sl'H'ral places in l\Iiller's 1995 monograph Oil Natiollali~)', he speculates that 
national solidarity is bound to hoost wdfare expenditure, but concedes that 
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'there is no hard evidence connecting states that rest on common national 
identities with redistributive schemes of social justice,.92 Walzer93 implies a 
similar effect in his metaphor of the family as the most generous 'welfare 
state', though he also lacks the evidence to test the implication. The empirical 
findings of this symposium, which support Miller's and Walzer's intuition, 
should therefore be of considerable interest to theorists of nationality and 
welfare as well as to policy analysts. 

Evolutionary theory should also be able to assist policy analysis. Neither 
Miller nor Walzer state that ethnicity as shared descent is necessary to 
produce national solidarity. Both believe that a sense of community can be 
constructed, to a significant degree, from any mix of descent groups. Walzer 
is more ambivalent than Miller, arguing that multicultural societies will never 
have the organic solidarity of homogeneous ones. Miller is more optimistic, 
believing that only cultural traits need be shared in order to build a sense of 
nationality that encourages welfare. 

The common traits can be cultural in character: they can consist in 
shared values, shared tastes or sensibilities. So immigration need not 
pose problems, provided only that the immigrants take on the essential 
elements of national character. Indeed it has proved possible in some 
instances to regard immigration as itself a formative experience, calling 
forth qualities of resourcefulness and mutual aid that then define the 
national character - I am thinking of the settler cultures of the New 
World such as the American and the Australian.94 

In fact, it is precisely the 'settler societies' of the New World that display 
the lowest levels of public altruism among the developed economies, 
providing their citizens with relatively meagre welfare provisions and 
tolerating the most extreme inequalities among the developed economies. 
As reviewed in the target paper quoted in Chapter 1 of this volume, several 
analyses of the link between ethnic diversity and welfare within the United 
States and cross-nationally indicate that cultural markers are limited in their 
unifYing effect. Common descent, a defining property of ethnicity, does seem 
to play an important part in producing communal solidarity. The empirical 
findings fit a more literal interpretation of Miller's earlier sentence: 'National 
divisions must be conceived as natural ones; they must correspond to what 
are taken to be real differences between peoples.'95 That interpretation is 
facilitated by modern evolutionary theories of ethnicity combined with 
empirical comparisons of societies occupying different positions on the 
homogeneity-diversity spectrum. The findings, on balance, call into doubt 
existing political theory that treats ethnic diversity as an unqualified benefit. 
The findings point to immigration policy as a major tool for building caring, 
prosperous communities. 
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